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INTRODUCTION.

Having for some years felt the insufficiency of

the infornnation given by Dragomans to travellers

on the Nile, and finding with one or two striking

exceptions how limited is their knowledge of facts

relating to the history of the antiquities in Upper

Egypt, Messrs. Thos. Cook and Son have arranged

^vith Dr. E. A. Wallis Budge to compile the following

pages, which they have much pleasure in presenting

to every passenger under their Nile arrangements on

their Tourist Steamers and Dhahabiyyehs. In this

way passengers will no longer be liable to be misled

(unintentionally) by Dragomans, but will be able at

their leisure to prepare themselves for what they

have to see, and thus by an agreeable study add

to the interest with which their visits to the various

places are made.





PREFACE TO THE FOURTH
EDITION.

The short descriptions of the principal Egyptian

monuments on each side of the Nile between Cairo

and the Second Cataract (Wadi Halfah), printed in

the following pages, are not in any way intended

to form a "Guide to Egypt": they are drawn up

for the use of those travellers who have a very few

weeks to spend in Egypt, and who wish to carry

in their memories some of the more important facts

connected with the fast-perishing remains of one of

the most interesting and ancient civilizations that

has been developed on the face of the earth. The

existing guide books are generally too voluminous

and diffuse for such travellers ; and are, moreover,

in many respects inaccurate. Experience has shown

that the greater number of travellers in that countrj'

are more interested in history and matters connected

with Egyptian civilization from 13.C. 4400 to B.C. 450,

than with Egypt under the rule of the Assyrians
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of our dates want bringing down lower, and he

places the beginning of the Xllth dynasty at about

IJ.C. 1500, instead of about B.C. 2500. Although these

researches already enable us to rectify many im-

portant points in the chronology of Egypt, it has

been thought best to retain for the present the system

of the late Dr. H. Brugsch.

In this edition descriptions of the principal

monuments in the Gizeh Museum have been added
;

a description of the tomb of Nekht has been inserted
;

the chapter on the Egyptian religion has been

enlarged ; and several new illustrations have been

given. A brief notice of the splendid results obtained

from the exca\-ations carried out by M. de Morgan

has also been inserted on pp. 395 ff.

E. A. Wallis Budge.

Aui^usi 20, 1897.
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NOTES FOR TRA.VELLERS IN EGYPT.

EGYPTIAN HISTORY.

The history of Kgypt is the oldest history known to us.

It is true that the earHest of the Babylonian kings whose

names are known lived very little later than the earliest

kings of Egypt, nevertheless our knowledge of the early

Egyptian is greater than of the early Babylonian kings.

A large portion of Egyptian history can be constructed

from the native records of the Egyptians, and it is now
possible to correct and modify many of the statements

upon this subject made by Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus

and other classical authors. The native and other docu-

ments from which Egyptian history is obtained are :

—

I. Lists of Kings found in the Turin Papyrusy the

Tablet of Abydos, the Tablet of Sakkarah, and the

Tablet of Karnak. The Turin papyrus contained a

complete list of kings, beginning with the god-kings and

continuing down to the end of the rule of tlie Hyksos,

about B.C. 1700. The name of each king during this period,

together with the length of his reign in years, months and

days, was given, and it would have been, beyond all doubt,

the most valuable of all documents for the chronology of the

oldest period of Egyptian history, if scholars had been able

to make use of it in the perfect condition in which it was

B
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discovered. 'When it arrived in Turin, however, it was

found to be broken into more than one hundred and fifty

fragments. So far back as 1824, Champollion recognized

the true value of the fragments, and placed some of them

in their chronological order. Its evidence is of the greatest

importance for the history of the Xlllth and XlVth dynas-

ties, because in this section the papyrus is tolerably perfect

;

for the earlier dynasties it is of very little use.

On the monuments each Egyptian king has usually two

names, the prenomen and the nomen ; each of these

is contained in a cartouche.* Thus the prenomen of

Thothmes III. is
( © i*-"^ O ] Ra-men-cheper, and his

nomen is Tehuti-mes. Ra-men-cheper meansCM)
somelhing like " Ra (the Sun-god) establishes becoming

or existence;" Tehuti-mes means "born of Thoth," or

"Thoth's son." These names are quite distinct from

his titles. Before the prenomen comes the title ;j?\^

suU'i net, \ " King of the North and South," and after it

comes fe:;^ se Ha, "son of the Sun," preceding the

nomen. Each prenomen has a meaning, but it is at times

difficult to render it exactly in English. Every king styled

himself king of " the North and South," and " son of the

Sun." The first title is sometimes varied by " Beautiful

* Cartouche is the name which is usually given to the oval

wliicli tlie name of a royal person is enclosed.

t The ordinary word for "king" is i "^ suten. The word

Pharaoh, nj;"l3, which the Hebrews called the kings of Egypt, is

derived from the Egyptian "— -' per aa, otherwise written r—, r—, rJJ
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god, lord of the two earths."* In the earliest times the

k ngs were named after some attribute possessed by them
;

thus IVTena, the first king of Egypt, is the "firm" or "estab-

shed." In the Turin papyrus only the prenomens of

the kings are given, but its statements are confirmed and

amphfied by the other lists.

The Tablet of Abydosf was discovered by Diimichen

in the temple of Osiris at Abydos, during M. Mariette's ,

excavations there in 1864. This list gives us the names
of seventy-five kings, beginning with Mena or IVEenes, and

ending with Seti I., the father of Rameses II. ; it is not a

complete list, and it would seem as if the scribe who drew

up the list only inserted such names as he considered

worthy of living for ever. The Tablet of SakkarahJ was

discovered at Sakkarah by Mariette, in the grave of a digni-

tary who lived during the reign of Rameses II. In spite of

a break in it, and some orthographical errors, it is a valuable

list ; it gives the names of forty-seven kings, and it agrees

very closely with the Abydos list. It is a curious fact that

it begins with the name of Mer-ba-pen, the sixth king of

the 1st dynasty. The Tablet of Karnak was discovered at

Karnak by Burton, and was taken to Paris by Prisse. It

* Some kings had a large number of titles. Thus Tliothmes III. is

^\ styled " Horus, mighty bull, diademed with law, the lord,

maker of things, Ra-men-cheper," etc., etc. He is also called :

\\U o-=> '^ ^ V\ ' -.. '

,
'

' Iving of the North and5^
L=/i

MM

South, mighty of terror in aU lands"; '^^. /j ^ ¥ \Ji ^ ,

"Horus, exalted one of the white crown, beloved of Ka";

'^<-=- ® ° C5V § ^ -c=^ '
' '

,
" Golden Horusf^ cza X A 111 111'

mighty of valour, smiter of the Nine Bows," etc.

t See page 272. There is a duplicate in the British

Museum (Northern Egyptian Gallery, No. 117).

J See page 181.

B 2
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•was drawn up in the time of Thothnies III., and contains

the names of sixty-one of his ancestors. They are not

arranged in any clironological order, but tlie tablet is of the

highest historical importance, for it records the names of

some of the rulers from the Xlllth to the XVIIth

dynasties, and gives the names of those of the Xlth

dynasty more completely than any other list.

II. Annals of Egyptian Kings inscribed upon the

walls of temples, obelisks, and buildings. The narrative of

such inscriptions is very simple, and practically these records

merely represent itineraries in which the names of conquered

and tributary lands and people are given ; incidentally facts

of interest are noted down. As the day and month and

regnal years of the king by whom these expeditions were

undertaken are generally gi^'en, these inscriptions throw

much light on history. The lists of tribute are also useful,

for they show what the products of the various countries

were. The poetical version* of the history of the famous

battle of Rameses II. against the Cheta by the poet Pcn-ta-urt

is a pleasant variety of historical narrative. The inscription

on the stelet of Pianchi, the Ethiopian conqueror of Egy|)t,

is decidedly remarkable for the minute details of his fights,

the speeches made by himself and his conquered foes, and

the mention of many facts:}; which are not commonly noticed

by Egyptian annalists. The vigour and poetical nature of

the narrative are also very striking.

* See the notice of the official Egyptian account on page 354 f.

t Preserved at Gizeh. See page 177.

J For example, it is stated that when Tianchi had taken possessii m
of the storehouses and treasury of Nemart (Nimrod) hi;, foe, he went

afterwards into the stables, and found that the Irorses there had liecn

kept short of food. Bursting into a r.ige, he turned to Nimrod and

said, " Dy my hfe, by my darling Ra, who revivco my nostrils with

life, to have kept my horses hungry is more licinous in my siylil

than any other offence which thou hast committed against mc.''

Mariette, JJoiiniiiciils Divers, pi. 3, 11. 65, (36.
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III. Historical Stelae and Papyri, which brieflyrelate

in chronological order the various expeditions undertaken

by the king for whom they were made. Egyptian kings

occasionally caused summaries of their principal conquests

and of the chief events of their reign to be drawn up
;

examples of these are {a) the stele of Thothmes III.,* and

{l>) the last section of the great Harris Papyrus, in which

Rameses III. reviews all the good works which he has

brought to a successful issue to the glory of the gods of

Egypt and for the benefit of her inhabitants. This wonder-

ful papyrus measures 135 feet by 17 inches, and was found

in a box in the temple at Medinet Habfl, built by Rameses

III. ; it is now in the British Museum.

IV. Decrees, Scarabs, Statues of Kings and
Private Persons are fruitful sources of information about

historical, religious, and chronological subjects.

V. Biblical notices about Egypt and allusions to events

ot Egyptian history.

VI. The Cuneiform Inscriptions. In 1887 a num-

ber of tabletsf inscribed in cuneiform were found at

Tell el-Amarna. The inscriptions relate to a period of

Egyptian history which falls in the fifteenth century B.C., and

they are letters from the kings of Babylon, and cities of

Mesopotamia and Phoenicia relating to marriages, offensive

and defensive alliances, military matters, etc., etc., and

reports on the rebellions and wars which took place at that

time, addressed to Amenophis III. and to his son Chut-en-

aten or Amenophis IV. The Babylonian king who writes

is called Kurigalzu. Thothmes III. had carried his vic-

torious arms into Mesopotamia, and one of his successors,

Amenophis III., delighted to go there and shoot the lions

with which the country abounded. During one of these

hunting expeditions he fell in love with the lady f 1 11 W ^ 1

- Prcsevved at Gizeli ; see page 181.

\ .See the rlescriplion of the Gizeh Museum, pp. 1S6-1S9.
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Thi (in cuneiform ^ -^f &g ^]} Ti-i-e), tlie daughter of

Iuaa(j(]^(j^^ andThuaa£=^|)^|.and
married her, and he brought her to Egypt, with another

wife named ^^^ "^
^^^ i^^ Kilkipa (in cuneiform ^

-sE ^ Gi-lu-khi-pa), accompanied by 317 of her

attendants. It will be some time before these inscriptions

are fully made out, but the examination of them has already

been carried sufficiently far to show that they will throw

most valuable light upon the social condition of Eg)'pt and

of the countries which were subject to her at that time.

One of the tablets is written in the language of Mitani,

and others are inscribed with cuneiform characters in a

language which is at present unknown ; and some of them

have dockets in hieratic which state from what country they

were brought. The discovery of these tablets shows that

there must have been people at the court of Amenopbis III.

who understood the cuneiform characters, and that the officers

in command over towns in Phoenicia subject to the rule of

Egypt could, when occasion required, write their despatches

in cuneiform. The greater part of these tablets are now in

the Museums of London and Berlin, some are at the Gizeh

Museum, and some are in private hands.

The Assyrian kings Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and Assur-

banipal marched against Egypt ; Tirhakah defeated Sen-

nacherib at Eltekeh, but was defeated by Esarhaddon, the

son of Sennacherib, who drove him back into Ethiopia.

Esarhaddon's son, Assurbanipal, also attacked Tirhakah and

defeated him. Thebes was captured, and Egypt was divided

into twenty-two provinces, over some of which Assyrian

viceroys were placed. A fragment of a Babj'lonian tablet

states that Nebuchadnezzar II. marched into Egypt.

VII. The Greek and Roman writers upon Egypt

arc many ; and of these the best known are Herodotus,
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Manetho, and Diodorus Siculus. Herodotus devotes the

whole of the second and the beginning of the third book
of his work to a histoiy of Egypt and the Egyptians, and his

is the oldest Greek treatise on the subject known to us.

In spite of the attacks made upon his work during the

last few years, the evidence of the hieroglyphic inscriptions

which are being deciphered year after year shows that on

the whole his work is trustworthy. A work more valuable

than that of Herodotus is the Egyptian history of Manetho
(still living in B.C. 271) of Sebennytus, who is said by

Plutarch to have been a contemporary of Ptolemy I. ; his

work, however, was written during the reign of Ptolemy II.

Philadelphus (b.c. 286-247). According to words put into

his mouth, he was chief priest and scribe in one of the

temples of Egypt, and he appears to have been perfectly

acquainted with the ancient Egyptian language and literature.

He had also had the benefit of a Greek education, and

was therefore peculiarly fitted to draw up in Greek for

Ptolemy Philadelphus a history of Egypt and her religion.

The remains of the great Egyptian history of Manetho are

preserved in the polemical treatise of Josephus against

Apion, in which a series of passages of Egyptian history

from the XVth to the XlXth dynasties is given, and in the

list of the dynasties, together with the number of years of

the reign of each king, given by Africanus and Eusebius

on his authority. At the beginning of his work Manetho

gives a list of gods and demi-gods who ruled over Egypt

before Menes, the first human king of Egypt; the thirty

dynasties known to us he divides into three sections :

—

I-XI, XII-XIX, and XX-XXX. Diodorus Siculus,

who visited Egypt about b.c. 57, wrote a history of the

country, its people and its religion, based chiefly upon the

works of Herodotus and Hekatseus. He was not so able a

writer nor so accurate an observer as Herodotus, and his

work contains many blunders, Other important ancient
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writers on Egypt are Strabo,* Chaeremon,t Josephus,|

Plutarch§ and Horapollo.||

According to Manetho, there reigned over Egypt before

i\[ena, or Menes, the first mortal king of that country, a

number of beings who may be identified with the Shesu

Heru, or "followers of Horus "; of their deeds and

history nothing is known. Some have believed that

during their rule Egypt was divided into two parts, each

ruled l)y its own king ; and others have thought that the

whole of Upper and Lower Egypt was divided into a large

series of small, independent principalities, which were

united under one head in the person of Menes. There

is, however, no support to be obtained from the inscrip-

tions for either of these theories. The kings of Egypt

following after the mythical period are divided into thirty

dynasties. For the sake of convenience, Egyptian history

is divided into three periods :— I, the Ancient Empire,

which includes the first eleven dynasties ; II, the Middle
Empire, which includes the next nine dynasties (Xllth-

XXth); and, III, the New Empire, which includes the

remaining ten dynasties, one of which was of Persian

kings. The rule of the Saite kings was followed by that of

the Persians, Macedonians, Ptolemies and Romans.
The rule of the Arabs which began a.d. 641, ended a.d.

151 7, when the country was conquered by the Turks ; since

this time Egypt has been nominally a pashalik of Turkey.

The date assigned to the first dynasty is ^ariously given

by different scholars : by Champollion-Figeac it is b.c. 5867,

by Bockh 5702, by Bunsen 3623, by Lepsius 3892, by

Lieblein 3893, by Mariette 5004, and by Brugsch 4400.

As far as can be seen, there is much to be said in favour

of that given by Brugsch, and his dates are adopted

throughout in this book.

* About A.D. 15. + Aliout A.D. 50. t Alimit A.n. 75.

§ Aljnut A.D. 100.
II

About A.D. 4CO.



HISTORICAL SUMMARY.

ANCIENT EMPIRE.

Dynasty /, from This.

B.C.

4400. Mena, the first human king of Eg)'pt, founded

Memphis, having turned aside the course of the

Nile, and established a temple service there.

4366. Teta, wrote a book on anatomy, and continued

buildings at Memphis.

4266. Hesep-ti. Some papyri state that the 64th Chapter

of the Book of the Dead was written in his time.

Dynasty II, from This.

4133. Neter-baiu,* in whose reign an earthquake swallowed

up many people at Bubastis.

4100. Kakau, in whose days the worship of Apis at

Memphis, and that of Mnevis at Heliopolis, was

continued.

4066. Ba-en-neter, in whose reign, according to John of

Antioch, the Nile flowed with honey for eleven

days. During the reign of this king the suc-

cession of females to the throne of Egypt was

declared valid.

4000. Sent. Sepulchral stels of this king's priests are pre-

served at Oxford and at Gizeh; see page 143.

Nefer-ka-Seker, in whose reign an eclipse appears to

be mentioned.

Dynasty III, from Memphis.

* Or M]
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Dynasty IJ', from Afemphis.
11. c.

3766. Seneferu. Important contemporaneous monuments of

this king exist. During his reign the copper mines

of Wadi Ma'arah were worked.

3733. Chufu (Cheops), who fought with the people of Sinai;

he built the first pyramid of Gizeh.

3666. Cha-f-Ra (Chephren), the builder of the second pyra-

mid at Gizeh.

3633. j\Ien-kau-Ra (Mycerinus), the builder of the third

pyramid at Gizeh. The fragments of his coffin are

in the British jNIuseum. Some copies of the Book
of the Dead say that the 64th chapter of that work

was compiled during the reign of this king.

Dynasty J', from Elephantine.

3366. Tet-ka-Ra. The Precepts of Ptah-hetep were written

during the reign of this king.

3333- Unas, whose pyramid at Sakkarah was explored in

18S1.

Dynasty J 'I, from J\fempliis.

3266. Teta, the builder of a pyramid at Sakkarah.

3233. Pepi-meri-Ra, the builder of a pyramid at Sakkarah.

3200. Mer-en-Ra.

3166. Nefer-ka-Ra.

3:33 (?). Nit-aqert (Nitocris), "the beautiful woman with

rosy cheeks.
'

{

Dynasties ]'II and VIII, from Memphis.

Dynasties IX and X, from Heracleopolis.

Nefer-ka.

Nefer-Seh ....

Ab.

Nefer-kau-Ra.

Charthi,
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3033. Nefer-ka-Ra.

3000. Nefer-ka-Ra-Nebi.

2966. Tet-ka-Ra-

2933. Nefer-ka-Ra-Chentu

2900. Mer-en-Heru.

2866. Se-nefer-ka-Ra.

2833. Ka-en-Ra.

2800. Nefer-ka-Ra-Tererl.

2766. Nefer-ka-Ra-Heru.

2733. Nefer-ka-Ra Pepi Seneb.

2700. Nefer-ka-Ra-Annu.

2633. Nefer-kau-Ra.

2600. Nefer-kau-Heru.

2533. Nefer-ari-ka-Ra.*

Dyttasty XI, from Diospolis, or Thebes.

From the time of Nitocris to Amenemhat I. Eg5'ptian

history is nearly a blank. The names of a large number

of kings who ruled during this period are known, but they

cannot, at present, be arranged in exact chronological

order.

2500. Se-anch ka-Ra. This king is known to us through an

inscription at Hamamat, which states that he sent

an expedition to the land of Punt; this shows

that at that early date an active trade must have

been carried on across the Arabian desert between

Egypt and Arabia. The other kings of the Xlth

dynasty bore the names of Antef-aa, An-ante'',

Amentuf, An-aa, and Mentu-hetep. Se-anch-ka-Ra

appears to have been the immediate predecessor ot

the Xllth dyna.sty.

* Those names are obtained fi-oiii the Tablet of Anvnos ; sec

pases 3, 272,
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MIDDLE EMPIRE.
Dynas/y XII, from Diospolis, or Thebes.

2466. Amenemhat I. ascended the throne of Egypt alter

hard fighting ; he conquered the Uaua, a Libyan

tribe that Hved near Korosko in Nubia, and wrote

a series of instructions for his son Usertsen I. The
story of Senehet was written during this reign.

2433. Usertsen I. made war against the tribes of Ethiopia
;

he erected granite obelisks and built largely at

Heliopolis.

2400, Amenemhat II. Chnemu-hetep, son of Nehera,

whose tomb is at Beni-hasan, lived during the

reign of this king.

2366. Usertsen II.

2333. Usertsen III.

2300. Amenemhat III. During this king's reign special

attention was paid to the rise of the Nile, and

canals were dug and sluices made for irrigating the

country ; in this reign the famous Lake Moeris, in

the district called by the Arabs El-Fayyiim,* was

built. The rise of the Nile was marked on the

rocks at Semneh, about thirty-five miles above the

second cataract, and the inscriptions are visible to

this day.

2266. Amenemhat IV.

2233. DynastiesXIII-XVII. The so-called Hyhsos Period.

According to Manetho these dynasties were as follows :

—

Dynasty XIII, from Thebes, 60 kings in 453 years.

XIV, „ Choi's, t 76 „ „ 484 ,,

XV, Hyksos, 6 ,, „ 260 „

XVI, „ 10 ,, ,, 251 „

,, XVII, from Thebes, 10 ,, ,, 10 ,,

•In Arabic ^\ from ihe Coptic C|>IOJUL, " the lake."

I

^"

+ A lo\\n in the Dcha.
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Unfortunately there are no monuments Avhereby we can

correct or modify these figures. The Hylisos appear to

have made their way from the countries in and to the ^vcst

of Mesopotamia into Egypt. They joined with their

countrymen, wlro had already settled in the Delta, and

were able to defeat the native kings ; it is thought that

their rule lasted 500 years, and that Joseph arrived in

Egypt towards the end of this period. The principal

Hyksos kings of the XVIth dynasty are Apepa I. and

Apepa II. ; Nubti and the native Egyptian princes ruled

under them. Under Se-qenen-Ra, a Theban ruler of the

XVIIth dynasty, a war broke out between the Egyptians

and the Hyksos, which continued for many years, and

resulted in the expulsion of the foreign rulers.

Dynasty XVIII, from Thebes.

1!.C.

1 700. Aahmes, who re-established the independence of Egypt.

1666. Amen-hetep (Amenophis) I.

1633. Tehuti-mes (Thothmes) I.

1600. ,, ,, II.

Hat-shepset, sister of Thothmes II. She sent an

expedition to Punt.

1600. -i
Tehuti-mes (Thothmes) III. made ^ictorious ex-

peditions into Mesopotamia. He was one of

the greatest kings that ever ruled over Egypt.

1566. Amen-hetep II.

1533. Tehuti-mes lA^.

1500. Amen-hetep III. warred successfully in the lands to

the south of Egypt and in Asia. He made it a

custom to go into Mesopotamia to shoot lions, and,

while there he married a sister and daughter of

Tushratta, the king of Mitani, and a sister and a

daughter of Kallimma-Sin, king of Karaduniyasli

;

he afterwards made proposals of marriage for

another daughter of this latter king called Sukharti.
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The correspondence and despatches from kuigs of

Babylon, Mesopotamia, and Phoenicia were found

in 1887 at Tell el-Amarna, and large portions of

them are now preserved in the Museums of London,

Berlin, and Gizeh.

Amen-hetep IV. or Chu-en-Aten ("brilliance, or glory

of the solar disk "), the founder of the city Chu-

aten, the ruins of which are called Tell el-Amarna,

and of the heresy of the disk-worshippers. He
was succeeded by a few kings who held the same

religious opinions as himself

J, ^ Dynasty XIX, from Thebes.

1400. Rameses I.

1366 Seti I. conquered the rebellious tribes in ^Vestern

Asia, and built the Memnonium at Abydos. He
was famous as a builder, and attended with great

care to the material welfare of his kingdom. He
is said to have built a canal from the Nile to the

Red Sea.

1333. Rameses II. undertook many warlike expeditions, and

brought Nubia, Abyssinia, and Mesopotamia under

the rule of Egypt. He was a great builder, and a

liberal patron of the arts and sciences ; learned

men like Pentaurt were attached to his court. He
is famous as one of the oppressors of the Israelites.

1300. Seti Meneptah II. is thought to have been the Pharaoh

of the Exodus.

NEW EMPIRE.
Dynasty XX, from Thebes.

1200. Rameses III. was famous for his buildings, and for

the splendid gifts which he made to the temples of

Thebes, Abydos and Heliopolis. His reign repre-

sented an era of great commercial prosperity.

1166-1133. Rameses IV.-XII.
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Dynasty XXI, from Tunis and Thebes.

15

B.C.

IIOO-

1000.

I. Tanis.

Se-Mentu.

Pasebchanu I.

Amen-em-apt.

Pasebchanu II.

II. Thebes.

Her-Heru.

Pi-anchi.

Pai-net'em I-III.

Dynasty XXII, from Buhastis (Tell-Basta).

966. Shashanq (Shishak) I. (see i Kings, xiv. 25-28
;

2 Chron., xii. 2-13) besieged Jerusalem.

933. Uasarken I

900. Takeleth I.

866. Uasarken II.

833. Shashanq II.

Takeleth II.

Shashanq III

800. Pamai

Shashanq IV. J

"1

>

These kings appear to have been

of Semitic origin ; their names

are Semitic, as, for example,

Uasarken = Babylonian Sar-

ginu (Sargon) ; Takeleth =
Tukulti (Tiglath).

Dynasty XXIII, from Tanis.

766. Peta-Bast.

Uasarken III.

Dynasty XXI V, from Sdis (Sd elHager)

733. Bak-en-ren-f (Bocchoris).

Dynasty XXV, from Ethiopia.

700. Shabaka (Sabaco).

Shabataka.

693. Taharqa (Tirhakah, 2 Kings, xix. 9) is famous for

having conquered Sennacherib and delivered Heze-

kiah ; he was, however, defeated by Esarhaddon

and Assurbanipal, the son and grandson respec-

tively of Sennacherib. Tirhakah's son-in-law,

Urdamanah, was also defeated by the Assyrians.
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,1 ^
Dynasty XXVI, from Sais.

666. Psemthek I. (Psammetichus) allowed Greeks to settle

in the Delta, and employed Greek soldiers to fight

for him.

6 1 2. Nekau II. (Necho) defeated Josiah, king of Judah,

and was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar II. son of

Nabopolassar, king of Babylon.

596. Psammetichus II.

591. Uah-ab-Ra (Hophra of the Bible, Gr. Apries)

marched to the help of Zedekiah, king of Judah,

who was defeated by Nebuchadnezzar II. His

army rebelled against him, and he was dethroned
;

Amasis, a general in his army, then succeeded to

the throne.

572. Aahmes II. favoured the Greeks, and granted them

many privileges ; in his reign Naucratis became a

great city.

528. Psammetichus III. was defeated at Pelusium by

Cambyses the Persian, and taken prisoner ; he

was afterwards slain for rebelling against the

Persians.

Dynasty XXVII, from Persia.

527. Cambyses marched against the Ethiopians and the

inhabitants of the Oases.

521. Darius Hystaspes endeavoured to open up the

ancient routes of commerce ; he established a

coinage, and adopted a conciliatory and tolerant

system of government, and favoured all attempts

to promote the welfare of Egypt.

486. Xerxes I.

465. Artaxerxes I., during whose reign the Egyptians re-

volted, headed by Amyrtreus.
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425. Darius Nothus, during whose reign the Egyptians

revolted successfully, and a second Amyrtfeus

became king of Egypt.

405. Artaxerxes II.

Dynasty XXVIII, from Sa'ts.

Amen-rut (Amyrtjeus), reigned six years.

Dynasty XXIX, from Mendes.

399. Naifaaurut I.

393. Hakar.

380. P-se-mut.

379. Naifaaurut II.

Dynasty XXX, from Sebennytus.

378. Necht-Heru-heb (Nectanebus I.) defeated the Persians

at Mendes.

360. T'e-her surrendered to the Persians.

358. Necht-neb-f (Nectanebus II.) devoted himself to the

pursuit of magic, and neglected his empire ; when

Artaxerxes III. (Ochus) marched against him, he

fled from his kingdom, and the Persians again

ruled Egypt.

PERSIANS.

340. Artaxerxes III. (Ochus).

338. Arses.

336. Darius III. (Codomannus) conquered by Alexander

the Great at Issus.

MACEDONIANS.

332. Alexander the Great founded Alexandria. He
showed his toleration of the Egyptian religion,

by sacrificing to the god Amen of Libya.

c
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PTOLEMIES.*
B.C.

305. Ptolemy I. Soter, son of Lagus, became king of

Egypt after Alexander's death. He founded the

famous Alexandrian Library, and encouraged

learned Greeks to make Alexandria their home

;

he died b.c. 284.

285. Ptolemy II. Philadelphus built the Pharos, founded

Berenice and Arsinoe, caused Manetho's Egyptian

history to be compiled, and the Greek version

of the Old Testament (Septuagint) to be made.

247. Ptolemy III. Euergetes I. The stele of Canopus t

was set up in the ninth year of his reign ; he

obtained possession of all Syria, and was a patron

of the arts and sciences.

222. Ptolemy IV. Philopator defeated Antiochus, and

founded the temple at Edfd.

205. Ptolemy V. Epiphanes. During his reign the help

of the Romans against Antiochus was asked for by

the Egyptians. Coelesyria and Palestine were lost

to Egypt. He was poisoned B.C. 182, and his son

Ptolemy VI. Eupator, died in that same year. The

Rosetta Stone was set up in the eighth year of the

reign of this king.

* For the chronology of the Ptolemies, see Lepsius, Konigshuch,

Synoptische Tafeln g.

t This important stele, preserved at Glzeh, see page 2S4, is

inscribed in hieroglyphics, Greek and demotic with a decree made at

Canopus by the priesthood, assembled there from all parts of Egypt,

in honour of Ptolemy III. It mentions the great benefits which he

had conferred upon Egypt, and states what festivals are to be celebrated

in his honour and in that of Berenice, etc., and concludes with a

resolution ordering that a copy of this inscription in hieroglyphics,

Greek and demotic shall be placed in every large temple of Egypt.

Two other copies of this work are known.
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Ptolemy VI. did not reign a full year.

181. Ptolemy VII. Philometor was taken prisoner at

Pelusium by Antiochus IV., B.C. 171, and died

B.C. 146. He reigned alone at first, then con-

jointly (e.g. 170—165) with Ptolemy IX. Euergetes

II. (also called Physcon), and finally having gone to

Rome on account of his quarrel with Physcon,

he reigned as sole monarch of Egypt (e.g. 165),

Physcon was overthrown e.g. 132, reigned again

B.C. 125, and died b.g. 117.

170. Ptolemy VIII. is murdered by Physcon.

146. Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II.

117. Ptolemy X. Soter II. Philometor II. (Lathyrus), reigns

jointly with Cleopatra III. Ptolemy X. is banished

(b.g. 106), his brother Ptolemy XL Alexander I. is

made co-regent, but afterwards banished (b.g. 89)

and slain (e.g. 87) ; Ptolemy X. is recalled, and dies

E.G. 81.

81. Ptolemy XII. Alexander II. is slain.

81. Ptolemy XIII. Neos Dionysos (Auletes), ascends

the throne; dies e.g. 52.

52. Ptolemy XIV. Dionysos II. and Cleopatra VII. are,

according to the will of Ptolemy XIII. to marry

each other ; the Roman senate to be their guardian.

Ptolemy XIV. banishes Cleopatra, and is a party to

the murder of Pompey, their guardian, who visits

Egypt after his defeat at Pharsalia. Caesar arrives

in Egypt to support Cleopatra (b.c. 48) ; Ptolemy

XIV., is drowned ; Ptolemy XV., brother of

Cleopatra VII., is appointed her co-regent by Caesar

(e.g. 47) ; he is murdered at her wish, and her son

by Caesar, Ptolemy XVI., Caesarion, is named

co-regent (e.g. 45).

c 2
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42. Antony orders Cleopatra to appear before him, and

is seduced by her charms ; he kills himself,

and Cleopatra dies by the bite of an asp. Egypt

becomes a Roman province b.c. 30.

ROMANS.

Csesar Augustus becomes master of the Roman
Empire. Cornelius Gallus is the first prefect of

Egypt. Under the third prefect, Aelius Gallus,

Candace, queen of the Ethiopians, invades Egypt,

j^ P^
but is defeated.

14. Tiberius. In his reign Germanicus visited Egypt.

37. Caligula. In his reign a persecution of the Jews

took place.

41. Claudius.

55. Nero. In his reign Christianity was first preached

in Egypt by Saint Mark. The Blemmyes made
raids upon the southern frontier of Egypt.

69. Vespasian. Jerusalem destroyed a.d. 70.

82. Domitian causes temples to Isis and Serapis to be

built at Rome.

98. Trajan. The Nile and Red Sea Canal (Amnis

Trajanus) re-opened.

117. Hadrian. Visited Egypt twice.

161. Marcus Aurelius caused the famous Itinerary to be

made.

180. Commodus.

193. Septimius Severus.

211. Caracalla visited Egypt, and caused a large number
of young men to be massacred at Alexandria.

217. Macrinus.

218. Elagabalus.
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249. Decius. Christians persecuted.

253. Valerianus. Christians persecuted.

260. Gallienus. Persecution of Christians stayed. Zenobia

Queen of Pahiiyra, invades Egypt a.d. 268.

270. Aurelian. Zenobia becomes Queen of Egypt for a

short time, but is dethroned a.d. 273.

276. Probus.

284. Diocletian. " Pompey's Pillar " erected a.d. 302 ;

persecution of Christians a.d. 304. The Copts

date the era of the Martyrs from the day of

Diocletian's accession to the throne (August 29).

324. Constantine the Great, the Christian Emperor, in

whose reign, a.d. 325, the Council of Nicsea was

held. At this council it was decided that Christ

and His Father were of one and the same nature, as

taught by Athanasius; and the doctrine of Arius,*

that Christ and God were only similar in nature,

was decreed heretical.

337. Constantius. George of Cappadocia, an Arian, is

made Bishop of Alexandria.

379. Theodosius I., the Great, proclaims Christianity

the religion of his empire. The Arians and

followers of the ancient Egyptian religion were

persecuted.

* " He was a most expert logician, but perverted his talents to evil

purposes, and had the audacity to preach what no one before him had

ever suggested, namely, that the Son of God was made out of that

which had no prior existence ; that there was a period of time in which

He existed not ; that, as possessing free will, He was capable of

virtue, or of vice; and that He was created and made."—Sozomen,

Ecclcs. Hist., Bk. I., ch. 15. For the statement of the views of Arius

by his opponent Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria, see his letter

addressed to the Catholic Church generally, in Socrates, Ecclcs. Hist.
,

Bk. I,., chap. vi.
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THE BYZANTINES.
A.D.

395. Arcadius, Emperor of the East. The Anthropomor-

phites,* who affirmed that God was of human form,

destroyed the greater number of their opponents.

408. Theodosius II. In his reign the doctrines of Nestor-

ius were condemned by Cyril of Alexandria.

Nestorius, from the two natures of Christ, inferred

also two persons, a human and a divine. " In the

Syrian school, Nestorius had been taught (a.d.

429-431) to abhor the confusion of the two natures,

and nicely to discriminate the humanity of his

master Christ from the Divinity of the Lord Jesus.

The Blessed Virgin he revered as the mother of

Christ, but his ears were offended with the rash

and recent title of mother of God, which had been

insensibly adopted since the origin of the Arian

controversy. From the pulpit of Constantinople,

a friend of the patriarch,| and afterwards the

patriarch himself, repeatedly preached against the

use, or the abuse, of a word unknown to the

apostles, unauthorized by the church, and which

could only tend to alarm the timorous, to mislead

the simple, to amuse the profane, and to justify,

by a seeming resemblance, the old genealogy of

Olympus. In his calmer moments Nestorius con-

fessed, that it might be tolerated or excused by the

union of the two natures, and the communication

of their idioms {i.e., a transfer of properties of each

* The leader of this persecution was Theophilus, Bishop of Alex-

andria, who, before he discovered that tlie majority of the Egyptian

monks were Anthropomorpliites, was himself opposed to this body.

t Anastasius of Antioch, who said, " Let no one call Mary Theotokos;

for Mary was but a woman ; and it is impossible that God should be

born of a woman."—Socrates, Eccles. Hist., Blc, VII., chap, xxxii.
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nature to the other—of infinity to man, passibihty

to God, etc.) : but he was exasperated, by con-

tradiction, to disclaim the worship of a newborn,

an infant Deity, to draw his inadequate similes

from the conjugal or civil partnerships of life, and

to describe the manhood of Christ, as the robe,

the instrument, the tabernacle of his Godhead."—

•

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chap. 47.

450. Marcianus. The Monophysite doctrine of Eutyches

was condemned at the Council of Chalcedon,

A.D. 451. Eutyches, from the one person of Christ,

inferred also one nature, viz., the Divine—the

human having been absorbed into it. Silco invaded

Egypt with his Nubian followers.

474. Zeno. He issued the Henotkon, an edict which,

while affirming the Incarnation, made no attempt

to decide the difficult question whether Christ

possessed a single or a double nature.

481. Anastasius.

527. Justinian. The Monophysites separated from the

Melchites and chose their own patriarch ; they
o 9

were afterwards called Copts, JajJiJ^.*

610, Heraclius. The Persians under Chosroes held Egypt

for ten years ; they were expelled by Heraclius

A.D. 629.

MUHAMMADANS,
638. 'Amr ibn el-'Asi conquers Egypt.

644. 'Othman.

750. Merwan H., the last of the ' Omayyade dynasty, was

put to death in Egypt.

* The name given to the native Christians of Egypt by the Arabs,

from KTHXi-IOC for AtVuTnof.
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A.D.

750-870. The'Abbasides rule over Egypt.

786. Harun er-Rashid.

813. Mamun visited Egypt, and opened the Great Pyramid.

870. Alimed ibn-Tulun governs Egypt.

884. Khamaruyeli enlarges Fostat.

969-1 1 7 1. The Fatimites govern Egypt, with Masr el-

Kahira * (Cairo) as their residence.

975. Aziz, son of Mu'izz, great grandson of 'Obedallah.

996. Hakim, son of 'Aziz, founder of the Druses. This

remarkable prince wished to be considered as God
incarnate.

1020. Zahir, son of Hakim.

1036. Abu Tamlm el-Mustansir.

1094. Musta'li, son of el-Mustansir, captured Jerusalem

(a.d. 1096), but was defeated by the Crusaders

under Godfrey de Bouillon.

1 160. 'Adid Ledinallah, the last of the Fatimites.

1
1 71. Salaheddin (Saladin) defeated the Crusaders at

Hittin, and recaptured Jerusalem.

II 93. Melik el'-Adil.

1 2 1 8. Melik ehKamil, the builder of Mansurah.

1240. Melik es-Saleh, the usurper, captured Jerusalem,

Damascus, and Ascalon. Louis IX. of France,

attacked and captured Damietta, but was made
prisoner at Mansurah, with all his army.

1250-1380. The Bahrite Mamelukes.

1260. Bebars.

1277. Kalaun.

1 291. EbAshraf Khalil captured Acre.

1346. Hasan.

1 382-1 5
1 7. Burgite or Circassian Mamelukes.

1382. Barkuk.
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1422. Bursbey.

1468. Kait Bey.

1501. El-Ghuii.

15 17. Tuman Bey is deposed by Selim I. of Constanti-

nople, and Egypt becomes a Turkish Pashalik.

1 771. 'AH Bey sultan of Egypt.

1798. Napoleon Bonaparte stormed Alexandria; battle of

the Pyramids ; and French fleet destroyed off

Abukir by the EngHsh.

1 80 1. French compelled by the English to evacuate Egypt.

1805. Muhammad 'Ali appointed Pasha of Egypt.

181 1. Assassination of the Mamelukes by him.

1 83 1. Declares his independence.

1848. Ibrahim Pasha.

1849. Death of Muhammad 'Ali. 'Abbas Pasha was

strangled at Benha.

1854. Sa'id Pasha. The railway from x\lexandria was

completed, and the Suez Canal begun in his reign.

He founded the Bulak Museum, and encouraged

excavations on the sites of the ancient cities of

Egypt.

1863. Isma'll, son of Ibrahim Pasha, and grandson of

Muhammad "Ali, was born in 1830. He was

made Khedive in 1867. He caused railways,

docks, and canals to be made, systems of tele-

graphs and postage to be established ; he built

sugar factories, and endeavoured to advance the

material welfare of Egypt. The Suez Canal was

opened during his reign (1869). He greatly ex-

tended the boundaries of Egypt, and obtained

possession of Suakin (Sauakin), Masowa (Masau'a),

and two ports in the Gulf of Aden, a part of the

Somali coast, a large part of the frontier of Abys-
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sinia, and the Province of Darfur. The tribute

paid by him to the Porte amounted to nearly

;^7oo,ooo. During his reign the national debt of

Egypt became so great, that a European Commis-

sion was appointed to enquire what steps should

be taken in the matter. In 1879, as a result of

A.D. pressure put upon the Porte, Isma'il was dethroned,

1880. and Tewfik, his eldest son, was appointed to

1881. succeed him.

1882. Massacre of Europeans in June; bombardment of

Alexandria by the English fleet in July ; occupation

of Egypt by English troops ; defeat of "Arabi Pasha.

1885. Murder of Gordon, and the abandonment of the

Sudan.

1886-1892. English troops continue to occupy Egypt, but

the number of soldiers is being gradually reduced.

Great financial and administrative reforms effected

under the advice of English officials. Corv6e
abolished, a system of irrigation works established

and perfected under the direction of Sir Colin

Scott Moncrieff, taxes and interest on the Debt
reduced, railways extended, and army re-modelled,

etc.

1892. Death of Tewfik Pasha; accession of Abbas Pasha
his son.

1896. Expedition to the Sudan and utter defeat of the
forces of the Khalifa at Ferket; the victorious

Egyptian troops, led by Sir Herbert Kitchener,
K.C.B., Sirdar of the Egyptian Army, entered
Dongola on September 23.

1897. Continued prosperity of Egypt under English rule.
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THE COUNTRY OF EGYPT.

The Ancient Egyptians called Egypt Baq or

°t7^© Baqet; ^sf=^ \\\
^ Ta-mera ; and i:ZZl ^

/] ci <n> 1 I ® ©
Kami. Baq seems to refer to Egypt as the ohve-producing

country, and Ta-mera as the land of the inundation; the

name by which it is most commonly called in the inscrip-

tions is Kam, i.e., " Black," from the darkness of its soil.

It was also called the " land of the sycamore," and the

" land of the eye of Horus " {i.e., the Sun). It was divided

by the Egyptians into two parts : I. Upper Egypt ^^i=f jk ©

Ta-res or ^r^w-f -=^ © Ta-qema, "the southern land ;" and

II. Lower Egypt ^^FfW, Ta-meh, "the northern land."

The kings of Egypt styled themselves suten net, " king of the

North and South," and neb taui, "lord of two earths."*

The country was divided into nomes, the number of which

is variously given ; the list given by some of the classical

authorities contains thirty-six, but judging by the monu-

ments the number was nearer forty. The nome {Jjesp) was

divided into four parts ; i, the capital town {nuf) ; 2, the

cultivated land
; 3, the marshes, which could only at times

ht used for purposes of cultivation ; and 4, the canals,

which had to be kept clear and provided with sluices, etc.,

* As ruler of the two countries, each king wore the crown fe/

which was made up of V, the teser, or red crown, representing the

northern part of Egypt, and Q , the het', or white crown, representing

the southern part of Eg)'pt.
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for irrigation purposes. During the rule of the Greeks

Egypt was divided into three parts : Upper, Central, and

Lower Egypt ; Central Egypt consisted of seven nomes, and

was called Heptanomis.

List of Nomes of Egypt—Upper Egypt.

Nome.

1. Ta-Kens.

2. Tes-Heru.

3. Ten.

4. Uast.

5. Herui.

6. Aa-ti.

7. Sechem.

8. Abt.

9. Amsu.

10. Uat'et.

11. Set.

12. Tuf.

13. Atefchent.

14. Atef-peh.

15. Un.

16. Meh-mahet.

17

18. Sapet.

19. Uab.

Capital.

Abu (Elephantine), in later

times Nubt (Onibos).

Teb (Apollinopolis magna,

Arab. Utfu or Edfu).

Necheb (Eileithyia), in later

times Sene (Latopolis),

Esneh.

Uast (Thebes), in later

times Hermonthis.

Kebti (Coptos).

Taenterer (Denderah).

Ha (Diospolis parva).

Abtu (Abydos), in earlier

times Teni (This).

Apu (Panopolis).

Tebu (Aphroditopolis).

Shashetep (Hypsele).

Nen-ent-bak (Antaeopolis).

Saiut (LycopoUs, Arab,

Siut)-

Kesi (Cusae).

Chemennu (Hermopolis).

Hebennu (Hipponon).

Kasa (Cynonpolis).

Ha-suten(Alabastronpohs).

Pa-mat'et (Oxyrhynchos).

Divinity.

Chnemu.

Heru - Behu-

tet.

Necheb.

Amen-Ra.

Amsu.

Hathor (Het

Hert).

'

Hathor.

Anhur.

Amsu.

Hathor.

Chnemu.

Horus.

Ap-uat.

Hathor.

Thoth.

Horus.

Anubis.

Anubis.

Set.
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Egyptians as far back as the Xllth dynasty. The area

of the land in Egypt proper available for cultivation is

about 11,500 square miles ; the Delta contains about 6,500

miles, and the Nile Valley with the Fayyum 5,000 miles.

The Oases of the Libyan Desert and the Peninsula of

Sinai are considered as parts of Egypt. Lower and

Upper Egypt are each divided into seven Provinces, the

names of which are as follows :

—

Lower Egypt. Upper Egypt.

Behereh (capital, Damanhur). Beni-Suef (capital, Beni-

Kalyub (capital, Benha). suef).

Sherkiyeh (capital, Zakazik). Minyeh (capital, Minyeh).

Dakhaliyeh (capital, Man- Sidt (capital, Asyiit).

sdrah. Girgeh (capital, Suhag).

Menlif. Keneh (capital, Keneh).

Gharbiyeh (capital Tanta). Esneh (capital, Esneh).

Gizeh. Wadi Halfah.

Large towns like Alexandria, Port Sa'id, Suez, Cairo,

Damietta, and Isma'iliya are governed by native rulers.

In ancient days the population of Egypt proper is said to

have been from seven and a half to nine millions ; at the

present time it is probably well over eight millions. The

population of the provinces south of Egypt, which originally

belonged to her, has never been accurately ascertained.

1'he country on each side of the Bahr el-Abyad is very

thickly peopled ; it is generally thought that the population

of this and the other provinces which belonged to Egypt

in the time of Isma'il amounts to about ten millions.
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THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS.

The Egyptians, whom the sculptures and monuments'

made known to us as being among the most ancient in-

habitants of the countr)^, belong, beyond all doubt, to the

Caucasian race, and they seem to have migrated thither

from the East. The original home of the invaders was,,

apparently, Asia, and they made their way across Mesopo-

tamia and Arabia, and across the Isthmus of Suez into

Egypt. It has been suggested that they sailed across the

Indian Ocean and up the Red Sea, on the western shore of

which they landed. It is, however, very doubtful if a

people who lived in the middle of a huge land like central

Asia, would have enough experience to make and hapdle

ships sufficiently large to cross such seas. No period can

be fixed for the arrival of the new-comers from the East

into Egypt ; we are, however, justified in assuming that it

took place before B.C. 5000.

When the people from the East had made their way

into Egypt, they found there an aboriginal race with a

dark skin and complexion. The Egyptians generally

called their land j>-
I q Kamt, i.e., "black"; and if the

dark, rich colour of the cultivated land of Egypt be

considered, the appropriateness of the term will be at

once evident. The hieroglyphic which is read Xa/n, is the

skin of a crocodile, and we know from Horapollo (ed. Cory,

p. 87), that this sign was used to express anything of a

dark colour.* The name " Ham " is given to Egypt by the

* " To denote darkness, they represent the Tail of a Crocodile,
for by no other means does the crocodile inflict death and destruction

on any animal which it may have caught than by first striking it with

its tail, and rendering it incapable of motion."
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Bible ; this word may be compared with the Coptic

KHJULe, KHJULI or yj{jtx\. The children of Ham are

said to be Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Canaan. The second

of these, Misraim, is the name given to Egypt by the

Hebrews. The dual form of the word, which means " the,'

double Misor," probably has reference to the " two lands
"

(in Egypt. '

;;;

'

), over which the Egyptian kings, in their

inscriptions, proclaimed their rule. The descendants of

Cush are represented on the monuments by the inhabitants
'

of Nubia and the negro' tribes which live to the south of

that country. In the earliest times the descendants of Cush

appear to have had the same religion as the Egyptians. The

Put of the Bible is thought by some to be represented by

the land of Punt, or spice-land, of the monuments. The

people of Punt appear to have dwelt on both sides of the

Red Sea to the south of Egypt and on the Somali coast,

and as far back as B.C. 2500 a large trade was carried

on between them and the Egyptians ; it is thought that the

Egyptians regarded them as kinsmen. The aboriginal

inhabitants of Phoenicia were probably the kinsfolk of the

descendants of Misraim, called by the Bible Canaanites.

Diodorus and some other classical authorities tell us that

Egypt was colonized from Ethiopia ; for this view, however,

there is no support. The civilization, religion, art of

building, etc., of the Ethiopians are all of Egyptian origin,

and in this, as in so many other points relating to the

history of Egypt, the Greeks were either misinformed, or

they misunderstood what they were told.

An examination of the painted representations of the

Egyptians by native artists shows us that the pure Egyptian

was of slender make, with broad shoulders, long hands and'feet,

and sinewy legs and arms. His forehead was high, his chin

square, his eyes large, his cheeks full, his mouth wide, his lips

full, and his nose short and rounded. His jaws protruded

slightly, and his hair was smooth and fine. The evidence

D
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of the pictures on the tombs is supported and confirmed by

the skulls and bones of mummies which anthropologists have

examined and measured during the last few years ; hence

all attempts to prove that the Egyptian is of negro origin

are overthrown at the outset by facts which cannot be con-

troverted. In cases where the Egyptians intermarried with

people of Semitic origin, we find aquiline noses.* One of

the most remarkable things connected with the Egyptians of

to-day is the fact that a very large number of them have

reproduced, without the slightest alteration, many of the

personal features of their ancestors who lived seven

thousand years ago. The traveller is often accompanied

on a visit to a tomb of the Ancient Empire by a modern

Egyptian who, in his attitudes, form, and face, is a veritable

reproduction of the hereditary nobleman who built the tomb

which he is examining. It may be that no invading race

has ever found itself physically able to reproduce per-

sistently its own characteristics for any important length of

time, or it may be that the absorption of such races by

intermarriage with the natives, together with the influence

* A vei")' good example of this is seen in the black granite head of

the statue of Osorkon II., presented to the British Museum (No. 1063)

by the Committee of the Egj'pt Exploration Fund. The lower part

of the nose is broken away, but enough of the upper part remains to

show what was its original angle. It was confidently asserted that this

head belonged to a statue of one of the so-called Hyksos kings, but the

assertion was not supported by any trustworthy evidence. The face

and features are those of a man whose ancestors were Semites and

Egyptians, and men with similar countenances are to be seen in the

desert to the south-east of Palestine to this day. A clinching proof that

the statue is not that of a Hyksos king was brought forward by Prof.

Lanzone of Turin, who, in 1S90, had in his possession a small statue

of Osorkon II., hiving precisely the same face and features. The
XXIIiid dynasty, to which this king belonged, were Semites, as their

names show, and they were always regarded by the Egyptians as

foreigners, and rj\n> 'he determinative of a man from a foreign

country, was placed after each of their names.
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of the climate, has made such characteristics disappear ; the

fact, however, remains, that the physical type of the Egyptian

fellah is exactly what it was in the earliest dynasties. The

invasions of the Babylonians, Hyksos, Ethiopians (including

negro races), Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs,

and Turks, have had no permanent effect either on their

physical or mental characteristics. The Egyptian has seen

the civilizations of all these nations rise up, progress,

flourish, decay, and pass away ; he has been influenced

from time to time by their religious views and learning ; he

has been the servant of each of them in turn, and has paid

tribute to them all ; he has, nevertheless, survived all of

them save one. It will, of course, be understood that the

inhabitants of the towns form a class quite distinct from the

Egyptians of the country ; the townsfolk represent a mix-

ture of many nationalities, and their character and features

change according to the exigencies of the time and circum-

stances in which they Uve, and the influence of the ruling

power.

D 2
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THE MODERN EGYPTIANS.

The total population of Egypt proper may be fixed

roughly at 8,000,000, of whom about 130,000 are foreigners.

Sir Francis Grenfell, G.C.B., is of opinion that the popu-

lation of Egypt is now (1895) nearer nine* tha.n eight millions.

In a country where an increase in population always means

an increase in taxation, it is quite impossible to obtain an

accurate census. As far back as the time of David t the

idea of " numbering the people " has been unpopular in the

East.

It is exceedingly difficult to obtain an exact idea of what

the population of Eg)-pt actually "v\as in Pharaonic times, for

the inscriptions tell us nothing. Herodotus gives us no

information on this matter, but Diodorus tells us that it

amounted to 7,000,000 in ancient times. The priests

at Thebes informed Germanicus, a.d. 19, that in the times

of Rameses II. the country contained 700,000 .| fighting

men ; it will also be remembered that the Bible states that

the " children of Israel journeyed from Rameses to Succoth,

about six hundred thousand on foot that were men, beside

children. And a mixed multitude went up also with them."

Exodus xii. 37, 38. In the time of Vespasian 7,500,000

persons paid poll-tax; we may assume that about 500,000

were exempt, and therefore there must have been at least

8,000,000 of people in Egypt, without reckoning slaves.

(Mommsen, Provinces of Rome^ Vol. II., p. 258.) It is

* The last census returns show that on June i, 1S97, the population

of Egypt numbered 9,700,000, an increase of 2,900,000 as compared

with ilie census of 18S2, or about 42 per cent, in 15 years. [Times,

June IS, 1897.)

t "And Satan stood up against Israel, and moved David to number
Israel." i Chronicles xxi. i.

X ''Septigenta milic. aetate militari." Tacitus, Annals^ Bk. ii., 60.
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probable, however, that the population of Egypt under the

rule of the Pharaohs has been greatly exaggerated, chiefly

because no accurate data were at hand whereby errors might

be corrected. During the occupation of the country by the

French in 1798-1801 it was said to be 2,500,000; Sir

Gardner Wilkinson, however, set it down at as low a figure

as 1,500,000. In 1821 the population numbered 2,514,000,

and in 1846 it had risen to 4,456,186. The last census was

ordered by Khedivial decree on December 2, 1881, and it

was completed on May 3, 1S82. According to the official

statement published in the Recensement General de I'Egypte,

at Cairo, in 1S84, it amounted in 1882 to 6,806,381 persons,

of whom 3,216,847 were men, and 3,252,869 were women.

Of the 6,806,381 persons, 6,708,185 were inhabitants of the

country, and 98,196 were nomads. It showed that there

were in the total 245,779 Bedawin and 90,886 foreigners;

the number was made up in the following manner :

—

Cairo, 374,838; Alexandria. 231,396; Damietta, 43,616;

Rosetta, 19,378; Port Sa'id, 21,296, and Suez, 11,175. O^

the provinces Behereh contained 398,856 ; Sherk'yeh,

464,655; Dakhaliyeh, 586,033; Gharbiyeh, 929,488; Kal-

yilb, 271,488; Menuf, 646,013; Asyirt, 562,137; Beni-

Suef, 219,573; Fayytjm, 228,709; Gizeh, 283,083; Minyeh,

314,818; Esneh, 237,961; Girgeh, 521,413; Keneh,

406,858. The dwellers in the Oases* and the Peninsula of

Sinai were not reckoned in the total given above. The

annual increase in the population was estimated at 56,202,

but at this rate the population of Egypt would only number

a little over 7,000,000.

* The Egyptian Oases are five : Wah el-Khargeh, or Oasis Major,

90 miles from Thebes ; Wah ed-Dakhaliyeh, or Oasis Minor with

warm springs, to the west of the city of Oxyrhynchos ; Farafra, about

80 miles north of Oasis Miner ; Siwa, where there was a temple to

Jupiter Amnion, to the south-west of Alexandria ; and Wah el-Bahriyeh,

to the north of Wah el-Khargeh.
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The population of Egypt to-day comprises the Fellahin,

Copts, Bedawin, Jews, Turks, Negroes, Nubians and people

from Abyssinia, Armenians and Europeans.

The Fellahin amount to about four-fifths of the entire

population of Egypt, and are chiefly employed in agricultural

pursuits. In physical type they greatly resemble the ancient

Egyptians as depicted on the monuments. Their com-

plexion is dark ; they have straight eyebrows, high cheek

bones, flat noses with low bridges, slightly protruding

jaws, broad shoulders, large mouths and full lips. The

colour of their skin becomes darker as the south is

approached. The whole of the cultivation of Egypt is

in the hands of the fellahin.

The Copts are also direct descendants from the ancient

Egyptians, and inhabit chiefly the cities of Upper Egypt,

such as Asyut and Ahmim. The name Copt is derived

from kjj Kiibf, the Arabic form of the Coptic form of the

Greek name for Egyptian, Kl^ivimo^ ; it may be mentioned,

in passing, that k'l^vn-to^, Egypt, is thought by some to be

derived from an ancient Egyptian name for IVIemphis,

Het-ka-Ptah, "The house of the genius of Ptah." The

number of Copts in Egypt to-day is estimated at about

350,000, and tjie greater number of them are engaged in

the trades of goldsmiths, clothworkers, etc. ; a respectable

body of clerks and accountants in the postal, telegraph and

government offices in Egypt, is drawn from their community.

They are clever with their fingers, and are capable of rapid

education up to a certain point ; beyond this they rarely

go. Physically, they are of a finer type than the fellahin
;

their heads are longer and their features are more European.

The Copts are famous in ecclesiastical history for having

embraced with extraordinary zeal and rapidity the doctrines

of Christianity as preached by St. Mark at Alexandria.

Before the end of the third century a.d. Egypt was filled

with hundreds of thousands of ascetics, monks, recluses,
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and solitaries who had thrown over their own weird and

confused rehgious behefs and embraced Christianity ; they

then retired to the mountains and deserts of their country

to dedicate their lives to the service of the Christians' God.

The Egyptians, their ancestors, who lived sixteen hundred

years before Christ, had already arrived at the conception

of a god who was one in his person, but who manifested

himself in the world under many forms and many names.

The Greeks and the Romans, who successively held Egypt,

caused many changes to come over the native religion of

the country which they governed ; and since the conflicting

myths and theories taught to the people of Egypt under their

rule had bewildered their minds and confused ttieir beliefs,

they gladly accepted the simple teaching of Christ's

Apostle as a veritable gift of God. Their religious belief

took the form of that of Eutyches (died after 451), who

sacrificed the " distinction of the two natures in Christ

to the unity of the person to such an extent as to make the

incarnation an absorption of the human nature by the

divine, or a deification of human nature, even of the body."

In other words, they believed that Christ had but one

composite nature, and for this reason they were called

Monophysites ; in their liturgies they stated that God had

been crucified. They formed a part of the Alexandrian

Church until the Council of Chalcedon, a.d. 451, when it

was laid down that Christ had a double nature—human and

divine—but after this date they separated themselves from

it, and were accounted heretics by it, because they obsti-

nately refused to give up their belief in the one divine

nature of Christ which embraced and included the human.

To the sect of Monophysites or Eutychians the Copts still

belonCT. The orthodox church of Alexandria and its hereti-

cal offshoot continued to discuss with anger and tumult the

subtle points of their different opinions, until the fifth

CEcumenical Council held at Constantinople a.d. 553,
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made some concessions to the Monophysite party. Shortly

after, however, new dissensions arose which so weakened
the orthodox church that the Monophysite party hailed with

gladness the arrival of the arms of Muhammad the Prophet,

and joined its forces with his that they might destroy the

power of their theological opponents. After 'Amr had

made himself master of Egypt (a.d. 640), he appointed

the Copts to positions of dignity and wealth ; finding, how-

ever, that they were unworthy of his confidence, they were

degraded, and finally persecuted with vigour. From the time

of Cyril, Patriarch of Alexandria, a.d. 1235 and onwards,

but little is known of the history of the Coptic Church. The

Copt of to-day usually troubles himself little about theological

matters ; in certain cases, however, he affirms with con-

siderable firmness the doctrine of the "one nature."

The knowledge of the Coptic language is, generally speak-

ing, extinct ; it is exceedingly doubtful if three Coptic

scholars, in the Western sense of the word, exist even among

the priests. The language spoken by them is Arabic, and

though copies of parts of the Bible are found in churches

and private houses, they are usually accompanied by an

Arabic version of the Coptic text, which is more usually

read than the Coptic. The Bible, in all or part, was trans-

lated from Greek into Coptic in the third century of our

era ; some, however, think that the translation was not

made until the eighth century. The versions of the princi-

pal books of the Old and the whole of the New Testament,

together with lives of saints, monks and martyrs, form the

greater part of Coptic literature. The Coptic language is,

at base, a dialect of ancient Egyptian ; many of the nouns

and verbs found in the hieroglyphic texts remain unchanged

in Coptic, and a large number of others can, by making proper

allowance for phonetic decay and dialectic differences, be

identified without difificulty. The Copts used the Greek

alphabet to write down their language, but found it neces-
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sary to borrow six * signs from the demotic forms of

ancient Egyptian characters to express the sounds which

they found unrepresented in Greek. The dialect of Upper

Egypt is called "Sahidic"| or Theban, and that of Lower

Egypt " Memphitic." J During the last few years the study

of Coptic has revived among European scholars, but this is

partly owing to the fact that the importance of a knowledge

of the language, as a preliminary to the study of hieroglyphics,

has been at length recognized. The Roman Propagandist

Tuki § published during the last century some valuable works
;

in spite, however, of the activity of scholars and the enter-

prise of publishers, it still costs nearly ;£^ to purchase a

copy of as much of the Memphitic Coptic version of the

Bible as has come down to us.

The Bedawin are represented by the various Arabic-

speaking and Muhammadan tribes, who live in the deserts

which lie on each side of the Nile ; they amount in number

to about 250,000. The Bishartn, Hadendoa, and Ababdeh

tribes, who speak a language (called 'to bedhawiyyeh') which

is like ancient Egyptian in some respects, and who live in

* These signs are : OJ = UmI, sh ; q = ^^ f

;

^= I ch; ^= I
h;

^ = i s; (^= ^:=:^^-

t This is the older and richer dialect of Coptic, which was spoken from

Minyeh to Aswan.

J More correctly called Boheiric, from the province of Boheira in the

Delta ; the name Bashmuric has been wrongly applied to this dialect,

but as it appears to have been exclusively the language of Memphis, it

maybe styled "Middle Egyptian." The dialect of Bushmur on the

Lake of Menzaleh appears to have become extinct about A.D. 900, and

to have left no traces of itself behind. See Stern, Ivofi. Gram., p. i.

§ Among more recent scholars may be named Wilkins, Zoega,

Tattam, Ideler, Schwartze, Revillout, Hyvernat, Amelineau, Stern,

Guidi, Lagarde, etc.
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the most southern part of Upper Egypt, Nubia, and

Abyssinia, are included among this number. Among these

three tribes the institutions of Muhammad are not observed

with any great strictness. '\\'hen the Bedawin settle down

to village or town life, they appear to lose all the bravery and

fine qualities of independent manhood which characterize

them when they live in their home, the desert.

The inhabitants of Cairo, Alexandria, and other large

towns form a class of people quite distinct from the other

inhabitants of Egypt ; in Alexandria there is a very large

Greek element, and in Cairo the number of Turks is very

great. In the bazaars of Cairo one may see the offspring of

marriages between members of nearly every European

nation and Egyptian or Nubian women, the colour of their

skins varying from a dark brick-red to nearly white. The
shopkeepers are fully alive to their opportunities of making

money, and would, beyond doubt, become rich but for their

natural indolence and belief in fate, ^^'hatever they appear

or however much they may mask their belief in the Muham-
madan religion, it must never be forgotten that they have

the greatest dislike to every religion but their own. The
love of gain alone causes them to submit to the remarks

made upon them by Europeans, and to suffer their entrance

and sojourning among them.

The Nubians or Berbers, as they are sometimes called,

inhabit the tract of land which extends from Aswan or

Syene to the fourth cataract. The word Nubia appears to

be derived from mib, 'gold,' because Nubia was a gold-

producing country. The word Berber is considered to mean
'barbarian' by some, and to be also of Egyptian origin.

They speak a language which is allied to some of the North
African tongues, and rarely speak Arabic well. The
Nubians found in Egypt are generally doorkeepers and
domestic servants, who can usually be depended upon for

their honesty and obedience,
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The Negroes form a large part of the non-native

population of Egypt, and are employed by natives to

perform hard work, or are held by them as slaves. They
are Muhammadans by rehgion, and come from the countries

known by the name of Sudan. Negro women make good
and faithful servants.

The Syrian Christians who have settled down in Egypt
are generally known by the name of Levantines. They
are shrewd business men, and the facility and rapidity with

which they learn European languages place them in

positions of trust and emolument.

The Turks form a comparatively small portion of the

population of Egypt, but many civil and military appoint-

ments are, or were, in their hands. Many of them are the

children of Circassian slaves. The merchants are famous

for their civility to foreigners and their keen eye to

business.

The Armenians and Jews form a small but important

part of the inhabitants in the large towns of Egypt. The
former are famous for their linguistic attainments and

wealth ; the latter have blue eyes, fair hair and skin, and

busy themselves in mercantile pursuits and the business of

bankers and money-changing.

The European population in Egypt consists of Greeks

about 65,000, Italians 30,000, French 14,000, English 9,000,

Germans, Austrians, Russians, etc., etc., about 10,000. The

greater part of the business of Alexandria is in the hands of

the Greek merchants, many of whom are famous for their

wealth. It is said that the Greek community contributes most

largely to the crime in the country, but if the size of that com-

munity be taken into account, it will be found that this state-

ment is not strictly true. The enterprise and good business

habits of the Greeks in Alexandria have made it the great

city that it is. The French, Austrian, German, and English

nations are likewise represented there, and in Cairo, by
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several first-rate business houses. The destructive fanaticism

peculiar to the Muhammadan mind, so common in the far

east parts of Mesopotamia, seems to be non-existent in

Egypt ; such fanaticism as exists is, no doubt, kept in check

by the presence of Europeans, and all the different peoples

live side by side in a most peaceable manner. The great

benefit derived by Egypt from the immigration of Europeans

during the last few years is evident from the increased

material prosperity of the country, and the administration of

equitable laws which has obtained.
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THE NILE.

The river Nile is one of the longest rivers in the world
;

its Egyptian name was Hapi, Q ^^;^;:^ /n, and the Arabs
A D X\ AW^A i 1

call it 6a/ir, or 'sea.' It is formed by the junction, at

15° 34' N. lat., and 30° 30' 58" E. long., of two great

arms, the Jj'a/ir el-Azrak, i.e., the ' turbid,' or Blue Nile,

from the S.E., and the Bahr el-Abyad, i.e., the 'clear,' or

White Nile, from the S.W.* The eastern branch rises in

Goyam, in Abyssinia, at an elevation of about 10,000 feet

above the level of the sea. Flowing through the lake of

Dembea it passes round the eastern frontier of Goyam, till,

when nearing the loth degree N. lat., it takes a north-

west direction, which it preserves until it reaches Khartum
;

here it unites with the Bahr el-Abyad, the other great arm,

which flows from the S.W. The Bahr el-Abyad, or White

Nile, is so called because of the fine whitish clay which

colours its waters. It is broader and deeper than the

eastern arm, and it brings down a much larger volume of

water ; the ancients appear to have regarded it as the true

Nile. There can, however^ be no doubt that the Bahr el-

Azrak has the best right to be considered the true Nile,

for during the violent and rapid course which it takes from

the Abyssinian mountains, it carries down with it all the

rich mud which, during the lapse of ages, has been spread

* The White Nile rises in the mountainous districts a few degrees

north of the Equator, and the principal streams which flow into it

are those of the Sobat, Giraffe, and Gazelle rivers. It is not navigable,

and its banks are so low that its whitish slimy deposit often extends

to a distance of two miles from the stream. For about a hundred

miles south of Khartiim the river is little more than a marsh.
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over the land on each side of its course and formed the

land of Egypt. In truth, then, Egypt is the gift of the

Bahr el-Azrak. The course of the Bahr el-Abyad was

traced by Linant in 1827 for about 160 miles from its con-

fluence with the Bahr el-Azrak. At the point of confluence

it measures about 600 yards across, a little farther up it is

from three to four miles wide, and during the inundation the

distance from side to side is twentj'-one miles. In an ordinary

season it is about 24 feet deep.

The source of the Nile was not discovered by Bruce,

but by Captains Grant and Speke and Sir Samuel Baker.

Its parents are the Albert Nyanza and Victoria Nyanza

Lakes. The fountain-head of the Nile, Victoria Nyanza,

is a huge basin, far below the level of the country round

about, into which several streams empty themselves. About

200 miles below Khartum the united river receives, on

the east side, the waters of the Atbara, which rises in the

mountains of Abyssinia, and from this point onwards to its

embouchure, a distance of about 1,750 miles, the Nile

receives no affluent whatever. From Khartum to Cairo the

Nile falls about 400 yards; its width is about 1,100 j'ards

in its widest part. The course of the Nile has been

explored to a length of about 3,500 miles. At Abu Hammed
the river turns suddenly to the south-west, and flows in this

direction until it reaches Donkola, where it again curves

to the north. The river enters Nubia, flowing over a ledge

of granite rocks which form the third cataract. Under the

22nd parallel N. lat. is the second cataract, which ends

a few miles above "\^'adi Halfah, and about 180 miles lower

down is the first cataract, which ends at Aswan, or Syene,

a little above the island of Elephantine. After entering

Egypt, the Nile flows in a steady stream, always to the

north, and deposits the mud which is the life of Egypt.

The breadth of the Nile valley varies from four to ten

miles in Nubia, and from fifteen to thirty in Egypt. The
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width of the strips of cultivated land on each bank of

the river in Egypt together is never more than eight or

nine miles.

In ancient days the Nile poured its waters into the

sea by seven mouths ; those of Damietta and Rosetta*

are now, however, the only two which remain. The Delta

is, in its widest part, about ninety miles across from east

to west, and the distance of the apex from the sea is

also about ninety miles. Many attempts have been made

to ascertain the age of Egypt by estimating the annual

alluvial deposit ; the results, however, cannot be implicitly

relied on.

The inundation is caused by the descent of the rain

which falls on the Abyssinian mountains. The indications of

the rise of the ri\-er may be seen at the cataracts as early

as the beginning of June, and a steady increase goes on until

the middle of July, when the increase of water becomes very

great. The Nile continues to rise until the middle of Sep-

tember, when it remains stationary for a period of about

three weeks, sometimes a little less. In October it rises

again, and attains its highest level. From this period it

begins to subside, and, though it rises yet once more, and

reaches occasionally its former highest point, it sinks steadily

until the month of June, when it is again at its lowest level.

The modern ceremony of ' Cutting the Dam ' of the river

takes place generally in the second or third week of August

at Fum el-Khalig, at Cairo. In ancient days the ceremony

of cutting the canals was accompanied with great festivities,

and great attention was paid to the height of the river

in various parts of Egypt, that the cutting might take place

at the most favourable time. We learn, on the authority

of Seneca, that offerings of gold and other gifts were thrown

* The seven mouths wsre called the Pelusiac, Tanitic, Meiiclesian,

Phatnitic, Sebennytic, Bolbitic, and the Canopic.
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into the Nile at Philae by the priests to propitiate the

divinity of the river.

If the height of the inundation is about forty-five feet

the best results from agricultural labour are obtained

;

a couple of feet of water, more or less, is always attended

with disastrous results either in the Delta or Upper Egypt.

The dykes, or embankments, which kept the waters of

the Nile in check, and regulated their distribution over

the lands, were, in Pharaonic days, maintained in a state of

efficiency by public funds, and, in the time of the Romans,

any person found destroying a dyke was either condemned

to hard labour in the public works or mines, or to be

branded and sent to one of the Oases. If we accept the

statements of Strabo, we may beheve that the ancient system

of irrigation was so perfect that the varying height of the

inundation caused but little inconvenience to the inhabi-

tants of Egypt, as far as the results of agricultural labours

were concerned, though an unusually high Nile would,

of course, wash away whole villages and drown much
cattle. If the statements made by ancient writers be com-

pared, it will be seen that the actual height of the in-

undation is the same now as it always was, and that it

maintains the same proportion with the land it irrigates.

According to Sir Gardner Wilkinson {Ancient Egypt, II.,

431), the cubit measures of the Kilometers ought, after

certain periods, to be raised proportionately if we wish to

arrive at great accuracy in the measurement of the waters.

The level of the land, which always keeps pace with that of

the river, increases at the rate of six inches in a hundred years

in some places, and in others less. The proof of this is

that the highest scale in the Nilometer at the island of

Elephantine, which served to measure the inundation in

the reigns of the early Roman emperors, is now far below

the level of the ordinary high Nile ; and the obelisk of

Heliopolis, the colossi at Thebes, and other similarly situated
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monuments, are now washed by the waters of the inundation

and imbedded to a certain height in a stratum of alluvial

soil which has been deposited around their base. The land

about Elephantine and at Thebes lias been raised about

nine feet in 1,700 years. The usual rise of the river at

Cairo is twenty-five feet, at Thebes thirty-eight feet, and at

Aswan forty-five feet. The average rate of the current is

about three miles per hour. As the river bed rises higher

and higher the amount of land covered by the waters of the

inundation grows more and more. It is estimated that, if

all the land thus watered were thoroughly cultivated, Egypt

would, for its size, be one of the richest countries in the

world.* The ancient Egyptians fully recognized how very

much they owed to the Nile, and, in their hymns, they

thank the Nile-god in appropriate and grateful terms.

Statues of the god are painted green and red, which

colours are supposed to represent i. the colour of the

river in June, when it is a bright green, before the inunda-

tion ; and 2. the ruddy hue which its waters have when

charged with the red mud brought down from the Abyssinian

mountains.

* Those who are interested in the work of the Irrigation Department

in Egypt will find a great deal of useful information on the subject in

Major R. H. Brown's History of the Barrage, where the story of this

famous work ii told concisely but clearly. The more curious reader

may consult Mr. WiUcock's Egyptian Irrigation.
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The system of writing employed by the earhest inhabi-

tants of the Valley of the Nile known to us was entirely

pictorial, and had much in common with the pictorial

writing of the Chinese and the ancient people who migrated

into Babylonia from the East. There appears to be no

inscription in which pictorial characters are used entirely,

for the earliest inscriptions now known to us contain

alphabetic characters. Inscriptions upon statues, coffins,

tombs, temples, etc., in which figures or representations of

-objects are employed, are usually termed 'Hieroglyphic'

(from the Greek UpoyXucpucd's) ; for writing on papyri a

cursive form of hieroglyphic called 'Hieratic' (from the

Greek UpaTiKoi), was employed by the priests, who, at

times, also used hieroglyphic ; a third kind of writing,

consisting of purely conventional modifications of hieratic

characters, which preserve little of the original form, was

employed for social and business purposes ; it is called

demotic (from the Greek c^/iotijco'?). The following will

show the different forms of the characters in the three

styles of writing

—

I. Hieratic.
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II. Hieroglyphic Transcript of No. I.

III. Demotic.

IV. Hieroglyphic Transcript of No. III.

No. I is copied from the Prisse * papyrus (Maxims of

Ptah-hetep, p. V, 1. i ), and is transcribed and translated as

follows ;

—

dd temu an se-^a. - nef sef

.... the heart fails, not remembers he yesterday.

ges men-f en duu bu nefer y^eper em-

The body suffers it in [its] entirety, happiness becomes

bu \l'dn'\

wretchedness.f

No. Ill is copied from the demotic version inscribed

on the stele of Canopus (see p. 18), and No. IV. is the

corresponding passage in the hieroglyphic version of the

* This papyrus is the oldest in the world, and was written about

B.C. 2500 ; it was presented to the Bibliotheque Nationale by Prisse.

who acquired it at Thebes.

t Ptah-hetep is lamenting the troubles of old age, and the complete

passage runs :
" The understanding perisheth, an old man remembers

not yesterday. The body beconieth altogether pain ; happiness

lurneth into wretchedness ; and taste vanisheth away."

E 2
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Decree. The transliteralion of the Demotic, according to

Hess {Roman von Sine Ha-m-ns, p. So), is :

—

p-Iion

nuicr ita n-n-'ieU' eiit satp cr-p-ma neb er-2tbe p-gi-n-er

innh n-7i-nuter\ "a prophet, or one of the priests who are

selected for the sanctuaiy to perform the dressing of the

gods." The transhteration of the hieroglyphic text is:

hen neter erpu ud dnid abu setep er db-itr au smd er mdret

tieieru em sati-sen.

The earliest hieroglyphic inscription is that found on the

stete of Shera preserved at Gizeh and Oxford ; it dates from

the second dynasty. The oldest hieratic inscription is that

contained in the famous Prisse papyrus which records the

advice of Ptah-hetep to his son. It dates from the Xlth or

Xllth dynasty. The demotic writing appears to have

come into use about B.C. 900. Hieroglyphics were used

until the third century after Christ, and hieratic and

demotic for at least a century later. The inscriptions on

the Rosetta and Canopus stete are written in hieroglyphic,

demotic, and Greek characters. The Egyptians inscribed,

wrote, or painted inscriptions upon almost every kind of

substance, but the oaterial most used by them for

their histories, and religious and other works was papyrus.

Sections from the stem of the pap)rus plant were carefully

cut, and the layers were taken off, pressed flat, and several

of them gummed one over the other transversely ; thus

almost any length of papyrus for writing upon could be

made. The longest known is the great Harris papyrus,

No. i; it measures 135 feet by 17 inches. The scribe

wrote upon the papyrus with reeds, and the inks were

principally made of vegetable colours. Black and red are

the commonest colours used, but some papyri are painted

with as many as eleven or thirteen. The scribe's palette

was a rectangular piece of wood varying from six to thirteen

inches long by two, or two and a half, inches wide. In the

middle was a hollow for holding the reeds, and at one end
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were the circular or oval cavities in which the colours were

placed.

At the beginning of the Greek rule over Egypt, the

knowledge of the use of the ancient Egyptian language

began to decline, and the language of Greece began to

modify and eventually to supersede that of Egypt. When
we consider that Ptolemy I. Soter, succeeded in attracting

to Alexandria a large number of the greatest Greek scholars

of the day, such as Euclid the mathematician, Stilpo of

Megara, Theodorus of Gyrene and Diodorus Cronus, the

philosophers, Zenodotus the grammarian, Philetas the

poet from Cos, and many others, this is not to be wondered

at. The founding of the great Alexandrian Library and

Museum, and the endowment of these institutions for the

support of a number of the most eminent Greek philo-

sophers and scholars, was an act of far-sighted policy on

the part of Ptolemy I., whose aim was to make the learning

and language of the Greeks to become dominant in Egypt.

Little by little the principal posts in the Government were

monopolised by the Greeks, and little by little the Egyptians

became servants and slaves to their intellectually superior

masters. In respect to their language, " the Egyptians

were not prohibited from making use, so far as it seemed

requisite according to ritual or otherwise appropriate, of the

native language and of its time-hallowed written signs ; in this

old home, moreover, of the use of writing in ordinary inter-

course the native language, alone familiar to the great public,

and the usual writing must necessarily have been allowed not

merely in the case of private contracts, but even as regards

tax-receipts and similar documents. But this was a conces-

sion, and the ruling Hellenism strove to enlarge its domain."

Mommsen, TJie Provinces of the Roman Empire^ Vol. II.,

p. 243. It is true that Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, employed the

famous Manetho {i.e., a^> Mer-en-Tehuti, 'beloved

of Thoth ') to draw up a history of Egypt, and an account
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of the ancient Egyptian religion from the papyri and other

native records ; but it is also true that during the reigns of

these two Ptolemies the Egyptians were firmly kept in

obscurity, and that the ancient priest-college of Heliopolis

was suppressed. A century or two after the Christian era,

Greek had obtained such a hold upon the inhabitants of

Egypt that the Egyptian Christians, the followers and

disciples of St. Mark, were obliged to use the Greek

alphabet to write down the Egyptian, that is to say Coptic

translation of the books of the Old and New Testaments.

The letters cy. ^'h q, f, |), X, &, -f'- <^ i, ^' k, ^^'ei'e

added from the demotic forms of hieratic characters to

represent sounds which were unknown in the Greek lan-

guage. During the Greek rule over Egypt many of the

hieroglyphic characters had new phonetic values given to

them ; by this time the knowledge of hieroglyphic writing

had practically died out.

The history of the decipherment of hieroglyphics is of

great interest, but no thorough account of it can be

given here ; only the most important facts connected

with it can be mentioned. During the XVIth-XVIIIth

centuries many attempts were made by scholars to in-

teri>ret the hieroglyphic inscriptions then known to the

world, but they resulted in nothing useful. The fact is that

they did not understand the nature of the problem to

be solved, and they failed to perceive the use of the

same hieroglyphic character as a phonetic or determinative

in the same inscription. In 1799, a French officer dis-

covered at Bolbitane or Rosetta a basalt slab inscribed in the

hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek characters ; it was shortly

after captured by the English army, and taken to London,

where it was carefully examined by Dr. Thomas Young.*

* Thomas Young was born at Milverton, in Somersetshire, on the

13th of June, 1773 ; both his parents were Quakers. At the age of

fourteen he is said to have been versed in Greek, Latin, French,
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The Society of Antiquaries published a fac-simile of the

inscription, which was distributed among scholars, and
Silvestre de Sacy and Akerblad made some useful dis-

coveries about certain parts of the demotic version of the

inscription. Dr. Young was enabled, ten years after, to make
translations of the three inscriptions, and the results of his

studies were published in 1821. In 1822 M. Champollion *

(Le Jeune) published a translation of the same inscriptions,

and was enabled to make out something like an alphabet.

There appears to be no doubt that he was greatly helped

by the publications and labours of Young, who had succeeded

in grouping certain words in demotic, and in assigning ac-

curate values to some of the hieroglyphic characters used in

writing the names of the Greek rulers of Egypt. Young

made many mistakes, but some of his work was of value,

Champollion, to whom the credit of definitely settling the

phonetic values of several signs really belongs, had been

carefully grounded in the Coptic language, and was there-

fore enabled with little difficulty to recognize the hiero-

glyphic forms of the words which were familiar to him in

Coptic ; Young had no such advantage. ChampoUion's

system was subjected to many attacks, but little by little it

gained ground, and the labours of other scholars have

Italiaiii Hebrew, Persian and Arabic. He took his degree of M.D. in

July, 1796, in 1802 he was appointed professor of natural philosophy

at the Royal Institution, and in iSio he was elected physician to

St. George's Hospital. He was not, however, a popular physician.

He died on the loth of May, 1829.

* Jean Franfois Champollion le Jeune was born at Figeac, depart-

ment du Lot, in 1796. He was educated at Grenoble, and afterwards

at Paris, where he devoted himself to the study of Coptic. In the

ye.ar 1824 he was ordered by Charles X. to visit all the important

collections of Egyptian antiquities in Europe. On his return he was

appointed Director of the Louvre. In 1828 he was sent on a scientific

mission to Egypt, and was afterwards made professor of Egyptian

antiquities at the College de France. He died in 1831.
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proved that he was right. The other early workers in the

field of hieroglyphics were Dr. Samuel Birch in England

;

Dr. Lepsius in Germany, and MM. Rosellini and Salvolini

in Italy. The study of hieroglyphics has become compara-

tively general, and each year sees books of texts published,

learned papers on Egyptian grammar written, and transla-

tions made into the various European languages.

In hieroglyphic inscriptions the signs are used in two

ways : I, Ideographic, II, Phonetic. In the ideographic

system a word is expressed by a picture or ideograph thus ;

-wwvA 77ia//, water ; m the phonetic system the same word is

written y\ ^ o (2 m + a + u, no regard being paid to

the fact that ^\ represents an owl, a a hand and fore-

arm, and 'S a rope. Similarly =ss=. emsuh is a 'crocodile' in

the ideographic system, but phonetically it is written

^\ y^\\^m + s ^ u ^ h. The ideographic system is

probably older than the phonetic.

Phonetic signs are: I, Alphabetic, as Ix m, \\ s,

\ u ; or II, Syllabic, as "^^l mer, O x^/"''^',
^ lietep.

rni • 0^ 1 • On 0^ rs fjiis
I he sign Vrf yeper can be written i, vff ; 2, Vrf ;

3' S '' '^''S'=^^==^ '> ''^^ ^'g"^ I ^'^fi^ can be written

The scribes took pains to represent the exact value of

these syllabic signs in order that no mistake might be
made.

The IDEOGRAPHIC signs are also used as determinatives,

and are placed after words written phonetically to de-

termine their meaning. For example, neju means ' to

sleep,' ' to walk,' ' to go back,' ' to become infirm,' ' tongue '
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and ' again
'

; without a determinative the meaning of

this word in a sentence would be easily mistaken.

Determinatives are of two kinds : I, ideographic, and II,

generic. Thus after 'cat,' a cat,

swritten ; this is an ideographic determinative. After

kerh, ' darkness,' the night sky with a star in it, i=^?=i , was

written ; this is a generic determinative. A word has fre-

quently more than one determinative ; for example, in the

word
AAAAAA ,

\>

AAAA/vA .
, . .

AAAAAA is a determinative

i>ah, < to overflow

a determinative of the sound ^ah ;

of water, -I— I- of a lake or collection of water, and "%• of

ground. The list of hieroglyphic signs with their phonetic

values given on pp. 62-69 '^i^l be of use in reading kings'

names, etc. ; for convenience however the hieroglyphic

alphabet is added here. The system of transliteration of

Egyptian characters used in this book is that most generally

adopted.

J

V'
ftAA^A^ 7/

, -fee. ^' or /

ra
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A 1

k

^
, ], S= 0{th)

t' (like f/^ in child)

The number of hieroglyphic characters is about two

thousand.
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chapter for its beginning, and copied the whole of it in the

reverse order. Some inscriptions are to be read in perpen-

dicular lines.

The following transliterated and translated extract from

the first page of the "Tale of the Two Brothers" will

explain the foregoing statements.

©
e

ar ementuf yeriu sen sen

There were once on a time brothers two [the children]

en - ua

of . one

muOet

mother

ren

t

en ua

and of one

(2

dtf

father :

Id e £

Anpu ren j>a da du

Anubis was the name of the elder, was

D

Batau

Bata

ren

©

pa

the name of the

serau

younger.

yer ar

Now as regards

D (3 ^
Anpu

Anpu,

(2

au

and was

}
(?

w

xeri

n
^1
hemt

he possessed a house and had a wife,

(3 ^ h D

u

xeri

paif sen ierdu emma-f

his brother younger [living] with him
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I

<s Ui

pia sexc'u en

after the manner of

r~vr-l

^4 fl^ kO
serau

a servant,

du enientuf

for it was he

UK.. \

(3 <^ ^ 7^

a dritu-nef hebsu duf her sesem

who made the clothes, it was he who followed

^ I I

em-sa nai-f

after his [Anpu's]

du enientuf

daiit

cattle

I

er se^et

in the fields,

he it was

©

a dritu

who did

seka

the ploughing,

L=J]

Mt^ q^
enientuf

he it was

2^ '^^^

auuait

who laboured, he

enientuf a

it was who

D (gx > Q w

dritu -jief dput neb cnti

performed the duties all which were

n \\
se\et ds-tu pa

thethe fields ; and behold was

henuti nefer an un

a farmer excellent, not existed

em

[connected] with

czsa ft ©

serdu

young man

Id © ^^
gefennu-f

the like of him
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B
epn fa i'er-f

in the land the whole of it

xer ar eniyet

Now thus it was during

hru

days

A X

D (S I I I

qennu

many

1

her-sa

^ n
enen ati

upon those [days] that

paif

was his

sen serau einsa naif

brother younger following after his

aaut

cattle

o ^-^
I

liru neb

every da)',

em

according;

I

! ?
ementuf her

and he

paif

to his

sexei'u

wont

I

'^^i^/l^ ,

iidu (or hehdii)

returned

a, W

enii

of

er

to

pai-f

his

(2

I

house

tennit

every

.^-^ o
(2 rn

ruha

evenins;, and

he was laden

k K^^\l%
em

with

simu

vegetables

neb

of all kinds

Ay^V III

en seyet

of the fields.
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A List of some of the Principal Hieroglyphic Signs

AND their Phonetic Values.

ha

ur

ser

t^ '
âau

^ tat a

-§» hra

^ anem

^^^ut'a

tS^taa

^S~- an

an

C) ar, pa

<cil> r or 1

Men and Women.

ax

qa

qet

seher

tut

a

am

ar

sa

fa

heh

heh

J beq

_ Limbs, &c., of Men.

.=
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neb

ser

pell

ha

at

Heru,
bak

ba

aq

sera

ab

sab

set

egyptian writing.

Animals.

nefer

^ ka

Limbs, &c., of Animals.

63

^ sef

I

us

xen

O" xent, fent

y^ setem

ap

aauT
Birds.

^

ur

ba

mut

sa

mer

neh

/^ qem

ti

meh

Parts of Birds.

\ maat, su

ab

^ ba

\ ab

(f^'dZj xepes

nem or

uhem

u

pa

ten

fe t'a

^I^ sent

(^ sa

Fish.

«0^ an ^ xa betu
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=s:s=» sebek

^5:5. hefen

5gp serq

Notes for tRAVELLERS iN egyPT.

Reptiles.

t'

^-^ xet

t[ ben

==!=• un
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Determinatives—conlimied.
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The Coptic Alphabet (31 letters),
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The ancient Egyptians had : I. the vague or civil year,

which consisted of 365 days; it was divided into twelve

months of thirty days each, and five intercalary days were

added at the end; II. the Sothic year of 365;! days. The
first year of a Sothic period began with the rising of Sirius

or the dog-star, on the ist of the month Thoth, when it

coincided with the beginning of the inundation ; Ill.khe

Egyptian solar year* was treated as if it were a quarte* of

a day shorter than the Sothic year, an error which corrected

itself in 1460 fixed years or 146 1 vague years. The true year

was estimated approximately by the conjunction of the sun

with Sirius. Dr. Brugsch thinks {Egypt under the Pharaohs,

Vol. I., p. 176) that as early as B.C. 2500 five different

forms of the year were already in use, and that the "little year"

corresponded with the lunar year, and the " great year " with

a lunar year having intercalated days. Each month was

dedicated to a god.f The Egyptians dated their stete and

documents by the day of the month and the year of the

king who was reigning at tiie time. The Copts first dated

their documents according to the years of the indiction
;

the indictions were periods of fifteen years, and the first

began a.d. 312. In later times the Copts made use of tfie

era of the Martyrs, which was reckoned from the 29th tof

August, A.D. 284. About the ninth century after Christ

they began to adopt the Muhammadan era of the Hijrah

or "flight," which was reckoned from a.d. 622.

* It wa.s practically the same as the civil year.

f Some of the Coptic names of the months show that they have

been derived from the ancient Egyptian : thus Thoth is from g^^

,

Tehuti, Pachon from ^^ | ^ Chemu, Athor from [^ , Het-Heru,

Mesore from [H vX^ VS^ mes-Herii, " the birth of Horus " festival,

etc. The Copts have I. an agricultural year, and II. an ecclesiastical

year; the latter consists of tweire months of thirty days, with a

thirteenth month called Nis.si of five or six intercalary days.
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THE RELIGION AND GODS OF
EGYPT.

The religion of the ancient Egyptians is one of the most

difficult problems of Egyptology, and though a great deal has

been written about it during the last few years, and many

difficulties have been satisfactorily explained, there still

remain unanswered a large number of questions connected

with it. In all religious texts the reader is always assumed

to have a knowledge of the subject treated of by the writer,

and no definite statement is made on the subject concerning

which very little, comparativel)', is known by students to-

day. For example, in the texts inscribed inside the

pyramids of Unas, Teta, and Pepi (b.c. 3300-3233), we
are brought face to face with religious compositions which

mention the acts and relationships of the gods, and refer to

beliefs, and give instructions for the performance of certain

acts of ritual which are nowhere explained. It will be

remembered that Ptolemy II. Philadelphus instructed

Manetho to draw up a history of the religion of the ancient

Egyptians. If such a work was needed by the cultured

Greek who lived when the religion of ancient Egypt, though
much modified, was still in existence, how much more is

it needed now ? The main beliefs of the Egyptian religion

were always the same. The attributes of one god might be

applied to another, or one god might be confused with

another; the cult of one god might decline in favour of

another, or new gods might arise and become popular, but

the foundation of the religion of Egj'pt remained unchanged.
Still, it is asserted by some that the religion of the dynasties

of the Early Empire was simpler and more free from specu-
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lation than that of the Middle and New Empires, in which
the nature and mutual relationships of the gods were dis

cussed and theogonies formulated. Speaking generally the

gods of Egypt were the everlasting and unalterable powers

of nature, i.e., 'day and night,' 'light and darkness,' etc.

The great god of the Egyptians, Ra, or Amen-Ra, as he was

called in the Middle Empire, was said to be the maker of

all things ; the various gods Horus, Atniu, etc., were merely

forms of him. Ra was self-begotten, and hymns to him
never cease to proclaim his absolute and perfect unity in

terms which resemble those of the Hebrew Scriptures. It

will be seen from the translation of a hymn given in the

following pages that he is made to possess every attribute,

natural and spiritual, which Christian peoples ascribe to God
Almighty. The one doctrine, however, which lived per-

sistently and unchanged in the Egyptian mind for five

thousand years, is that of a future life. During the

earliest dynasties beautiful and enduring tombs * were

built in order that the bodies which were placed in them

might be preserved until such time as the resurrection of

the body should take place. It is clear from the papyri that

man was supposed to possess a body, a soul, (<^^ ba, a

' genius ' LJ ka, and an intelligence, ^^ yii. The

body, freed from all its most corruptible portions, was

preserved by being filled with bitumen, spices, and

* " Les belles tombes que Ton admire dans les plaines de Thebe.s

et de Sakljarah ne sont done pas dues i I'orgueil de ceux qui les ont

erigees. Une pensee plus large a preside h. leur construction. Plus

les materiau.x sont enormes, plus on est sur que les promesses faites par

la religion recevront leur execution. En ces sens, les Pyramides ne

sont pas des monuments ' de la vaine ostentation des rois
'

; elles sont

des obstacles impossibles a renverser, et les preuves gigantesques d'un

dogme consolant. " (Mariette, Notices des Princifaiix Monianents,

P- '!4-)
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aromatic drugs, and having been bandaged in many a

fold of linen, lay in its tomb, ready to take part in the

life which was inherited by those who were deemed

worthy of it.

Of the funeral procession we are able to gain some idea

from the vignettes which are given in hieroglyphic copies

of the Book of the Dead. In the centre of p. 75 the dead

man is seen lying on a bier in a chest mounted on a boat

with runners, which is drawn by oxen. In the rear is a

sepulchral ark or chest surmounted by a figure of Anubis,

the god of the dead. In front of the boat are a group of

women (p. 76) beating their faces and wailing, and a youth

carrying the staff, chair, and box of the deceased. At the

head of the procession is the klier heh or master of funereal

ceremonies, who reads from an open roll of papyrus the

funereal service. The scene on page 76 represents the

ceremony of "opening the mouth," which takes place at the

door of the tomb. Before the tomb stands the mummy of

Hu-nefer to receive the final honours ; behind him, and

embracing him, stands Anubis, the god of the dead, and at

his feet in front kneel his wife Nasha and her daughter to

take a last farewell of the body. By the side of a table

of offerings stand three priests : the sem priest, who wears a

panther's skin, holding in his right hand a libation vase,

and in the left a censer; a priest who offers vases of

unguents to the deceased ; and a priest who holds in one

hand the instrument ur-heka ^^
\ J with which he is

about to touch the eyes and mouth of the mummy, and in

the other the instrument r""^^—^ for "opening the mouth."

On the rounded stele , at the door of the tomb, is

inscribed :

—
" Hail, Osiris, chief of Amenta, the lord ol

eternity, spreading out in everlastingness, lord of adorations,

chief of the cycle of his gods ; and hail, Anubis [dweller] in
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the tomb, great god, chief of the divine dwelling. May
they grant that I may go in and come out from the under-

world ; that I may follow Osiris in all his festivals at the

beginning of the year ; that I may receive cakes, and that I

may come forth in the presence of [Osiris], I the ka of

Osiris, the greatly favoured of his god, Hu-nefer."

In the lower register are a cow and calf, a priest holding

a vase A, a priest carrying a haunch of a bull CTv*, a table

of offerings, a sepulchral box ^3, and a table upon which

are arranged the instruments employed in the ceremony of

opening the mouth, viz., the Fesh-en-kef^, the haunch c?v^,

the libation vases 'v7'v7'v7Y7, the feather
[) , the instruments

f^—, ,'^—, f^—, p-—>
, the ur-heka, the boxes of purification

^^^^, the bandlet ( , etc.

After the death of a man it was thought that he was taken

into the hall of the god Osiris, judge of the dead, and that

his conscience, symbolized by the heart, was weighed in the

balance before him. An excellent idea of what the Egyp-

tians believed in this matter may be gathered from the two

following scenes in the Papyrus of Ani. Ani and his wife

Thuthu are entering the Hall of Double Truth, wherein the

heart i^ is to be weighed against the feather p, emblematic

of Right and Truth, or Law. This ceremony is being per-

formed in the presence of the gods " Heru-khuti (Har-

machis) the great god within his boat" ^k'n|l^'0'

^^iTemu^^^^; Shu po ^^; "Tef-

nut, lady of heaven,"^ ^ ini^ ^^^ ; Seb"^J^ ;

" Nut, lady of heaven,"
'^

'^z:^ F=^ ; Isis
J ^ U^ ; Neph-

thys Vj; "Horus, the great god," ^ h; "Hathor,
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lady of Amenta," ^ ftc^^:^ ; Hu

and Sa ^^=5^ /r). Upon the beam of the scales is the dog-

beaded ape Aj, the companion or attendant of Thoth,

" the scribe of the gods." The god Anubis, jackal-headed,

is kneeling to examine the indicator of the balance, which

is suspended from a projection made in the form of [i. The

inscription above the head of Anubis reads :

—
" Saith he

who is in the abode of the dead, ' Turn thy face, O just and

righteous weigher [who weighest] the heart in the balance,

to stablish it.'" Facing Anubis, the god of the dead,

stands Ani's "Luck" or "Destiny," S/iai M(T"%s
(](] f|

,

and above is a human-headed object resting upon a pylon

which is supposed to be connected with the place where he

was born. Behind these stand the goddesses Meskhenet

and Renenet ,wvw~ q fei? fL , who were the

deities who presided over the birth and education of chil-

dren. Near these is the soul of Ani in the form of a human-

headed bird '^i standing upon a pylon . On the right

of the balance, behind Anubis, stands Thoth, the scribe of

the gods, with his reed-pen and palette containing black

and red ink, with which to record the result of the trial.

Behind Thoth is the female monster Amam m4
,

the "Devourer," called also Am-mit D ^\ ^s. (JO^

Y W-l the " Eater of the Dead." She has the fore-part of a

crocodile, the hind-quarters of a hippopotamus, and the

middle part of a lion. Ani says :

—

"My heart my mother, my heart my mother, my heart

my coming into being. May there be no resistance to me
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in [my] judgment; may there be no opposition to me from
the divine chiefs ; may there be no parting of thee from me
in the presence of him who keepeth the scales ! Thou
art my ka (double) within my body which knitteth and
strengtheneth my Hmbs. Mayest thou come forth to the

place of happiness to which we advance. May the divine

chiefs {Shenit) not make my name to stink, and may no lies

be spoken against me in the presence of the god. It is

good for thee to hear [glad tidings of joy at the weighing of

words. May no false accusation be made against me in

the presence of the great god. Verily, exceedingly mighty

shalt thou be when thou risest]."

Thoth, the righteous judge of the great cycle of the gods

who are in the presence of the god Osiris, saith, " Hear ye

this judgment. The heart of Osiris hath in very truth been

weighed and his soul hath stood as a witness for him ; his

trial in the Great Balance is true. There hath not been

found any wickedness in him ; he hath not wasted the

offerings in the temples ; he hath not harmed any by his

works ; and he uttered not evil reports while he was upon

earth."

Next the great cycle of the gods reply to Thoth dwelling

in Khemennu (Hermopolis) : "That which cometh forth

from thy mouth cannot be gainsaid. Osiris, the scribe

Ani, the victorious one in judgment, is just and righteous.

He hath not committed sin, neither hath he done evil

against us. The Devourer shall not be allowed to prevail

over him ; he shall be allowed to enter into the presence of

the god Osiris, and offerings of meat and drink shall be

given unto him, together with an abiding habitation in

Sekhet-hetepu, as unto the followers of Horus."

In the second part of this scene we have Ani being led

into the presence of the god Osiris. On the left the hawk-

headed god Horus y%, the son of Isis, wearing the crowns
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of the North and South ^, holding Ani by the hand,

leads him into the presence of "Osiris, the lord of

eternity,"
r] J '=:37 ^ Ausar neb i'etta. This god is

seated within a shrine in the form of a funereal chest, and

he wears the atef cToyin /f, with plumes ; at the back of

his neck hangs a jtienat (^, the emblem of joy and

happiness. In his hands he holds the crook \, sceptre
j,

and the flail ^\ > emblems of rule, sovereignty and

dominion. On the side of his throne jj are depicted

the doors of the tomb with bolts, =!^ . Behind him stand

Nephthys on his right and Isis on bis left. Standing upon
a lotus flower which springs from the ground, are the

four deities generally known as " the children of Horus "

(or Osiris); they represent the cardinal points. The

first, Mestha
^^~^

\\\, has the head of a man ^ ; the

second, Hapi ^M, the head of an ape jT ; the third

Tuamautef ic , the head of a jackal n ; and the

fourth, Qebhsennuf, w 1 , the head of a hawk !(

Suspended near the lotus flower is a bullock's hide, into

which the deceased, or the person who represented him at

funereal ceremonies, was supposed to enter. The roof of

the shrine lests upon pillars with lotus capitals, and is

ornamented with a cornice of uraei ; the hawk-headed figure

above represents the god Horus-Sept or Horus-Seker.

At the foot of steps leading to the throne of Osiris,

kneels Ani upon a mat made of fresh reeds ; his right hand

is raised in adoration, and in his left he holds the khe!-j>

G 2
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sceptre () . He wears a whitened wig surmounted by a

" cone," the signification of which is unknown. Round his

neclv is the collar «^? . Close by are a table of offerings of

meat, fruit, flowers, etc., and a number of vases containing

wine, beer, unguents, "Q , S, W, etc.; with these are

trussed ducks y^^ , flowers ^>~, , cakes and loaves of

bread Q=p
, (^SD , O , etc. The inscription above the

table of offerings reads, " Osiris, the scribe Ani."

J2 H "^ m7 ^ ^^-
The inscription above Ani

reads : "O Lord of Amenta (the underworld), I am in thy

presence. There is no sin in my body, I have uttered no

lie wilfully, and I have done nothing with a double motive.

Grant that I may be like unto those favoured beings who

[stand] about thee, and that I may be an Osiris greatly

favoured of the beautiful god and beloved of the lord of

the world—[I] who am in truth a royal scribe loving him,

Ani, victorious in judgment before the god Osiris."

To Osiris Horus says : — "I have come to thee,

O Unnefer, and I have brought the Osiris Ani to thee.

His heart is righteous coming forth from the balance, and

it hath not committed sin against any god or any goddess.

Thoth hath weighed it according to the directions spoken

to him by the cycle of the gods ; and it is very true and

righteous. Grant unto him offerings of meat and drink,

permit him to enter into the presence of Osiris, and grant

that he may be like unto the followers of Horus for ever."

An interesting vignette in the papyrus of Neb-seni

(British Museum, No. 9900) shows the deceased being

weighed against his own heart in the presence of the god

O-iris ;
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If the result of the weighing of the heart was un-

favourable, the Devourer stepped forward and claimed the

dead man as his. Annihilation was the result.

The following is a specimen of the hymns which the

deceased addresses to Ra :

—

A Hymn to Ra [to be sung] when he riseth in the

EASTERN SKY.

{From British Museum Papyrus, No. 9901.)

" Homage to thee, O thou who art Ra when thou risest

and Tmu when thou settest. Thou risest, thou risest ; thou

shinest, thou shinest, O thou who art crowned king of the

gods. Thou art the lord of heaven, thou art the lord of

earth, thou art the creator of those who dwell in the heights,

and of those who dwell in the depths. Thou art the one

god who came into being in the beginning of time. Thou

didst create the earth, thou didst fashion man, thou didst

make the watery abyss of the sky, thou didst form Hapi

(Nile) ; thou art the maker of all streams and of the great

deep, and thou givest life to all that is therein. Thou hast

knit together the mountains, thou, thou hast made mankind

and the beasts of the field, thou hast created the heavens

and the earth. Worshipped be thou whom the goddess Maat

embraceth at morn and at eve. Thou stridest across the sky

with heart expanded with joy ; the Lake of Testes is at
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peace. The fiend Nak hath fallen and his two arms are

cut off. The boat of the rising sun hath a fair wind, and

the heart of him that is in its shrine rejoiceth. Thou art

crowned with a heavenly form, thou the Only One art pro-

vided [with all things]. Ra cometh forth from Nu [sky] in

triumph. O thou mighty youth, thou everlasting son, self-

begotten, who didst give birth to thyself ; O thou mighty

One of myriad forms and aspects, King of the world. Prince

of Annu (Heliopolisj, lord of eternity, and ruler of the

everlasting ; the company of the gods rejoice when thou

risest, and when thou sailest across the skj', O thou who art

exalted in the sektet boat. Homage to thee, O Amen-Ra,

thou who dost rest upon Maat, thou who passest over

heaven, [from] every face that seeth thee. Thou dost wax

great as thy Majesty doth advance, and thy rays are upon

all faces. Thou art unknown and inscrutable . . . . ; thou

art the Only One. [Men] praise thee in thy name [Ra],

and they swear by thee, for thou art lord over them. Thou

hast heard with thine ears and thou hast seen with thine

eyes. Millions of years have gone over the world ; those

through which thou hast passed I cannot count. Thy heart

hath decreed a day of happiness in thy name [of Ra]. Thou
dost pass over and travellest through untold spaces of

millions and hundreds of thousands of years, thou settest in

peace and thou steerest thy way across the watery abyss to

the place which thou lovest ; this thou doest in one little

moment of time, and thou dost sink down and makest an

end of the hours. Hail my lord, thou that passest through

eternity and whose being is everlasting. Hail thou Disk,

lord of beams of light, thou risest and thou makest all

mankind to live. Grant thou that I may behold thee at

dawn each day."

From the scene on p. 87, we may form an idea of how
the deceased was supposed to employ his time in the
" islands of the blessed," which the Egyptians called " Sexet-
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Hetepu." Here we have an estate intersected by canals of

waters. To the left in the upper division are three pools

called Qenqenet, Anttenet and Nut-ur. Beneath is the

legend:—"The being in peace in the Fields of Air(?)."

Before three gods who are described as " gods of the hori-

zon," is an altar with llowers, "an offering to the great god,

the lord of heaven." On a pylon stands a hawk. Next we

see the deceased making an offering of incense to his own

soul in the form of a human-headed hawk ^^\ . In a boat,

in which stand tables of offerings, sits the deceased paddling

himself along. The legend reads, " Osiris, the living one,

the victorious one sailing over the Lake of Peace." Behind,

the deceased and his father and mother are offering incense

to the "great cycle of the gods"; close by stands Thoth

the scribe of the gods. In the second division the deceased,

with his father and mother, is adoring " Hapi (Nile), the

father of the gods," and we see him ploughing, sowing,

reaping and winnowing the luxuriant wheat along a track by

the canal the " length of which is one thousand measures,

and the width of which cannot be told." The legend says

concerning this canal :

—

<&<

"Not exist

I I I

remu neb am-f

fishes any in it.

\\T.
au neb

au fishes any

ani-f

in it,

an un

not exist

an un

not exist

W III

hefi

worms
snakes

nebt am-f

any in it."
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In the third division are :—five islands (?) ; " the boat of

Ra-Harmachis when he goeth forth to Sekhet-Aanre " ; a

boat the master of which is the god Un-nefer ; and three

small divisions formed by the " water of the sky." In the

first are " beatified beings seven cubits high, and wheat

three cubits high for spiritual beings who are made perfect ";

the second is the place where the gods refresh themselves
;

and in the third live the gods Seb, Shu and Tefnut.

After death the soul of the dead man was supposed to

have many enemies to combat, just as the sun was supposed

to spend the time between his rising and setting in fight-

ing the powers of mist, darkness, and night. These he

vanquished by the knowledge and use of certain "words

of power." The deceased was also supposed to be con-

demned to perform field labours in the nether-world, but

to avoid this, stone, wooden, or Egyptian porcelain figures

were placed in his tomb to do the work for him. After

undergoing all these troubles and trials the soul went into

.0

The Soul Revisiting the Body in the Tomb.

(From the Papyrus of Neb-seni, British Museum, No. 9900.)

the abode of beatified spirits, and there did everything wished

by it, and remained in bliss until it rejoined its body in the

tomb. During its wanderings it might enter successively
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into a phoenix (bennu), a heron, a swallow, a snake, a

crocodile, etc.

In the hall of Osiris the soul was supposed to affirm

before forty-two gods that it had not committed any of the

forty-two sins which are detailed in good papyri at full length

as follows :

—

1. O thou that stridest, coming forth from Heliopolis, I

have done no wrong.*

2. O thou that embracest flame, coming forth from

Cher-aba, I have not committed theft.

3. O Fentiu, who comest forth from Hermopolis, I have

committed no act of violence.

4. O Eater of Shadows, who comest forth from Qernet

I have never slain men.

5. O Neha-hra, who comest forth from Re-stau, I have

never filched from the measures of corn.

6. O ye double lions, who come forth from the sky, I

have committed no fault.

7. O Eyes of P"lame, who come forth from Seaut, I

have never stolen the property of the gods.

8. O Neba (i.e., Fire), who comest forth in retreating, I

have never spoken falsehood.

9. O Seizer of Bones, who comest forth from Suten-

henen, I have never stolen food to eat.

10. O Breath of Flame, who comest forth from the Het-

ka-Ptah (Memphis), I have spoken no evil.

11. O Qererti, who comest forth from the underworld, I have

committed no act of uncleanness.

12. O thou god whose face is turned behind thee, who
comest forth from thy shrine, I have never caused any
one to weep tears of sadness.

* From the Papyrus of Ani, Brit. Mus. No. 10,470, plates 31, 32.

For a complete translation of the 125th Chapter of the Book of the

Dead, to which this Confession belongs, see my Papyrus of Ani,
London, 1895, PP- 344 ff'
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13. O Basti, who comest forth from the tomb (?), I have

never eaten my heart {i.e., ued).

14. O Legs of Flame, who come forth from the darkness

of night, I have never made an attack upon any man.

15. O Eater of Blood, who comest forth from the block of

sacrifice, I have never meditated upon iniquity.

16. O Eater of the intestines, who comest forth from the

Abode of the Thirty, I have never stolen tilled ground.

17. O Lord of Law, who comest forth from the abode of

Law, I have never entered into a conspiracy.

18. O thou that stridest backwards, who comest forth from.

Bubastis, I have never accused any man of crime.

19. O Sertiu, who comest forth from Heliopolis, I have

never been angry without cause.

20. O god of two-fold evil, who comest forth from the nome
Atchi,* I have never committed adultery.

21. O Uamemti, who comest forth from Chebt, I have

never committed adultery.

22. O thou that observes! what hath been brought into the

Temple of Amsu, I have never defiled myself.

23. O ye Chiefs, who come forth from the persea trees, I

have never caused terror.

24. O Chemi, who comest forth from Ku, I have never

transgressed.

25. O Reciter of words, who comest forth from Urit, I

have never spoken in hot anger.

26. O Babe, who comest forth from Uab,t I have never

made my ear (literally, face) deaf to the sound of

words of truth.

27. O Kenememti, who comest forth from Kenemmet, I

have never uttered curses.

28. O thou that bringest thy offering, who comest forth

from Seat, I have never put out my hand in a

quarrel.

* The ninth nome of Lower Egypt.

t The 19th nome of Upper Eg^'nt. caoital Oxvrhvnchos.
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29. thou that orderest words, who comest forth from

Unaset, I have never been an excitable and con

tentious person.

30. O Lord of [various] aspects, who comest forth from

Netchefet, I have never been precipitate in judgment.

31. O Secheriu, who comest forth from Uten, I have

never stirred up conspiracy.

32. O Lord of the double horns, who comest forth from

Senti, I have never multiplied my words against those

of others.

33. Nefer-Tmu, who comest forth from Het-ka-Ptah

(Memphis), I have never meditated evil, and I have

never done evil.

34. O Tmu in his seasons, who comest forth from Tattu, I

have never committed an act of wrong against

the king.

35. O thou that workest in thy heart, who comest forth

from Sahu, I have never turned running water out of

its course.

36. O Akhi, who comest forth from Nu, I have never been

arrogant in speech.

37. O thou who verdifiest mankind, who comest from Seu,

I have never blasphemed God.

38. O Nehebka, who comest forth from thy shrine, I have

never committed fraud.

39. O thou who art dowered with splendours, who comest

forth from thy shrine, I have never defrauded the

gods of their offerings.

40. O Ser-tep, who com?st forth from [thy] shrine, I have

never robbed the dead.

41. O thou that bringest thy arm, who comest forth from

the place of double truth, I have never robbed the

child nor defiled the god of [my] town.

42. O Illuminator of the lands, who comest forth from Ta-

she (Fayyum), I have never slain the animals sacred

to the gods.
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It is tolerably evident then that grand tombs were not

built as mere objects of pride, but as " everlasting habi-

tations " which would serve to preserve the body from

decay, and keep it ready to be re-inhabited by the soul

at the proper season. Greek authors have written much
about the beliefs of the Egyptians; but the greater number of

their statements are to be received with caution. They wrote

down what they were told, but were frequently misinformed.

The papyri which have come down to us show that the

moral conceptions of the Egyptians were of a very high

order : and works like the Maxims of Ptah-hetep and the

Maxims of Ani* show clearly that a man's duty to his god

and to his fellow-man was laid down in a distinct manner.

Such works will compare very favourably with the Proverbs

of Solomon and the Wisdom of Jesus the son of Sirach.

The religious literature of the Egyptians includes a large

number of works, of which the most important is the

collection of chapters generally called the Book of the

Dead ; in Egyptian its name vs, per em hrn, " Coming forth

by day." Selections from this work were written in

the hieratic character upon coffins as early as the Xllth

dynasty (b.c. 2500), and this practice was continued down

to the second century of our era. The walls of tombs were

covered with extracts from it, and scribes and people of rank

had buried with them large rolls of papyrus inscribed with its

principal chapters, and ornamented with vignettes explana-

tory of the text which ran beneath. Some of the chapters in

the work are of very great antiquity ; and so far back as

B.C. 3500 the text was so old, and had been copied so often,

that it was already not to be understood. Many parts of it are

obscure, and many utterly corrupt ; but the discovery from

time to time of ancient papyri with accurate readings

tends to clear up many doubtful points, and to bring out

the right meaning of certain parts of the work.

* See page 191.
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The following is a list of the most important gods with

their names in hieroglyphs ; it will be readily seen how

very many of them are merely forms of the sun-god Ra,

and how many of them have the same attributes :

—

Chnemu,* the 'Moulder,' "^ , %, is represented

with the head of a ram, and is one of the oldest gods of

the Egyptian religion. He was thought

to possess some of the attributes of

Amen, Ra, and Ptah, and shared with

the last-named god the attribute of

" maker of mankind." At Phils he is

represented making man out of clay on

a potter's Avheel. Chnemu put together

the scattered limbs of the dead body of

Osiris, and it was he who constructed

the beautiful woman who became the

wife of Bata in the Tale of the Two
Brothers. Like Amen-Ra he is said to

be the father of the gods. His cult

had great vogue in the regions round

about the first cataract, where he was

always associated with Aneq and Sati.

In bas-reliefs he is usually coloured

green, and wears the atef crownf with

urffii, etc.

* The authorities for the figures of the gods are given by Lanzone

in his Dizionario di Mifologia Egizia.

+ The following are the crowns most commonly met with on the

monuments :

—

^> ^, ' U' W K? ' W ' LU' ^> H«/'

'. j2,. t^
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Ptah <^ 1 , the 'Opener,' perhaps the oldest of all the

gods of Egypt, was honoured with a temple and worshipped

at Memphis from the time of the 1st dynasty.

He is said to be the father of the gods, who
came forth from his eye, and of men, who

came forth from his mouth. He is repre-

sented in the form of a mummy, and he

holds a sceptre composed of
\
usr, ' strength,'

¥ ancA, 'life,' and U (ef, 'stability.' With

reference to his connection with the resur-

rection and the nether-world, he is called

PTAH-SEKER-AUSAR, and is then repre-

sented as a little squat boy, at times wearing

a beetle on his head. He is at times repre- ptah.

sented with Isis and Nephthys, and then appears to be a

form of Osiris.

Tmu ^I^^^, or Atmu Q^I^^s^), was the

' Closer ' of the day or night.
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"" ^° the 'Mother, 'was one of the divinities of

the Theban triad ; she was supposed to represent Nature,

the mother of all things.

Chepera O n ^, the 'Creator,' was associated with

Ptah, and was supposed to be the god who caused himself

to come into existence. He is represented with a beetle

for his head. In later days he was supposed to be the father

of the gods and creator of the universe, and the attributes

which had been applied to Ra during the Middle Empire

were transferred to him. (See pp. 200-202.)

Bast r-v^ j) was principally worshipped in Lower Egypt

at Bubastis, where a magnificent temple was built in her

honour (see p. 130) ; she is represented with the head of a

cat, and was associated with Ptah. The correct reading of

her name appears to be Sechet, and she represents the flame

of the Sun.

EAST. NIT.

Nit, a\, the 'Weaver,' was a counterpart of the

goddess Mut ; she is also identified with Hathor. She was
the goddess of hunting, and is represented holding bows
and arrows ; she is usually coloured green.
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Ra, O ^, the Sun-god, was the creator of gods and

men ; his emblem was the sun's disk. His worship was

very ancient, and he was said to be the offspring of Nut, or

the sky. He assumed the forms of several other gods, and

is at times represented by the lion, cat, and hawk. In

papyri and on bas-reliefs he is represented with the head of

a hawk and wearing a disk, in front of which is an urKus ^.

He was particularly adored at Thebes. When he rose in the

morning he was called Heru-chuti or Harmachis ; and at

night, when he set, he was called Atmu, or ' the closer.'

During the night he was supposed to be engaged in fighting

Apepi, the serpent, who, at the head of a large army of

fiends, personifications of mist, darkness, and cloud, tried to

overthrow him. The battle was fought daily, but Ra always

conquered, and appeared day after day in the sky.

HoRUS, Wvr^i Heru, is the morning sun, and is also

represented as having the head of a hawk ; he was said to

be the son of Isis and Osiris, and is usually called the

"avenger of his father," in reference to his defeat of Set.

HORUS.
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Amex-Ra Mut, and Chonsu formed the

great triad of Thebes. Amen-Ra was said to be the son of

Ptah, and he seems to nave usurped

the attributes of many of the gods.

The word Amen means ' hidden.' His

chief titles were " lord of the thrones

of the two lands," and " king of the

gods." He is represented as wearing

horns and feathers, and holding J\

'rule,' j 'dominion,' 1 'power,' and

u 'stability.' The god Amsu | was

a form of Amen-Ra. The exalted

position which Amen-Ra, originally a

mere local deity, occupied at Thebes,

will be best understood from the

translation of a hymn to him written

in hieratic during the XVHIth or

XlXth dynasty :

—

AMEN-RA.

"Adoration* of Amen-Ra, the bull in Heliopolis, president

of all the gods, beautiful god, beloved one, the giver of the

life of all warmth to all beautiful cattle !

" Hail to thee, Amen-Ra, lord of the thrones of the two
lands, at the head of the Apts.t The bull of his mother,

at the head of his fields, the extender of footsteps, at the

head of the " land of the South," f lord of the Mat'au, §

prince of Araby, lord of the sky, eldest son of earth, lord

* A French version of this hymn is given by Grebaut in his Hynine
h Amir,on-Rd, Paris, 1S75. The hieratic text is published by Marietta,

Les Papyrus Egypiiens du Mitsh du Boulaq^ pi. ii-ij.

t The great temple at Karnak.

X Ethiopia and Asia. § A country in Asia.
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of things which exist, estabHsher of things, estabhsher o(

all things.

"One in his times, as among the gods. Beautiful bull of

the cycle of the gods, president of all the gods, lord of Law,

father of the gods, maker of men, creator of beasts, lord

of things which exist, creator of the staff of life, maker of

the green food which makes cattle to live. Form made by

Ptah, beautiful child, beloved one. The gods make
adorations to him, the maker of things which are below, and

of things which are above. He shines on the two lands sailing

through the sky in peace. King of the South and North,

the Sun (Ra), whose word is law, prince of the world !

The mighty of valour, the lord of terror, the chief who
makes the earth like unto himself. How very many more

are his forms than those of any (other) god ! The god's

rejoice in his beauties, and they make praises to him in the

two great horizons, at (his) risings in the double horizon or

fiame. The gods love the smell of him when he, the eldest

born of the dew,* comes from Araby, when he traverses

the land of the Mat'au, the beautiful face coming from

Neter-ta.f The gods cast themselves down before his feet

when they recognize their lord in his majesty, the lord of

fear, the mighty one of victory, the mighty of Will, the

master of diadems, the verdifier of offerings (?), the maker of

t'efau food.

" Adorations to thee, O thou maker of the gods, who hast

stretched out the heavens and founded the earth I The
untiring watcher, Amsu-Amen, lord of eternity, maker of

everlasting, to whom adorations are made (literally, lord of

adorations), at the head of the Apts, established with two

horns, beautiful of aspects ; the lord of the uraeus crown,

* Compare Psalm ex. 3.

t /.f., " Divine land," a name frequently given on the monuments

to indicate the lands which lie to the south of Egypt between the Nile

and the Red Sea.
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exalted of plumes, beautiful of tiara, exalted of the white

crown ; the serpent niehen and the two ursei are the

(ornaments) of his face ; the double crown, helmet and

cap are his decorations in (his) temple. Beautiful of face

he receives the az'e/' crown J^f ; beloved of the south and

north is he, he is master of the sechti crown X7 . He receives

the amsu sceptre \, (and is) lord of the and of

the whip. Beautiful prince, rising with the white crown /),

lord of rays, creator of light ! The gods give acclamations

to him, and he stretches out his hands to him that loves

him. The flame makes his enemies fall, his eye overthrows

the rebels, it thrusts its copper lance into the sky and

makes the serpent Nak* vomit what it has swallowed.

* Nak is one of the names of Apepi, the demon of mist, cloud, and

night, who was supposed to swallow up the sun daily; he was the

enemy, par excellence, whom the Sun-god Ra was supposed to fight

against and overcome. Apepi was represented under the form of a

serpent with knives stuck in his back Tj)^}). Compare the following

extract from the service for his destruction which was recited daily in

the temple of Amen-Ra, at Thebes :

'

' Fall down upon thy face, Apepi,

enemy of Ra ! The flame coming forth from the eye of Horus comes

against thee, a mighty flame which comes forth from the eye of Plorus,

comes against thee. Thou art thrust down into the flame of fire which

rushes out against thee, a flame which is fatal to thy soul, thy inteUi-

gence, thy words of power, thy body and thy shade. The flame prevails

over thee, it drives darts into thy soul, it makes an end of whatever thou

hast, and sends goads into thy form. Thou hast fallen by the eye of

Horus, which is mighty over its enemy, which devours thee, and which

leads on the mighty flame against thee ; the eye of Ra prevails over

thee, the flame devours thee, and nothing of thee remains. Get thee

back, thou art hacked in pieces, thy soul is parched, thy name is buried

in oblivion, silence covers it, it is overthrown; thou art put an end to

and buried under threefold oblivion. Get thee back, retreat thou,

thou art cut in pieces and removed from him that is in his shrine. O
Apepi, thou doubly crushed one, an end to thee, an end to thee !

Mayest thou never rise up again ! The eye of Horus prevails over thee
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"Hail to thee, Ra, lord of Law, whose shrine is hidden,

master of the gods, the god Chepera in his boat ; by the

sending forth of (his) word the gods spring into existence.

Hail god Atmu, maker of mortals. However many are their

forms he causes them to live, he makes different the colour

of one man from another. He hears the prayer of him that

is oppressed, he is kind of heart to him that calls unto him,

he delivers him that is afraid from him that is strong of

heart, he judges between the mighty and the weak.

" The lord of intelligence, knowledge (?) is the utterance

of his mouth. The Nile cometh by his will, the greatly

beloved lord of the palm tree comes to make mortals live.

Making advance every work, acting in the sky, he makes to

come into existence the sweet things of the daylight ; the

gods rejoice in his beauties, and their hearts live when they

see him. O Ra, adored in the Apts, mighty one of risings

m the shrine; O Ani,*lord of the festival of the new moon,

who makest the six days' festival and the festival of the last

quarter of the moon ; prince, life, health, and strength !

lord of all the gods, whose appearances are in the horizon,

president of the ancestors of Auker ;f his name is hidden

from his children in his name 'Amen.'

" Hail to thee, O thou who art in peace, lord of dilation of

heart {i.e., joy), crowned form, lord of the ureret crown

exalted of the plumes, beautiful of tiara, exalted of t'.ie

white crown, the gods love to look upon thee ; the double

crown of Upper and Lower Egypt is established upon thy

brow. Beloved art thou in passing through the two lands.

and devours thee daily, according to that which Ra decreed should be

done to thee. Thou art thrown down into the flame of fire which feeds

upon thee ; thou art condemned to the fire of the eye of Horus which

devours thee, thy soul, thy body, thy intelligence and thy shade. "—
British Museum Papyrus, 10188, col. xxiv.

*
I [j[] ^ , a form of Ra.

t A common name for a necropolis.
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Thou sendest forth rays in rising from thy two beautiful

eyes. The pat (ancestors, i.e., the dead) are in raptures of

delight when thou shincst, the cattle become languid when

thou shinest in full strength ; thou art loved when thou art

in the sky of the south, thou art esteemed pleasant in the

sky of the north. Thy beauties seize and carry away all

hearts, the love of thee makes the arms drop; thy beautiful

creation makes the hands tremble, and (all) hearts to melt

at the sight of thee.

"O Form, one, creator of all things, O one, only,

maker of existences ! Men came forth from his two eyes,

the gods sprang into existence at the utterance of his mouth.

He maketh the green herb to make cattle live, and the staff

of life for the (use of) man. He maketh the fishes to live

in the rivers, the winged fowl in the sky; he giveth the

breath of life to (the germ) in the egg, he maketh birds of

all kinds to live, and likewise the reptiles that creep and

fly; he causeth the rats to live in their holes, and the birds

that are on every green twig. Hail to thee, O maker of

all these things, thou only one.

" He is of many forms in his might ! He watches all

people who sleep, he seeks the good for his brute creation.

O Amen, establisher of all things, Atmu and Harmachis,*

all people adore thee, saying, ' Praise to thee because of thy

resting among us ; homage to thee because thou hast

created us.' All creatures say ' Hail to thee,' and all

lands praise thee ; from the height of the sky, to the

breadth of the earth, and to the depths of the sea art thou

praised. The gods bow down before. thy majesty to exalt

the "Will of their creator; they rejoice when they meet

their begetter, and say to thee, Come in peace, O father

of the fathers of all the gods, who hast spread out the sky

and hast founded the earth, maker of things which are,

* These three names are the names of the Sun-god at mid-day,

evening and morning respectively.
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creator of things which exist, prince, life, health, strength !

president of the gods. We adore thy will, inasmuch as

thou hast made us, thou hast made (us) and given us birth,

and we give praises to thee by reason of thy resting with us.

"Hail to thee, maker of all things, lord of Law, father of

the gods, maker of men, creator of animals, lord of grain,

making to live the cattle of the hills ! Hail Amen, bull,

beautiful of face, beloved in the Apts, mighty of risings in

the shrine, doubly crowned in Heliopolis, thou judge of

Horus and Set in the great hall.* President of the great

cycle of the gods, only one,! without his second, at the

head of the Apts, Ani at the head of the cycle of his gods,

living in Law every day, the double horizoned Horus of the

East I He has created the mountain (or earth), the silver,

the gold, and genuine lapis lazuli at his Will .... Incense

and fresh dnti % are prepared for thy nostrils, O beautiful

face, coming from the land of the Mat'au, Amen-Ra, lord of

the thrones of the two lands, at the head of the Apts, Ani

at the head of his shrine. King, one among the gods,

myriad are his names, how many are they is not known ;

shining in the eastern horizon and setting in the western

horizon, overthrowing his enemies by his birth at dawn

every day. Thoth exalts his two eyes, and makes him to

set in his, splendours ; the gods rejoice in his beauties

which those who are in his exalt. Lord of the

sekti^ boat, and of the dtet^ boat, which travel over the

sky for thee in peace. Thy sailors rejoice when they see

Nak overthrown, his limbs stabbed with the knife, the

fire devouring him, his foul soul beaten out of his foul body

and his feet carried away. The gods rejoice, Ra is satisfied

* See page 113.

t Compare " The Lord our God is ONE," Deut. vi. 4.

X A perfume brought into Egypt from the East.

§ The boat in which Ra sailed to his place of setting in the We.,t.

II
The boat in which Ra sailed from his place of rising in the East.
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Heliopolis is glad, the enemies of Atmu are overthrown,

and the heart of Nebt-anch * is happy because the enemies

of her lord are overthrown. The gods of Cher-aba are

rejoicing, those who dwell in the shrines are making

obeisance when they see him mighty in his strength (?)

Form (?) of the gods of law, lord of the Apts in thy name

of ' maker of Law.' Lord of t'efau food, bull in

thy name of 'Amen bull of his mother.' Maker of mortals,

making become, maker of all things that are in thy

name of Atmu Chepera. jVTighty Law making the body

festal, beautiful of face, making festal the breast. Form of

attributes (?), lofty of diadem ; the two ursei fly by his

forehead. The hearts of the pdtii go forth to him, and

unborn generations turn to him ; by his coming he maketh

festal the two lands. Hail to thee, Amen-Ra, lord of the

thrones of the two lands ! his town loves his shining."

Another hymn to Amen-Ra reads as follows :

—

1. Hail, prince coming forth from the womb !

2. Hail, eldest son of primeval matter !

3. Hail, lord of multitudes of aspects and evolutions !

4. Hail, golden circle in the temples !

5. Hail, lord of time and bestower of }ears !

6. Hail, lord of life for all eternity !

7. Hail, lord of myriads and millions !

8. Hail, thou who shinest in rising and setting !

9. Hail, thou who makest beings joyful !

10. Hail, thou lord of terror, thou fearful one !

11. Hail, lord of multitudes of aspects and divinities !

12. Hail, thou who art crowned with the white crown;

thou master of the urerer crown I

13. Hail, thou sacred baby of Horus, praise !

14. Hail, son of Ra who sittest in the boat of millions of

years !

15. Hail, restful leader, come to thy hidden places !

* I.e.; " ihe lady of life," a name of Isis.
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16. Hail, lord of terror, self-produced !

17. Hail, thou restful of heart, come to thy town !

18. Hail, thou that causest cries of joy, come to thy town

19. Hail, thou darling of the gods and goddesses !

20. Hail, thou dipper in the sea, come to thy temple !

21. Hail, thou who art in the Nether-world, come to thy

offerings !

22. Hail, thou that protectest them, come to thy temple !

23. Hail, Moon-god, growing from a crescent into an

illuminated disk !

24. Hail, sacred flower of the mighty house !

25. Hail, thou that bringest the sacred cordage of the

Sekti* boat !

26. Hail, thou lord of the Hennuf boat who becomest

young again in the hidden place !

27. Hail, thou perfect soul in the Nether-world !

28. Hail, thou sacred visitor of the north and south !

29. Hail, thou hidden one, unknown to mankind !

30. Hail, thou illuminator of him that is in the Nether

world, that causest him to see the disk !

' The Sektet | ^—^ 5,n^^ was the boat of the sun in the

morning, just as the Mdti fl ^,i^ was the boat of the sun in

the evening. A hymn to the sun-god says ;

—

Q ^^-^ 0x .tk ^ O

x5--k em tuau em sekti

Risest thou in the morning in the sekti boat

;

-Ssip

o D -^z:^ _M^ a^ w '^^ JS^^ JM <=> I

hetep-k em mdti e77i masher

Settest thou in the mdti boat in the evening.

tThe Tiennu Q \^ >M\d was the boat which was drawn

around the sanctuaries of the temples at dawn. Drawings of it are

given by Lanzone, Dizionario, plates CCLXV-CCCLXVII.
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31. Hail, lord of the «/«/ crown ^f, thou mighty one in

Het-suten-henen !

*

32. Hail, mighty one of terror !

33. Hail, thou that risest in Thebes, flourishing for ever !

34. Hail, Amen-Ra, king of the gods, who makest thy

limbs to grow in rising and setting !

35. Hail, offerings and oblations in Ru-stau

{i.e., the passages of the tomb) !

2,6. Hail, thou that placest the ureeus upon the head of its lord!

37. Hail, stablisher of the earth upon its foundations !

38. Hail, opener of the mouth of the four mighty gods who
are in the Nether-world !

39. Hail, thou living soul of Osiris, who art diademed with

the moon !

40. Hail, thou ihat hidest thy body in the great coffin at

Heliopolis !

41. Hail, hidden one, mighty one, Osiris in the Netherworld !

42. Hail, thou that unitest his soul to heaven, thine enemy
is fallen !

Isis, n ^^, Auset, the mother of Horus and

wife of Osiris, r| ^ , Ausar, was the daughter

of Nut, or the sky ; she married h^r brother

Osiris. Her sister Nephthys T] r-. J)
^nd

her brother Set likewise married one another".

This last couple conspired against Isis" and

Osiris, and Set having induced his brother

Osiris to enter a box, closed the lid down
and threw it into the Nile ; the box was

carried down by the river and finally cast

up on the sea shore. Set having found

the box once more, cut the body of Osiris

Into fourteen pieces, which he cast over the

•length and breadth of the land. As soon as

Heracleopolis, the metropolis of the 20th nome of Upper Egypt.
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Isis heard what had happened, she went about seeking for

the pieces, and built a temple over each one ; she found all

save one. Osiris, however, had become king of the nether-

world, and vengeance was taken by his son Horus upon his

brother Set. Osiris is usually represented in the form of

a mummy, holding in his hands
|

'dominion,' ?- 'life,'

^\ 'rule,' and ] 'power.' He is called 'the lord of

Abydos,' 'lord of the holy land, lord of eternity and prince

of everlasting,' 'the president of the gods,' 'the head of

the corridor of the tomb,' 'bull of the west,' 'judge of the

dead,' etc., etc.

The writers of Egyptian mythological texts always assume

their readers to possess a knowledge of the history of the

murder of Osiris by Set, and of the wanderings and troubles

of his disconsolate wife Isis. The following extracts from

Plutarch's work on the subject will supply certain informa-

tion not given in the Egyptian texts.

" Osiris, being now become king of Egypt, applied him-

self towards civilizing his countrymen by turning them from

their former indigent and barbarous course

of life ; he moreover taught them how to

cultivate and improve the fruits of the

earth ; he gave them a body of laws to

regulate their conduct by, and instructed

them in that reverence and worship which

they were to pay to the gods; with the

same good disposition he afterwards tra-

velled over the rest of the world, inducing

the people everywhere to submit to his

discipline ; not indeed compelling them

by fojce of arms, but persuading them to

yield to the strength of his reasons, which

were conveyed to them in the most agree-

able manner, in hymns and songs accom-

panied with instruments of music ; from
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which last circumstance the Greeks conclude him to have

been the same person with their Dionysus or Bacchus.

During the absence of Osiris from his kingdom, Typhon
had no opportunity of making any innovations in the

State, Isis being extremely vigilant in the government,

and always upon her guard. After his return, however,

having first persuaded seventy-two other persons to join

with him in the conspiracy, together with a certain queen

of Ethiopia named Aso, who chanced to be in Egypt at

that time, he contrived a proper stratagem to execute his

base designs. For having privily taken the measure of

Osiris's body, he caused a chest to be made exactly of the

same size with it, as beautiful as might be, and set off with

all the ornaments of art. This chest he brought into his

banqueting room ; where after it had been much admired

by all who were present, Typhon, as it were in jest,

promised to give it to any one of them whose body upon

trial it might be found to fit. Upon this the whole

company, one after another, go into it. But as it did not

fit any of them, last of all Osiris lays himself down in it

;

upon which the conspirators immediately ran together,

clapped the cover upon it, then fastened it down on the

outside wiih nails, pouring likewise melted lead over it.

After this they carried it away to the river-side, and con-

veyed it to the sea by the Tanaitic mouth of the Nile
;

which, for this reason, is still held in the utmost abomina-

tion by the Egyptians, and never named by them but with

proper marks of detestation. These things, say they, were

thus executed upon the 17th day of the month Athor, when
the sun was in Scorpio, in the 28th year of Osiris's reign;

though there are others who tell us that he was no more
than twenty-eight years old at this time.

" The first who knew of the accident which had befallen

their king, were the Pans and Satyrs who inhabited the

country round Chemrris (Panopolis or Aljmim); and they
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immediately acquainting the people with the news, gave the

first occasion to the name of Panic Terrors, which has ever

since been made use of to signify any sudden affright or

amazement of a multitude. As to Isis, as soon as the

report reached her, she immediately cut off one of the locks

of her hair, and put on mourning apparel upon the very

spot where she then happened to be, which accordingly from

this accident has ever since been called Coptos, or the Cily

pf Mourning, though some are of opinion that this word

rather signifies Deprivation. After this she wandered

everywhere about the country fall of disquietude and per-

plexity in search of the chest, enquiring of every person she

met with, even of some children whom she chanced to see,

whether they knew what was become of it. Now it so

happened that these children had seen what Typhon's

accomplices had done with the body, and accordingly

acquainted her by what mouth of the Nile it had been con-

veyed into the sea

"At length she received more particular news of the chest,

that it had been carried by the waves of the sea to the coast

of Byblos, and there gently lodged in the branches of a bush

of Tamarisk, which in a short time had shot up into a large

and beautiful tree, growing round the chest and enclosing

it on every side, so that it was not to be seen ; and further,

that the king of the country, amazed at its unusual size, had

cut the tree down, and made that part of the trunk wherein

the chest was concealed a pillar to support the roof of his

house. These things, say they, being made known to Isis

in an extraordinary manner, by the report of demons, she

immediately went to Byblos ; * where, setting herself down

by the side of a fountain, she refused to speak to any body

excepting only to the queen's women who chanced to be

there ; these she saluted and caressed in the kindest manner

possible, plaiting their hair for them, and transmitting

" I.e., the papyrus swamps.
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into them part of that wonderfully grateful odour which

issued from her own body The queen therefore

sent for her to court, and after a further acquaintance with

her, made her nurse to one of her sons The

goddess, discovering herself, requested tliat the pillar which

supported the roof of the king's house might be given to

her ; which she accordingly took down, and then easily

cutting it oi)en, after she had taken out what she wanted,

she wrapt up the remainder of the trunk in fine linen, and

pouring perfumed oil upon it, delivered it into the hands

of the king and queen When this was done, she

threw herself upon the chest, making at the same time such

a loud and terrible lamentation over it as frighted the

younger of the king's sons who heard her out of his life.

But the elder of them she took wiih her, and set sail with

the chest for Egypt
" No sooner was she arrived in a desert place, where she

imagined herself to be alone, but she presently opened the

chest, and laying her face upon her dead husband's,

embraced his corpse, and wept bitterly.

" Isis intending a visit to her son Horus, who was brought

up at Butus, deposited the chest in the meanwhile in a

remote and unfrequented place ; Typhon, however, as he

was one night hunting by the light of the moon accidentally

met with it ; and knowing the body which was enclosed in

it, tore it into several pieces, fourteen in all, dispersing them

up and down in different parts of the country. Upon being

made acquainted with this event, Isis once more sets out in

search of the scattered fragments of her husband's body,

making use of a boat made of the reed papyrus in order the

more easily to pass through the lower and fenny parts of

the country. P"or which reason, say they, the crocodile

never touches any persons who sail in this sort of vessel, as

either fearing the anger of the goddess, or else respecting it

on account of its having once carried her. To this occasion.
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therefore, it is to be imputed that there are so many different

sepulchres of Osiris shewn in Egypt ; for we are told that

wherever Isis met with any of the scattered limbs of her

husband, she there buried it. There are others, how-

ever, who contradict this relation, and tell us that this

variety of sepulchres was owing rather to the policy of the

queen, who, instead of the real body, as was pretended,

presented these several cities with the image only of her

husband ; and that she did this not only to render the

honours which would by this means be paid to his memory
more extensive, but likewise that she might hereby elude

the malicious search of Typhon ; who, if he got the better

of Horus in the war wherein they were going to be engaged,

distracted by this multiplicity of sepulchres, might despair

of being able to find the true one

" After these things Osiris, returning from the other

world, appeared to his son Horus, encouraged him to the

battle, and at the same time instructed him in the exercise

of arms. He then asked him, ' what he thought the most

glorious action a man could perform ?
' to which Horus

replied, ' to revenge the injuries offered to his father and

mother.' This reply much rejoiced Osiris We
are moreover told that amongst the great numbers who

were continually deserting from Typhon's party was the

goddess Thoueris, and that a serpent pursuing her as she was

coming over to Horus, was slain by his soldiers. Afterwards

it came to a battle between them, which lasted many days;

but victory at length inclined to Horus, Typhon himself

being taken prisoner. Isis, however, to whose custody he

was committed, was so far from putting him to death, that

she even loosed his bonds and set him at liberty. This

action of his mother so extremely incensed Horus, that he

laid hands upon her and pulled off the ensign of royalty

which she wore on her head ; and instead thereof Hermes

clapt on an helmet made in the shape of an ox's head.
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After this there were two other battles fought be-

tween them, in both of which Typhon had the worst

"Such, then, are the principal circumstances of this

famous story, the more harsh and shocking parts of it, such

as the cutting in pieces of Horus and the beheading of Isis,

being omitted." (Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride, xii-xx

Squire's translation.)

The following is an extract from a hymn addressed

to Osiris by Isis and Nephthys (Brit. Mus. Papyrus

No. io,i88):—

"O beloved of his father, lord of rejoicings, thou delightest

the hearts of the cycle of the gods, and thou illuminatest thy

house with thy beauties ; the c) cle of the gods fear thy

power, the earth trembleth through fear of thee.

I am thy wife who maketh thy protection, the sister who pro-

tecteth her brother; come, let me see thee, O lord of my love.

O twice exalted one, mighty of attributes, come, let me
see thee ; O baby who advancest, child, come, let me see thee.

Countries and regions weep for thee, the zones weep for

thee as if thou wert Sesheta, heaven and earth weep for

thee, inasmuch as thou art greater than the gods ; may
there be no cessation of the glorifying of thy Ka.

Come to thy temple, be not afraid, thy son Horus em-

braces the circuit of heaven.

O thou sovereign, who makest afraid, be not afraid. Thy
son Horus avenges thee and overthrows for thee the fiends

and the devils.

Hail, lord, follow after me with thy radiance, let me see

thee daily ; the smell of thy flesh is like that of Punt {i.e.,

the spice land of Arabia).

Thou art adored by the venerable women, in peace ; the

entire cycle of the gods rejoice.

Come thou to thy wife in peace, her heart flutters

through her love for thee, she will embrace thee and not let

thee depart from her ; her heart is oppressed because of her

anxiety to see thee and thy beauties. She has made an end
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of preparations for thee in the secret house ; she has des-

troyed the pain which is in thy hmbs and the sickness as if it

never existed. Life is given to thee by the most excellent wife.

Hail, thou protectest the inundation in the fields of

Aphroditopolis this day.

The cow {i.e., Isis) weeps aloud for thee with her voice,

thy love is the limit of her desire. Her heart flutters

because thou art shut up from her.

She would embrace thy body with both arms and would
come to thee quickly.

She avenges thee on account of what was done to thee,

she makes sound for ihee thy flesh on thy bones, she

attaches thy nose to thy face for thee, she gathers together

for thee all thy bones."

In the calendar of the lucky and unlucky days of the

Egyptian year, the directions concerning the 26th day of

the month of Thoth, which is marked Ck2xQ^Q^, or

"thrice unlucky," say, "Do nothing at all on this day, for

it is the day on which Horus fought against Set. Standing

on the soles of their feet they aimed blows at each other

like men, and they became like two bears of hell, lords of

Cher-aba. They passed three days and three nights in this

manner, after which Isis made their weapons fall. Horus

fell down, crying out, ' I am thy son Horus,' and Isis cried

to the weapons, saying, ' Away, away, from my son Horus

Her brother Set fell down and cried out, saying,

' Help, help !' Isis cried out to the weapons, 'Fall dow]i.

Set cried out several times, ' Do I not wish to honour my

mother's brother?' and Isis cried out to the weapons, 'Fall

down—set my elder brother free
'

; then the weapons rell

away from him. And Horus and Set stood up like two

men, and each paid no attention to what they had said.

And the majesty of Horus was enraged against his mother

Isis lijce a panther of the south, and she fled before him.

On that day a terrible struggle took place, and Horus cut

,nff the head of Isis ; and Thoth transformed this head by
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his incantations, and put it on her again in the form of a

head of a cow." (Chabas, Le Cakndrier, p. 29.)

Nephthys, TJ rv^ J);
Nebt-het, sister of Osiris and Isis, is

generally represented standing at the bier of Osiris lamenting

him. One myth relates that Osiris mistook her for Isis, and

that Anubis, the god of the dead, was the result of the union.

Set, yxj' ^^^ S^'^ °f ^'^"^'' appe^^rs to have been wor-

shipped in the earliest times. He was the opponent of

Horus in a three days' battle, at the end of which he was

defeated. He was worshipped by the Hyksos, and also by

the Cheta ; but in the later days of the Egyptian empire he

was supposed to be the god of evil, and was considered to

be the chief fiend and rebel against the sun-god Ra,

Anubis, [1 M, Anpu, the god of the dead, is

usually represented with the head of a jackal.

Seb, ^^ 3\, was the husband of Nut, the sky, and

father of Osiris, Isis, and the other gods of that cycle.

-NEBT-^IET, SS.'R.
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Thoth, Tehuti, 'the measurer,' was the scribe of

the gods, and the measurer of time and inventor of numbers.

In the judgment hall of Osiris he stands by the side of the

balance holding a palette and reed ready to record the

result of the weighing as announced by the dog-headed

ape which sits on the middle of the beam of the scales. In

one aspect he is the god of the moon, and is represented

with the head of an ibis.

was associated with Amen-Ra

TEHUTI.

Chonsu, ® ri"^

and Mut in the Theban triad. He was the god of the moon,

and is represented as hawk-headed and wearing the lunar

disk and crescent. His second name was Nefer-hetep, and

he was worshipped with great honour at Thebes.

Sebek, ^^, the crocodile-headed god, was worshipped

at Kcsm-Ombosand in the" Fayyiim.: - - ;.'.:

J 1:em-hetep (Tmouthis),-^ |^^" .=—^.J,\was- the: ipnrof

Ptah.

o D
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(j (2^, and Tefnut, ^ ^^ .^s'ere the children

of Seb and Nut, and represented sunlight and moisture

respectively.

Athor, or Hathor, P^I , Het-Heru, 'the house of

Horus,' is identified with Nut, the sky, or place in which

she brought forth and suckled Horus. She was the wife of

Atmu, a form of Ra. She is represented as a woman
wearing a headdress in the shape of a vulture, and above it

a disk and horns. She is called ' mistress of the gods,'

'lady of the sycamore,' 'lady of the west,' and 'Hathor of

Thebes.' She is the female power of nature, and has some

of the attributes of Isis, Nut, and Mut. She is often

represented under the form of a cow coming out of the

Theban hills.

^ Maat, S^ a^ a\, the goddess of ' Law,' was the

daughter of the Sun-god' Ra; she is represented as wearing

the feather \\, emblematic of law '
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the god of the Nile, is represented wear-
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ing a cluster of flowers on his head FM ; he is coloured red

and green, probably to represent the colours of the water of

the Nile immediately before and just after the beginning of

the inundation.

Serapis, i.e., Osiris-Apis, ji'in > \™s a god intro-

duced into Egypt during the reign of the Ptolemies ;
*

he is represented with the head of a bull v/earing a disk and
urffius. He is said to be the second son of Ptah. The
worship of Apis at Memphis goes back to the earliest times

;

the Serapeum, discoveied there by M. Mariette, contained

the tombs of Apis bulls from the time of Amenophis III.

(about B.C. 1550) down to the time of the Roman Empire.

See page 244.

* " the Lagids, as well as the Seleucids, were careful of dis-

turbing tile foundations of the old religion of the country ; they

introduced the Greek god of the lower world, Pluto, into the

native worship, under the hitherto little mentioned name of the

Egyptian god Serapis, and then gradually transferred to this the old

Osiris worship." (Mommsen, Prozinces of the Rotnaii Empire, Vol. II.,

p. 265.)
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LOWER EGYPT.

ALEXANDRIA.

Alexandria was founded B.C. 332 by Alexander the Great,

who began to build his city on the little town of Rakoti,

just opposite to the island of Pharos. King Ptolemy I. Soter

made this city his capital : and having founded the famous

library and museum, he tried to induce the most learned

men of his day to live there. His son and successor Ptolemy

II. Philadelphus, continued the wise policy of his father, and

Alexandria became famous as a seat of learning. The keeper

of the museum during the reign of Ptolemy III. Euergetes I.

was Aristophanes of Byzantium. During the siege of

the city by the Romans in the time of Caesar, v..c. 48,

the library of the museum was burnt; but Antony after-

wards gave Cleopatra a large collection of manuscripts

which formedthe nucleus of a second library.* In the early

centuries of our era the people of Alexandria quarrelled

perpetually among themselves ,t the subjects of dispute

* This collection numbered 200,000 MSS., and formed the famous

I^ergamenian library founded by Eumenes II., king of Pergamus,

]i c. 197.

t " the Alexandrian rabble took on the slightest pretext to

stones and to cudgels. In street uproar, says an authority, himself

Alexandrian, the Egyptians are before all others ; the smallest spark

suffices liere to kindle a tumult. On account of neglected visits, on

account of the confiscation of spoiled provisions, on account of ex-

clusion from a bathing establishment, on account of a dispute between

the slave of an Alexandrian of rank and a Roman foot-soldier as to

the value or non-value of their respective slippers, the legions were

under the necessity of charging among the citizens of Alexandria

In these riots the Greeks acted as instigators but in the further

course of the matter the spite and savageness of the Egyptian proper

came into the conflict. The Syrians were cowardly, and as soldiers

the Egyptians were so too ; but in a street tumult they were able to

develope a courage worthy of a better cause." (Mommsen, Provinces

of thf Roman Empire^ Vol. II., p. 265.)
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being matters connected with Jews and religious questions.

St. Mark is said to have preached the Gospel here.

Meanwhile the prosperity of the town declined and the

treasury became empty.

Alexandria was captured by Chosroes (a.d. 619), and by

'Amr ibn el-'Asi, a general of 'Omar, a.d. 641. The decHne
of Alexandria went on steadily, until it became in the Middle
Ages little more, comparatively, than a moderate sized sea-

port town, with a population of some thousands of people.

In the present century a little of its prosperity was restored

by Muhammad 'Ah, who in 181 9 built the Mahmudiyeh
canal to bring fresh water to the town from the Rosetta arm
of the Nile. Its population to-day is about 300,000, and

includes large and wealthy colonies of Jews and Greeks.

The Christians were persecuted at Alexandria with great

severity by Decius (a.d. 250), by Valerianus (a.d. 257),

and by Diocletian (a.d. 304). For a large number of years

the city was disturbed by the fierce discussions on religious

dogmas between Arius and Athanasius, George of Cappa-

docia and Athanasius, the Anthropomorphists and their

opponents, and Cyril and Nestorius. The Christian sects

supported their views by violence, and the ordinary heathen

population of the town rebelled whenever they could find

a favourable opportunity.

The most important ancient buildings of Alexandria

were :

—

The Lighthouse or Pharos, one of the seven wonders

of the world, was built by Sostratus of Cnidus, for Ptolemy

Philadelphus, and is said to have been about 600 feet high.

All traces of this wonderful building have now disappeared.

The embankment or causeway called the Heptastadium *

(from its length of seven stades), was made either by Ptolemy

Philadelphus or his father Ptolemy Soter ; it divided the

,

* The Heptastadium joined the ancient town and the Island of

Pharos ; a large part of the modern town is built upon it.
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harbour into two parts. The eastern port is only used by

native craft, on account of its sandy shoals ; the western port

is the Eunostos Harbour, which at present is protected by a

breakwater about one mile and three-quarters long. The

Museum and Library of Alexandria were founded by

Ptolemy I., and greatly enlarged by his son Ptolemy Phila-

delphus. When this latter king died the library was said to

containioo,ooo manuscripts. These wereclassified, arranged,

and labelled by Callimachus ; when it was burnt down in

the time of Julius Cssar, it is thought that more than

750,000 works were lost. Copies of works of importance

were made at the expense of the State, and it is stated that

every book which came into the city was seized and kept,

and that a copy only of it was returned to the owner.

Antony handed over to Cleopatra about 200,000 manu-

scripts (the Pergamenian Library), and these were made the

foundation of a second library. Among the famous men
who lived and studied in this library were Eratosthenes,

Strabo, Hipparchus, Archimedes, and Euclid. The Sera-

peum was built by Ptolemy Soter, and was intended to hold

the statue of a god from Sinope, which was called by the

Egyptians ' Osiris-Apis,' or Serapis. It stood close by

Rakoti to the east of Alexandria near 'Pompey's Pillar,'

and IS said to have been one of the most beautiful buildings

in the world ; it was filled with remarkable statues and
other works of art. It was destroyed by the Christian

fanatic Theophilus,* Patriarch of Alexandria, during the

reign of Theodosius II. The Library of the Serapeum
is said to have contained about 300,000 manuscripts, which

were burnt by 'Amr ibn el-'Asi at the command of the

Khalif 'Omar, a.d. 641 ; these were sufficiently numerous,

it is said, to heat the public baths of Alexandria for six

* ".
. . the perpetual enemy of peace and virtue ; a bold, bad man,

whose hands were alternately polluted with gold and with blood."
(Gibbon, Decline, Chap, xxvii.)
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months.* The Soma formed a part of the Cssareum, and
contained the bodies of Alexander the Great and the

Ptolemies, his successors. The Theatre, which faced the

island of Antirhodus, the Soma, and the Museum and

Library, all stood in the royal buildings in the Bruchium

quarter of the town, between Lochias and the Heptastadium.

The stone sarcophagus (now in the British Museum, No. lo),

which was thought to have belonged to Alexander the Great,

was made for Nectanebus I., the first king of the XXXth

* "The spirit of Amrou ( 'Amr ibn el- 'Asi) was more curious and

liberal than that of his brethren, and in his leisure hours the Arabian

chief was pleased with the conversation of John, the last disciple of

Ammonius, and who derived the surname of Philopontis from his

laborious studies of grammar and philosophy. Emboldened by this

familiar intercourse, Philoponus presumed to solicit a gift, ineslimable

in his opinion, contemptible in that of the Barbarians : the royal

library, which alone, among the spoils of Alexandria, had not been

appropriated by the visit and the seal of the conqueror. Amrou was

inclined to gratify the wish of the grammarian, but his rigid integrity

refused to alienate the minutest object without the consent of the

caliph ; and the well-known answer of Omar was inspired by the

ignorance of a fanatic. ' If these writings of the Greeks agree with

the book of God, they are useless and need not be preserved: if they

disagree, they are pernicious and ought to be destroyed.' The sentence

was executed with blind obedience : the volumes of paper or parch-

ment were distributed to the 4,000 baths of the city ; and such was

their incredible multitude that six months were barely sufficient for the

consumption of this precious fuel." (Gibbon, Decline and Fall.

chap. U.) The chief authority for this statement is Bar-Hebraeus

(born A.D. 1226, died at Maraghah in Adhorbaijan, July 30th, 1286),

and it has been repeated by several Arabic writers. Both Gibbon and

Renaudot thought the story incredible, but there is no reason why it

should be. Gibbon appears to have thought that the second Alexan-

drian library was pillaged or destroyed when Theophilus, Patriarch of

Alexandria, destroyed the image of Serapis ; there is, however, no

proof that it was, and it seems more probable that it remained com-

paratively unhurt until the arrival of 'Amr ibn el-'Asi. See the

additional notes in Gibbon, ed. Smith, Vol. III., p. 419, and Vol. VI.,

p. 33S.
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dynasty, B.C. 378. The Paneum, or temple of Pan, is

probably represented by the modern Kom ed-Dik. The

Jews' Quarter lay between the sea and the street, to the

east of Lochias. The Necropolis was situated at the

west of the city. The Gymnasium stood a little to the east

of the Paneum, on the south side of the street which ends

on the east, in the Canopic Gate.

Pompey's Pillar was erected by Pompey, a Roman

prefect, in honour of Diocletian, some little time after a.d.

302.* It is made of granite brought from Aswan ; the shaft

is about 70 feet, and the whole monument, including its

pedestal, is rather more than 100 feet high. The fragments

of the columns which lie around the base of this pillar are

thought to have belonged to the Serapeum.

A few years ago there were to be seen in Alexandria the

two famous granite obelisks called Cleopatra's Needles.

They were brought from Heliopolis during the reign of the

Roman Emperor Augustus, and set up before the Temple

of Cffisar. Until quite lately one of them remained up-

right ; the other had fallen. They are both made of Aswan

granite ; one measured 67 feet in height, the other 68-^ feet

;

the diameter of each is about 7-5 feet. The larger obelisk

was given by Muhammad 'All to the English early in this

century, but it was not removed until 1877, when it was

transported to England at the expense of Sir Erasmus

Wilson, and it now stands on the Thames Embankment.

The smaller obelisk was taken to New York a few years

later. The inscriptions show that both were made during the

reign ofThothmes Til., about B.C. i6oo,andthat Rameses II.

who lived about 250 years later, added lines of inscriptions

recording his titles of honour and greatness.

* The Greek inscription- recording this fact is published in Boeckh,

Corpus Inscriptioniun. Gracarum, t. iii.
, p. 329, where it is also thus

restored : T^j' \od\itiiTo.Tov AvroKpdropa, tov iroXiovym/ 'AXitav^piiac,

AioKKrjriavbv rbv dt^iKTjrov TroljiirifLJog t-KapxoQ Aiyuirrov
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The Catacombs, which were built early in the fourth

century of our era, are on the coast near the harbour and
on the coast near the new port.

The Walls of the city were built by Muhammad 'Ali,

and appear to have been laid upon the foundation of ancient

walls.

On the south side of Alexandria lies Lake Mareotis,

which in ancient days was fed by canals running from the

Nile. During the middle ages the lake nearly dried up, and

the land which became available for building purposes in

consequence was speedily covered with villages. In the

year 1801, the English dug a canal across the neck of land

between the lake and the sea, and flooded the whole district

thus occupied. During the last few years an attempt has

been made to pump the water out ; it would seem with con-

siderable success.

Between Alexandria and Cairo are the following important

towns :

—

I. DAMANH6R*(Eg.,czSs\/ (1[1 a^/^w^ '^^. Temai cn-Heru,

' Town of Horus,' the capital of the Mudiriyeh of Behereh.

This was the Hermopolis Parva of the Romans.

II. Kafr ez-zaiyat, on the east side of the river, situated

among beautiful and fertile fields.

III. Tanta, the capital of Gharbiyeh, situated between

the Rosetta and Damietta arms of the Nile. This town is

celebrated for three Fairs, which are held here in January,

April, and August, in honour of the Muhammadan saint

Seyyid el-Bedawi, who was born at Fez about a.d. 1200,

and who lived and died at Tanta. Each fair lasts eight

days, and the greatest day in each fair is the Friday ; the

most important fair is that held in August.

IV. Benha el-"Asal, 'Benhaof the Honey,' the capital of

* II is Galled 'f'JULmgj^P ^1 Ihe Copts.
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Kalydb. It obtained this name because a Copt called

Makawkas * sent, among other gifts, a Jar of honey to

Muhammad the Prophet. The Arabic geographers state

that the best honey in Egypt comes from Benha. Quite

close to this town are the ruins of the ancient city ot

Athribis.

About forty miles to the east of Alexandria lies the town

of Rosetta, not far from the ancient Bolbitane. It was

founded towards the end of the ninth century, and was

once a flourishing seaport ; it has become famous in modern

times on account of the trilingual inscription, called the

'Rosetta Stone,' which was found here in 1799 by a

French officer called Boussard. This inscription was

inscribed on a block of basalt, and contained a decree by

the Egyptian priests in honour of Ptolemy Y., Epiphanes,

dated in the eighth year of his reign (e.c. 196). The hiero-

glyphic, demotic, and Greek texts enabled Young and

Champollion to work out the phonetic values of a number

of the hieroglyphic characters employed to write the names

of the Greek rulers. The stone is preserved in the British

Museum.

* Makawkas was " Prince of the Copts," and " Governor of Alex-

andria and Egypt "
; he was a Jacobite, and a strong hater of the

Melchites or "Royalists." lie was invited to become a follower of

Muhammad the Prophet, but he declined. \\'hen Egypt was captured

by 'Amr ibn el-'Asi he betrayed the Copts, but by means of paying

tribute he secured to himself the liberty of professing the Christian

religion, and he asked that, after his death, his body might be buried

in the church of St. John at Alexandria. He sent, as gifts to the

Prophet, two Coptic young women, sisters, called Maryam and Shirin ;

two girls, one eunuch, a horse, a mule, an ass, a jar of honey, an

alabaster jar, a jar of oil, an ingot of gold, and some Egyptian linen.

(Gagnier, Za vie de Mahomet, pp. 38, 73.) Makawkas, (Lgj»j!_<,

appears to be the Arabic transcription of the Greek licyavxfig

"famous," a title which was bestowed upon George, the son of

Menas Parkabios, who was over the taxes of Egypt, and who was
addressed by Muhammad the Prophet as " Prince of the Copts."
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SUEZ AND THE SUEZ CANAL.

The town of Suez practically sprang into existence during

the building of the Suez Canal, which was opened in 1869;

before that time it was an insignificant village with a

few hundred inhabitants. Ancient history is almost silent

about it, even if it be identified with Clysma* Praesidium.

It is situated at the north end of the Gulf of Suez, and

is now important from its position at the south end of

the Suez Canal. A fresh-water canal from Cairo to Suez

was built in 1863, but before the cutting of this canal

the inhabitants obtained their water either from the

Wells of Moses (about eight miles from Suez) or Cairo.

It was at one time considered to be near the spot where

the Israelites crossed the ' Sea of Sedge
'

; there is little

doubt, however, that the passage was made much nearer the

Mediterranean.

The neck of land which joins Asia to Africa, or the

Isthmus of Suez, is nearly one hundred miles wide ; on the

south side is the Gulf of Suez, on the north the Medi-

terranean. The Red Sea and the Mediterranean appear

to have been united in ancient days. Modern investiga-

tions have proved that so far back as the time of

Rameses II. or earlier a canal was cut between Pelusium

and Lake Timsah, and it is almost certain that it was well

fortified. The Asiatics who wished to invade Egypt were

compelled to cross the Isthmus of Suez, and a canal would

not only serve as a water barrier against them, but be useful

* Clysma, in Arabic Kulzum, is said by the Arab geographers to

have been situated on the coast of the sea of Yemen, on the Egyptian

side, at the far end, three days from Cairo and four-days from Pelusium.

(JuynboU, Lex. Geog. Arab., t. ii., p. Pp.)
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as a means of transport for troops from one point to

another. The name of the place Kantara, 'a bridge,' a

little to the north of Isma'iliya, seems to point to the fact of

a ford existing here from very early times. Nekau (b.c. 6io)

began to make a canal at Bubastis, between the Nile and

the Red Sea, but never finished it ; it was continued in later

times by Darius, and Ptolemy Philadelphus made a lock

for it ; still later we know that the IMediterranean and Red
Seas were joined by a canal. The emperor Trajan made a

canal from Cairo to the Red Sea, which, having become

impassable, was re-opened by 'Omar's general, 'Amr ibn

el-'Asi, after his capture of Egypt.

In the Middle Ages various attempts were made in a

half-hearted manner to cut a new canal across the Isthmus,

but although several royal personages in and out of Egypt

were anxious to see the proposed work begun, nothing was

seriously attempted until 1798, when Napoleon Bonaparte

directed M. Lepfere to survey the route of a canal across the

Isthmus. M. Lepere reported that the difference between

the levels of the Red Sea and Mediterranean was thirty-three

feet, and, that, therefore, the canal was impossible.* Although

several scientific men doubted the accuracy of M. Lepere's

conclusion, the fact that the level of the two seas is practically

the same was not proved until M. Linant Bey, Stephenson,

and others examined the matter in 1846. It was then at

once evident that a canal was possible. M. de Lesseps

laid the plans for a canal before Sa'id Pasha in 1854 ; two

years afterwards they were sanctioned, and two years later

the works began. The original plan proposed to make a

* This was the opinion of some classical writers : compare Aristotle,

Meleorologua, i. 14, 27 ; Diodorus, i. 23 ; and Strabo, xvii. i, 25.

The Arab writer Mas'iidi relates that a certain king tried to cut

a canal across this isthmus, but that on finding that the waters of the

Red Sea stood at a higher level than those of the Mediterraneaii,-h«

abandoned his project. (Les Prairies if Or, t. iv. p. 97.)
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canal from Suez to Pelusium, but it was afterwards modified,

and by bringing the northern end into the Mediterranean

at Port Sa'id, it was found possible to do away with the

lock at each end, which would have been necessary had it

embouched at Pelusium. The fresh-water canal from

BCilak to Suez, with an aqueduct to Port Sa'id, included in

the original plan, was completed in 1863. The filling of

the Bitter Lakes with sea-water from the Mediterranean

was begun on the i8th March, 1869, and the whole canal

was opened for traffic on November i6th of the same year.

The cost of the canal was about ;,^i 9,000,000.

The buoyed channel which leads into the canal at the

Suez end is 300 yards across in the widest part. The
average width of the dredged channel is about 90 feet, and

the average depth about 28 feet. At Shaluf et-Terrabeh the

excavation was very difficult, for the ground rises about

twenty feet above the sea-level, and the elevation is five or

six miles long. A thick layer of hard rock ' cropped ' up in

the line of the canal, and the work of removing it was of

no slight nature. On a mound not quite half-way between

Suez and Shaluf are some granite blocks bearing traces of

cuneiform and hieroglyphic inscriptions recording the name

of Darius. They appear to be the remains of one of a

series of buildings erected along the line of the old canal

which was restored and probably completed by Darius.

At Shalijf the width of the canal is about 90 feet, and

shortly after leaving this place the canal enters the Small

Bitter Lake, which is about seven miles long. Before

reaching the end of it is, on the left, another mound on

which were found the ruins of a building which was exca-

vated by M. de Lesseps. Granite slabs were found there

inscribed with the name of Darius in Persian cuneiform

characters and in hieroglyphics. The canal next passes

•through the Great Bitter Lake (about fifteen miles long),

find a few kilometres farther along it passes through the
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rock, upon which was built by Darius another monument to

tell passers-by that he it was who made the canal, The
track of the canal through the Bitter Lakes is marked by a

double row of buoys ; the distance between each buoy is

330 yards, and the space between the two rows is about

thirty yards. At a little distance to the north of the Bitter

Lake is Tusan, which may be easily identified by means of

the tomb of the Muhammadan saint Ennedek. Shortly

after Lake Timsah, or the ' Crocodile Lake,' is reached, on

the north side of which is the town of Isma'iliya, formerly

the head-quarters of the staff in charge of the various

works connected with the construction of the canal. The
canal channel through the lake is marked by buoys as in

the Bitter Lakes. Soon after re-entering the canal the

plain of El-Gisr, or the ' bridge,' is entered ; it is about

fifty-five feet above the level of the sea. Through this a

channel about eighty feet deep had to be cut. Passing

through Lake Balah, el-Kantara, 'the bridge,' a place

situated on a height between the Balah and Menzaleh

Lakes, is reached. It is by this natural bridge that every

invading army must have entered Egypt, and its appellation,

the ' Bridge of Nations,' is most appropriate. On the east

side of the canal, not far from el-Kantara, are some ruins

of a building which appears to have been built by
Rameses II., and a little beyond Kantara begins Lake
Menzaleh. About twenty miles to the east are the ruins of

Pelusium. The canal is carried through Lake Menzaleh in

a perfectly straight line until it reaches Port Sa'id.

The tonn of Port Sa'id is the product of the Suez Canal,

and has a population of about 12,000. It stands on the

island which forms part of the narrow tract of land which
separates Lake Menzaleh from the Mediterranean. The
first body of workmen landed at the spot which afterwards

became Port Sa'id in 1859, and for many years the place

was nothing but a factory and a living-place for workmen,
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The harbour and the two breakwaters which protect it are

remarkable pieces of work ; the breakwater on the west is

lengthened yearly to protect the harbour from the mud-
carrying current which always flows from the west, and

would block up the canal but for the breakwater. Near

the western breakwater is the lighthouse, about 165 feet

high ; the electric light is used in it, and can be seen for a

distance of twenty miles. The port is called Sa'id in

honour of Sa'id Pasha. The fresh water used is brought

in iron pipes laid along the western side of the canal

from Isma'iliya. The choice fell upon this spot for the

Mediterranean end of the canal because water sufficiently

deep for ocean-going ships was found within two miles

of the shore. The total length of the canal, including

the buoyed channel at the Suez end, is about one hundred

miles. The Suez Canal Company's light railway, carrying

passengers, runs directly to Isma'iliya at 9 a.m., to connect

with the midday train from Suez to Cairo.

CAIRO TO SUEZ.

On the line between Cairo and Suez the following

important places are passed :-
—

I. Shibin el-Kanatir, the stopping place for those who

wish to visit the 'Jewish Hill' or Tell el-Yahiadiyyeh, where

Onia, the high priest of the Jews, built a temple by the

permission of Ptolemy Philometor, in which the Egyptian

Jews might worship. The site of the town was occupied in

very early times by a temple and other buildings which were

set up by Rameses II. and Rameses III. ; a large number of

the tiles which formed parts of the walls of these splendid

works are preserved in the British Museum.

II. Zakazik, the capital of the Sherlfiyeh province, is a

town of about 40,000 inhabitants ; the railway station

stands about one mile from the mounds which mark the

K
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site of the famous old city of Bubastis,* or Tell Basta.

The chief article of commerce here is cotton. Not far from

Zakazik flows the Fresh-water Canal from Cairo to Suez,

which in many places exactly follows the route of the old

canal which was dug during the XlXth dynasty.

Bubastis, Bubastus, or Tell Basta (the Pibeseth= " House

of Bast " of Ezekiel xxx. i 7 j, was the capital of the Bubastites

nome in the Delta, and was situated on the eastern side of

the Pelusiac arm of the Nile. The city was dedicated to the

goddess Bast, the animal sacred to whom was the cat, and

was famous for having given a dynasty of kings (the XXIInd)

to Egypt. To the south of the city were the lands which

Psammetichus I. gave to his Ionian and Carian mercenaries,

and on the north side was the canal which Nekau (Necho)

dug between the Nile and the Red Sea. The city was

captured by the Persians B.C. 352, and the walls, the entire

circuit of which was three miles, were dismantled. Recent

excavations, by M. Naville, have shown bej'ond doubt that

the place was inhabited during the earliest dynasties, and

that many great kings of Egypt delighted to build temples

there. The following description by Herodotus of the town

and the festival celebrated there will be found of interest :

—

" Although other cities in Egypt were carried to a great

height, in my opinion, the greatest mounds were thrown up

about the city of Bubastis, in which is a temple of Bubastis

well worthy of mention ; for though other temples may be

larger and more costly, yet none is more pleasing to look at

than this. Bubastis, in the Greek language, answers to

Diana. Her sacred precinct is thus situated : all except

the entrance is an island; for two canals from the Nile

extend to it, not mingling with each other, but each reaches

* From thehieroglyphic ^R^yiPrt-i^aj/, Coptic nOT.&.LC'f":

it was the metropolis of the iSth nome of Lower Egj-pt, "where the

soul of Isis lived in [the form] of Bast."
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as far as the entrance of the precinct, one flowing round it

on one side, the other on the other Each is a hundred
feet broad, and shaded with trees. The portico is sixty

feet in height, and is adorned with figures six cubits high,

that are deserving of notice. This precinct, being in the

middle of the city, is visible on every side to a person going

round it : for as the city has been mounded up to a con-

siderable height, but the temple has not been moved, it is

conspicuous as it was originally built. A wall sculptured

with figures runs round it ; and within is a grove of lofty

trees, planted round a large temple in which the image is

placed. The width and length of the precinct is each way

a stade [600 feet]. Along the entrance is a road paved

with .stone, about three stades in length [1800 feet], leading

through the square eastward ; and in width it is about four

plethra [400 feet] : on each side of the road grow trees of

enormous height ; it leads to the temple of Mercury."*

The goddess Bast who was worshipped there is represented

as having the head of a lioness or cat. She wore a disk,

with an uraeus, and carried the sceptre 1 or L She was the

female counterpart of Ptah, and was one of the triad of

Memphis. Properly speaking her name is Sechet y ~ 3.

She is called 'Lady of Heaven,' and 'The great lady, beloved

of Ptah.'t The nature of the ceremony on the way to

Bubastis, says Plerodotus, | is this :

—

" Now, when they are being conveyed to the city Bubastis,'

they act as follows : for men and women embark together,

* Herodotus, ii. 137, 138 (Gary's translation).

+ She is a form of Hathor, and as wife of Ptah, was the mother of

Nefer-Atmu and I-em-hetep. She was the personification of the

power of light and of the burning heat of the sun ; it was her duty to

destroy the demons of night, mist and cloud, who fought against the

sun.

J Book II. 60.

K 2
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and great numbers of both sexes in every barge ; some of

the women have castanets on which they play, and the men

play on the flute during the whole voyage ; the rest of the

women and men sing and clap their hands together at the

same time. When in the course of their passage they come

to any town, they lay their barge near to land, and do as

follows : some of the women do as I have described ; others

shout and scoff at the women of the place ; some dance,

and others stand up and behave in an unseemly manner

;

this they do at every town by the river-side. When they

arrive at Bubastis, they celebrate the feast, offering up great

sacrifices ; and more wine is consumed at this festival than

in all the rest of the year. What with men and women,

besides children, they congregate, as the inhabitants say,

to the number of seven hundred thousand."

The fertile country round about Zakazik is probably a

part of the Goshen of the Bible.

III. Abu Hammad, where the Arabian desert begins.

IV. Tell el-Kebir, a wretched village, now made famous

by the victory of I,ord Wolseley over 'Arabi Pasha in 1882.

V. Mahsamah, which stands on the site of a town built

by Rameses II. Near this place is Tell el-Maskhvita, which

some have identified with the Pithom which the Israelites

built for the king of Egypt who oppressed them.

VI. Isma'iliya (see p. r28).

VII. Nefisheh. Here the fresh water canal divides into

two parts, the one going on to Suez, and the other to

Isma'iliya.

TANIS.

The town which the Greeks called Tanis, and the Copts

T^LrtecUC or Xi.ttK Was named by the ancient Egyptians
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Ci ©
Sekhet Tchant (which is accurately translated " Field of

Zoan," ii>!i'miy. in Psalm Ixxviii. 12, 4-;') and Wr^•-••
=

' ^"'^
!i>s? Ci ©

Tchar ; it was the capital of the fourteenth nome of Lower
.6.

Egypt, 1
1

1
l|i I Chent-abt. The two determinatives |

T=r

indicate that the place was situated in a swampy district,

and that foreigners dwelt there. The Arabs have adopted

the shorter name of the town, and call it San. Dr. H.

Brugsch endeavoured to show that Tanis represented the

town of Rameses, which was built by the Israelites, but

his theory has not been generally accepted, although there

is no doubt whatever that Tchar and Tanis are one and the

same town. The other names of Tanis given by Dr.

Brugsch in his great Didionnaire Geographique are "Mesen,

Mesen of the North, Teb of the North, and Behutet of the

North." Tanis was situated on the right or east bank of the

Tana'itic branch of the Nile, about thirty miles nearly due

west of the ancient Pelusium ; and as it was near the north-

east frontier of Egypt, it was always one of the towns which

formed the object of the first attack of the so-called

Hyksos, Syrians, Assyrians, Greeks, Arabs, and Turks.

The excavations which have been made in the ruins round

about San by Mariette and Petrie prove that Tanis must

have been one of the largest and most important cities in

the Delta. The earliest monuments found here date from

the time of Fepi I., Vlth dynasty, about B.C. 3233; the

next oldest are the black granite statues of Usertsen I. and

* Zoan must have been considered a place of great importance by

the Hebrews, for they date the founding of Hebron by it (Numbers,

xiii. 22), and Isaiah, describing the future calamities of Egypt, says,

" Surely the princes of Zoan are fools." (Isaiah xix, ir.)
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Amenemhat II., a sandstone statue of Usertsen IT., an

inscribea granite fragment of Usertsen III., and two statues

of Sebek-hetep III. Following these come the most interest-

ing black granite sphinxes, which are usually said to be the

work of the so-called Hyksos (see pp. 174-175), but which

are, in my opinion, older than the period when these people

rtrled over Lower Egypt. The cartouches inscribed upon

them only prove that many kings were anxious to have

their names added to these monuments. The greatest

builder at Tanis was Rameses II., who erected a temple

with pylons, colossal statues, obelisks and sphinxes.

Pasebkhanu, Shashanq I. and Shashanq III. repaired and

added to the buildings in Tanis, and they took the

opportunity of usurping sphinxes, obelisks, etc., which

had been set up by earlier kings. The famous red granite

" Tablet of four hundred years " was found at San. The

inscription upon it, which is of the time of Rameses II., is

dated in the four hundredth year of a Hyksos king named

" Aa-peh-peh-Set, son of the Sun, Nub-Set (?)"
( %] ^^1

^^ ( '"Y^ r^ 1 '
^^'hich appears to prove that this king

reigned 400 years before the time of Rameses II.

The last native king of Egypt whose name is mentioned

at Tanis is Nectanebus II., and after him come the

Ptolemies. The stele, commonly called the " Decree of

Canopus," which was set up in the ninth year of Ptolemy

III., Euergetes I. (b.c. 238), was found here. The tri-

lingual inscription in hieroglyphics, Greek, and Demotic,

mentions at some length the great benefits which this king

had conferred upon Egypt, and states what festivals are to

be celebrated in his honour and in that of Berenice. The

priests assembled at Canopus from all parts of Egypt

resolved that these things should be duly inscribed upon

stelK, of which one should be placed in every large temple

in Egypt to commemorate their resolution.
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Under the Roman Empire Tanis still held a high

position among the towns of the Delta, and the Egyptians

considered it of sufficient importance to make it an epis-

copal see. In the list of the bishops who were present at

the Council of Chalcedon (a.d. 451), the name of Apol

lonius, Bishop of Tanis, is found. Tanis must not be con-

founded with Tennis, the sea-port town which grew and

increased in importance as Tanis declined; audit is difficult

to understand why Tanis should have dwindled away,

considering that Arab writers have described its climate as

being most salubrious, and its winter like summer. Water

was said to flow there at all times, and the inhabitants could

water their gardens at their will ; no place in all Egypt, save

the Fayytlm, could be compared with it for fertility, and for

the beauty of its gardens and vines. In the sixth century

of our era the sea invaded a large portion of Tanis territory,

and it went on encroaching each year little by httle, until all

its villages were submerged. The inhabitants removed their

dead to Tennis, and established themselves there ; Tennis

was evacuated by its inhabitants a.d. 1192, and the town

itself was destroyed a.d. 1226.
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CAIRO.

Cairo (from the Arabic Kahira, 'the A'ictorioiis,' because

the planet Kahir or Mars was visible on the night of the

foundation of the city) is situated on the right or eastern

bank of the Nile, about ten miles south of the division of

the Nile into the Rosetta and Damietta branches. It is

called in Arabic Masr *
: it is the largest cit)' in Africa, and

its population must be now about half a million souls.

Josephus says that the fortress of the Babylon of Egypt,

which stood on the spot occupied by old Cairo or Fostat,

was founded by the Babylonian mercenary soldiers of

Cambyses, B.C. 525; Diodorus says that it was founded

by Assyrian captives in the time of Rameses II., and

Ctesias is inclined to think that it was built in the time

of Semiramis. The opinions of the two last mentioned

writers are valuable in one respect, for they show that it

was believed in their time that Babylon of Egypt was

of very ancient foundation. During the reign of Augustus

it was the headquarters of one of the legions that garrisoned

Egypt, and remains of tlie town and fortress which these

legionaries occupied are still to be seen a little to the

north of Fostat. The word Fostat | means a 'tent,' and

the place is so called from the tent of 'Amr ibn el-'Asi,

which was pitched there when he invaded Egypt, a.d. 638,

and to which he returned after his capture of Alexandria.

Around his tent lived a large number of his followers, and

* Masr is a form of the old name Misri (Hebrew Misraiin], liy

which it is called in the cuneiform tablets, P. c. 1450.

t Arab. UlU.,, , another form of 1pI.,ua.') = Byzantine Greek
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these being joined by new comers, the city of Fostat at

length arose. It was enlarged by Ahmed ibn Tultln,

who built a mosque there ; by Khamaruyeh, who built a

palace there ; but when the Fatimite Khalif Mu'izz con-

quered Egypt (a.d. 969), he removed the seat of his

government from there, and founded Masr el-Kahira, "Masr

the Victorious," near Fostat. Fostat, which was also known
by the name of Masr, was henceforth called Masr el-'Atika.

During the reign of Salaheddin the walls of the new city were

thoroughly repaired and the citadel was built. Sultan after

Sultan added handsome buildings to the town, and though it

suffered from plagues and fires, it gained the reputation of

being one of the most beautiful capitals in the Muham-
madan empire. In 1517 it was captured by Selim I., and

Egypt became a pashalik of the Turkish empire, and

remained so until its conquest by Napoleon Bonaparte in

1798. Cairo was occupied by Muhammad 'Ali in 1805.

and the massacre of the Mamelukes took place March i,

1811.

COPTIC CHURCHES IN CAIRO.*

The Church of Mar Mina lies between Fostat and

Cairo ; it was built in honour of St. Menas, an early

martyr, who is said to have been born at Mareotis, and

martyred during the persecution of Galerius Maximinus at

Alexandria. The name Mina, or Mena, probably represents
Til 1 1 1 I r\

the Coptic form of Mena, l\ , the name of the first

historical king of Egypt. The church was probably

founded during the fourth century, and it seems to have

been restored in the eighth century ; the first church built

* The authorities for the following facts relating to Coptic Churches

are Butler's Ccji/ic Churches of Egypt, 2 vols., 1884 ; and Curzon, Visits

tQ Monasteries in the Levant,
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to Mar Mini was near Alexandria. The church measures

60 feet X 50 feet ; it contains some interesting pictures,

and a very ancient bronze candelabrum in the shape of two

winged dragons, with seventeen sockets for lighted tapers.

On the roof of the church is a small bell in a cupola.

About half-a-mile beyond the Der * containing the church

of St. Menas, lies the Uer of Abu's Sefen, in which are

situated the churches al-'.\dra (the Virgin), Anba Shenuti,

and Abu's Sefen. The last-named church was built in the

tenth century, and is dedicated to St. Mercurius, who is

called " Father of two swords," or Abu's Sefen. The church

measures 90 feet x 50 feet, and is built chiefly of brick

;

there are no pillars in it. It contains a fine ebony partition

dating from a.d. 927, some interesting pictures, an altar

casket dating from a.d. 1280, and a marble pulpit. In this

church are chapels dedicated to Saints Gabriel, John the

Baptist, James, Mar Buktor, Antony, Abba Nub, Michael,

and George. Within the Der of Abu's Sefen is the "Convent

of the Maidens;" the account of Mr. Butler's discovery of

this place is told by him in his Coptic Churches of Egypt,

Vol. I, p. 128. The church of the Virgin was founded

probably in the eighth century.

The church of Abu Sargah, or Abu Sergius, stands well

towards the middle of the Roman fortress of Babylon in

Egypt. Though nothing is known of the saint after whom
it was named, it is certain that in a.d. 859 Sheniiti was

elected patriarch of Abu Sargah ; the church was most

probably built much earlier, and some go so far as to state

that the crypt (20 feet x 15 feet) was occupied by the

Virgin and her Son when they fled to Egypt to avoid the

wrath of Herod. "The general shape of the church is, or

was, a nearly regular oblong, and its general structure is

basilican. It consists of narthe.x, nave, north and south

* Arabic ..>J "convent, monastervi"
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aisle, choir, and three altars eastward each in its own
chapel : of these the central and southern chapels are

apsidal, the northern is square ended Over the

aisles and narthex runs a continuous gallery or triforium,

which originally served as the place for women at the

service. On the north side it stops short at the choir

forming a kind of transept, which, however, does not project

beyond the north aisle On the south side of

the church the triforium is prolonged over the choir and over

the south side-chapel. The gallery is flat-roofed while

the nave is covered with a pointed roof with framed princi-

pals like that at Abu's Sefen Outside, the roof

of Abu Sargah is plastered over with cement showing

the king-posts projecting above the ridge-piece. Over the

central part of the choir and over the haikal the roof

changes to a wagon-vaulting ; it is flat over the north

transept, and a lofty dome overshadows the north aisle

chapel The twelve monolithic columns round

the nave are all, with one exception, of white marble

streaked with dusky lines The exceptional column

is of red Assuan granite, 22 inches in diameter

The wooden pulpit is of rosewood inlaid with

designs in ebony set with ivory edgings The

haikal-screen projects forward into the choir as at Al

'Adra and is of very ancient and beautiful workman-

ship
;

pentagons and other shapes of solid ivory, carved

in relief with arabesques, being inlaid and set round

with rich mouldings The upper part of the screen

contains square panels of ebony set with large crosses of

solid ivory, most exquisitely chiselled with scrollwork, and

panels of ebony carved through in work of the most delicate

and skilful finish." (Butler, Coptic Churches, Vol. I., pp. 183-

190, ff.) The early carvings representing St. Demetrius,

Mar George, Abu's Sefen, the Nativity, and the Last Supper,

are worthy of careful examination.
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The Jewish synagogue near Abu Sargah was originally

Coptic church dedicated to St. Michael, which was sold to

the Jews by a patriarch called Michael towards the end of

the ninth century ; it measures 65 feet X 35 feet, and is

said to contain a copy of the Law written by Ezra.

A little to the south-east of Abu Sargah is the church

dedicated to the Virgin, more commonly called El-

Mu'allakah, or the ' hanging,' from the fact that it is sus-

pended between two bastions, and must be entered by a

staircase. The church is triapsal, and is of the basilican

order. It originally contained some very beautiful screens,

which have been removed from their original positions and

made into a sort of wall, and, unfortunately, modern

stained glass has been made to replace the old. The cedar

doors, sculptured in panels, are now in the British Museum.

The cedar and ivory screens are thought to belong to the

eleventh century. The church is remarkable in having no

choir, and Mr. Butler says it is "a double-aisled church, and

as such is remarkable in having no transepts." The pulpit

is one of the most valuable things left in the church, and

probably dates from the twelfth century ; in the wooden

coffer near it are the bones of four saints. Authorities

differ as to the date to be assigned to the founding of this

church, but all the available evidence now known would

seem to point to the sixth century as the most probable

period ; at any rate, it must have been before the betrayal

of the fortress of Babylon to 'Amr by the Monophysite

Copts in the seventh century.

A little to the north-east of Abu Sargah is the church of

St. Barbara, the daughter of a man of position in the East,

who was martyred during the persecution of Maximinus ; it

was built probably during the eighth century. In the

church is a picture of the saint, and a chapel in honour of

St. George. At the west end of the triforium are some
mural paintings of great interest,
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Within the walls of the fortress of Babylon, lying due

north of Abu Sargah, are the two churches of Mar Girgis

and the Virgin.

To the south of the fortress of Babylon, beyond the

Muhammadan village on the rising ground, lie the Der of

Babhin and the Der of Tadrus. In Der el-Bablfin is a

church to the Virgin, which is very difficult to see. It

contains some fine mural paintings, and an unusual candle-

stick and lectern ; in it also are chapels dedicated to Saints

Michael and George. This litde building is about fifty-three

feet square. Der el-Tadrus contains two churches dedicated

to Saints Cyrus and John of Damanhur in the Delta ; there

are some fine specimens of vestments to be seen there.

A short distance from the Muski is a Der containing the

churches of the Virgin, St. George, and the chapel of Abu's

Sefen. The church of the Virgin occupies the lower half of

the building, and is the oldest in Cairo. The chapel of Abu's

Sefen is reached through a door in the northwest corner of

the building, and contains a wooden pulpit inlaid with

ivory. The church of St. George occupies the upper part

of the building, and is over the church of the Virgin.

In the Greek (Byzantine) quarter of Cairo is the Der el-Tad-

rus, which contains the churches of St. George and the Virgin.

The Coptic churches of Cairo contain a great deal that is

interesting, and are well worth many visits. Though the

fabrics of many of them are not older than the sixth

seventh, or eighth century of our era, it may well be

assumed that the sites were occupied by Coptic churches

long before this period.

The Mosques of Cairo.

Speaking generally there are three types of mosque * in

* The word "mosque" is derived from the Arabic ^^^^^

a " place 0.'' prayer.

"
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Cairo : i, the court-yard surrounded by colonnades, as in the

Mosques of 'Amr and Tulun ; 2, the court yard surrounded

by four gigantic arches, as in the Mosque of Sultan Hasan,

etc. ; and 3, the covered yard beneath a dome, as in the

Mosque of Muhammad 'Ali.

The Mosque of'AMR in Fostat, or Old^Cairo, is the oldest

mosque in Egypt, its foundation having been laid a.h. 21 =
A.D. 6.:] 3. The land upon which it was built was given

by 'Amr ibn el-'Asi and his friends after they had become

masters of the fortress of Babylon. Of 'Amr's edifice very

little remains, for nearly all the building was burnt down at

the end of the ninth century. Towards the end of the third

quarter of the tenth century the mosque was enlarged and

rebuilt, and it was subsequently decorated with paintings,

etc. ; the splendour of the mosque is much dwelt upon by

Makrizi. The court measures 350 feet x 400 feet. The

building contains 366 pillars—one row on the west side,

three rows on the north and south sides, and six rows on the

east side; one of the pillars bears the name of Muhammad.

In the north-east corner is the tomb of 'Abdallah, the son

of 'Amr.

The Mosque of AHMED IBN TULUN (died a.d.

884) is the oldest in Masr el-Kahira or New Cairo, having en

built a.d. 879, under the rule of Khalif Mu'tamid (a.d. 870-

892). It is said to be a copy of the Ka'ba at Mecca, and to

have taken two or three years to build. The open court is

square, and measures about 300 feet from side to side ; in

the centre is the Hanafiyyeh (Ldxs^) or fountain for the

Turks. On the north, west, and south sides is an arcade

with walls pierced with arches ; on the east side are five

arcades divided by walls pierced with arches. The wooden

pulpit is a famous specimen of wood carving, and dates from

the thirteenth century. Around the outside of the minaret

of this mosque is a spiral staircase, which is said to have
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been suggested by its founder. The mosque is called the

" Fortress of the Goat," because it is said to mark the spot

where Abraham offered up the ram ; others say that the

ark rested here.

The Mosque of HAKIM (a.d. 996-1020), the third

Fatimite Khalif, was built on the plan of the mosque of ibn

Tulun (see above) ; the date over one of the gates is a.h. 393
= A.D. 1003. The Museum of Arab art is located here.

The Mosque EL-AZHAR is said to have been founded

by Johar, the general of Mu'izz, about a.d. 980. The plan

of the principal part was the same as that of the mosque of

"Amr, but very little of the original building remains. It

was made a university by the Khalif 'Aziz (a.d. 975-996),

and great alterations were made in the building by different

Sultans in the twelfth, thirteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, and

eighteenth centuries; Sa'id Pasha made the last, a.d. 1848.

The minarets belong to different periods ; the mosque has six

gates, and at the principal of these, the "Gate ofthe Barbers,"

is the entrance. On three of the sides of the open court are

compartments, each of which is reserved for the w'orshippers

who belong to a certain country. The Liwan of the mosque

is huge, and its ceiling is supported upon 380 pillars 01

various kinds of stone ; it is here that the greater part of

the students of the university carry on their studies. The

number of students varies from 10,000 to 13,000, and the

education, from the Muhammadan point of view, is perhaps

the most thorough in the whole world.

In the Citadel are :— i. The Mosque of Yusuf Salaheddin,

built A.D. 1171-1198; 2. The Mosque of Suleman Pasha

or Sultan Selim, built a.h. 391 = a.d 1001.

The Muristan Kalaun, originally a hospital, contains the

tomb of El-Mansur Kalaun (a.d. 1279-1290), which is

decorated with marble mosaics.

The Mosque-tomb of Muhammad en-Nasir (a.d. 1293-

1341), son of Kalaiin, stands near that of Kalafln.
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The Mosque of SULTAN HASAN, built of stone

taken from the pyramids of Gizeh, is close to the citadel, and

is generally considered to be the grandest in Cairo. It was

built by Hasan, one of the younger sons of Sultan Nasir, and

its construction occupied three years, a.d. 1356-1358. It

is said that when the building was finished the architect's

hands were cut off to prevent his executing a similar work

again. This story, though probably false, shows that the

mosque was considered of great beauty, and the judgment

of competent critics of to-day endorses the opinion of it

which was prevalent in Hasan's time. Hasan's tomb is

situated on the east side of the building. The remaining

minaret* is about 280 feet high, the greatest length of the

mosque is about 320 feet, and the width about 200 feet. In

the open court are two fountains which were formerly used,

one by the Egyptians, and one by the Turks. On the

eastern side are still to be seen a few of the balls which

were fired at the mosque by the army of Napoleon.

The Mosque of Barkuk (a.d. 1382-1399) contains the

tomb of the daughter of Barkuk.

The Mosque of MUAIYAD, one of the Circassian

Mamelukes, was founded between the years 1412-1420; it is

also known as the " Red Mosque," from the colour of the

walls outside. " Externally it measures about 300 feet by

250, and possesses an internal court, surrounded by double

colonnades on three sides, and a triple range of arches on

the side looking towards Mecca, where also are situated—as

in that of Barkuk—the tombs of the founder and his family.

A considerable number of ancient columns have been used in

the erection of the building, but the superstructure is so light

and elegant, that the effect is agreeable." f The bronze gate

in front belonged originally to the mosque of Sultan Hasan.

* From the Arabic
J \^^ "place of light."

+ Fergusson, JTist. ofArchitecture, Vol. II., p. 516.
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The Mosque of KAITBey(A.D. 1468-1496), one of the

last independent Mameluke sultans of Egypt, is about eighty

feet long and seventy feet wide ; it has some fine mosaics,

and is usually considered the finest piece of architecture in

Cairo.

The Mosque el-Ghuri was built by the Sultan Kansuweh
el-Ghuri early in the sixteenth century ; it is one of the

most beautiful mosques in Cairo.

The Mosque of Sittah Zenab was begun late in the last

century ; it contains the tomb of Zenab, the granddaughter

of the Prophet,

The Mosque begun by INIuhammad 'AH in the Citadel

was finished in 1857 by Sa'id Pasha, after the death (in 1849)
of that ruler; it is built of alabaster from the quarries of

Beni Suef. As with nearly all mosques built by the Turks,

the church of the Hagia Sophia at Constantinople served

as the model, but the building is not considered of remark-

able beauty. The mosque is a square covered by a large

dome and four small ones. In the south-east corner is

the tomb of Muhammad 'AH, and close by is the mimbar

(.A.Lc) or pulpit; in the recess on the east side is the

Kiblah (JiJjJ), or spot to which the Muhammadan turns

his face during his prayers. The court is square, with one

row of pillars on each of its four sides, and in the centre

is the fountain for the Turks ; the clock in the tower on

the western side Avas presented to Muhammad 'AH by

Louis Philippe.

The Mosque of el-Hasanen, i.e., the mosque of Hasan

and Husen, the sons of "AH the son-in-law of the Prophet,

is said to contain the head of Husen who was slain at

Kerbela a.d. 680 ; the head was first sent to Damascus and

afterwards brought to Cairo.

In the Mosque of el-Akbar the dancing dervishes

perform.

L
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The Tombs of the Khalifs.*

These beautiful buildings are situated on the eastern side

of the city, and contain the tombs of the members of the

families of the Circassian Mameluke Sultans who reigned

from A.D. 1382-15 17. The tomb-mosques of Yusuf, el-

Ashraf, and the tomb of el-Ghuri (a.d. 1501-15 16) are to

the north-east of the Bab en-Nasr ; the tomb-mosques of

Yusuf and el-Ashraf are only to be seen by special per-

mission. In the tomb-mosque of Barkuk are buried that

sultan, his son the. Sultan Farag (a.d, i 399-141 2), and

various other members of the family. The limestone pulpit

and the two minarets are very beautiful specimens of stone

work. To the west of this tomb-mosque is the tomb of

Sultan Suleman, and near that are the tombs of the Seven

Women, the tomb-mosque of Bursbey (a.d. 1422-1438), the

Ma'bed er-Rifa'i, and the tomb of the mother of Bursbey.

The most beautiful of all these tombs is the tomb-mosque

of Kait Bey (a.d. 1468-1496), which is well worthy of more

than one visit.

The Tombs of the Mamelukes.!

Of the builders of these tombs no history has been pre-

served ; the ruins, however, show that they must have been

very beautiful objects. Some of the minarets are still very fine.

The Ci'iadel.

The Citadel was built by Salaheddin, a.d. 1166, and the

* The word " Khalif," Arabic, XiALi. Khalifah, means " sue-

cesssor " (of Muhammad) or "vicar " (of God upon earth), and was a

title applied to the head of the Muslim world. The last Khalifah died

in Egypt about A.D. 1517.

t The woid "Mameluke" means a " slave," Arabic -.^
\

f c^
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Stones used were taken from the pyramids of Glzeh ; it

formed a part of the large system of the fortifications of

Cairo which this Sultan carried out so thoroughly. Though
admirably situated for commanding the whole city, and as a

fortress in the days before long range cannon were invented,

the site M'as shown in 1805 to be ill chosen for the purposes
of defence in modern times by Muhammad 'Ali, who, by
means of a battery placed on the Mokattam heights, com-
pelled Khurshid Pasha to surrender the citadel. In the

narrow way, with a high wall, through the Bab el-Azab,

which was formerly the most direct and most used means of

access to it, the massacre of the Mamelukes took place by
the orders of Muhammad 'Ali, a.d. 1811. The single

Mameluke who escaped is said to have made his horse leap

down from one of the walls of the Citadel ; he refused to

enter the narrow way.

Joseph's Well.

This well is not called after Joseph the Patriarch, as is

usually supposed, but after the famous Salaheddin (Saladin),

whose first name was Yusuf or Joseph. The shaft of this

well, in two parts, is about 280 feet deep, and was found

to be choked up with sand when the Citadel was built;

Saladin caused it to be cleared out, and from his time until

1865 its water was regularly drawn up and used. This

well was probably sunk by the ancient Egyptians.

The Library.

This valuable institution was founded by Isma'il in 1870,

and contains the library of Mustafa Pasha ; the number

of works in the whole collection is said to be about 24,000.

Some of the copies of the Koran preserved there are among

the oldest known.

EzBEKtvEH Garden.

This garden or "place," named after the Amir Ezbeki,
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the general of Kait Bey (a.d. 1468— 1496), was made in

1870 by M. Barillet, and has an area of about twenty acres.

The Milometer in the Island of R6da.

The Nilometer here is a pillar, which is divided into

seventeen parts, each representing a cubit, i.e., 21 J inches,

and each cubit is divided into twenty-four parts. This

pillar is placed in the centre of a well about sixteen feet

square ; the lower end is embedded in the foundations, and

the upper end is held in position by a beam built into the

side walls. The well is connected with the Nile by a

channel. The first Nilometer at Roda is said to have

been built by the Khalif Suleman (a.d. 715— 717), and

about one hundred years later the building was restored

by iMamun (a.d. 813—833). At the end of the eleventh

century a dome resting upon columns was built over it.

When the Nile is at its lowest level it stands at the height

of seven cubits in the Nilometer well, and when it reaches

the height of 15! cubits, the shekh of the Nile proclaims

that sufficient water has come into the river to admit of the

cutting of the dam which prevents the water from flowing

over the country. The difference between the highest rise

and the lowest fall of the Nile at Cairo is about twenty-five

feet. The cutting of the dam takes place some time during

the second or third week in August, at which time there are

general rejoicings. 'When there happens to be an exceptionally

high Nile, the whole island of Roda is submerged, and the

waters flow over the Nilometer to a depth of two cubits, a

fact which proves that the bed of the Nile is steadily rising,

and one which shows how difficult it is to harmonize all the

statements made by Egyptian, Greek, and Arab writers on

the subject. As the amount of taxation to be borne by the

people has always depended upon the height of the inun-

dation, attempts were formerly made by the governments of

Egypt to prove to the people that there never was a low Nile.
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THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM AT GIZEH.

The Khedevial collection of Egyplian antiquities, for-

merly exhibited in the Museum at Bdlak, is now arranged

in a large number of rooms in the Palace at Gizeh, a

building which is said to have been built at a cost of nearly

five millions sterling. This edifice, which is pleasantly

situated in spacious grounds close to the river, was opened

by H.H. the Khedive on January 12, i8go.

For many years the condition and arrangement of the

antiquities exhibited in the Bulak and Gizeh Museums

have been notorious subjects for complaint on the part of

the Egyptologist and the tourist. The Egyptologist could

obtain no trustworthy information about the antiquities

which he knew were being acquired jear by year, and the

tourist visited the collection time after time and winter

after winter, and went away on each occasion feeling that

nothing had been done to help him to understand the

importance of a number of objects which guide-books and

experts told him were famous and of the greatest value

to the artist, ethnographer, philologist, and historian. That

marvellous man Mariette had gathered together from all

parts a series of unique specimens of Egyptian sculpture

and art of the earliest dynasties, and had, owing to the

parsimony of the Egyiitian government, been obliged to

house them in the buildings of an old post-office at Bulak,

and thither, for several years, the ourious of all nations bent

their -Steps. As his great excavations went on, the collection

at Bfilak became larger, until at last it was found necessary

to store coffins, sarcophagi, mummies, state, stone statues,

etc., in the sheds attached to the buildings like boxes of

preserved meats in a grocer's shop. With the arrival of the

Der el-Bahari mummies and coffins the crowding of objects

became greater, for the civilized world demanded that a
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place of honour should be afforded to the well-preserved

mummy of Rameses the Great, and to those of the mighty

kings who were his ancestors and successors. For one

object laid by in the " magazine " two new ones arrived to

claim its place.

Under the beneficent rule of M. Maspero, the successor

of jMariette in the direction of the Museum, and that of

E. Brugsch Bey, Mariette's colleague, excavations were

undertaken by natives and others in all parts of Egypt, and

the authorities of the Museum found themselves called

upon to provide exhibition rooms for antiquities of the

Greek, Roman, Arabic, and Coptic periods. This was an

impossibility, and at last it became certain that the

antiquities must be moved to a larger building. Moreover,

many people viewed with alarm the situation of the Bulak

Museum itself. On the one side flowed the Nile, which

more than once during the inundation threatened to sweep

the whole building away, and the waters of which, on one

occasion, actually entered the courtyard; and on the other

were a number of warehouses of the flimsiest construction,

filled with inflammable stores which might at any moment

catch fire and burn down the Museum. In the early winter

mornings the building was often full of the white, clinging,

drenching mist which is common along the banks of the

river, and it was no rare thing to see water trickling down

inside the glass cases which held the mummies of the great

kings of Egypt. 'With all its faults, however, there was

much to be said for the old Bulak INIuseum, and the

arrangement of the antiquities therein. Every important

object was numbered, and the excellent catalogue of

M. Maspero gave the visitor a great deal of information

about the antiquities. Had M. Maspero remained in

Egypt he would, no doubt, have added to his catalogue,

and every important change in the arrangement of the

rooms would ha^e been duly chronicled. Af'.er his retire-
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ment, however, a policy was inaugurated which is difficult

either to understand or describe. The influx of objects

during Maspero's reign at Bulak was great—so great that

it would have been impossible for him to incorporate them

all, even if he had had the necessary space ; we now know

that many of them were exceedingly fine, yet after his

departure no attempt was made to exhibit them. This

might, in many cases, have been done easily, for poor

specimens could have been relegated to the " magazine,"

and fine ones exhibited in their stead.

With the increase of accommodation for tourists and of

facilities for travelling after the occupation of Egypt by the

British, public opinion grew and waxed strong, and the

advisers of the late Khedive found it necessary to consider

the task of the removal of the Egyptian antiquities from

Birlak to a safer and larger resting-place. The Egyptian

Government had no funds at their disposal with which to

build a new Museum, and after much discussion it was

decided to transfer the antiquities to the large palace at

Gizeh, which is said to have cost five millions sterling.

The usual irresponsible opposition to the scheme was

offered by those who should have known better, but there

seems to be little doubt that this decision was the best that

could have been arrived at under the circumstances in

which the P^gyptian C.overnment was placed. The fabric

of the Gizeh palace seems to be flimsy, and the appearance

of the building is not that which those who are acquainted

with European museums are accustomed to associate with

Egyptian antiquities ; it is, nevertheless, a large building,

and the fact that it would cost nothing must have been a

great inducement to transform the palace into a museum.

Much was said at first about danger to the antiquities from

fire, but it is quite certain that the danger from fire at Bulak

was greater than it is at Gizeh. Some excellent alterations

in the building and arrangements to prevent fire were made
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by Sir Francis Grenfell, and when the further contemplated

precautions are taken the Museum will be as safe from fire

as any building, half French, half Oriental, can be in the

East. It cannot however be doubted that a specially ar-

ranged fire-proof building constructed in some suitable

open place in Cairo would more effectually protect the

priceless relics of a great early civilization. Here the anti-

quities would be better guarded in every way, and it is

probable that the income which would be derived from the

increased number of visits made by tourists, would in a short

time form an important contribution towards the original

outlay.

The decision to remove the antiquities from Bulak to

Gizeh was carried out in 1889 in the most praiseworthy

manner. Gangs of men toiled from morning till night, and

behind the trucks or carts containing the most precious

objects M. Gr^baut, the director of the Museum, and

Brugsch Bey might be seen directing the workmen.- During

the hottest months of the summer and during the hottest

hours of the day, under an exposure to the sun such as the

ancient Coptic monks considered to be an adequate pre-

paration for the lake of fire in Gehenna, the work went on

;

nothing of value was injured or broken, and the authorities

declare that no object was lost. AVhen the antiquities had

been moved from Bulak, every lover of Egyptian art hoped

that the statues, etc., which had been acquired during the

last seven or eight years would be incorporated with those

with which he was familiar, that each object would be

numbered, that brief labels would be added, and that a

chronological arrangement would be attempted. Owing to

ill-health, however, M. Grdbaut failed to continue the good
work which he had begun, and for a long period but little

new was done. Early in the year 1892 it was reported that

M. Grebaut was about to resign, and for once rumour was

correct. M. Grebaut was succeeded by M. Jacques de
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Morgan, who at once began the task of re-arranging the

collection and of examining the contents of the " magazine "

with the view of increasing the number of exhibited objects.

During the past year the work has been pushed on with

great energy, and we believe that the visitors to the Gizeh

Museum will greatly appreciate what the staff has done. It

will be remembered that of the rooms in the palace, only

some thirty-eight contained antiquities two years ago; now,

however, about eighty-seven are used for exhibition pur-

poses, and, for the first time, it is possible to see of what
the Egyptian collection really consists. On the ground

floor the positions of several of the large monuments have

been changed, and the chronological arrangement is more

accurate than before. In one large handsome room are

exhibited for the first time several fine mastaba stete, which

have been brought from Sakkarah during the past year.

The brightness of the colours, the vigour of the figures, and

the beauty of the hieroglyphics upon these fine monuments

of the early dynasties, will, we believe, make them objects

of general interest and attraction. On the same floor the

visitor will also examine with wonder two splendid colossal

statues of the god Ptah which were excavated by M. de

Morgan at Memphis in 1892. In a series of rooms are

arranged the coffins and mummies of the priests of Amen
which M. Grebaut brought down from Thebes in the winter

of 1890-91. The coffins are of great interest, for they are

ornamented with mythological scenes and figures of the

gods which seem to be peculiar to the period immediately

following the rule of the priests kings of Thebes, i.e., from

about B.C. 1000-800.

A new and important feature in the arrangement of the

rooms on the upper floor is the section devoted to the

exhibition of papyri. Here in flat glazed cases are shown

at full length fine copies of the Book of the Dead, hieratic

texts, including the unique copy of the " Maxims of Ani,"
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and many other papyri which have been hitherto inacces-

sible to the ordinary visitor. Now that these precious

works cannot be reached by damp, their exhibition in a

prominent place is a wise act on the part of the direction

of the Museum. To certain classes of objects, such as

scarabs, blue-glazed faience, linen sheets, mummy bandages

and clothing, terra-cotta vases and vessels, alabaster jars,

etc., special rooms are devoted, and the visitor or student

can see at a glance which are the most important specimens

of each class. The antiquities which, although found in

Egypt, are certainly not of Egyptian manufacture, e.g.,

Greek and Phoenician glass, Greek statues, tablets inscribed

in cuneiform, found at Tell el-Amarna, are arranged in

groups in rooms set apart for them ; and the monuments of

the Egyptian Christians or Copts are also classified and

arranged in a separate room. The antiquities have now

been arranged and numbered on an intelligent system by

the exertion of MM. de Morgan and Brugsch, and the

excellent work which has been done during the past years

is, we hope and believe, an earnest of what will be done in

the immediate future. The growing prosperity of Egypt is

an accomplished fact,* and it seems that the Museum of

* "The following table shows the revenue during the years

7890-92 of those departments of the Government which are more

especially indicative of the growing prosperity cf the country :

—

1S90.

£
Railways 1,408,000

Telegraphs 35,000

Customs (exclusive of tobacco) 651,000

Port of Alexandria ... ... 115,000

Post Office 106,000

When it is remembered that, during the last three years, very large

reductions were made in the railway tariff and in the postal and tele-

graph rates, it is at once clear that these figures show a very satisfactory

result." Lord Cromer, Egypt, No, 3 (1893), p. 5.

1891.

£
,631,000
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Gizeh should participate in this prosperity and receive a

larger grant of money, both for making purchases and
excavations, for the attraction of the antiquities of the

country is a very real and genume matter, and induces

travellers to visit it again and again. Whether the anti-

quities remain in their present position, or whether the

authorities decide to remove them to a more suitable

building in Cairo, it is equally certain that the English

advisers of the Khedive will never allow the progress of

an institution which draws much money into the country,

and which is now doing splendid work, to be hampered for

the sake of a few thousand pounds a year.

The founding of the Biilak Museum is due to the marvel-

lous energy and perseverance of F. Auguste Ferdinand
Mariette. This distinguished Frenchman was born at

Boulogne-sur-Mer on February nth, 1821.* His grand-

father was the author of several poetical works, short plays,

etc., but his father was only an employd in the Registrar's

OiSce of his native toivn. He was educated at Boulogne,

and was made professor there when he was twenty years of

age ; here too he lived until 1848. Side by side with the

duties of his professorship he devoted himself in turn to

journalism, painting, novel-writing, etc., and in addition to

these matters he found time to study archeology. Some

of his early studies were devoted to classical archfeolog)-,

and here, according to M. Maspero, he exhibited "power

of discussion, clearness and vigour of style, and keen

penetration," qualities for which in after-life he was famous.

* For full accounts of the life of Mariette, see Inaiigiu-ation ilu

Monumeiit ^levi a Boulogne-sur-M.r en T'honneiir de FJii'rftohgi.e

Auguste ISIarietic, le 16 Juillet, 1S82, par Aug. Huguet, Mayor of

Boulogne, Boulogne, 1882 ; and Wallon, Notice sur la vieet les travaiix

de F. A. F. Mariette Pasha, Paris, 1883, 410., with portrait of Marietle

as frontispiece ; and Maspero, Guide an 3fiisre de Boulaq, Cairo, 1S84,

pp. 12-23.
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His attention was iirst drawn to the study of Egyptian

archssology by the examination of a collection of Egyptian

antiquities which had been made by Vivant Denon, one of

the artists attached to the French Expedition in Egypt, and

his first work on Egyptian archeology seems to have been

a notice of a coffin in this collection, which he drew up for

the instruction of those who came to inspect it in the

municipal buildings where it was exhibited. Soon after

this he wrote a paper on the classification of the cartouches

inscribed upon the Tablet of Karnak,* a most valuable

monument which was discovered at Karnak by Burton, and

taken by Prisse d'Avennes to Paris, where it is now pre-

served in the Bibliotheque Nationale. This work was

addressed to Charles Lenormant, a pupil of the famous

Charapollion, and this gentleman, together with Maury,

de Saulcy and Longperier, advised him to come to Paris,

where by the kind intercession of Janron, he obtained an

appointment on the staff of the Louvre in 1848. As the

salary paid to the young man was not sufficient to keep

him, he resolved to ask the French Government to provide

him with the necessary funds to go to Eg)'pt, where he

wished to try his fortune. In his application to the Govern-

ment he stated that the object of his proposed mission was

to study the Coptic and Syriac manuscripts t which still

remained in the monasteries of the Nitrian desert, and if

possible to acquire them for the nation, and with his appli-

cation he sent in an essay on Coptic bibliography. The
petition was favourably received, and he set out for Egypt

in the summer of 1850. Having arrived in Egypt, he found

that it was not easy to obtain access to the libraries of the

* See page 3.

t The reader interested in the history of Dr. Tattam's acquisition of

MS.S. from the Monastery of St. Mary Deipara, in the Natron Valley,

should read the article in the Quarterly Review for December, 1845,

and the preface to Cureton, Festal Letters of AtJianasius, London, 1848.
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monasteries, for the Patriarch had insisted that they should

be carefully guarded from strangers. Profiting by the

delays caused by the Patriarch's orders, he began to visit

the sites of ancient Egyptian buildings in the neighbourhood

of Cairo. While at Sakkarah one day he discovered by

accident a sphinx, on which were inscribed the names of

Ausar-Hapi or Osiris-Apis (Serapis), snnilar to one he had

seen at Cairo. He remembered that the Serapeum at Mem-
phis was described by ancient authors as standing on a sandy

plain,* and he believed that he had really found the spot

where it stood and its ruins. Neglecting the original object

of his expedition, he collected workmen, and in 1850 set to

work to dig; two months' work revealed onehundredandforty

sphinxes, two chapels, a semi-circular space ornamented

with Greek statues, etc. Through the Jealousy of certain

people who united the profession of politics with wholesale

trading in antiquities, the Egyptian Government of the day

issued an order to suspend the excavations, and the work

was stopped. Soon after, however, the French National

Assembly voted 30,000 francs for excavation purposes, and

towards the end of the year Mariette was enabled to enter

the Serapeum, where he found sixty-four Apis bulls, stelae,

etc. As the dates when the bulls were placed in the

Serapeum are stated, they afford a valuable help in fixing

the chronology of Egypt as far back as the XVIIIth dynasty.

The year 1852 was spent in clearing out the Serapeum, and

early in 1853 he came to the Pyramids of Gizeh, where he

carried on excavations for the Due de Luynes ; in the latter

year he discovered a granite temple near Gizeh. About

this time he was appointed Assistant-Curator at the Louvre.

In 1854, 'Abbas Pasha, who had suspended Mariette's

excavations two or three years before, died ; he was suc-

ceeded by Sa'id Pasha, who at once conferred the honour

* "Etti Sk /cat ^apdirtov tv a^jUotSei Toiri^t tripoSpa, Strabo, xvii. i. 32.
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of Bey upon Alariette, and commissioned hira to found an

Egyptian Museum at Bulak. Mariette proceeded to work

out a plan for the complete excavation of ancient Egyptian

sites, and it is said tiiat he began to work at thirty-seven

places at once ; his work literally extended from " Rakot

(Alexandria) to Syene." At Tanis he brought to light valu-

able monuments belonging to the Xlllth, XlVth, XlXth

and XXIst dynasties, among which must be specially men-

tioned the statues and the sphinx which he attributed to

the Hyksos; he explored hundreds of mastabas in the

cemeteries at Gizeh, Sakkarah, and Medum ; he opened

tht Masfdbat d-Fafun (see p. 242); at Abydos, which he

practically discovered, he cleared out the temple of Seti I.,

two temples of Rameses II., and a large number of tombs
;

at Denderah, a temple of Hathor; at Thebes he removed

whole villages and mountains of earth from above the ruins

of the temples at Karnak, Medinet-Habu and Der el-

Bahari; and at Edfu he removed from the roof of the

temple a village of huts, and cleared out its interior.

Mariette was appointed Commissioner of the Paris Exhi-

bition of 1867, and upon him devolved the task of remov-

ing to Paris several of the most beautiful and valuable

antiquities from the collection under his charge at Bulak.

In 1870 he was overtaken by severe domestic troubles, and

a disease which had some years before fastened upon him

now began to show signs of serious progress. Notwith-

standing his infirmities, however, he continued to edit and

publish the texts from the monuments which he had dis-

covered, and remained hard at work until his death, which

took place at Cairo on January i7tb, 188 t. His body was

entombed in a marble sarcophagus which stood in the

court-yard of the BQlak Museum, and which has since been

removed to Gi';eh, together with the aitiquities of the

Museum.
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The following is a list of the most important of Marietta's

works :

—

Abydos, description des fouilles ex&utees sur I'emplace-

ment de cette ville. 3 torn. Paris, 1 869-1 880. Fol.

Album du Musee de Boulaq. Cairo, 1871. Fol.

Apergu de I'histoire d'Egypte. Cairo, 1874. 8vo.

Choix de Monuments et de dessins decouverls ou

executes pendant le ddblaiement du Serapeum de

Memphis. Paris, 1856. 4to.

Deir el-bahari. Leipzig, 1877. 4to.

Denderah—Description generale. Paris, 1875.

Denderah—Planches. Paris. 5 tom. 1870-74.

Itin^raire de la Haute-Egypte. Alexandria, 1872.

Karnak—Etude Topographique. Leipzig, 1875. 4*0-

Karnak—Planches. Leipzig, 1875. 410.

Les Mastaba de I'ancien empire. Paris, 1889. Fol.

Les Papyrus Egyptiensdu Mus^e de Boulaq. Paris^ 1872.

Monuments divers. Paris, 1872. Fol.

Le Serapeum de Memphis. Paris, 1857. Fol.

Voyage dans la Haute Egypte. Cairo, 1878. Fol.

Mariette was succeeded as Director of the Bulak

Museum by M. Maspero, who proved an able adminis-

trator, and who carried on many of the works which

Mariette had left unfinished at his death. Mariette had

formulated a theory that none of the pyramids was ever

inscribed inside, and consequently never attempted to open

the Pyramids of Sakkarah, although he lived at their feet

for some thirty years ; M. Maspero, however, dug into

them, and was rewarded by finding inscribed upon the walls

a series of religious texts of the greatest importance for the

history of the religion of Egypt. M. Maspero was, in

1886, succeeded by M. Gr^baut, who, in turn, was, in

1892, succeeded by M, cj? Morgan.
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Jacques Jean Marie de Morgan, Ingenieur civil

des Mines, was born on June 3rd, 1857, at the Ctiateau de

Bion, Loir-et-Cher, and is descended from a family which

came originall)' from Wales. For more than twenty

years he has devoted himself to the study of archaeology,

but he is, nevertheless, a distinguished pupil of the School

of Mines at Paris, and is eminent as a geologist and

mathematician. To the exactness induced by the study of

mathematics, and to his scientific training as a geologist

and observer of nature, his works entirely owe their value,

for he arranges his historical, geographical, and other facts

in a logical manner, and never confounds fact with theory

or assumption with evidence. In 1882 he made a tour

through India for scientific purposes, and in the same year

he published his Geologic de Li Boh'eme, 8vo. In 1884 he

undertook an expedition to Siam and the neighbouring

countries, and in the following year he published some

account of his work in Exploration dans la presquile

Malaisie, Rouen, 1885. In this year we also find him con-

tributing articles to the newspaper L'Homme ; and in 1886

he published in the Amiales des Alines an important article

entitled, Note sicr la seologie et I'lndusfrie miniere du

royaume de Perak. During the years 1886- 1889 he was

employed on a mission to Turkey-in-Asia, the Caucasus

and Armenia, and he published the scientific results of his

tfavels in two volumes, large 8vf)., entitled. Mission Scien-

tifique au Caucase. Etudes archeolog^iques et historiques,

Paris, 1889. In this work M. de Morgan shows that he is

well acquainted with the statements about these countries

made by classical writers, that he is familiar with the best

works upon general archaeology, such as those of Sir John

Evans," Montelius and Mourier, and also that he knows well

the works of Brugsch, Maspero, George Smith, and of other

scholars of Assyriology and Egyptology at first hand. From
1889' to the beginning of 1892 M. de Morgan made atj'
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expedition to Persia, Kurdislan and Luristan, and the results

of his travels in these countries will appear in due course.

During the first years of his work as Director of Anti-

quities, M. de Morgan carried out the following works :—At

Aswan the sand has been cleared away from the tombs

which were discovered by Sir Francis Grenfell, G.C.B., and

the tomb of Se-renput has been entirely cleared. At

Kom Ombos the whole temple has been excavated,

and to protect the remains from the inundations of

the Nile, M. de Morgan has built a huge dam of the

waste stones and materials which he found in the pro-

gress of his work Though belonging to a late period, this

temple, owing to its bold situation and to the beauty of its

sculptures, is the most interesting of all those in the south

of Upper Egypt. At Luxor the works have been carried

on with great activity, and the reader will be able to see

what has been done from the plan which is given under the

article on Luxor. At Sakkarah the tomb of Ti has been

restored and cleared. At Dahshur two brick pyramids

and several mastaba tombs have been excavated. (See

p. 395 ff.). At Gizeh the temple of the Sphinx has

been entirely uncovered. At Memphis large excava-

tions have been made, and among the important results

must be specially mentioned the two magnificent colossal

figures of the god Ptah, etc. Under the direction of M. de

Morgan a useful Notice des Frincipaux Monuments exposes

au Miis'ee de Gizeh by M. Virey has also been issued at a

moderate price ; and the first part of a Catalogue des

Monuments et Inscriptions de VEgypte Antique has appeared.

M. de Morgan has been ably seconded in all his enterprises

by the Conservator of the Museum, M. E. Brugsch

Bey, whose learriing and courtesy are too well known to

need further mention.

I'he national Egyptian collection at Gizeh surpasses

every -^ther collection in the world, by reason .of the

M 2
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number of the monuments in it which were made during

the first si\ dynasties, and by reason of the fact that the

places from which the greater number of the antiquities

come are well ascertained. It contains also a large number

oi complete monuments and statues, which it owes chiefly to

the fact that !\IM. Mariette, Maspero, E. Brugsch-Bey and

Grebaut were present at the sites when they were found,

and superintended their transport to the Museum. In

former days the collection of scarabs was very large and

nearly complete. Owing, however, to various causes, it

has now dwindled in importance, and many a private

collector, not to mention the great museums of Europe,

now possesses collections of more importance historically,

and of more value intrinsically.

In the Garden of the Museum are exhibited \—

6008. Red granite Sphinx, inscribed with the cartouches

of Rameses II. ; excavated by Mariette at Tanis in the

Delta. The Egyptians called the Sphinx hu
\ \ !B=£,

,

and he represented the god Harmachis, "i.e., Horus in the

horizon." (See p. 233.)

6628. Upper portion of an obelisk or pyramidion of

the XVIIth dynasty, before B.C. 1700; from Karnak,

Marble sarcophagus on a pedestal of masonry,

containing the body of F. A. F. Mariette, the founder

of the Egyptian Museum at Bulak ; the sphinxes round

about it come from the Serapeum.

Among the most interesting of the antiquities in the

Museum are :

—

Ground Floor. Room I.—Monuments of the first

six Dynasties.

261. Table of offerings of the scribe Setu, sculptured

with grapes, bread, chickens, etc,, in relief; the hollow for
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holding the libations offered is divided into a series of

cubits to represent the height of the water in the Nilo-

meter at Memphis: 22 cubits in the spring, 23 in the

autumn, and 25 in the winter.

Vlth dynasty. From Dahshur.

1. Black granite statue of a priest kneeling. A remark-

able example cf early work, probably before the IVth

dynasty. From Sakkarah.

2. Panels of wood for inlaying upon the false doors of the

tomb of yesi-Ra; they are splendid examples of the

delicate and accurate work executed by Egyptian carvers

in wood during the IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

962. Round, white alabaster table of offerings made for

Khu-hetep-heres, prophet of the goddess Maat of

Nekhen. Vth dynast;'. From Sakkarah.

3. Layer of clay and plaster painted in water colours,

with a scene in which geese are represented walking

along. The artist has depicted the birds with great

fidelity to nature, and was evidently a very accomplished

draughtsman. This fragile object was brought from a

ruined mastaba at Medum by M. Vassali, and dates

probably from the IVth dynasty.

4) 5- Two libation tables found in a tomb near the Step

Pyramid (see page 241) of Sakkarah. A slab, resting

on the backs of a pair of lions, has a trench cut in it for

carrying off the liquid into a bowl, which stands between

the tails of the two lions.

IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

6. Double statue of Ra-hetep and his wife Nefert, "a

royal connexion," found in a mastaba near the Pyramid of

Medum, which is generally thought to have been built by

Seneferu the first king of the IVth dynasty. The eyes

are filled with quartz or rock crystal. Mariette placed the

period when this statue was made in the Ilird dynasty,

but Maspero thinks that it belongs to the Xllth dynasty.
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8, 9. Stela; of Setu. IVth dynasty. From Gizeh

II, 12. Two door-posts from the tomb of Seker-kha-

baiu, inscribed with figures of the lady Hathor-nefer

hetep, who was surnamed Tepes.

Before the IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

13. Stele, in the form of a false door, from the tomb of

Shera, a priest wlio lived during the reign of Sent, the

fifth king of the Ilnd dynasty, about B.C. 4000. A stele

of this Shera is preserved in the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford. From Sakkarah.

16. Stele in the form of a door from the tomb of Seker-

kha-baiu. Before the IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

Room II.—Monuments of Dynasties IV.-VI.

17. Limestone statue of Ra-nefer, a priest with shaven

head. A'th dynastv. From Sakkarah.

18. Limestone statue of Ra-nefer, a jjriest wearing a

wig. These two statues are generally admitted to be the

best examples of the work of the Vth dynasty, and they

exhibit an amount of skill in sculpture which was never

surpassed at any subsequent period in the history of

Egyptian art. P'rom Sakkarah.

19. ^Vooden statue of a man, originally covered with a

thin layer of plaster and painted ; the feet are restored.

His hair is cut short, his eyes are formed of pieces of

quartz set in bronze lids, each having a piece of bright

metal driven through it to hold it in position and to

give the rock-crystal pupil in front of it an animated

appearance ; he wears an apron only, and holds in one

hand an unpeeled stick. It is quite evident that we
have here a portrait statue which possesses the greatest

possible fidelity to life, and a startling example of what

the ancient Egyptian artist could attain to when he shook
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off the fetters of conventionality. The countenance
possesses the peaceful look of the man who is satisfied

with himself, and contented with the world. This statue

is commonly known by the name of Shekh el-Beled,
or "Shekh of the Village," because of the likeness which

it was thought to bear to a native shekh at Sakkarah by

Mariette's workmen when they found it in the tomb of

the man in whose honour it was made.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

20. Statue of Antkha, a priest.

21. Statue of Atep, a master of funereal ceremonies.

23. 28. Stelse of Ra-en-kau.
Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

24. Statue of Heses, an overseer of public works.

From Sakkarah.

25. Stele of Sesha. VI th dynasty. From Abydos.

29, 30. Portions of the shrine from the tomb of Sabu,

a large land-owner. On No. 88i are represented Sabu

receiving funereal offerings, statues of the deceased

being brought to the tomb, the slaughter of animals for

the funereal feast, boats bringing furniture for the tomb,

etc. On No. 1046 are given the names of the various

foods which are to form the meal of the deceased, and

Sabu is seen sitting at a table loaded with offerings.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

35. Upper part of a wooden statue of a female which was

found in the tomb with the Shekh el-Beled.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

Room III.—Monuments of Dynasties IV.-VI.

33. Diorite statue of Mycerinus, builder of the third

pyramid at Gizeh, IVth dynasty, B.C. 3633.

-

From Mit-Rahineb.
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37. Alabaster statue of a king, name unknown.

From Mit-Rahineh.

38. Alabaster statue of Men-kau-Heru, Vth dynasty,

B.C. 3400. From Mlt-Rahineh,

39. Red granite statue of User-en-ka, Vth dynasty,

B.C. 3433. From Mit-Rahineh.

41. Alabaster statue of Khephren, builder of the second

pyramid at Gizeh, IVth dynasty, B.C. 3666.

From Mit-Rahineh.

42. Green basalt statue of Khephren, IVth dynasty.

B.C. 3666. Found in a well in the temple at Gizeh.

43. Limestone statue of Ateta, surnamed Ankhares.

Vth or A^Ith dynasty. From Sakkarah.

48. Portion of a grey granite shrine, inscribed with the

name of Sahu-Ra. Vth dynasty.

49. Limestone slab from the tomb of Una, a high

official who served under the kings Teta, Pepi I. and
Mer-en-Ra, of the Vlth dynasty, about e.g. 3300-3233.

Una was a man of humble birth, and began life in the

royal service as a "crown bearer "; he was next made
overseer of the workmen, and was soon after sent to

Turrah to bring back a block of stone for the sarcophagus

of the king. He was then made governor of the troops,

and was set at the head of an expedition against the

Aamu and the Herusha. On five different occasions did

Una wage war successfully against Egypt's foes, and

having wasted their countries with fire and sword, he

returned to Memphis crowned with glory. The inscrip-

tion is of the greatest importance for the history of the

period, and is interesting as showing that a man of very

humble birth could attain to the highest dignities at the

Egyptian court. From Abydos.

51. Slab from the tomb of Tchau, the uncle of Pepi IF

Vlth dynasty. From Abydos.
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54. Limestone stele, inscribed with a text recording the

building: of the temple of Isis, lady of the pyramid,

by Khufu, or Cheops, the builder of the Great Pyramid,

IVth dynasty, B.C. 3733. This stele is not a contempo-

raneous monument, but was probably set up by a later

king after the XXth dynasty.

55. Black granite stele of User. From Karnak.

Room IV.—Stelas, etc., of Dynasties IV.-VI.

In this room are arranged stelae found at Gizeh and
Sakkarah.

62. In the centre of the room is a seated limestone statue

of Heken, a lady belonging to the royal family.

Room v.—Statues, etc., of Dynasties IV.-VI.

64. Green diorite statue of Khephren, the builder of

the second Pyramid at Gizeh. This full-sized portrait

statue of the king is one of the most remarkable pieces

of Egyptian sculpture extant. Khephren is seated upon

a throne, the arms of which are ornamented with

lions' heads ; on the sides are depicted the papyrus,

TlIF, and the lotus, *^|^ , intertwined about V , forming

the device 1^:^ emblematic of the union of Upper and

Lower Egypt. The king holds in his hand a roll of

papyrus, and above his head is a hawk, the visible emblem

of the god Horus, his protector, with outspread, sheltering

wings. On the pedestal, by the feet, is inscribed,

"The image of the Golden Horus, Khephren, beautiful

god, lord of diadems." IVth dynasty.

Found in a well in the granite temple at Gizeh.

65. Limestone stele from the tomb of Ankheftka; see

Room VII., No. 86.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.
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66. Stele of Ankhmaka, a priest of the kings Sahu-Ra

and User-ka-f. From Sakkarah.

70. Limestone stele of Ptah-hetep.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

74. Granite sarcophagus of Heru-baf, a descendant or

relative of Cheops. IVth dynasty. From Gizeh.

926. Red granite seated statue of Ma-nefer, a scribe.

Vth dynasty. From Gizeh

The seated statues of the scribes near the door are good

examples of the work of this period.

Room VI.—Stelae of Dynasties IV.-VI.

In this roDm are arranged stelss and statues found at

Gizeh and Sakkarah.

Room VII.—Statues, etc., of Dynasties IV.-VI.

77. Limestone statue of Ti. Found in her tomb.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

78. Statue of the dwarf Khnum-hetep.
IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

79. Limestone statue of Nefer.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

81. Limestone statues of Nefer - hetep and the lady

Tenteta. ^'th dynasty. From Sakkarah.

1033. Limestone statue of Seten-Maat.
Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

82. Limestone bas-relief on which the high official Apa,

seated in a chair, making a tour of inspection of his farm,

is depicted. The operations of harvest, and the slaughter

of animals for the funereal meal are also represented. At

the table Apa is accompanied by his wife Senbet and

daughter Pepi-ankh-nes.
. Vlth dynasty. From Sakkarah.
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83. limestone slab, sculptured with scenes in which are

depicted the threshing and winnowing of wheat, the

baking of bread, the carving of a statue, glass blowing,

and working in gold.

85. Limestone group of three figures. The decoration of

the woman is curious and worthy of note.

86. Bas-relief from the tomb of Ankheftka.
From Sakkarah.

87. Statue of a man carrying a sack or bag over his left

shoulder. Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

88. Limestone figures of a man and woman kneading dough.

IVth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

89. Limestone statue of a scribe kneeling.

Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

All the small statues exhibited in the wall-cases of this

room are worth careful study.

Room VIII.—Bas-reliefs, etc., from Gizeh and
Sakkarah.

95. Wooden statue of Tep-em-ankh.
Vth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

Among the bas-reliefs should be noticed :— quarrel of

boatmen ; servants making bread and botding wine ; flocks

crossing a river or canal ; bulls being led to slaughter ; ape

biting a man's leg
;
pasturing of flocks, etc. ; cleaning and

grinding of corn (Nos. 91, 92. 93, 94).

All these are from Sakkarah.

Room IX.—Sarcophagi, Wooden Objects, etc.

96. Red granite sarcophagus of Khufu-Ankh, a priest of

Isis, and "Clerk of the Works." The cover is rounded,

and at each end are "ears " or projections for lifting it'on
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and off; its sides are inscribed with the usual prayer to

the god Ap-uat, and record tlie names of a large number

of festivals. The sides of the sarcophagus are ornamented

with false doors, etc., and resemble the architectural

decorations of the mastabas.

IVth dynasty. Found near the Great Pyramid.

97. Red granite sarcophagus of the royal son Ka-em-
sekhem. IVth dynasty. From Gizeh.

98. Limestone stele of Tep-em-ankh, a priestly official

who held offices connected with the pyramids of Cheops,

Chephren, Mycerinus, Seneferu, Sahu-Ra, and Userkaf.

From Sakkarah.

99. Stele of Sebu, a minister of art education under king

Teta. From Sakkarah.

100. Limestone stele of Ptah-kepu, w'ho hved in the

reign of king Assa. From Sakkarah.

103. Models of granaries. The grain was carried on to the

roof and poured into the different chambers through holes

therein ; in the front are rectangular openings with slid-

ing shutters through which it could be taken out.

From Akhmim (Panopolis).

104. Model of a house. From Akhinim (Panopolis).

105. Box containing models of an altar, vases, a granary,

boats, etc. Vlth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

6229. Small ivory statue. Vth dynasty. From Gizeh.

6235. Model of a boat for carrying the dead.

From AkhmliTL,

Room X. -Royal Mummies, etc.

106. Mummy of king Mentu-em-sa-f.
Vlth dynasty. Found in a pyramid at Sakkarali, 1881.
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107. Fragments of the mummy of King Unas.
Vth dynasty. Found in his pyramid at Sakkarah.

109. Portion of the tomb of Tesher (re-conslructed).

YIth dynasty. From Dahshur,

Rooms XI.-XIII.— Stelae, etc., belonging to

Dynasties IV.-XI., from Upper Egypt.

In these rooms are arranged a number of stel« chiefly

from Abydos, Akhmim and Thebes. The stelae from each

place have their special characteristics, and afford most

valuable information for dating the period of each step in

the development of the decoration of the funereal stele

from its oldest and simplest to its full and final form.

They afford excellent material for hieroglyphic palaeography.

The three wooden sarcophagi (Nos. 6301, 6302, 6608).

from Akhmim (Panopolis) are very interesting as examples

of local art and decoration.

Rooms XIV.-XVI.—Stels, Royal Statues,

Hyksos Monuments.

111. Limestone stele of a prince called Antefa.

Xlth dynasty (or earlier). From Thebes.

112. Stele of Antef IV., sculptured with a figure of his

son, and five dogs. Xlth dynasty. From Thebes.

113. Bas-relief in which king Mentu-hetep is represented

slaying the Sati (Asiatics), the Tahennu (Lybians), and

other peoples. From Gebelen.

114. Tomb of Heru-hetep. This interesting monument

was discovered and broken into in the early part of this

century ; it was brought to BMak in 1883 by M. Maspero.

Xlth dynasty. From Der el-Bahari.
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115. Mummy of Ament, priestess of Hathor. The body

of the deceased is in the attitude in which it was when

overtaken by death. It was found by M. Grebaut in a

stone chest at the bottom of a small uninscribed chamber

at Der el-Bahari ; the necklaces and rings which were

upon it are exhibited in Room LXX, case E.

116, 117. Outer and inner coffins of Ament, priestess of

Hathor.

118. Stele of Men-khau-Ra ; the king adoring the god

Amsu. XlVlh dynasty. From Abydos.

122. Granite seated statue of Nefert, wife of Usertsen I.

Xllth dynasty. From Tan is.

123. Sandstone table of offerings inscribed with the name
of Ameni-Antef-Amenemhat.

Xlllth dynasty. From Karnak.

125. Grey granite bust of a colossal statue of a king usurped

by Meneptah. Middle Empire. From Alexandria.

127. Stele of Se-hetep-ab, an officer of Amenemhat III.

Xllth dynasty. From Abydos.

128. Granite statue of Sebek-em-sa-f.

Xlllth dynasty. From Abydos.

129. Statue of King I-an-Ra, excavated at Zakazik in

1888 by M. Naville. XlVth or XVth dynasty.

130. Alabaster table of offerings made for the princess

Neferu-Ptah. From the Pyramid of Hawara.

131. Grey granite altar inscribed with the name of

Usertsen III. Xllth dynasty. From Thebes.

132. Two figures making offerings of water-fowl, fish, and
flowers. This interesting monument is supposed to be
the work of the period of the "Shepherd Kings,"

although the cartouche of Pa-seb-kha-nut is found upon it.
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133. Black granite table of offerings dedicated to the

temple at Tanis by Apepa.
XVIIth dynasty. From Tanis.

134. Black granite Sphinx excavated at Tanis by Mariette

in 1863. The face of this remarkable monument has

given rise to much discussion, and the theories pro-

pounded on the subject of the origin of the monument
have been many. Mariette believed it to have been

made by the so-called Hyksos, or " Shepherd Kings,"

and saw in the strange features of the face, and short,

thick-set lion's body, a proof of their Asiatic origin.

Some have seen a likeness to a Turanian original in the

features, and others have insisted, probably rightly, that

the king for whom the monument was originally made

was a foreigner. Judging from the style of the work and

the form of the lion's body, we should probably attribute

it to a period anterior to B.C. 2000 ; that the name of the

so-called Hyksos king Apepa is inscribed upon it proves

nothing except that this king, in common with many

others, had his name inscribed on the statue. On the

right shoulder, almost effaced, is the name of Apepa; on

the left shoulder is the name of Meneptah I. ; on the

right-hand side and front of the pedestal are the car-

touches of Rameses II. ; and on the breast is the

cartouche of Pasebkhanet.

135. Head of a sphinx, similar to No. 107, inscribed with

the name of Meneptah. This object is older than the

time of the king whose name it bears.

136. Black granite table of offerings dedicated to the

temple at Luxor by Usertsen III. From Thebes.

137. Grey granite head of a king. From the Fayyum.

139. Limestone fragments of a sphinx. Xllth dynasty (?).

From El-Kab.

140. Limestone sarcophagus of Tagi.

Xlth dynasty. From Thebes.
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Room XVII.—Rectangular wooden sarcophagi

of the XIth and Xllth dynasties.

142. Wooden sarcophagus of Kheper-ka.

143. Alabaster table of offerings bearing the cartouches of

Usertsen I. Found near the Pyramid of Medum.

Room XVni.—Panels of a sarcophagus of the

Middle Empire.

Room XIX.—Sarcophagi from Akhmim and stelse

from Abydos.

Rooms XX and XXL—Sarcophagi, stel^, etc.

144. Black granite sphinx inscribed with the name of

Sebek-hetep III. Xlllth dynasty.

Room XXII.—Stelae, etc.

145. Fragment of a limestone bas-relief inscribed with the

name of Rameses II. The hieroglyphics are painted

blue, and the figures of the gods are decorated with gold.

XlXth dynasty. From Abydos.

146. 147. Red granite fore-arms of a colossus,

XlXth dynasty. From Luxor.

148. Colossal red granite scarab.

Room XXIII.— Stelae, reliefs, etc.

149. Limestone bas-relief in which Amenophis IV. is

represented making an offering to the solar disk.

XVIIIth dynasty. From Tell el-Amarna.

153. Red granite seated figures of the god Hannachis and

his beloved, Rameses II.

Excavated at Memphis by M. de Morgan in 1892.

154. Red granite statue of a man carrying offerings.

From Karnak,
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Room XXIV.

155. Colossal red granite model of the sacred boat of Ptalj.

A remarkably fine object.

Excavated at Memphis by M. de Morgan in 1892.

Room XXV.—Stelae from Ethiopia, etc.

160. Red granite Stele of Piankhi, King of Ethiopia,

about B.C. 750, The text gives a detailed account of

the expedition this king into Egypt and of his con-

quest of that country. It was reported to Piankhi in the

2ist year of his reign, that the governors of the northern

towns had made a league together and had revolted

against his authority. He set out for Egypt with his

soldiers, and when he arrived at Thebes he made offerings

to Amen-Ra, and commanded his soldiers to pay proper

homage to the god, Passing northwards from Thebes,

he captured city after city, and finally besieged Memphis,

which he soon captured, and thus made himself master

of Egypt. The details of the capture of the towns, the

(speeches of the king and of his vassal princes, and the

general information contained in the narrative, give this

inscription an importance possessed by few others.

From Gebel Barkal.

j6l. Greygranite Stele of Heru-se-atef, King of Ethiopia,

about B.C. 580, dated in the 35th year of his reign. The

text records that this king made war expeditions in the

3rd, 5th, 6th, nth, i6th, 23rd and 33rd years of his

reign agamst various peoples living to the south and east

pf Nubia, and that he returned from them in triumph.

It also sets forth at great length a list of the various

articles which he dedicated to the temple of Amen-Ra at

Napata, or Gebel Barkal, on hig return from each ex-

pedition,
'

' From Gebel Barkal.
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162. Grey granite Stele of the Dream. The text here

inscribed records that an Ethiopian king, whose name

is read provisionally Nut-meri-Amen, and who reigned

about B.C. 650, had a dream one night in which "two

snakes appeared to him, one on his right hand, and the

other on his left. When he awoke he called upon his

magicians to explain it, and they informed him that the

snakes portended that he should be lord of the lands of

the North and South. His majesty went into the temple

of Amen-Ra at Napata, or Gebel Barkal, and having

there made rich offerings to the god, he set out for the

north. Sailing down the river he made offerings to

Khnemu-Ra, the god of Elephantine, and to Amen-Ra
of Thebes, and the people on both sides of the river

shouted "Go in peace." When he arrived at Memphis

the people thereof made war upon him, but he defeated

them and entered the town. He went into the temple

of Ptah and made rich offerings to Ptah-Seker and to

Sekhet, and gave orders to build a temple to Amen
He then set out to conquer the chiefs in the Delta, and

having succeeded by the help of Amen, he returned to

Nubia. ' From Gebel Barkal.

163. Grey granite Stele Of the Coronation. The text

gives an account of the ceremonies which were per-

formed at the coronation of a king of Ethiopia, whose
names are erased; this king was probably called Aspaleta

(ITd^^J From Gebel Barkal.

164. Black granite head of Tirhakah, King of Ethiopia.

XXVth dynasty ; about B.C. 693.

165. Red granite Stele of the Excommunication.
The. text records that a king of Ethiopia, whose name
has been carefully chiselled out, went into the temple of

Amen-Ra of Napata to drive out a set of people whose
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custom was to eat the sacrificial meat raw, and who had
made a resolve to kill all those who ate it cooked. The
king passed an edict forbidding these men and their

posterity to enter the temple for ever, and it seems that

he burnt some of the heretics with fire.

From Gebel Barkal.

166. Black granite head of a colossal statue ofRameses II.

From Luxor.

167. Group inscribed with the name of Meneptah.

168. Limestone stele of Rameses IV. From Abydos.

169. 171, 172. Bas reliefs from the tomb of Ptah-mai.
XVIIIth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

174. Alabaster statue of Amenartas (
i^i^i^ o>- ^—ol,

daughter of Kashta hj ^^1 ' ^^^^^^ of Shabaka

(iM^ Ul .
^ife of Piankhi fa

-^
QO ,

and mother

of Shep-en-apt f g^ ~v^^A^ ^Z
j

, the wife of Psamme-

tichus I. A very beautiful piece of sculpture.

XXVth dynasty. From Karnak.

Room XXVI.

177. Granite bust of Rameses IV.

XXth dynasty. From Bubastis.

178. Granite dog-headed ape from the foundations of the

obelisk of Luxor. XlXth dynasty.

179. Seated group, brother and sister. Fine work.

XlXth dynasty. From Memphis.

180. Alabaster shaft of a column from the temple of

Rameses IIL at Tell el-Yahudiyyeh.

182. Grey granite pillar inscribed on its four faces with

scenes representing Rameses II. making offerings to

Amen and Mentu-Ra.

N 2
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184. Limestone stele inscribed with a prayer of Rameses IV.

to the gods of Abydos.

185, 186. Two sandstone colossal statues of Ptah, one of

the primeval gods of Egypt : they were set up by

Rameses II., and in the inscriptions upon them the god

promises to give to the king "all life, health, and strength,"

and long years of existence and an unlimited posterity.

These wonderful objects are as beautiful for the delicacy

of their work as for their size. They were discovered by

INI. de Morgan in the temple of Ptali of Memphis,

in 1893.

188. Grey granite fragment of a statue of Amenophis II.

From Karnak.

190. Granite head of a statue of a nobleman.

Xlllth dynasty. From Karnak.

192, Red granite bust of I'hothmes III.

XVIIIth dynasty. From Karnak.

193. Limestone stele of Amen-mes.

XVIIIth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

196. Grey granite colossal statue usurped by Rameses II.

Xll-XVth dynasty. From Tanis.

198. Limestone head, thought by Mariette to belong to

a statue of Queen Thi.

XVIIIth dynasty. I'rom Karnak.

200. Black granite shrine, containing a figure of Ptah-Mes,

a priest who lived in the reign of Thothmes III.

202. Red granite statue of Thothmes III. From Karnak.

205. Limestone statue of a scribe, seated, reading from a

roll of papyrus spread out upon his knees.

XVIIIth dynasty, From Kfirnah,

206. Limestone statue of Amenophis II,
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210. Grey granite statue of the lion-headed goddess

Sekhet, who represented the destructive heat of the

sun ; this monument bears the name of Amenophis III.

From the temple of Mut at Karnak.

213. Black granite stele inscribed with a poetical account

of the victories of Thothmes III. The text is a speech

of the god Amen-Ra addressed to Thothmes. After

describing the glory and might which he has attached to

his name, he goes on to mention the countries which he

had made his son Thothmes to conquer. The countries

enumerated include Tchah and Ruthen in northern

Syria, Phoenicia and Cyprus, Mathen or Mitani on the

borders of Mesopotamia by the Euphrates, the countries

along the Red Sea, the land of Nubia and the countries

lying to the south of it, and the northern parts of Africa.

Although Thothmes wasted and destroyed these lands, it

cannot be said that he was successful in imposing the

yoke of Egypt upon them permanently, for history shows

that on the accession to the throne of each of his suc-

cessors it was necessary to re-conquer them. Many of

the phrases are stereotyped expressions which we find

repeated in the texts of other kings. This monument

was found at Karnak, on the site of the famous temple of

Amen of the Apts, and shows marks of erasures made by

the order of Amenophis IV., the king who vainly tried to

upset the national religion of Egypt. XVIIIth dynasty.

214. Black granite seated statue of Thothmes III.

XVIIIth dynasty.

Room XXVII. The Tablet of Sakkirah, Stelas, etc.

218. The Tablet of SakkArah was found by Mariette in

the tomb of a high official named Tanurei, at Sakkarah,

in 1 86 1. It is a precious document, for it contained

when complete the names of fifty-six kings ; this list
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agrees tolerably well with that on the Tablet of Abydos,

but there are many omissions. The list begins with

Merbapen, the sixth king of the 1st dynasty, instead of

with Mena, and ends with Rameses II.

Courtyard XXVIII.— Sphinxes and Colossal

Statues.

221, 222. Red granite sphinxes inscribed with the names

and titles of Thothmes III.

XVIIIth dynasty. From Karnak.

223. Colossal statue of Usertsen I. From Abydos.

224. Red granite statue usurped by Rameses II.

From Tanis.

225. Red granite statue usurped by Rameses II.

From Abukir.

226. Black granite seated statue of a king, usurped by

Rameses II. XlVth dynasty. From Tanis.

Gallery XXIX.—Bas-reliefs of the XVIIIth and

XXth dynasties.

228, 229. Limestone slabs from the tomb of Heru-em-heb.

XlXth dynasty. From Sakkarah.

Room XXX.
231. Painted limestone statue of Mut-nefert, the mother of

Thothmes II.

From the ruins of a little temple near the Ramesseum.

232. Limestone funereal box made for the lady Ta-maut.

XVIIIth dynasty. Excavated by M. de Morgan

at Memphis in 1892.

234. Limestone fragment of a stele in which Thothmes III.

pays honour to his father Thothmes I.

236. Limestone wall fragment upon which is a figure of the

Queen of Punt. From Der el-Bahari.

237. The donkey of the Queen of Punt.
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Room XXXI.—Monuments of the Saite Period.

241. Granite sarcophagus inscribed with the cartouches of

Psammetichus II. From Damanhur.

242. Limestone table of offerings inscribed with the car-

touches of Hophra.

243. Red granite slab inscribed with the cartouches of

Anput.

24.5. Black granite shrine inscribed with the name of

Shabaka, King of Ethiopia. From the temple of Esneh.

246. Red granite bas-relief inscribed with the cartouches of

Nectanebus I. From Bubastis.

249. Black granite shrine inscribed with the cartouches of

Nectanebus II. XXXth dynasty.

250. Black granite headless statue inscribed with the names

of Shabataka and Tirhakah. XXVth dynasty.

Room XXXII.

253. Black granite shrine inscribed with the name of

Nectanebus I.

256. Sandstone bas-relief inscribed with the cartouche of

'Queen Nitocris. XXVIth dynasty. From Karnak.

257- Sandstone cornice inscribed with the cartouches of

Queens Shep-en-ap and Amenartas.

XXVIth dynasty. From Karnak.

Room XXXIII.—Stelae from Sakkarah, Heliopolis,

Abydos, etc.

261. Sandstone shrine inscribed with the cartouches of

Psammetichus I., Shep-en-ap, and Nitocris ; for the green

basalt statue of the goddess Thoueris, which was found

in it, see Room LXXII (p. 205).

262. Basalt statue of the god Osiris.

XXVIth dynasty. From Sakkarah.
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Room XXXIV.—Stelse, chiefly from Abydos.

Room XXXV.—Antiquities of late Periods.

271. Fragment of a granite obelisk set up in honour of

Amen-Ra at Napata in Nubia by the Ethiopian king

Atalnarsa.

Room XXXVI.

278. " Stele of Pithom." Excavated at Tell el-Maskhuta

by M. Naville.

283. Black granite stele dated in the seventh year of

Alexander II., son of Alexander the Great, and set up

by Ptolemy Lagus. The text records victories in Syria

and on the North coast of Africa, and the restoration of

the temple of Buto.

284. Limestone stele of the Ram of Mendes, discovered

by E. Brugsch Bey on the site of the ancient city of

Mendes.

Room XXXVII.—Monuments inscribed in

Demotic.

Room XXXVIII.-Stelas from about B.C. loo-
A.D. 300.

Room XXXIX.—Graeco-Rom an Antiquities.

Room XL.

290. White limestone stele generally known as the "Stele

ofCanopus." It is inscribed in hieroglyphics, Demotic

and Greek, with a decree made at Canopus by the

priesthood assembled there from all parts of Egypt, in

honour of Ptolemy III., Euergetes I. It mentions the

great benefits which he had conferred upon Egypt, and
states what festivals are to be celebrated in his honour

and in that of Berenice, etc.. and concludes with a
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resolution ordering that a copy of this inscription in

hieroglyphics, Greek, and Demotic shall be placed in

every large temple of Egypt.

291. White limestone stele of Canopus (duplicate). A
third copy of the decree is in the Louvre at Paris.

304. Black granite "Stele of Menshiah, " inscribed with the

name of the emperor Trajan.

306. White marble head of Jupiter Olympus.

From Crocodilopolis.

308. Ked granite colossal statue of a Macedonian king.

From Karnak.

Rooms XLI, XLII.

The monuments exhibited in these rooms illustrate the

work of the Egyptian Christians or Copts.

Room XLIII.

In five cases in this room are exhibited Grseco-Roman

terra-cotta figures of Harpocrates, Bes, Aphrodite, Isis,

Serapis, etc.; moulds for casting figures; lamps, pieces of

glass, etc.

Room XLIV.—Mummies, from Akhmim, the

Fayyum, etc.

334. Mummy with portrait painted upon linen.

335. Mummy with portrait painted upon wood.

337. Mummy, with portrait, from the Fayyum. Ilird

century a.d.

350. Glazed faience " mummy label."

355. Mummy of Artemidora. From the Fayyum.

359. Fine gilded mummy mask inlaid with enamel. From

Meir.

All the mummies in this room are of interest.
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Room XLV.—Grasco-Roman Antiquities.

363. Black granite inscribed slabs from the temple of

Coptos.

395. Wooden sarcophagus ornamented with some curious

paintings.

Gallery XLVI.—Coptic Linen Work.

Room XLVII.

Here are exhibited Coptic inscriptions upon papyrus,

leather, wood, terra-cotta, etc.; bronze lamps, candlesticks,

censers, basins, cymbals and other objects employed in

Coptic churches ; bottles bearing upon them figures of

Saint Mina ; and many small objects of Coptic work.

Room XLVIII.

This room contains Coptic pottery and inscriptions, and
three remarkable Coptic mummies.

Room XLIX.

431. Wooden coffin with an inscription in the Himyaritic

character.

The Tell el-Amarna Tablets exhibited in this room

are a portion of a collection of about 320 documents which

were found at Tell el-Amarna, the site of the town built oy

Khu-en-aten or Amenophis IV., which is situated about

180 miles south of Memphis. The Berlin Museum* ac-

* The cuneiform texts of the tablets at Berlin and Gizeh are published

by Abel and Winckler, Der Thontafelfund von El-Amarna, Berlin,

1889-1890 ; and the texts of those in the British JMuseum by Bezold,

with an introduction and summary of contents by Bezold and Budge,

The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the British Rlnseum. Printed by

Order of the Trustees, 1802.
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quired 160, a large number being fragments, the British

Museum 82, and the Gizeh Museum 55. These documents

were probably written between the years B.C. 1 500-1450.

The Tell el-Aniarna tablets supply entirely new informa-

tion concerning the political relations which existed between

the kings of Egypt and the kings of Western Asia, and

prove that an important trade between the two countries

existed from very early times. They also supply facts con-

cerning treaties, alliances, religious ceremonies, etc., which

cannot be derived from any other source, and they give

us for the first time the names of Artatama, Artashumara,

and Tushratta, kings of Mitani (the Mathen of the Egyptian

inscriptions), and of Kallimma-Sin, King of Karaduniyash.

The dialect in which these inscriptions are written has a

close affinity to the language of the Old Testament.

The first conquest of Syria by the Egyptians took place

in the reign of Amasis 1., B.C. 1700. Thothmes I., B.C. 1633,

conquered all Palestine and Syria, and set up a tablet at

Ruthen to mark the boundary of Egypt. Thothmes III.,

B.C. 1600, marched through Palestine and Syria and made

himself master of all the country from Gaza to the

Euphrates. At Tunip he established the Egyptian religion,

and at Ruthen, in the 33rd year of his reign, he set up a

tablet by the side of that of Thothmes I. The cuneiform

tablets call him

D.P. Ma-na - akh - bi - ir - ya

a very close imitation of the pronunciation of this king's

prenomen Men-Kheper-Ra foili^^^l.

Amenophis II., B.C. 1566, marched to Ni on the

Euphrates, and slew seven kings in Ruthen, and brought

their bodies to Egypt. Amenophis III. was not a great

conqueror in the strict sense of the word, but he was pro-

claimed conqueror of Kadesh, Tunip, Sankar, and north-
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western Mesopotamia, to which country he was in the habit

of going to shoot lions. Now we know from a scarab that

a lady called Thi (Tl^^l' ^'^^ daughter of luaa

Egypt to become the wife of Amenophis in the tenth year

of his reign. We know also that she became the "great

Queen of Egypt," and as she is depicted with a fair com-

plexion and blue eyes, there is no doubt that she is to be

identified with the lady called Ti ^ "^J &£ ?g, in the

inscriptions on the Tell el-Amarna tablets, who came from

the country to the north-east of Syria. Ti was the mother

of Amenophis IV., the " heretic king." Besides this lady,

we learn from the tablets that Amenophis married at least

five other ladies from Mesopotamia, viz., a sister and two

daughters of Kallimma-Sin, King of Karaduniyash, and a

sister and daughter of Tushratta, King of Mitani ; but none

of these ladies was acknowledged " Queen of Egypt." In

the time of Amenophis III., a Mesopotamian princess was

honoured by marriage with the King of Egypt, but when

Kallimma-Sin wished to marry an Egyptian princess, Amen-

ophis replied haughtily, " the daughter of the King of the

land of Egypt hath never been given to a nobody "
;

yet in

the reign of Khu-en-aten we learn that an Egyptian princess

was given in marriage to Burraburiyash, King of Kara-

duniyash, a proof that the Egyptian power was waning in

Mesopotamia. The greater number of the tablets are

addressed to "the King of Egypt," either Amenophis III.

or his son Amenophis IV., and they reveal a state of dis-

organization and rebellion in the Egyptian dependencies

in Palestine and Syria which cannot be understood unless

we assume that for some years before the death of Amen-
ophis III. the Semitic peoples of Western Asia were being

encouraged to reject the rule of the Egyptians by their

kinsfolk living in Egypt.
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A list of the letters preserved at Gizeh is as follows :

—

*i. Letters from [Kal]-limma-Sin.

9. Letter from Ashur-uballit, King of Assyria, B.C. 1400.

10. Letter from Amenophis IIL to Tarljundaradush, King

of Arzapi.

11, 12, 14. Letters from the King of Alashiya.

40. Letter from Aziru.

60, 61, 62, 63, 65, 78, 79, 83. Letters from Rib-Adda.

94. Letter from Zatadna.

96. Letter from Namyawiza.

98, 99. Letters from Abu-Milki

100. Letter from Shuardata.

109. Letter from Milkili.

115. Letter from Biridiwi.

116, 117. Letters from Shubandi

118, 121. Letters from Widya.

124. Letter from Yabni-ili.

125. Letter from Arzawya.

127. Letter from Dashru.

131. Letter from Shamu-Adda.

138. Letter from the lady ^ ^fcj ^f >-^^2_J y»^.

150. Letter from Nurtuwi ....(?)

151. Letter from the governor of the city of Nazima.

152. Letter from Ara of the city of Kumiti.

153. Letter from Pu-Addu.

I 54. Letter from Addu-asharid.

195. Letter from Bayawi.

196. Letter from Aba . . . . zi.

239. Part of a legend.

5, 17, 18, 20, 197-209. Letters from unknown writers.

436. Table of offerings with Meroitic inscription.

441, 442. Phoenician and Aramean papyri.

* These numbers refer to Winckler's edition of the texts.
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443. Terra-cotta cylinders of Nebuchadnezzar II., King of

Babylon, B.C. 605-562.

445- The Lord's Prayer in Syriac.

Room L.—Weights, Measures, etc.

446. Alabaster vase, of the capacity of 21 hin, inscribed

with the cartouches of Thothmes III.

447. Grey granite weight of 300 icten, in the form of a calf s

head ; the cartouches are those of Seti I.

449-451. Squares and plumb-line from the tomb of

Sennetchem. XXth dynasty. From Thebes.

455. Goldsmith's scales.

In Case B are masons' and carpenters' mallets, models of

houses, a window-screen, etc.

467. Painted wooden door from the tomb of Sennetchem.

Room LI.

The cases in this room contain fine examples of glazed

faience from Tell el-Yahudiyyeh ; bricks stamped with royal

names ; a collection of bronzes from Sais, etc.

Room LII.

The cases in this room contain wooden beds, chairs,

stools and boxes ;
plaques inlaid with ivory

;
granite, lime-

stone, and faience legs of beds, or couches ; a pillow

;

wooden spindles and distaffs ; hanks of thread, cushions, etc.

Room LI II.—Chairs, Stools and other furniture.

Room LIV.

This room contains a large number of thin slices of lime-

stone upon which are traced in black and red curious and

interesting designs of royal personages, gods, animals, etc.

Room LV.—Sculptors' Models, terra-cotta

Moulds, etc.
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Room LVI.—Inscribed Ostraka, etc.

Room LVII.—Inscribed Papyri.

587. Papyrus of Herub, a priestess of Mut, daughter of

Pai-netchem and Auset-em-khebit.

XXIst dynasty. From Der el-Bahari.

589. Copy of a work written by a scribe called Ani, who

gives his son Khensu-hetep advice as to judicious be-

haviour in all the varied scenes of life ; the following are

taken from his precepts :

—

" If a man cometh to seek thy counsel, let this drive

thee to books for information.

" Enter not into the house of another ; if a man maketh

thee to enter his house it is an honour for thee.

" Spy not upon the acts of another from thy house.

"Be not the first to enter or to leave an assembly lest

thy name be tarnished.

" The sanctuary of God abhorreth noisy declamations.

Pray humbly and with a loving heart, whose words

are spoken silently. God will then protect thee, and

hear thy petitions, and accept thy offerings.

"Consider what hath been. Set before thee a correct

rule of hfe as an example to follow. The messenger

of death will come to thee as to all others to carry

thee away; yea, he standeth ready. Words will profit

thee nothing, for he cometh, he is ready ! Say not,

' I am a child, wouldst thou in very truth bear me

away ? ' Thou knowest not how thou wilt die. Death

cometh to meet the babe at his mother's breast, even

as he meeteth the old man who hath finished his

course.

"Take heed with all diligence that thou woundest no

man with thy words.
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" Keep one faithful steward onl}-, and watch his deeds,

and let thy hand protect the rnan who hath charge of

thy house and property.

"The man who having received much giveth little, is as

one who committeth an injury.

" Be not ungrateful to God, for He giveth thee existence.

" Sit not while another standeth if he be older than thou,

or if he is thy superior.

" Whosoever speaketh evil receiveth no good.

" When thou makest offerings to God, offer not that

which He abominateth. Dispute not concerning His

mysteries. The god of the world is in the light

above the firmament, and his emblems are upon

earth ; it is unto those that worship is paid daily.

"When thou hast arrived at years of maturity, and art

married and hast a house, forget never the pains

which thou hast cost thy mother, nor the care which

she hath bestowed upon thee. Never give her cause

to complain of thee, lest she lift up her hands to God
in heaven, and He listen to her complaint.

" Be watchful to keep silence."

This work has much in common with the Maxims of

Ptah-hetep * and the Book of Proverbs.

590. Papyrus inscribed with a treatise on the geography of

the Fayyilm and of the country round about. The con-

cluding part is in the possession of a Mr. Hood, residing

in England. Greek period. From Der el-Medineh.

In the wall cases are exhibited the Egyptian scribes'

palettes of wood, ivory, limestone, etc., and specimens of

the reeds and colours with which they wrote.

* The maxims of Ptah-hctep are inscribed upon the Prisse papyrus,

which was written about B.C. 2500; they were composed during ihe

reign of Assa, the eighth king of the Vth dyn.asty, about B.C. 3366.
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Room LVIII.—Funereal Objects.

In this room are exhibited :—Network for placing upon
mummies

;
painted and gilded masks for mummies ; hypo-

cephali in terra-cotta, bronze and cartonnage, the object of

which, by means of the texts inscribed upon them, was to

preserve some heat in the body until the day of the

resurrection ; linen shrouds inscribed with funereal scenes

;

pads for the feet of the dead ; sandals ; wooden figures of

the god Osiris in which papyri were deposited : pectorals in

the form of pylons in which scarabs are embedded between

figures of the goddesses Isis and Nephthys ; symbolic eyes

or uichats ^^ ;
green basalt scarabs inscribed with

Chapter 30B of the Book of the Dead, etc.

Room LIX.

In Case A are arranged a fine collection of small sepul-

chral figures called in Egyptian ushabiiu. They are made
of stone, alabaster, wood, glazed faience, and are in the

form of the god Osiris, who is here represented in the form

of a mummy. They were placed in the tomb to do certain

agricultural works for the deceased, who was supposed to be

condemned to sow the fields, to fill the canals with water,

and to carry sand from the West to the East. They are

usually inscribed with the Vlth Chapter of the .Book of the

Dead. As many travellers buy iishabtiu figures in Egypt,

the following version of the chapter may be of interest to

them.

a ushabti open ar aptu Aiisar

O ushabtiu figures these, if is decreed Osiris

Ci Ci Hi' M I ci Q III

arit kat nebl arit am
to do labours any [which] are to be done there

o

er
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em neter x^rt dsiu hu - nef

in the underworld, behold, be there smitten down for him

i^ \. I

/I\

I I I

sei'ebu am em se er

obstructions there for a person

= 1

xert -f
beneath him.

I I I \l.-\ I I I

mdku - a

Here am I

ennu

ka - ten

[when] call ye.

o
I

ap - tu - ten

Watch ye

er ennu neb a7-it a?n er serutet

at moment every to work there, to plough

I I I

sexet

he fields.

er

to

semehi utebu er

fill with water the canals, to

^ ,%^^ V tJ;
xen

carry

ia en Abiet

sand of the east

er

to

I I I

Ame7itet

west. ,

Qes rer fndkit - a.

Again here am I

ka - ten

[when] call ye.

That is to say, the deceased addresses each figure and

says, "O iishabtiu figures, if the Osiris," that is, the deceased,

" is decreed to do any work whatsoever in the underworld,

may all obstacles be cast down in front of him ! " The

figure answers and says, " Here am I ready when ihou
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callest." The deceased next says, " O ye figures, be ye

ever watchful to work, to plough and sow the fields, to

water the canals, and to carry sand firom the east to the

west." The figure replies, "Here am I ready when thou

callest." .

In Case D are an interesting set of collection of wooden
tablets, pillows, etc.

In Case G are a collection of sets of limestone and

alabaster " Canopic Jars."

Each jar of a set was dedicated to one of the four genii

of the underworld, who represented the cardinal points,

and each jar was provided with a cover which was made in

the shape of the deity to whom it was dedicated. The jar

of Mestha is man-headed ; that of Hapi is dog-headed
;

that of Tuamautef is jackal-headed ; and that of Qebhsennuf

is hawk-headed. They rcjiresented the south, north, east,

and west respectively, and in them were placed the

stomach and large intestines, the small intestines, the

lungs and heart, and the liver and gall-bladder.

Room LX.

Here are arranged funereal figures from the " find " of

the priests of Amen at Der el-Bahari.

Room LXI.—Funereal Figures, Canopic Vases,
,

etc.

Room LXI I.—Papyri.

683. Fragment of a Book of the Dead written for Mapui.

684. Papyrus of Tchet-Khonsu-auf-ankh.

From Der el-Bahari,

686. Papyrus of the Princess Nesi-Khonsu, inscribed in

fine hieratic characters. From Der el-Bahari.

687. Papyrus of Queen Maat-ka-Ra. From Der el-Bahari.
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Room LXIII.

688. Green basalt slab of Tirhaka.

694. Blue glazed faience sistrum, inscribed with the

cartouche of Darius.

698. Limestone figure of Amenophis I. Fine work.

From Medinet-Habu.

700. Four alabaster vases found with the mummy of

Queen Aah-hetep. XVIIIth dynasty.

701a. Stele of Hophra, with Carian (?) itiscription.

710. Blue glazed faience ushabti figure of Rameses IV.

716. Ushabti figure of Nectanebus L

717. Ushabti figure of Nectatiebus II.

721. Bronze lion, inscribed with the name of Hophra,

738. Papyrus of Pi-netchem,

740. Blue paste scarab, inscribed with the cartouches of

Hophra.

742. Steatite scarab, made to celebrate the marriage of

Amenophis III. with the Mesopotamian lady Thi.

742 a. Steatite scarab, recording the slaughter by Ameno-

phis HI. of 102 lions during the first ten years of his

reign.

743. Blue paste scarab inscribed with the name of Nekau

(Necho). XXVIth dynasty.

744- Bronze a.xe-head, inscribed with the cartouches of

Kames, a king of the XVIlth dynasty; it is set in a horn

handle.

In this room are also e5;hibited a series of amulets, the

principal of which are as follows ;—

1. The Buckle Oi? Tie, gj, usually made of some red stone,

the dolour of which was ititended to represent the blood

of Isis, was placed on the neck of the mummy, which it
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was supposed to protect. It was often inscribed with the

156th chapter of the Book of the Dead.

2. The Tet, h, which had sometimes plumes, disk and

horns, [^ , attached to it, was also placed on the neck

of the mummy, and was often inscribed with the 155th

chapter of the Book of the Dead.

3. The Vulture, "VN, was placed upon the neck of the

mummy on the day of the funeral, and brought with it

the protection of the "mother" Isis.

4. The Collar, ^^, was placed upon the neck of the

mummy on the day of the funeral.

5. The Papyrus Sceptre, | , was placed upon the neck

of the mumm)', and typified the green youth which it was

hoped the deceased would enjoy in the nether world.

6. The Pillow, "V, usually made of haematite, was gener-

ally inscribed with the i66th chapter of the Book of the

Dead.

7. The Heart, "O", represented the "soul of Khepera."

8. The Ankh, ?•, represented "Life."

9. The Utchat, or Symbolic Eye, ^^, typified "good

health and happiness," and was a very popular form of

amulet in Egypt.

10. The Nefer, T, represented "good-luck."

11. The Sam, 1, represented "union."

12. The Menat, (\V , represented "virility."

13. The Neha, [p, represented "protection."

14. The Serpent's Head, f) , was placed in mummies to

prevent their being devoured by worms.
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15. The Frog, J^, represented "fertility" and "abun-

dance."

16. The Stairs, /I, the meaning of which is unknown

to me.

.17. The Fingers, index and medius, found inside mum-
mies, represented the two fingers which the god Horus

stretched out to help the deceased up the ladder to heaven.

Rooms LXIV, LXV.
- Here are exhibited tables of offerings ; models of boats

and rowers (see particularly No. 760, a boat with a sail);

boxes for ushabtiu figures ; mummies of animals sacred to

the gods *
; models of funereal bread in terra-cotta, etc.

Room LXVI.—Vessels in alabaster, bronze, etc.

Room LXVI I.—Weapons and Tools.

Room LXVIIL— Pottery, etc.

Room LXIX.—Articles of Clothing.

Room LXX.

Tn this room are exhibited bronze mirrors, musical instru-

ments, draught boards, dolls, necklaces of precious stones,

vases of coloured glass, statuettes of fine work, spoons,

perfume boxes, a broken ivory figure from a tomb of the

Yth dynasty (No. 912), fans, etc.

922. Collection of silver vases found among the ruins of

Mendes.

* The principal animals sacred to the gods were the ape to Thothj

the hippopotamus to Thoueris, the cow to Halhor, the lion to Horns,

the sphinx to Harmachis, the bull to Apis or Mnevi.^, the ram to

Amen-Ra, the cat to Bast, the jackal to Anubis, the hare to Osiris

the sow to Set, the crocodile to Sebek, the vulture to Mut, the hawk
to Horus, the ibis to Thoth, the scorpion to Serqet, and the beetle to

Khepera.
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The jewellery of Aah-hetep, the wife of Seqenen-Ra,

mother of Kames, and grandmother of Amasis I., the first

Wng of the XVIIIth dynasty, was found in the coffin of

that queen by the fellahin at Drah abu'l-Nekka in i860.

Among the most beautiful objects of this find are :—

•

943. Gold bracelet, inlaid with lapis-lazuli, upon which

Amasis I. is shown kneeling between Seb and other gods.

944. Gold head-dress, inlaid with precious stones, inscribed

with the name of Amasis I.

945. Gold chain, terminated at each end by a goose's

head ; from the chain hangs a scarab made of gold and

blue paste.

948. Part of a fan made of wood covered with gold, upori

which Kames is shown making an offering to Khonsu.

949. Mirror of Aah-hetep set in an ebony handle.

950. Cedar haft of an axe, plated with gold, into which a

bronze axe, also plated with gold, inscribed \yith the

cartouche of Amasis I., has been fastened with gold wire.

951. Gold dagger, inscribed with the cartouche of

Amasis I. (?), and gold sheath inlaid with lapis-lazuli

and other precious stones.

953. Gold pectoral, inlaid with precious stones, upon

which Amasis I. is represented standing in a sacred bark

between the gods Amen and Ra, who pour water upon

him.

955- Gold model of the sacred bark of the dead, in the

centre of which is seated Amasis I. The rowers are

made of silver, the body of the chariot of wood, and the

wheels of bronze.

956. Silver bark and seven men found with the jewellery

of Aah-hetep.

958. Bronze dagger, set in a silver handle in the form of

a circle.
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after a multitude of evolutions and developments* which

came forth from my mouth (or at my command). There

was no heaven, there was no earth, animals which move

upon the earth and reptiles existed not at all in that place.

I constructed their forms out of the inert mass of watery

matter. I found no place there where I could stand. By

the strength which was in my will I laid the foundation

[of things] in the form of the god Shu [see page ii6], and I

created for them every attribute which they have. I alone

existed, for I had not as yet made Shu to emanate from me,

and I had not ejected the spittle which became the god

Tefnut ; there existed none other to work with me. By

my own will I laid the foundations of all things, and the

evolutions of the things, and the evolutions which took

place from the evolutions of their births which took

place through the evolutions of their offspring, became

multiplied. My shadow was united with me, and I

produced Shu and Tefnut from the emanations of my
body, thus from being one god I became three

gods I gathered together my members and wept

over them, and men and women sprang into existence from

the tears which fell from my eye." Scarabs may be divided

into three classes :— r. Funereal scarabs ; 2. Scarabs worn for

ornament
; 3. Historical scarabs. Of funereal SCarabs

* The duplicate copy of this chapter reads, "I developed myself

from the primeval matter which I made. My name is Osiris, the germ

of primeval matter. I have worked my will to its full extent in this

earth, I have spread abroad and filled it I uttered my name as

a word of power, from my own mouth, and I straightway developed

myself by evolutions. I evolved myself under the form of the

evolutions of the god Khepera, and I developed myself out of the

primeval matter which has evolved multitudes of evolutions from the

beginning of time. Nothing existed on this earth [before me], I made
all things. There was none other who worked with me at that time.

I made all evolutions by means of that soul which I raised up there

from inertness out of the watery matter."
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the greater number found measure from half an inch to two
inches, and are made of steatite glazed green, or blue, or

brown
;

granite, basalt, jasper, amethyst, lapis-lazuli, car-

nelian, and glass. The flat base of the scarab was used

by the Egyptians for engraving with names of gods, kings,

priests, officials, private persons, monograms and devices.

Scarabs were set in rings and worn on the fingers by the

dead or living, or were wrapped up in the linen bandages

with which the mummy was swathed, and placed over the

heart. The best class of funereal scarabs were made of a

fine, hard, green basalt, which, when the instructions of the

rubric concerning them in the Book of the Dead were

carried out, were set in a gold border, and hung from the

neck by a fine gold wire. Such scarabs are sometimes

joined to a heart on which is inscribed, "life, stability, and

protection " ¥" H ) Funereal scarabs were also set in

pectorals, and were in this case ornamented with figures of

the deceased adoring Osiris. Scarabs of all kinds were

Kept in stock by the Egyptian undertaker, and spaces were

left blank in the inscriptions * to add the names of the

persons for whom they were bought. Scarabs worn for

ornament exist in many thousands. By an easy transition,

the custom of placing scarabs on the bodies of the dead

passed to the living, and men and women wore the scarab

probably as a silent act of homage to the creator of the

world, who was not only the god of the dead, but of the

living also. Historical scarabs appear to be limited to

a series of four, which were made during the reign of

Amenophis III. to commemorate certain historical events,

viz., I. The slaughter of 102 lions by Amenophis during

the first ten years of his reign. 2. A description of the

boundaries of the Egyptian Empire, and the names of the

* The chapter usually inscribed upon these scarabs is No. 30 E.
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parents of Queen Thi, 3. The arrival of Thi and Gilukhipa

in Egypt together with 317 women, 4, The construction

of a lake in honoqr of Queen Thi,

Room LXXI I.—Figures of the Gods and of

Animals sacred to them.

I005. Black granite vase in the shape of a heart, dedicated

to the god Thoth by Hophra.

1007. Bronze figure of a goddess.

1008. Bronze lepidotus fish.

In the standard and wall cases are arranged a very fine

collection of figures of the gods of Egypt, and of the

animals, birds, and reptiles, sacred to them. These in-

teresting objects are made of glazed faience, hard stone,

bronze, glass, etc., and among them are some splendid

specimens of excellent design and workmanship. Figures

of gods are found among the ruins of houses, and in tombs

and temples. Those found in the ruins were either placed

in shrines, and represented the gods worshipped by the

family, or were buried in niches in the walls, and were

supposed to be able to protect the family by their super-

natural influence. It is thought that the Egyptians believed

that the gods inhabited the statues placed in the temples

in their honour. Figures of gods were also buried in the

sand round about houses and tanks with the view of

guarding them from the influences of demons. The prin-

cipal gods exhibited in this room are Amen, Amen-Ra,

Amsu, Anhur, Anubis, Apis, Atmu, Bast, Bes, Hapi,

Harpocrates, Hathor, Horus, Horus-behutet, 1-em-hetep

(Imouthis), Isis, Khnemu (Chnoumis), Khensu, Maat,

Mahes, Mehit, Meh-urit, Mentu, Mut, Nehebka, Nephthys,

Nit (Neith), Nefer-Atmu, Osiris, Ptah, Ptah-Seker-Osiris,

Ra, Ra-Harmachis, Sebek, Set, Serqet, Shu, Ta-urt

(Thoueris), and Thoth.
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1015. Bronze statatues of the goddess Sekhet. From Sai's.

1016. Green basalt figure ofthe goddess Ta-urt (Thoueris),

in the form of a hippopotamus ; this is one of the finest

examples of the work of the period.

1017. Green basalt table of offerings inscribed with the

name of Psammetichus, an official.

XXVIth dynasty. From Karnak,

1018. Green basalt seated statue of Osiris, judge of the

dead. XXVIth dynasty.

1019. Green basalt seated statue of Isis, wife of Osiris.

XXVIth dynasty.

1020. Green basalt statue of a cow, sacred to Hathor, the

goddess of Amentet or the underworld, in front of which

stands the official Psattlmetichus, in whose honour this

beautiful group was made. XXVIth dynasty.

Room LXXIII.-^Collection of Egyptian Plants,

SeedSj etc., classified and arranged by

Dr. Schweinfurth.

Room LXXIV.

In this room M. de Morgan himself intends to arrange Vl

inineralogical collection.

Galleries LXXV.—Sarcophagi of the XXVIth
dynasty.

Room LXXVI.—Priests of Amen.

1135. Cartonnage of Pameshon, high-priest of Amen.

I136. Case inscribed with the name of Khonsu-em-heb,

" divine father " and scribe of the estates of Amen-Ra at

Thebes.
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Room LXXVI I.—Priests of Amen.

II37, II38. Coffins of children.

1140. Coffin of Ankhes-nesit, a lady in the college of Amen-

Ra at Thebes.

1141. Coffin of Tanneferef, a "divine father" of Amen.

Room LXXVIIL—Priests of Amen.

1142. Coffin of Nesi-neb-taui, a lady in the college of Amen-

Ra at Thebes.

Room LXXIX.—Priests of Amen.

1144. Coffin of Peta-Amen, a "divine father" and priest of

the highest rank.

1145. Coffin of Tirpu, a lady in the college of Amen-Ra.

1146. Coffin of Ankh-f-en-Mut, a "divine father/' which

originally belonged to a lady whose name still stands

upon it.

1 147. Coffin of Ankh-f-en-Mut, a priest of Mut, and scribe

of the estates of Amen, and priest of the Queen Aah-

hetep.

II48 a and b. Covers of coffins of Peta-Amen, a scribe of,

the granaries of Amen-Ra.

Room LXXX.—Priests of Amen.

I150. Cover of a coffin of Pa-khare, surnamed .Kha-nefer-

Amen, a " divine father."

1 151 a and b. Coffins of Nesesta-pen-her-tahat, fourth

-

prophet of Amen.

1152. Coffin of Peta-Amen, an official of Amen, Mut and

Khonsu.
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Room LXXXI.—Priests of Amen.

1153. Coffin of Ankh-f-en-Khonsu, chief of the metal-

workers of Amen.

1154. Coffin of Nes-pa-nefer-hra, a "divine father" of Amen
and Mut.

1 155- Cartonnage of Amen-nut-nekhtu, a metal-worker of

Amen.

I156. Cartonnage of Mert-Amen, a lady in the college "of

Amen-Ra.

1 157 S' and b. Covers of the inner coffin of Mert-Amen.

1 158. Coffin of Nesi-Amen-apt, a high-piiest of Amen^

director of the offerings in the chamber of Anubis, etc.

Room LXXXI I.—Priests of Amen.

1160. Coffin of Peta-Amen, a priest who held 'many high

- offices at Thebes.

1161. Coffin of Masha-sebeket, a lady attached to the

service of Amen-Ra, Mut, Hathor and Khonsu.

1162. Coffin of Pennest-taui, a scribe of the estates of Amen.

1163. Coffin of Ta-nefer, a "divine father" of the goddess-

Maat.

1164. Cartonnage of Khonsu-en-renp, a priest, "divine

father," and scribe.

1165. Coffin of Nesi-pa-her-an, a "divine father" of Amen,;

and scribe.

Room LXXXIII.—Priests of Amen.

1166. Coffin of Ta-nefer, third prophet of Amen-Ra,

prophet of Mentu and Khnum, superintendent of the

" flocks of the sun," etc.

1 167 a and b. Cartonnage and coffin of Maat-ka-Ra, a

lady of the college of Amen.
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1168. CofSn of Heru, prophet of Amen-Ra, Hathor,

Khonsu, Anubis, etc.

1169. Coffin of Katsheshni, daughter of the first prophet of

Amen.

1 170. Coffin of Men-kheper-Ra, son of Tcha-nefer, third

prophet of Amen.

1171. Coffin of Herub, second prophetess of the goddess

Mut, etc., daughter of Men-Kheper-Ra and Auset-em-

khebit.

Room LXXXIV.—The Der el-Bahari Mummies.*

XVIIth Dynasty, before e.g. 1700.

1174. Coffin and mummy of Seqenen-Ra. This king

was killed in battle.

XVIIIth Dynasty, b.c. 1700-1400.

1172. Cartonnage mumn.y-case, inscribed with the name of

Aahmes-nefert-ari, wife of Amasis I.

1173. Mummy-case of Queen Aah-hetep, wife of Amen-

ophis I.

1175. Mummy and coffin of Amasis I.

1176. Mummy and coffin of Se-Amen, son of Amasis I.

1177. Mummy and coffin of Amenophis I.

1178. Il88a. Coffin and mummy of Thothmes II.

1 179, 1 188. Coffin of Thothmes III. The mummy of this

king when brought up from the pit at Der el-Bahari was

found to be in a very bad condition, and examination

showed that it had been broken in three places in ancient

times. The large scarab which was laid over the heart

when the body of the king was being mummified is now

in the British Museum.

* Tor ar acount of finding the mummies, see pp. 306-312.
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XIXth Dynasty, b.c. 1400-1200.

1180. Cofifin and mummy of Seti I., father of Rameses II.

1181. Coffin and mummy of Rameses II.

XXth Dynasty, b.c. i 200-1 100.

1182. Mumroy of Rameses III., found in the coffin of

Queen Aahmes-nefert-ari.

XXIST Dynasty, b.c. iioo-iooo.

1183. Coffin of Pinetchem I.

1184. Coffin of Queen Auset-em-khebit r ^ ^cnz: |^^ Jf ^,

the daughter of Masahertha. The mummy is that of

Nessu (or Nasi) Khensu.

1 185. Coffin of Set-Amen, daughter of Amasis I.

1 187, 1 190. Coffins of Masahertha "^k^ '^ '1^' ^^^'

priest of Amen, and son of Pinetchem II.

I189. Coffins of Tchet-Ptah-auf-ankh ^°|l] *^

"^''T^'
priest and "divine father" of Amen-Ra.

1191. Outer coffin of Auset-em-khebit.

1192. Outer coffin of Maat-ka-Ra (see No. 119S).

II93- Coffin and mummy of Nebseni ^^3:^1 OlJ, a

scribe, the son of Pa-heri-ab A^ ^ 1^^' ^"'^ "^^'

1 194. An excellent reproduction of the leather canopy of

Auset-em-khebit by E. Brugsch Bey and M. Bouriant.*

1 195- Coffin of Netchemet
( 1 1^^ • 1 , mother of the priest-

king " Her-Heru, the son of Amen '(J^^^^j

.

* This interesting object is reproduced in Maspero, Les Momies

RoyaUs de Deir d-Bakart {Menioires de la Mission Archeologiqtie

Francaise, Paris, 1887, p. 585).

P
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1 196. Coffin of Nessu-Khensu "^ ll(= ® 1<S.,

1198. Coffin and mummies of Queen Maat-ka-Ra, daughter

of Pa-seb-kha-nut, and her infant daughter Mut-em-hat

(

^"^ ^ ^
I

• It is thought that the queen died in

giving birth to her daughter.

1199. Coffins of Nesi-ta-neb-asher ^^ ^ ^^ "^

—

'

tjl _2^ ^i^C^ l\N, daughter of Nesi-Khensu, and

priestess of Amen.

1204. Cover of the coffin of Queen Netchemet.

1206. Box containing the vvig of Princess Auset-em-khebit.

1208. Small chest inscribed with the name of Rameses IX.

I2I2. Oars found with the mummy of Thothmes III.

1214.. Coffin of Pi-netchem II., son of Auset-em-khebit.

1216. Coffin, which originally belonged to Thothmes I.,

and mummy of Pi-netchem I.

1217. Gilded cover of the outer coffin of Queen Auset-em-

khebit.

Case E. Cover of the coffin of Thothmes I.

Case F. Cover of the coffin of Masahertha.

1225. Wooden plaque inscribed in hieratic with the

assurances of the god Amen concerning the welfare of

the Princess Nesi-Khonsu. A duplicate of this plaque

is preserved in the British Museum.

Case H. Cover of the-coffin of Maat-ka-Ra.

Case I. Cover of the coffin of Nesi-Khonsu.

Case K' Cover of the outer coffin of Nesi-ta-neb-asher.

CaseT^. Cover ofthe coffin of Amenophis I.

1234, 1235. Cover and cartonnage of the coffin of Pj-

netchem II.
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1236. Cover of the coffin of Queen Hent-taui.

1237. Coffin of Rameses II.

1238. Mummy of Auset-em-khebit.

Case O. Cover of the coffin of Rameses II.

Rooms LXXXV and LXXXVI.—Mummies of

the Priests of Amen.

On the landing of the staircase leading to Room
LXXXVII, is :

1251. Gilded cover of the coffin of Aah-hetep I., the queen

whose jewellery is exhibited in Room No. LXX.

Room LXXXVII.

1252. Gilded coffin of Heru-se-Auset, prophet of Horus of

Behutet.

1253. Coffin of Auset, mother of Sen-netchem.

2154. Funereal sledge of Khonsu, found in the coffin of

Sen-netchem.

1256. Coffin and mummy of Tripi (?).

ist century a.d. From Thebes.

1258. Coffin of Amenartas.

1259. Funereal sledge of Sennetchem.

1260. Coffin of Sennetchem. From Der el-Medineh.

1261. Mummy of a woman. Greek period.

1264, 1265. Portraits painted upon wax laid upon pieces

of wood, which were fastened by bandages over, the faces

of mummies. From the Fayyimi.

I2i66.. Portra,it painted on, a mummy wrapping.

1272.. Painted wooden mummy-bier.

; The other -coffins exhibited in- this room are worthy of

earefuh examination.

p 2
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Room LXXXVIII.

12)8. Granite sarcophagus of Queen Nitocris.

From Der el-Medineh.

1280. Grey granite sarcophagus inscribed with the name of-

Psammetichus.

128I-1284. Sarcophagi of the Greek period,

1285. Grey granite sarcophagus of Ankh-Hapi,

From Sakkarah.

1286. Limestone Saicophagus of Tche-hra.

1299, 1300. Grey granite sarcophagi of two brothers, each

of whom was called Tchaho.

1302 a and b. Basalt sarcophagus of Heru-em-heb,

1304. Black granite sarcophagus of Un-nefer,

1305. Grey basalt sarcophagus of I-em-hetep, a priest.

1308. Grey basalt sarcophagus of Bataita, mother of the

brothers Tchaho.

Whecher the art of mummifying was known to the

aboriginal inhabitants of Egypt, or whether it was intro-

duced by the newcomers from Asia, is a question which is

very difficult to decide. We knowfor a certainty that the stele

of a dignitary preserved at Oxford was made during the reign

of Sent, the iifth king of the Ilnd dynasty, about B.C. 4000,

The existence of this stele, with its figures and inscriptions,

points to the fact that the art of elaborate sepulture had

reached a high pitch in those early times. The man for

whom it was made was called VJIJ D Shera, and he held the

dignity of i netej- hen, or " prophet "
; the stele also tells us

that he was IS"^^ suten rext, ox " royal kinsman." The

inscriptions contain prayers asking for the deceased in the

nether-world " thousands of oxen, linen bandages, cakes,

vessels of wine, incense, etc.," which fact shows that

religious belief, funereal ceremonies, and a hope for a life
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after death had already become a part of the life of the

people of Egypt. During the reign of King Sent the

redaction of a medical papyrus was carried out. As this

work presupposes many years of experiment and experience,

It is clear that the Egyptians possessed ample anatomical

knowledge for mummifying a human body. Again, if we
consider that the existence of this king is proved by papyri

and contemporaneous monuments, and that we know the

names of some of the priests who took part in funereal

ceremonies during his reign, there is no difficulty in

acknowledging the great antiquity of such ceremonies, and

that they presuppose a religious beUef in the actual

revivification of the bod)', for which hoped-for event the

Egyptian took the greatest possible care to hide and

preserve his body.

" Iilummy " is the term which is generally applied to

the body of a human being or animal which has been

preberved from decay by means of bitumen, spices, gums,

and natron. As far as can be discovered, the word is

neither a corruption of the ancient Egyptian word for a

preserved body, nor of the more modern Coptic form of

the hieroglyphic name. The word "mummy" is found in

Byzantine Greek and in Latin, and indeed in almost .ill

European languages. It is derived from the Arabic

\j^yc mdmtd, "bitumen" ; the Arabic word for mummy is

iS^t^ mu7}uyyet, and means a " bitumenized thing," or a

body preserved by bitumen.

We obtain our knowledge of the way in which the

ancient Egyptians mummified their dead from Greek

historians, and from an examination of mummies. Ac-

cordmg to Herodotus (ii. 86) the art of mummifying was

carried on by a special guild of men who received their

appointment by law. These men mummified bodies in
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three different ways, and the price to be paid for preserving

a body varied according to the manner in which the work

was done. In the first and most expensive method the brain

was extracted through the nose by means of an iron probe,

and the intestines were removed entirely from the body

through an incision made in the side with a sharp Ethiopian

stone. The intestines were cleaned and washed in palm wine,

and, having been covered with powdered aromatic gums,

were placed in jars. The cavity in the body was filled up

with myrrh and cassia and other fragrant and astringent sub-

stances, and was sewn up again. The body w.as next laid

in natron for seventy days,* and when these were over, it

was carefully washed, and afterwards wrapped up in strips

of fine linen smeared on their sides with gum. The cost of

mummifying a body in this fashion was a talent of silver,

i.e., about ;^24o, according to Diodorus (i. 91, 92).

In the second method of mummifying the brain was

not removed at all, and the intestines were simply dissolved

and removed in a fluid state. The body was also laid in

salt or natron which, it is said, dissolved everything except

the skin and bones. The cost of mummifying in this

manner was 20 minae, or about ;£?>o.

The third method of embalming was employed for the

poor only. It consisted simply of cleaning the body by

injecting some strong astringent, and then salting the body

for seventy days. The cost in this case was very little.

The account given by Diodorus agrees generally with

that of Herodotus. He adds, however, that the incision

was made on the left side of the body, and that the

" dissector " having made the incision fled away, pursued

and stoned by those who had witnessed the ceremony. It

would seem that the dissector merely fulfilled a religious

obligation in fleeing away, and that he had not much to

fear. Diodorus goes on to say that the Egyptians kept the

* In Genesis 1. 3, the number is given as forty
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bodies of their ancestors in splendid chambers, and that

they had the opportunity of contemplating the faces of those

who died before their time. In some particulars he is right,

and in others wrong. He lived too late (about B.C. 40) to

know what the well-made Theban mummies were like, and

his experience therefore would only have familiarised him

with the Egypto-Roman mummies, in which the limbs were

bandaged separately, and the contour of their faces, much
blunted, was to be seen through the thin and tightly drawn

bandages which covered the face. In such examples the

features of the face can be clearly distinguished underneath

the bandages.

An examination of Egyptian mummies will show that

the accounts given by Herodotus and Diodorus are generally

correct, for mummies with and without ventral incisions are

found, and some are preserved by means of balsams and

gums, and others by bitumen and natron. The skulls of

mummies which may be seen by hundreds in caves and pits

at Thebes contain absolutely nothing, a fact which proves

that the embalmers were able not only to remove the brain,

but also to take out the membranes without injuring or

breaking the nose in any way. The heads of mummies are

found, at times, to be filled with bitumen, linen rags, or

resin. The bodies which have been filled with resin or

some such substance are of a greenish colour, and the skin

has the appearance of being tanned. Such mummies, when

unrolled, perish rapidly and break easily. Usually, how-

ever, the resin and aromatic gum process is favourable to

the preservation of the teeth and hair. Bodies from which

the intestines have been removed and which have been

preserved by being filled with bitumen, are quite black and

hard. The features are preserved intact, but the body is

heavy and unfair to look upon. The bitumen penetrates the

bones so completely that it is sometimes difificult to dis-

tinguish what is bone and what is bitumen. The arms.
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legs, hands, and feet of such mummies break with a Sound

like the cracking of chemical glass tubing ; they burn freely.

Speaking generally, they will last for ever.

When a mummy has been preserved by natron, that is,

a mixture of carbonate, sulphate, and muriate of soda, the

skin is found to be very hard, and it hangs loosely from the

bones in much the same way as it hangs from the skeletons

of the dead monks preserved in the crypt beneath the

Capuchin convent at Floriana in Malta. The hair of such

mummies usually falls off when touched.

When the friends of a dead Egyptian were too poor to

pay for the best method of embalmment, the body could be

preserved by two very cheap methods ; one method was to

soak it in salt and hot bitumen, and the other in salt only.

In the salt and bitumen process every cavity of the body was

filled with bitumen, and the hair disappeared. Clearly it is

to the bodies which were preserved in this way that the

name " mummy," or bitumen, was first applied.

The salted and dried body is easily distinguishable.

The skin is like paper, the features and hair have disap-

peared, and the bones are very brittle and white.

The art of mummifying arrived at the highest pitch of

perfection at Thebes. The mummies of the first six

dynasties drop to pieces on exposure to the air, and smell

slightly of bitumen ; those of the Xlth dynasty are of a

yellowish colour and very brittle ; those of the Xllth

dynasty are black. The method of embalming varied at

different periods and places. From the XVIIIth to the

XXIst dynasties the Memphis mummies are black, while

those made at Thebes during the same period are yellowish

in colour, and have the nails of the hands and feet dyed

yellow with the juice of the henna plant. After the

XXVIth dynasty the mummies made at both places are

quite black and shapeless ; they are also very heavy and

tough, and can only be broken with difficulty.
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VVhat the mummies which were made three or four

hundred years after Christ are hke I am unable to say, for

I have never seen one unrolled. About b.c. ioo the Greeks

began to paint the portrait of the dead upon the wrappings

which covered the face.

The art of mummifying was carried on in Egypt for

nearly five hundred years after the birth of Christ, for the

Greeks and Romans adopted the custom freely. We may
then say that we know for a certainty that the art of em-

balming was known and practised for about five thousand

years.

In the account of embalming given us by Herodotus,

we are told that the internal organs of the body were

removed, but he omits to say what was done with them.

We now know that they also were mummified and preserved

in four jars, the covers of which were made in the shape of

the heads of the four children of Horus, the genii of the

dead, whose names were Mestha, Hapi, Tuamautef, and

Qebhsennuf. These genii have been compared with the

four beasts in the Revelation (chap. iv. 7). The jars and

the genii to which they were dedicated were under the pro-

tection of Isis, Nephthys, Neith, and Serk respectively.

They are called " Canopic" jars, because they resemble the

vase shape of Osiris called Canopus, and they are made of

Egyptian porcelain, marble, calcareous stone, terra-cotta,

wood, etc. The jar of Mestha received the stomach, that

of Hapi the smaller intestines, that of Tuamautef the heart,

and that of Qebhsennuf the liver. Each jar was inscribed

with a legend stating that the genius to which it was

dedicated protected and preserved the part of the dead

body that was in it. In the case of poor people, who could

not aff'ord a set of canopic jars, it was usual to have a set of

wax figures made in the shape of the four genii of the dead,

and to place them in the dead body with the intestines,

which were put back. In the time of the XXVIth dynasty,
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and later, poverty or laziness made people consider the

interior parts of the body to be sufificiently well guarded if

figures of these genii were roughly drawn on the linen

bandages. It was sometimes customary to lay a set of

these figures, made of porcelain or bead-vvork, upon the

chest of the mummy.
It was the fashion some years ago to state in books of

history that the ancient Egyptian was a negro, and some

distinguished historians still make this statement, notwith-

standing Prof Owen's distinct utterance, " taking the sum

of the correspondence notable in collections of skulls from

Egyptian graveyards as a probable indication of the hypo-

thetical primitive race originating the civilised conditions of

cranial departure from the skull-character of such race, that

race was certainly not of the Australoid type, is more sug-

gestive of a northern Nubian or Berber basis. But such

suggestive characters may be due to intercourse or 'admix-

ture ' at periods later than [the] Xlllth dynasty ; they are

not present, or in a much less degree, in the skulls, features,

and physiognomies of individuals of from the Ilird to the

Xllth dynasties."* The character of the ancient Egyptian,

* Journal ofthe Aiithropologicalhtstitiitc ofGreat Britain andlreland^

vol. iv.
, p. 239. The most important scientific examinations of the

skeletons of mummified Egj'ptians in England have been made by the

late Sir Richard Owen, Prof. Sir ^^^ Flower, and Prof. Macalister of

Cambridge. Within the last few years I have collected for this last-

named savant beween six and seven hundred Egyptian skulls from

Thebes and Aswan (.Syene). The greater part of these reached England

in excellent condition, and they are now being measured and examined

by craniological experts. On some of them the skin of the face and

neck remains in a perfect condition, and Prof. Macalister has found

a means whereby he is able to make these dry and withered faces

fill out and resume something of the appearance which they wore in

life. As all these skulls are of great antiquity, and belonged to high-

class Egyptians, priests, and others, the results of his work may be

anticipated with great interest by both the ethnographist and Egypt-

ologist.
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and of the race to which he belonged, has been vindicated

by examinations of the skulls of Egyptian mummies.
If the pure ancient Egyptian, as found in mummies and

represented in paintings upon the tombs, be compared with

the negro, we shall find that they are absolutely unlike in

every important particular. The negro is prognathous, but

the Egyptian is orthognathous ; the bony structure of the

negro is heavier and stronger than that of the Egyptian ; the

hair of the negro is crisp and woolly, while that of the

Egyptian is smooth and fine.

It must be pointed out clearly that the Egyptians took

trouble to preserve the bodies of the dead because they

believed that after a series of terrible combats in the under-

world, the soul, triumphant and pure, would once more

return to the clay in which it had formerly lived. It was

necessary, then, to preserve the body that it might be ready

for the return of the soul. It was also necessary to build

large and beautiful tombs, in order that the triumphant soul,

having revivified its ancient house of clay, might have a fit

and proper abode in which to dwell. The pyramid tombs

built by the kings of the earlier dynasties, and the vast

many-chambered sepulchres hewn in the sides of the Theban

hills during the XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties, were not, in

my opinion, built to gratify the pride of their owners. They

are the outcome of the belief that the soul would revivify

the body, and they are the result of a firm assurance in the

mind of the ancient Egyptians of the truth of the doctrine

of immortality, which is the foundation of the Egyptian

religion, and which was as deeply rooted in them as the

hills are in the earth.
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HELIOPOLIS.*

About five miles to the north-east ot Cairo stands the

little village of Matariyyeh f , built upon part of the site of

Heliopolis, where may be seen the sycamore tree, usually

called the " Virgin's Tree," under which tradition says that

the Virgin Mary sat and rested during her flight to Egypt

;

it was planted some time towards the end of the XVIIth

century, and was given to the Empress Eugenie by Isma'il

on the occasion of the opening of the Suez Canal. Beyond
the "Virgin's Tree" is the fine Aswan granite obelisk which

marks the site of the ancient town of Heliopolis, called

" On " in Gen. xli. 45, "House of the Sun" in Jeremiah

* Called in Egyptian 01 W , Anna ineht, "Annu of the

North," to distinguish it from [tl ^1 fl \\©, Annu Qeindu, "Annu

of the South," i.e., Hermonthis.

t £1 Ij^ JuynboU, <7/, cit., t. iii., p. no. At this place the balsam

trees, about which so many traditions are extant, were said to grow.

The balsam tree was about a cubit high, and had two barks ; the

outer red and fine, and the inner green and thick. When the

latter was macerated in the mouth, it left an oily taste and an

aromatic odour. Incisions were made in the barks, and the liquid

which flowed from them was carefully collected and treated ; the

amount of balsam oil obtained formed a tenth part of all the liquid

collected. The last balsam tree cultivated in Eg}'pt died in 1615, but

two were seen alive in 1612 ; it is said that they would grow nowhere

out of Eg)'pt. They were watered with the water from the well at

Matariyyeh in which the Virgin Mary washed the clothes of our Lord
when she was in Egypt. The oil was much sought after by the

Christians of Abyssinia and other places, who thought it absolutely

necessary that one drop of this oil should be poured into the water in

which they were baptized. See Wansleben, VIlistoire tie Viglise

iTAtexamirie, pp. 8S-93 ; Abd-al-LaUf (ei. de Sacy), p. SS.
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xliii. 13, and "Eye or Fountain of the Sun" by the Arabs.

Heliopolis was about twelve miles from the fortress of

Babylon, and stood on the eastern side of the Pelusiac

arm of the Nile, near the right bank of the great canal

which passed through the Bitter Lakes and connected

the Nile with the sea. Its ruins cover an area three miles

square. The greatest and oldest Egyptian College or

University for the education of the priesthood and the laity

stood here, and it was here that Ptolemy II. Philadelphus,

sent for Egyptian manuscripts when he wished to augment

the library which his father had founded.

The obelisk is sixty-six feet high, and was set up by

Usertsen I.
( O M T_J I

about b.c. 2433 ; a companion obelisk

remained standing in its place until the seventh century of

our era, and both were covered with caps of smu (probably

copper) metal. During the XXth dynasty the temple of

Heliopolis was one of the largest and wealthiest in all Egypt,

and its staff was numbered by thousands. When Cambyses

visited Egypt the glory of Heliopolis was well on the wane,

and after the removal of the priesthood and sages of the

temple to Alexandria by Ptolemy II. its downfall was well

assured. When Strabo visited it (b.c. 24), the greater part

of it was in ruins ; but we know from Arab writers that

many of the statues remained in situ at the end of the

twelfth century. Heliopolis had a large population of Jews,

and it will be remembered that Joseph married the daughter

of Pa-ta-pa-Ra (Potiphar) a priest ofOn (Annu), or Hehopolis.

It lay either in or very near the Goshen of the Bible. The
Mnevis bull, sacred to Ra, was worshipped at Heliopolis, and

it was here that the phoenix or palm-bird brought its ashes

after having raised itself to life at the end of each period of

five hundred years. Alexander the Great halted here on

his way from Pelusium to Memphis. Macrobius says that

the Heliopolis of Syria, or Baalbek, was founded by a body

of priests who left the ancient city of Heliopolis of Egypt.
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On the Avestern bank of the Nile, from Abu Roash on

the north to Medum on the south, is a sHgbtly elevated

tract of land, about twenty-five miles long, on the edge of

the Libyan desert, on which stand the pyramids of Abu
Roash, Gizeh, Za^^7et el-'Aryan, Abusir, Sakkarah, and

Dahshiir. Other places in Egypt where pyramids are found

are El-lahun* in the Fayyum, and Kullah near Esneh. The

pyramids built by the Ethiopians at Meroe and Gebel

Barkal are of a very late date (b.c. 600-100), and are

mere copies, in respect of form only, of the pyramids in

Egypt. LJt is well to state at once that the pyramids

were tombs and nothing elser? There is no evidence

whatever to show that they were built for purposes of

astronomical observations, and the theory that the Great

Pyramid was built to serve as a standard of measurement is

ingenious but worthless. The significant fact, so ably

pointed out by Mariette, that pyramids are only found in

cemeteries, is an answer to all such theories. j_Tomb-pyramids

were built by kings and others until the Xllth dynasty."]

The ancient writers who have described and treated of the

pyramids are given by Pliny (Nat. Hist., xx.wi. 12, 17). If

we may believe some of the writers on them during the

Middle Ages, their outsides must have been covered with

inscriptions ; these were probably of a religious nature, t In

modern times they have been examined by Shaw (1721)

* I.e.,- ft -Vsi ^^"^ Le-Ken, "mouth' of the cahaK" Coptic

}\egj(xpm. \.[^,. ^[[.. ,.; /^
,'

..,f ", .-, theii; surfaces exhibit all kinds of inscriptions written in

the characters of ancient nations which no longer exist. No one

kno\N's what this writing is or'What it signifies." Mas'iidi {.ed; -Barbier

c[e'Meynard),"f.'ii,, p. 404.' ' '
'

'

' '

- ' V
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Pococke (1743), Niebuhr (1761), Davison (1763), Bruce
'y68),^Denon and Jpmard (1799), Hamilton (1801),

Caviglia (181.7), Belzoni (1817), Wilkinson (1831;, Howard
Vyse and Perring (1837-38), Lepsius (1842-45), and
Petrie (1881).

L It appears that before the actual building of a pyramid was

begun a suitable rocky site was chosen and cleared, a mass
of rock if possible being left in the middle of the area to

form the core of the building. "1 The chambers and the

galleries leading to them were next planned and excavated.

Around the core a truncated pyramid building was made,

the angles of which were filled up with blocks of stone.

Layer after layer of stone was then built around the work,

which grew larger and larger until it was finished. Dr.

Lepsius thought that when a king ascended the throne, he

built for himself a small but complete tomb-pyramid, and

that a fresh coating of stone was built around it every year

that he reigned ; and that when he died the sides of the

pyramids were like long flights of steps, which his successor

filled up with right-angled triangular blocks of stone. The

door of the pyramid was walled up after the body of its

builder had been laid in it, and thus remained a finished

tomb. The explanation of Dr. Lepsius may not be correct,

but at least it answers , satisfactorily more objections than do

the views of other theorists on this matter. ( It has been

pointed out that near the core of the pyramid the work is

more carefully executed than near the exterior, that is to

say, as the time for the, .king's death approached the work

was.more -hurriedly performed.
\

- .

[During the investigations made by Lepsius in andabput

the pyramid area, he found the remains of about seventy-

five pyramids, and noticed that they were always ' hiiilt. in

groups. ~]__
,: :; ,v . ,. .: _ ;:.V

.; The pyiramids of Gizeh were opened by the Persians

during -the fifth and fourth centuries before. Christ j it is
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probable that they were also entered by the Romans. Khalif

Mamun (a.d. 813-833) entered the Great Pyramid, and

found that others had been there before him. The treasure

which is said to have been discovered there by him is

probably fictitious. Once opened, it must have been evident

to every one what splendid quarries the pyramids formed,

and very few hundred years after the conquest of Egypt

by the Arabs they were laid under contribution for stone

to build mosques, etc., in Cairo. Late in the twelfth

century Melik el-Kamil made a mad attempt to destroy

the third pyramid at Gizeh built by Mycerinus ; but after

months of toil he only succeeded in stripping off the

covering from one of the sides. It is said that Muhammad
'Ali was advised to undertake the senseless task of de-

stroying them all.

THE GREAT PYRAMID.

This, the largest of the three pyramids at Gizeh, was built

byChufuf ® p ¥^ ^ I
°^ Cheops, the second king of the

IVth dynasty, B.C. 3733, who called it _^ |_^ /\ Chut. His

name was tound written in red ink upon the blocks of stone

inside it. All four sides measure in greatest length about

755 feet each, but the length of each was originally

about 20 feet more ; its height now is 451 feet, but it

is said to have been originally about 481 feet. The stone

used in the construction of this pyramid was brought

from Turra and Mokattam, and the contents amount to

85,000,000 cubic feet. The flat space at the top of the

pyramid is about thirty feet square, and the view from it is

very fine.

The entrance (a) to this pyramid is, as with all pyramids,

on the north side, and is about 45 feet above the ground.

The passage a b c is 320 feet long, ^^ feet high, and 4 feet
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wide ; at B is a granite door, round which the path at d

has been made. The passage at d e is 125 feet long, and

the large hall e r is 155 feet long and 28 feet high ; the

passage e g leads to the pointed-roofed Queen's Chamber h,

which measures about 17 x 19 X 20 feet. The roofing in

of this chamber is a beautiful piece of mason's work. From

the large hall e f there leads a passage 22 feet long, the ante-

chamber in which was originally closed by four granite

doors, remains of which are still visible, into the King's

Chamber, j, which is lined with granite, and measures about

35 X 17 X 19 feet. The five hollow chambers k, l, m,

N, o were built above the King's Chamber to lighten

the pressure of the superincumbent mass. In chamber

o the name Chufu was found written. The air shafts p

and Q measure 234 feet x 8 inches x 6 inches, and 174 feet

X 8 inches X 6 inches respectively. A shaft from e to r leads

down to the subterranean chamber s, which measures 46 x

27x10^ feet. The floor of the King's Chamber, j, is about

140 ft. from the level of the base of the pyramid, and the

chamber is a little to the south-east of the line drawn from

T to u. Inside the chamber lies the empty, coverless,

broken red granite sarcophagus of Cheops, measuring 7-^ x

34 ^ 33 f22t. The account of the building of this pyramid is

told by Herodotus* as follows: "Now, they told me, that

to the reign of Rhampsinitus there was a perfect distribution

of justice, and that all Egypt was in a high state of

prosperity ; but that after him Cheops, coming to reign over

them, plunged into every kind of wickedness. For that,

having shut up all the temples, he first of all forbade them

to offer sacrifice, and afterwards he ordered all the Egyptians

to work for himself; some, accordingly, were appointed to

draw stones from the quarries in the Arabian mountain

down to the Nile, others he ordered to receive the stones

when transported in vessels across the river, and to drag

* Bk. ii. 124-126,
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them to the mountain called the Libyan. And they worked

to the number of 100,000 men at a time, each party during

three months. The time during which the people were

thus harassed by toil, lasted ten years on the road which

they constructed, along which they drew the stones, a work

in my opinion, not much less than the pyramid ; for its

length is five stades (3,051 feet), and its width ten orgyE

(60 feet), and its height, where it is the highest, eight orgyE

(48 feet) ; and it is of polished stone, with figures carved on

it : on this road these ten years were expended, and in

forming the subterraneous apartments on the hill, on which

the pyramids stand, which he had made as a burial vault for

himself, in an island, formed by draining a canal from the

Nile. Twenty years were spent in erecting the pyramid

itself: of this, which is square, each face is eight plethra

(820 feet), and the height is the same ; it is composed of

polished stones, and jointed with the greatest exactness

;

none of the stones are less than thirty feet. This pyramid

was built thus ; in the form of steps, which some call

crossffi, others bomides. When they had first built it in

this manner, they raised the remaining stones by machines

made of short pieces of wood : having lifted them from the

ground to the first range of steps, when the stone arrived

there, it was put on another machine that stood ready on

the first range; and from this it was drawn to the second

range on another machine ; for the machines' were equal in

number to the ranges of steps ; or they removed the

machine, which was only one, and portable, to each range in

succession, whenever they wished to raise the stone higher

;

for I should relate it in both ways, as it is related. The

highest parts of it, therefore, vi-ere first finished, and after-

wards they completed the parts next following ; but last of

all they finished the parts on the ground and that were

lowest. On the pyramid is shown an inscription, in

Egyptian characters, how much was expended in radishes,

Q 2
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onions, and garlic, for the workmen ; which the interpreter,*

as I well remember, reading the inscription, told me
amounted to i,6oo talents of silver. And if this be really

the case, how much more was probably expended in iron

tools, in bread, and in clothes for the labourers, since they

occupied in building the works the time which I mentioned,

and no short time besides, as I think, in cutting and drawing

the stones, and in forming the subterraneous excavation.

[It is related] that Cheops reached such a degree of infamy,

that being in want of money, he prostituted his own daughter

in a brothel, and ordered her to extort, they did not say

how much ; but she exacted a certain sum of money,

privately, as much as her father ordered her ; and contrived

to leave a monument of herself, and asked every one that

came in to her to give her a stone towards the edifice she

designed : of these stones they said the pyramid was built

that stands in the middle of the three, before the great

pyramid, each side of which is a plethron and a half in

length." (Gary's translation.)

THE SECOND PYRAMID.

The second pyramid at Gizeh was built by Cha-f-Ra,

(
Q ^^ O

I
, or Chephren, the third king of the IVth dy-

nasty, B.C. 3666, who called it "^^s /\, ,
z/r. His name has

not been found inscribed upon any part of it, but the fragment

of a marble sphere inscribed with the name of Cha-f-Ra,

* Herodotus was deceived by his interpreter, who clearly made up a

translation of an inscription which he did not understand. William of

Baldensel, who lived in the fourteenth century, tells us that the outer

coating of the two largest pyramids was covered with a great number of

inscriptions arranged in lines. {Wiedemann, Aeg. Geschichte, p. 179.)

If the outsides were actually inscribed, the text must have been purely

religious, like those inscribed inside the pyramids of Pepi, Teta, and

Unas.
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which was found near the temple, close by this pyramid,

confirms the statements of Herodotus and Diodorus

Siculus, that Chephren built it. A statue of this king, now
in the Gizeh Museum, was found in the granite temple

close by. This pyramid appears to be larger than the

Great Pyramid because it stands upon a higher level of

stone foundation ; it was cased with stone originally and

polished, but the greater part of the outer casing has

disappeared. An ascent of this pyramid can only be made
with difficulty. It was first explored in 1816 by Belzoni

(born 1778, died 1823), the discoverer of the tomb of

Seti I. and of the temple of Rameses II. at Abu Simbel.

In the north side of the pyramid are two openings, one at

the base and one about 50 feet above it. The upper

opening led into a corridor 105 feet long, which descends

into a chamber 46|- x 16^ x 22^ feet, which held the

granite sarcophagus in which Chephren was buried. The

lower opening leads into a corridor about 100 feet long,

which, first descending and then ascending, ends in the

chamber mentioned above, which is usually called Belzoni's

Chamber. The actual height is about 450 feet, and the

length of each side at the base about 700 feet. The rock

upon which the pyramid stands has been scarped on the

north and west sides to make the foundation level. The

history of the building of the pyramid is thus stated by

Herodotus *
:
" The Egyptians say that this Cheops reigned

fifty years ; and when he died, his brother Chephren suc-

ceeded to the kingdom ; and he followed the same practices

as the other, bothin other respects, and in building a pyramid;

which does not come up to the dimensions of his brother's,

for I myself measured them; nor has it subterraneous

chambers ; nor does a channel from the Nile flow to it, as

to the other ; but this fliows through an artificial aqueduct

round an island within, in which they say the body of

^ Bk, ii. J27
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Cheops is laid. Having laid the first course of variegated

Ethiopian stones, less in height than the other by forty

feet, he built it near the large pyramid. They both stand

on the same hill, which is about 100 feet high. Chephren,

they said, reigned fifty-six years. Thus 106 years are

reckoned, during which the Egyptians suffered all kinds of

calamities, and for this length of time the temples were

closed and never opened. From the hatred they bear them,

the Egyptians are not very willing to mention their names
;

but call the pyramids after Philition, a shepherd, who at

that time kept his cattle in those parts." (Gary's translation.)

THE THIRD PYRAMID.

The third pyramid at Gizeh was built by Men-kau-Ra,

ro~^^~[J^ ], the fourth king of the IVth dynasty, about

i!.c. 3633, who called it ^S-^ /\ , Her. Herodotus and

other ancient authors tell us that Men-kau-Ra, or Mycerinus,

was buried in this pyramid, but Manetho states that

Nitocris, a queen of the Vith dynasty, was the builder.

There can be, however, but little doubt that it was built by

Mycerinus, for the sarcophagus and the remains of the

inscribed coffin of this king were found in one of its

chambers by Howard Vyse in 1837. The sarcophagus,

which measured 8 x 3 x 2^- feet, was lost through the wreck

of the ship in which it was sent to England, but the

venerable fragments of the cofBn are preserved in the

British ;\Iuseum, and form one of the most valuable objects

in the famous collection of that institution. The inscription

reads :
" Osiris, king of the North and South, Men-kau-Ra,

living for ever ! The heavens have produced thee, thou wast

engendered by Nut (the sky), thou art the offspring of Seb

(the earth). Thy mother Nut spreads herself over thee in

her form as a divine mystery. She has granted thee to be a
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god, thou shalt nevermore have enemies, O king of the

North and South, Alen-kau-Ra, Hving for ever." This

formula is one which is found upon cofiSns down to the

latest period, but as the date of Mycerinus is known, it is

possible to draw some interesting and valuable conclusions

from the fact that it is found upon his coffin. It proves

that as far back as 3,600 years before Christ the Egyptian

religion was established on a firm base, that the doctrine of

immortality was already deeply rooted in the human mind.

The art of preserving the human body by embalming was

also well understood and generally practised at that early

date.

The pyramid of Men-kau-Ra, like that of Chephren, is

built upon a rock with a sloping surface ; the inequality of

the surface in this case has been made level by build-

ing up courses of large blocks of stones. Around the

lower part the remains of the old granite covering are

visible to a depth of from 30 to 40 feet. It is unfortunate

that this pyramid has been so much damaged; its injuries,

however, enable the visitor to see exactly how it was built,

and it may be concluded that the pyramids of Cheops and

Chephren were built in the same manner. The length of

each side at the base is about 350 feet, and its height is

variously given as 210 and 215 feet. The entrance is on

the north side, about thirteen feet above the ground, and a

descending corridor about 104 feet long, passing through an

ante-chamber, having a series of three granite doors, leads

into one chamber about 40 feet long, and a second cham-

ber about 44 long. In this last chamber is a shaft

which leads down to the granite-lined chamber about

twenty feet below, in which were found the sarcophagus and

wooden coffin of Mycerinus, and the remains of a human

Dody. It is thought that, in spite of the body of Mycer-

inus being buried in this pyramid, it was left unfinished

at the death of this king, and that a succeeding ruler of
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Egypt finished the pyramid and made a second chamber to

hold his or her body. At a short distance to the east of

this pyramid are the ruins of a temple which was probably

used in connexion with the rites performed in honour of the

dead king. In a.d. 1196 a deliberate and systematic

attempt was made to destroy this pyramid by the command
of the Muhammadan ruler of Egypt.* The account of the

character of Mycerinus and of his pyramid as given by

Herodotus is as follows :
" They said that after him,

MycerinuSjt son of Cheops, reigned over Egypt ; that the

conduct of his father was displeasing to him ; and that he

opened the temples, and permitted the people, who were

worn down to the last extremity, to return to their employ-

ments, and to sacrifices ; and that he made the most just

decisions of all their kings. On this account, of all the

kings that ever reigned in Egypt, they praise him most, for

he both judged well in other respects, and moreover, when

any man complained of his decision, he used to make him

some present out of his own treasury and pacify his anger.

This king also left a pyramid much less than that

of his father, being on each side twenty feet short of three

plethra ; it is quadrangular, and built half way up of Ethio-

pian stone. Some of the Grecians erroneously say that this

pyramid is the work of the courtesan Rhodopis ; but they

evidently appear to me ignorant who Rhodopis was ; for

they would not else have attributed to her the building of such

a pyramid, on which, so to speak, numberless thousands

of talents were expended ; besides, Rhodopis flourished in

the reign of Amasis, and not at this time ; for she was very

many years later than those kings who left these pyramids."

(Gary's translation.)

In one of the three small pyramids near that of Mycerinus

the name of this king is painted on the ceiling.

* See p. 224. t Book ii. 129, 134.
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THE SPHINX.

The age of the Sphinx is unknown, and few of the facts

connected with its history have come down to these days.

Some years ago it was generally believed to have been

made during the rule of the kings of the Middle Empire over

Egypt, but when the stele which recorded the repairs made
in the temple of the sphinx by Thothmes IV., B.C. 1533,

came to light, it became certain that it was the work of one

of the kings of the Ancient Empire. The stele records that

one day during an after-dinner sleep, Harmachis appeared to

Thothmes IV., and promised to bestow upon him the crown

of Egypt if he would dig his image, i.e., the Sphinx, out of

the sand. At the end of the inscription part of the name
of Cha-f-Ra or Chephren appears, and hence some have

thought that this king was the maker of the Sphinx ; as the

statue of Chephren was subsequently found in the temple

close by, this theory was generally adopted. An inscription

found by Mariette near one of the pyramids to the east of

the pyramid of Cheops shows that the Sphinx existed in

the time of Chufu or Cheops. The Egyptians called the

Sphinx hi \ p .Sias, and he represented the god Harmachis,

i.e., Heru-em-chut ^^ 1 cQd, "Horus in the horizon," or

the rising sun, the conqueror of darkness, the god of the

morning. On the tablet erected by Thothmes IV., Harma-

chis says that he gave lite and dominion to Thothmes III.,

and he promises to give the same good gifts to his suc-

cessor Thothmes IV. The discovery of the steps which led

up to the Sphinx, a smaller Sphinx, and an open temple,

etc., was made by Caviglia, who first excavated this monu-

ment ; within the last few years very extensive excavations

have been made round it by the Egyptian Government, and

several hitherto unseen parts of it have been brought to

view. The Sphinx is hewn out of the living rock, but pieces

of stone have been added where necessary ; the body is
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about 150 feet long, the paws are 50 feet long, the head is

30 feet long, the face is 14 feet wide, and from the top of

the head to the base of the monument the distance is about

70 feet. Originally there probably were ornaments on the

head, the whole of which was covered with a Hmestone

covering, and the face was coloured red; of these decorations

scarcely any traces now remain, though they were visible

tov/ards the end of the last century. The condition in

which the monument now appears is due to the savage

destruction of its features by the Muhammadan rulers of

Egypt, some of whom caused it to be used for a target.

Around this imposing relic of antiquity, whose origin is

wrapped in mystery, a number of legends and superstitions

have clustered in all ages ; but Egyptology has shown

I. that it was a colossal image of Ra-Harmachis, and

therefore of his human representative upon earth, the king

of Egypt who had it hewn, and II. that it was in existence

in the time of, and was probably repaired by, Cheops and

Chephren, who hved about three thousand seven hundred

years before Christ.

The Temple of the Sphinx.

A little to the south-east of the Sphinx stands the large

granite and limestone temple excavated by M. Mariette

in 1853; statues of Chephren (now at Gizeh) were found

in it, and hence it has been generally supposed that he

was the builder of it. It is a good specimen of the solid

simple buildings which the Egyptians built during the

Ancient Empire. In one chamber, and at the end of the

passage leading from it, are hewn in the wall niches which

were probably intended to hold mummies.

The Tomb of Numbers.

This tomb was made for Cha-f-Ra-anch, a "royal relative"

and priest of Chephren (Cha-f-Ra), the builder of the second
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pyramid. It is called the "tomb of numbers" because
the numbers of the cattle possessed by Chaf-Ra-anch are

written upon its walls.

Campbell's Tomb.

This tomb, named after the British Consul-General oi

Egypt at that time, was excavated by Howard Vyse in

1837; it is not older than the XXVIth dynasty. The shaft

is about 55 feet deep; at the bottom of it is a small chamber
in which were found three sarcophagi in niches.

The pyramids of Gizeh are surrounded by a large

number of tombs of high officials and others connected

with the services carried on in honour of the kings who
built the pyramids. Some few of them are of considerable

interest, and as they are perishing little by little, it is

advisable to see as many of the best specimens as possible.

The Pyramids of Abu Roash.

These pyramids lie about six miles north of the

.Pyramids of Gizeh, and are thought to be older than they.

Nothing remains of one except five or six courses of

stone, which show that the length of each side at the base was

about 350 feet, and a passage about i6o feet long leading

down to a subterranean chamber about 43 feet long. A
pile of stones close by marks the site of another pyramid

;

the others have disappeared. Of the age of these pyramids

nothing certain is known. The remains of a causeway

about a mile long leading to them are still visible.

The Pyramids of Abusir.

These pj'ramids, originally fourteen in number, were

built by kings of the Vth dynasty, but only four of them

are now standing, probably because of the poorness of

the workmanship and the careless way in which they were

put together. The most northerly pyramid was built by
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'n\ Sahu-Ra, the second king of the Vth

dynasty, B.C. 3533; its actual height is about 120 feet, and

the length of each side at the base about 220 feet. The

blocks of stone in the sepulchral chamber are exceptionally

large. Sahu-Ra made war in the peninsula of Sinai, he

founded a town near Esneh, and he built a temple to Sachet

at Memphis.

The pyramid to the south of that of Sahu-Ra was built

3'by
C

M
/AAAAA I I

Usr-en-Ra, son of the

Sun, An." This king, hke Sahu-Ra, also made war in Sinai.

The largest of these three pyramids is now about 165 feet

high and 330 feet square; the name of its builder is

unknown. Abusir is the Busiris of Pliny.
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BEDRASHEN, MEMPHIS, AND
SAKKARAH.

The ruins of Memphis and the antiquities at Sakkarah

are usually reached by steamer or train from Cairo to Bed-

rashen. Leaving the river or station the village of Bedrashen

is soon reached, and a short ride next brings the traveller to

the village of Mit-Rahineh. On the ground lying for some
distance round about these two villages once stood the city

of Memphis, though there is comparatively litde left to show

its hmits. According to Herodotus, (ii., 99), " Menes, who
first ruled over Egypt, in the first place protected Memphis
by a mound ; for the whole river formerly ran close to

the sandy mountain on the side of Libya ; but Menes,

beginning about a hundred stades above Memphis, filled in

the elbow towards the south, dried up the old channel, and

conducted the river into a canal, so as to make it flow

between the mountains : this bend of the Nile, which flows

excluded from its ancient course, is still carefully upheld by

the Persians, being made secure every year ; for if the river

should break through and overflow in this part, there would

be danger lest all Memphis should be flooded. When the

part cut off had been made firm land by this Menes, who

was first king, he in the first place built on it the city that is

now called Memphis ; for Memphis is situate in the narrow

part of Egypt ; and outside of it he excavated a lake from

the river towards the north and the west ; for the Nile itself

bounds it towards the east. In the next place, they relate

that he built in it the temple of Vulcan, which is vast and

well worthy of mention." (Gary's translation.)

Whether Menes built the town or not, it is quite certain

that the city of Memphis was of most ancient foundation.
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The reason why the kings of Egypt estabhshed their capital

there is obvious. From the peoples that lived on the

western bank of the river they had little to fear, but on

the eastern side they were always subject to invasions of

the peoples who lived in Mesopotamia, Syria, and Arabia

;

with their capital on the western bank, and the broad

Nile as a barrier on the east of it, they were comparatively

safe. Added to this, its situation at the beginning of

the Delta enabled it to participate easily of the good

things of that rich country. The tract of land upon which

Memphis stood was also fertile and well wooded. Diodorus

speaks of its green meadows, intersected with canals, and

of their pavement of lotus flowers ; Pliny talks of trees

there of such girth that three men with extended arms

could not span them ; Martial praises the roses brought

from thence to Rome ; and its wine was celebrated in

lands remote from it. The site chosen was excellent, for

in addition to its natural advantages it was not far from the

sea-coast of the Delta, and holding as it were a middle

position in Egypt, its kings were able to hold and rule the

country from Philas on the south to the Mediterranean on

the north. In the inscriptions it is called t!i^ I .5s^ /\ ®

Mc-n-ne/er,"' "the beautiful dwelling," ^^'^j^'^ Ifef-FtaA-

ka, "the temple of the double of Ptah,"and i LL Aneb-het',

" the white-walled city." The last name calls to mind the

" White Castle " spoken of by classical writers. Teta, son

of Menes, built his palace there, and Ka-Kau

the second king of the Ilnd dynasty, B.C. 4100, established

the worship of Apis there. During the rule of the Ilird,

* The name Memphis is a corruption of Men-nefer ; the city is called

by the Arabs yl/f.v///; and hy the Copts Memfi, Menfi (jULCXILCJI,

jutenqi).
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IVth, and Vlth dynasties, the kings of which sprang from

Memphis, that city reached a height of splendour which

was probably never excelled. The most celebrated building

there was the temple of Ptah, which was beautified and

adorned by a number of kings, the last of whom reigned

during the XXVIth dynasty. The Hyksos ravaged, but did

not destroy, the city ; under the rule of the Theban kings,

who expelled the Hyksos, the city flourished for a time,

although Thebes became the new capital. When Rameses II.

returned from his wars in the east, he set up a statue of

himself in front of the temple of Ptah there ; Pianchi the

Ethiopian besieged it ; the Assyrian kings Esarhaddon and

Assurbanipal captured it ; Cambyses the Persian, having

wrought great damage there, killed the magistrates of the

city and the priests of the temple of Apis, and smote the

Apis bull so that he died ;* he estabhshed a Persian garrison

there. After the founding of Alexandria, Memphis lost

* "When Cambyses arrived at Memphis, .A^pis, whom the Greeks call

Epaphus, appeared to the Egj'ptians ; and when this manifestation

took place, the Egyptians immediately put on their richest apparel, and

kept festive holiday. Cambyses seeing them thus occupied, and con-

cluding that they made their rejoicings on account of his ill success,

summoned the magistrates to Memphis ; and when they came into his

presence, he asked, 'why the Egyptians had done nothing of the kind

when he was at Memphis before, but did so now, when he had returned

with the loss of a great part of his army.' They answered, that their

god appeared to them, who was accustomed to manifest himself at

distant intervals, and that when he did appear, then all the Egj'ptians

were used to rejoice and keep a feast. Cambyses, having heard this,

said they lied, and as liars he put them to death. Having slain them,

he next summoned the priests into his presence ; and when the priests

"ave the same account, he said, that he would find out whether a god

so tractable had come among the Egyptians ; and having said this, he

commanded the priests to bring Apis to him ; they therefore went away

to fetch him. This Apis, or Epaphus, is the calf of a cow incapable of

conceiving another • offspring ; and the Egyptians say, that lightning

descends upon tne cow from heaven, and that from thence it brings
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whatever glory it then possessed, and became merely the

chief provincial city of Egypt. During the reign of Theo-

dosius, a savage attack, the result of his edict, was made
upon its temples and buildings by the Christians, and a few

hundred years later the Muhammadans carried the stones,

which once formed them, across the river to serve as build-

ing materials for their houses and mosques, The circuit

of the ancient city, according to Diodorus, was 150 stadia,

or about thirteen miles.

The Colossal Statue of Rameses IL

This magnificent statue was discovered by Messrs.

Caviglia and Sloane in 1820, and was presented by them to

the British Museum. On account of its weight and the

lack of public interest in such matters, it lay near the road

leading from Bedrashen to Mit-Rahineh, and little by little

became nearly covered with the annual deposit of Nile mud
;

during the inundation the greater part of it was covered

by the waters of the Nile. During the winter of 1886-87 Sir

Frederick Stephenson collected a sum of money in Cairo

for the purpose of lifting it out of the hollow in which it

forth Apis. This calf, which is called Apis, has the following marks :

it is black, and has a square spot of white on the forehead ; and on the

back the figure of an eagle ; and in the tail double hairs ; and on the

tongue a beetle. ^Yhen the priests brought Apis, Cambyses, like one

almost out of his senses, drew his dagger, meaning to strike the belly of

Apis, but hit the thigh ; then falling into a fit of laughter, he said to

the priests, ' Ve blockheads, are there such gods as these, consisting

of blood and flesh, and sensible to steel ? This, truly, is a god worthy

of the Egyptians. But you shall not mock me with impunity.' Having

spoken thus, he commanded those whose business it was, to scourge the

priests, and to kill all the Egyptians whom they should find feasting.

. . . But Apis, being wounded in the thigh, lay and languished in the

temple ; and at length, when he had died of the wound, the priests

buried him without the knowledge of Cambyses."—Herodotus, III,

27-29. (Gary's translation.)
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lay, and the difficult engineering part of the task was ably

accomplished by Major Arthur Bagnold, R.E. This statue

is made of a fine hard limestone, and measures about forty-

two feet in height ; it is probably one of the statues which

stood in front of the temple of Ptah, mentioned by

Herodotus and Diodorus. The prenomen of Rameses II.

f O
I 1^ "^^^o""

""'^
]
R2--usr-mat-setep-en-Ra, is inscribed on

the belt of the statue, and on the end of the roll which the

king carries in his hand are the words " Rameses, beloved

of Amen." By the side of the king are iigures of a daughter

and son of Rameses. The famous temple of Ptah founded

by Menes was situated to the south of the statue.

Sakkarah.

The name Sakkarah is probably derived from the name

of the Egyptian god Seker ^—« /rv , who was connected with

the resurrection of the dead. The tract of land at Sakkarah

which formed the great burial ground of the ancient

Egyptians of all periods, is about four and a half miles

long and one mile wide ; the most important antiquities

there are : I. the Step Pyramid; II. the Pyramids of Unas,

Teta, and Pepi, kings of the Vth and Vlth dynasties ; III.

the Serapeum ; and IV. the Tomb of Thi. Admirers of

M. Mariette will be interested to see the house in which

this distinguished savant lived.

I. The Step Pyramid is generally thought to have been

built by the fourth king of the 1st dynasty (called Uenephes

by Manetho, and f i] ^^ |
Ata in the tablet of Abydos),

who is said to have built a pyramid at Kochome {i.e., Ka-

Kam) near Sakkarah. Though the date of this pyramid is

not known accurately, it is probably right to assume that it

is older than the pyramids of Gizeh. The door which led

into the pyramid was inscribed with the name of a king

called Ra-nub,' and M. Mariette found the same name on

R
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one of the stelse in the Serapeum. The steps of the

pyramid are six in number, and are about 38, 36, 34-^, 32, 31

and 29^ feet in height ; the width of each step is from six to

seven feet. The lengths of the sides at the base are : north

and south 352 feet, east and west 396 feet, and the actual

height is 197 feet. In shape this pyramid is oblong, and its

sides do not exactly face the cardinal points. The ar-

rangement of the chambers inside this pyramid is quite

peculiar to itself.

II. The Pyramid of UN.is f ^^ I] ] |, called in Egyptian

Nefer-as-u, lies to the south-east of the Step Pyramid, and

was reopened and cleared out in 1881 by M. Maspero,

at the expense of Messrs. Thomas Cook and Son. Its

original height was about 62 feet, and the length of its

sides at the base 220 feet. Owing to the broken blocks

and sand which lie round about it, Vyse was unable to

give exact measurements. Several attempts had been

made to break into it, and one of the Arabs who took

part in one of these attempts, "Ahmed the Carpenter,"

seems to have left his name inside one of the chambers in

red ink. It is probable that he is the same man who

opened the Great Pyramid at Gizeh, a.d. 820. A black

basalt sarcophagus, from which the cover had been dragged

off, and an arm, a shin bone, some ribs and fragments of

the skull from the mummy of Unas, were found in the

sarcophagus chamber. The walls of the two largest cham-

bers and two of the corridors are inscribed with ritual texts

and prayers of a very interesting character. Unas, the last

king of the Vth dynasty, reigned about thirty years. The
Mastabat el-Far'un was thought by Mariette to be the tomb

of Unas, but some scholars thought that the ' blunted

pyramid ' at Dahshilr was his tomb, because his name was

written upon the top of it.

The Pyramid of Teta
( ^ Q | , called in Egyptian
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Tet-asu, lies to the north-east of the Step Pyramid, and was

opened in 1881. The Arabs call it the "Prison Pyramid,"

because local tradition says that it is built near the ruins of

the prison where Joseph the patriarch was confined. Its

actual height is about 59 feet; the length of each side at the

base is 210 feet, and the platform at the top is about

50 feet. The arrangement of the chambers and passages

and the plan of construction followed is almost identical

with that of the pyramid of Unas. This pyramid was

broken into in ancient days, and two of the walls of the

sarcophagus chamber have literally been smashed to pieces

by the hammer blows of those who expected to find

treasure inside them. The inscriptions, painted in green

upon the walls, have the same subject matter as those

inscribed upon the walls of the chambers of the pyramid of

Unas. According to Manetho, Teta, the first king of the

Vlth dynasty, reigned about fifty years, and was murdered

by one of his guards.

The Pyramid of Pepi L or f^^jfl^ ( ifl
'^^-

meri, son of the Sun, Pepi,' Hes to the south-east of the

Step Pyramid, and forms one of the central group of

pyramids at Sakkarah, where it is called the Pyramid of

Shekh Abu Mansur; it was opened in 1880. Its actual

height is about 40 feet, and the length of the sides at

the base is about 250 feet ; the arrangement of the

chambers, etc., inside is the same as in the pyramids of

Unas and Teta, but the ornamentation is slightly different.

It is the worst preserved of these pyramids, and has suffered

most at the hands of the spoilers, probably because having

been constructed with stones which were taken from tombs

ancient already in those days, instead of stones fresh from

the quarry, it was more easily injured. The granite

sarcophagus was broken to take out the mummy, fragments

of which were found lying about on the ground ; the cover

R 2
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too, smashed in pieces, lay on the ground close by. A
small rose granite box, containing alabaster jars, was also

found in the sarcophagus chamber. The inscriptions are,

Hke those inscribed on the walls of the pyramids of Unas

and Teta, of a religious nature ; some scholars see in them

evidence that the pyramid was usurped by another Pepi,

who lived at a much later period than the Vlth dynasty.

The pyramid of Pepi I., the third king of the Vlth

dynasty, who reigned, according to Manetho, fifty-three

years, was called in Egyptian by the same name as Memphis,

i.e., Men-nefer, and numerous priests were attached to its

service. Pepi's kingdom embraced all Egypt, and he

waged war against the inhabitants of the peninsula of Sinai.

He is said to have set up an obelisk at Heliopolis, and to

have laid the foundation of the temple at Denderah.

His success as a conqueror was due in a great measure to

the splendid abilities of one of his chief officers called Una,

who warred successfully against the various hereditary foes

of Egypt on its southern and eastern borders.

III. The Serapeum or Apis Mausoleum contained the

vaults in which all the Apis bulls that lived at Memphis

were buried. According to Herodotus, Apis "is the calf of

a cow incapable of conceiving another offspring ; and the

Egyptians say that lightning descends upon the cow from

heaven, and that from thence it brings forth Apis. This calf,

which is called Apis, has the following marks : it is black,

and has a square spot of white on the forehead, and on the

back the figure of an eagle ; and in the tail double hairs
;

and on the tongue a beetle." Above each tomb of an Apis

bull was built a chapel, and it was the series of chapels which

formed the Serapeum properly so called ; it was surrounded

by walls like the other Egyptian temples, and it had pylons

to which an avenue of sphinxes led. This remarkable

place was excavated in 1850 by M. Mariette, who having

seen in various parts of Egypt sphinxes upon which were
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written the names of Osiris-Apis, or Serapis, concluded

that they must have come from the Serapeum or temple of

Serapis spoken of by Strabo. Happening, by chance, to

discover one day at Sakkarah a sphinx having the same

characteristics, he made up his mind that he had lighted

upon the remains of the long sought for building. The

excavations which he immediately undertook, brought to

light the Avenue of Sphinxes, eleven statues of Greek

philosophers, and the vaults in which the Apis bulls were

buried. These vaults are of three kinds, and show that the

Apis bulls were buried in different ways at different periods:

the oldest Apis sarcophagus laid here belongs to the reign

of Amenophis III., about B.C. 1500. The parts of the Apis

Mausoleum in which the Apis bulls were buried from the

XVIIIth to the XXVIth dynasty are not visible ; but the new

gallery, which contains sixty-four vaults, the oldest of which

dates from the reign of Psammetichus I., and the most

modern from the time of the Ptolemies, can be seen on

appUcation to the guardian of the tombs. The vaults are

excavated on each side of the gallery, and each was

intended to receive a granite sarcophagus. The names

of Amasis II., Cambyses, and Chabbesha are found

upon three of the sarcophagi, but most of them are unin-

scribed. Twenty-four granite sarcophagi still remain in posi-

tion, and they each measure about 13 X 8 x 11 feet. The

discovery of these tombs was of the greatest importance

historically, for on the walls were found thousands of dated

stelee which gave accurate chronological data for the history

of Egypt. These votive tablets mention the years, months,

and days of the reign of the king in which the Apis bulls,

in whose honour the tablets were set up, were born and

buried. The Apis tombs had been rifled in ancient times,

and only two of them contained any relics when M. Mariette

opened them out.

IV. The Tomb of Thi lies to the north-east of the Apis
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Mausoleum, and was built during the Vth dynasty, about

B.C. 3500. Thi s=5 M, was a man who held the dignities

of smer, royal councillor, superintendent of works, scribe of

the court, confidant of the king, etc. ; he held also priestly

rank as prophet, and was attached to the service of the

pyramids of Abusir. He had sprung from a family of humble

origin, but his abilities were so esteemed by one of the

kings, whose faithful servant he was, that a princess called

Nefer-hetep-s was given him to wife, and his children Thi

and Tamut ranked as princes. Thi held several high offices

under Kakaa CUU ^nd User-en-Ra (^iP<=>l
kings of the A^'th dynasty. The tomb or mastaba of Thi is now

nearly covered with sand, but in ancient days the whole

building was above the level of the ground. The chambers

of the tomb having been carefully cleared, it is possible to

enter them and examine the most beautiful sculptures and

paintings with which the walls are decorated. To describe

these wonderful works of art adequately would require more

space than can be given here ; it must be sufficient to say

that the scenes represent Thi superintending all the various

operations connected with the management of his large

agricultural estates and farmyard, together with illustrations

of his hunting and fishing expeditions.

The Necropolis of Sakkarah contains chiefly tombs of the

Ancient Empire, that is to say, tombs that were built during

the first eleven dynasties ; many tombs of a later period are

found there, but they are of less interest and importance,

and in many cases small, but fine, ancient tombs have been

destroyed to make them. As our knowledge of Egyptian

architecture is derived principally from tombs and temples,

a brief description of the most ancient tombs now known

will not be out of place here ; the following observations on

them are based upon the excellent articles of M. Mariette

in the Revue Archeologique, S. 2'=™^, t. xix. p. 8 £f. The toriibs
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of the Ancient Empire found at Sakkarah belong to two

classes, in the commoner of which the naked body was

buried about three feet deep in the sand. When the

yellowish-white skeletons of such bodies are found to-day,

neither fragments of linen nor pieces of coffins are visible
;

occasionally one is found laid within four walls roughly

built of yellow bricks made of sand, lime, and small stones.

A vaulted brick roof covers the space between the walls ; it

is hardly necessary to say that such tombs represent the last

resting places of the poor, and that nothing of any value is

ever found inside them. The tombs of the better sort are

carefully built, and were made for the wealthy and the great;

such a tomb is usually called by the Arabs mastaha'' (the

Arabic word for ' bench '), because its length in proportion

to its height is great, and reminded them of the long, low

seat common in Oriental houses, and familiar to them.

The mastaba is a heavy, massive building, of rectangular

shape, the four sides of which are four walls symmetrically

inclined towards their common centre. Each course of

stones, formed by blocks laid upon each other, is carried

a little behind the other. The largest mastaba measures

about 170 feet long by 86 feet wide, and the smallest about

26 feet by 20 feet: they vary in height from 13 to 30 feet.

The ground on which the mastabas at Sakkarah are built

is composed of rock covered with sand to the depth of a

few feet ; their foundations are always on the rock. Near

the pyramids of Gizeh they are arranged in a symmetrical

manner ; they are oriented astronomically to the true north,

and their larger axes are always towards the north. Though

they have, at first sight, the appearance of unfinished

pyramids, still they have nothing in common with pyramids

except their orientation towards the true north. Mastabas

are built of two kinds of stone and of bricks, and they are

^ -- o ^

* Pvorioiinced jiiasta'a, .A.rabie ^—/P~<, compare Or. <TTij3nc).
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usually entered on the eastern side ; their tops are quite flat.

The interior of a mastaba may be divided into three parts
;

the chamber, the si?-ddb* or place of retreat, and the pit.

The entrance is made through a door in the middle of the

eastern or northern side, and though the interior may be

divided into many chambers, it is usual only to find one.

The walls of the interior are sometimes sculptured, and in

the lower part of the chamber, usually facing the east, is a

stele ; the stele alone may be inscribed and the walls un-

sculptured, but no case is known where the walls are

sculptured and the stele blank. A table of offerings is

often found on the ground at the foot of the stele. A little

distance from the chamber, built into the thickness of the

walls, more often to the south than the north, is a high,

narrow place of retreat or habitation, called by the Arabs a

sirdah. This place was walled up, and the only communi-

cation between it and the chamber was by means of a

narrow hole sufficiently large to admit of the entrance of the

hand. One or more statues of the dead man buried in the

mastaba were shut in here, and the small passage is said to

have been made for the escape of the fumes of incense

which was burnt in the chamber. The pit was a square

shaft varying in depth from 40 to 80 feet, sunk usually

in the middle of the larger axis of the mastaba, rather

nearer the north than the south. There was neither ladder

nor staircase, either outside or inside, leading to the funereal

chamber at the bottom of the pit, hence the coffin and the

mummy when once there were inaccessible. This pit was

sunk through the mastaba into the rock beneath. At the

bottom of the pit, on the south side, is an opening into a

passage, about four feet high, which leads obliquely to the

south-east ; soon after the passage increases in size in all

directions, and becomes the sarcophagus chamber, which

* A ( i V'' is, strictly speaking, a lofty, vaulted, subterranean cham-

ber, with a large opening in the north side to admit air ip the hot season,
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is thus exactly under the upper chamber. The sarcophagus,

rectangular in shape, is usually made of limestone, and

rests in a corner of the chamber ; at Sakkarah they are

found uninscribed. When the mummy had been laid in

the sarcophagus, and the other arrangements completed,

the end of the passage near the shaft leading to the

sarcophagus chamber was walled up, the shaft was filled

with stones, earth, and sand, and the friends of the

deceased might reasonably hope that he would rest there

for ever. When M. Mariette found a mastaba without

inscriptions he rarely excavated it entirely. He found

three belonging to one of the first three dynasties ; forty-

three of the IVth dynasty ; sixty-one of the Vth dynasty
;

twenty-three of the Vlth dynasty ; and nine of doubtful

date. The Egyptians called the tomb " the house of

eternity,"
, ^^, pa t'etta.

MARIETTE'S HOUSE.

This house was the headquarters of M. Mariette and

his staff when employed in making excavations in the

Necropolis of Sakkarah. It is not easy to properly esti-

mate the value to science of the work of this distinguished

man. It is true that fortune gave him the opportunity of

excavating some of the most magnificent of the buildings

of the Pharaohs of all periods, and of hundreds of ancient

towns ; nevertheless it is equally true that his energy and

marvellous power of work enabled him to use to the fullest

extent the means for advancing the science of Egyptology

which had been put in his hands. It is to be hoped that his

house will be preserved on its present site as a remembrance

of a great man who did a great work.

The Tomb of Ptah-hetep, a priest who lived during the

Vth century, is a short distance from Mariette's house, and

well worthy of more than one visit.
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The Pyramids of Dahshur.

These pyramids, four of stone and two of brick, lie about

three and a half miles to the south of the Mastabat el-Far'ian,

or Pyramid of Unas. The largest stone pyramid is about

326 feet high, and the length of each side at the base is about

700 feet; beneath it are three subterranean chambers.

The second stone pyramid is about 321 feet high, and the

length of its sides at the base is 620 feet ; it is usually

called the "Blunted Pyramid," because the lowest parts ot

its sides are built at one angle, and the completing parts at

another. The larger of the two brick pyramids is about 90

feet high, and the length of the sides at the base is about

350 feet; the smaller is about 156 feet high, and the length

of its sides at the base is about 3^13 feet. The brick

pyramids have recently been excavated by M. de Morgan

(see p. 395 ff.)

The Quarries of Ma'sara and Turra.

These quarries have supplied excellent stone for building

purposes for six thousand years at least. During the

Ancient Empire the architects of the pyramids made their

quarrymen tunnel into the mountains for hundreds of yards

until they found a bed of stone suitable for their work, and

traces of their excavations are plainly visible to-day. The
Egyptians called the Turra quarry ^'—^ JKL \s, ^^n^

Re-au, or Ta-re-au, from which the Arabic name Turra

is probably derived. An inscription in one of the chambers

tells us that during the reign of Amenophis III. a new part

of the quarry was opened. Una, an officer who lived in

the reign of Pepi I., was sent to Turra by this king to bring

back a white limestone sarcophagus with its cover, libation

stone, etc., etc.

The Pyramid of MedOm.

This pyramid, called by the Arabs El Haram el-Kaddab,

or "the False Pyramid," is probably so named because it is
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unlike any of the other pyramids known to them ; it is said

to have been built by Seneferu [01 ^^ p 1 the first

king of the IVth dynasty, but there is little evidence for this

statement. The pyramid is about 115 feet high, and consists

of three stages : the first is 70, the second 20, and the third

about 25 feet high. The stone for this building was brought

from the Mokattam hills, but it was never finished ; as in all

other pyramids, the entrance is on the north side. When
opened in modern times the sarcophagus chamber was found

empty, and it would seem that this pyramid had been

entered and rifled in ancient days.* On the north of this

pyramid are a number of mastabas in which ' royal relatives
'

of Seneferu are buried ; the most interesting of these are

those of Nefermat, one of his feudal chiefs ( n -^^
\ fl D

erpa hfi), and of Atet his widow. The sculptures and general

style of the work are similar to those found in the mastabas

of Sakkarah.

Wasta.

At W^asta, a town 55 miles from Cairo, is the railway

junction for the Fayyum. The line from Wasta runs west-

wards, and its terminus is at Medinet el-Fayyum, a laiige

Egyptian town situated a little distance from the site of

Arsinoe in the Heptanomis,"f called Crocodilopolisj by the

Greeks, because the crocodile was here worshipped. The

Egyptians called the FayyUm Ta-she '^ ^^

;

x® " ''^^ '^'^^

* The results of Mr. Petrie's diggings here are given in his A/ei/iim,

London, 1892.

+ Heptanomis, or Middle Egypt, was the district which separated

the Thebaid from the Delta ; the names of the seven nomas

were : Meraphites, Heracleopolites, Crocodilopolites or Arsinoites,

Aphroditopolites, Oxyrhynchites, Cynopolites, and Hermopolites.

The greater and lesser Oases were always reckoned parts of the

Heptanomis.

t In Egyptian | U °^^, A'rf^r hei Seheli,
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district," and the name Fayyum is the Arabic form of the

Coptic <J>IOJUL,* " the water." The Fayyum district has an

area of about 850 square miles, and is watered by a branch

of the Nile called the Bahr-Yusuf, which flows into it through

the Libyan mountains. On the west of it lies the Birket el-

Kurun. This now fertile land is thought to have been

reclaimed from the desert by Amenemhat IIL, a king of

the Xllth dynasty. The Birket el-Kurun was formerly

thought to have been a part of Lake Moeris,t but more

modern travellers place both it and the Labyrinth to the

east of the Fayy{lm district. The Bahr-Yusuf is said by

some to have been excavated under the direction of the

patriarch Joseph, but there is no satisfactory evidence for

this theory ; strictly speaking it is an arm of the Nile, which

has always needed cleaning out from time to time, and
the Yusuf, or Joseph, after whom it is named, was probably

one of the Muhammadan rulers of Egypt. Herodotus saysj

of Lake Moeris, •' The water in this lake does not spring from

the soil, for these parts are excessively dry, but it is conveyed

through a channel from the Nile, and for six months it flows

into the lake, and six months out again into the Nile. And
during the six months that it flows out it yields a talent of

silver (^240) every day to the king's treasury from the fish
;

but when the water is flowing into it, twenty min^ (.:^8o)."

The Labyrinth § stood on the bank of Lake Moeris, and a

* From the Egyptian ^
(J |J ^ J^ '^SSSSS: , Pa-hnna.

t From the Egyptian AWWNA -25^ Vld-Il7', or 1 1
^5r^ Aw\^^

I Bk. II., 149.

§ "Yet the labyrinth surpasses even the pyramids. For it has

twelve courts enclosed with walls, with doors opposite each other, six

facing the north, and six the south, contiguous to one another ; and

the same exterior wall encloses them. It contains two kinds of rooms,
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number of its ruined chambers are still visible. During the

years 1890, 1891 Mr. Petrie carried out some interesting

excavations at Hawara, Biyahmu, El-lahun, Medium and

other sites in the Fayytim. The funds for the purpose

were most generously provided by Mr. Jesse Haworth and

Mr. Martyn Kennard.

Beni Suef, 73 miles from Cairo, is the capital of the

province bearing the same name, and is governed by a

Mudir. In ancient days it was famous for its textile fabrics,

and supplied Ahmim and other weaving cities of Upper

Egypt with flax. A main road led from this town to the

Fayyum.

some under ground and some above ground over them, to the number

of three thousand, fifteen hundred of each. The rooms above ground

I myselt went through, and saw, and relate from personal inspection.

But the underground rooms I only know from report ; for the Egyptians

who have charge of the building would on no account show me them,

saying, that there were the sepulchres of the kings who originally built

this labyrinth, and of the sacred crocodiles. I can therefore only

relate what I have learnt by hearsay concerning the lower rooms ; but

the upper ones, which surpass all human works, I myself saw ; for the

passage through the corridors, and the windings through the courts,

from their great variety, presented a thousand occasions of wonder as

I passed from a court to the rooms, and from the rooms to the hall,

and to the other corridors from the halls, and to other courts from the

rooms. The roofs of all these are of stone, as also are the walls ; but

the walls are full of sculptured figures. Each court is sun"Ounded with

a colonnade of white stone, closely fitted. And adjoining the extremity

of the labyrinth is a pyramid, forty orgyce (about 240 feet) in height,

on which large figures are carved, and a way to it has been made under

ground." Herodotus, Bk. II., 148 (Gary's translation).
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UPPER EGYPT.

Maghaghah, io6 miles from Cairo, is now celebrated for

its large sugar manufactory, which is lighted by gas, and is

well worth a visit ; the manufacturing of sugar begins here

early in January.

About twenty-four miles farther south, lying inland, on

the western side of the Nile, between the river and the

Bahr Yusuf, is the site of the town of Oxyrhyncus, so called

by the Greeks on account of the fish which they believed

was worshipped there. The Egyptian name of the town

was ^^^ MMt' Pa-mat'et, from which came the Coptic

Pemge, TI6JU(.xe, and the corrupt Arabic form Behnesa.

A little above Abu Girgeh, on the west bank of the Nile,

is the town of El-Kais, which marks the site of the ancient

Cynopohs or "Dog-city;" it was the seat of a Coptic bishop,

and is called Kais, K.<i.IC, in Coptic.

Thirteen miles from Abu Girgeh, also on the west bank

of the Nile, is the town of Klusanah, 134 miles from Cairo,

and a few miles south, lying inland, is Samallut.

Farther south, on the east bank of the Nile, is Gebel et-

Ter, or the " Bird mountain," so called because tradition

says that all the birds of Egypt assemble here once a year,

and that they leave behind them when departing one solitary

bird, that remains there until they return the following year

to relieve him of his watch, and to set another in his place.

As there are mountains called Gebel et-Ter in all parts of

Arabic-speaking countries, because of the number of birds

which frequent them, the story is only one which springs

from the fertile Arab imagination. Gebel et-Ter rises

above the river to a height of six or seven hundred feet, and

upon its summit stands a Coptic convent dedicated to Mary
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the Virgin, but called sometimes the "Convent of the

Pulley," because the ascent to the convent is generally made
by a rope and pulley. Leaving the river and entering a fissure

in the rocks, the traveller finds himself at the bottom of a

natural shaft about 120 feet long. When Robert Curzon

visited this convent, he had to climb up much in the same
way as boys used to climb up inside chimneys. The convent

stands about 400. feet from the top of the shaft, and is built

of small square stones of Roman workmanship ; the neces-

sary repairs have, however, been made with mud or sun-

dried brick. The outer walls of the enclosure form a square

which measures about 200 feet each way; they are 20 feet

high, and are perfectly unadorned. Tradition says that it

was founded by the Empress Helena,* and there is in this

case no reason to doubt it. The church " is partly subter-

ranean, being built in the recesses of an ancient stone

quarry; the other parts of it are of stone plastered over.

The roof is flat and is formed of horizontal beams of palm

trees, upon which a terrace of reeds and earth is laid. The
height of the interior is about 25 feet. On entering the

door we had to descend a flight of narrow steps, which led

into a side aisle about ten feet wide, which is divided from

the nave by octagon columns of great thickness supporting

the walls of a sort of clerestory. The columns were sur-

mounted by heavy square plinths almost in the Egyptian

style. I consider this church to be interesting from its

being half a catacomb, or cave, and one of the earliest

Christian buildings which has preserved its originality

it will be seen that it is constructed on the principle of a

Latin basilica, as the buildings of the Empress Helena

usually were." (Curzon, Monasteries of the Levant, p. 109.)

In Curzon's time the convent possessed fifteen Coptic books

with Arabic translations, and eight Arabic MSS. As the

monks were, and are, extremely poor, they used to descend

* Died about A»p. 328, aged 80. (Sozomen, Eccles. Hist., II., 2.)
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the rock and swim out to any passing boat to beg for

charity ; the Patriarch has forbidden this practice, but it is

not entirely discontinued. Two or three miles from the

convent are some ancient quarries having rock bas-reliefs

representing Rameses III. making an offering to the croco-

dile god Sebek ^^ before Amen-Ra.

MiNYEH.

Minyeh, 156-^- miles from Cairo, on the west bank of the

Nile, is the capital of the province of the same name ; its

Arabic name is derived from the Coptic Mone, JULOIte,

which in turn represents the Egyptian aww^ Alent in its old

name Chufu-menat. There is a large sugar factory here in

which about 2,000 men are employed. A few miles south,

on the eastern side of the river, are some tombs, which

appear to have been hewn during the Ilird or IVth dynasty.

BENI HASAN.

Beni Hasan, 171 miles from Cairo, on the east bank

of the Nile, is remarkable for the valuable historical tombs

which are situated at a short distance from the site of the

villages grouped under that name. The villages of the

" Children of Hasan " were destroyed by order of Muham-
mad 'All on account of the thievish propensities of their

inhabitants. The Speos Artemidos is the first rock exca-

vation visited here. The king who first caused this cavern

to be hewn out was Thothmes III. ; about 250 years later

Seti I. made additions to it, but it seems never to have been

finished. The cavern was dedicated to the lion-goddess

Sechet, who was called Artemis by the Greeks ; hence the

name "cavern of Artemis." The portico had originally

two rows of columns, four in each ; the cavern is about

21 feet square, and the niche in the wall at the end was

probably intended to hold a statue of Sechet.
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There are about fifteen rock-tombs at Beni Hasan, but

only two of them, those of Ameni and Chnemu-hetep, are

of interest generally speaking. They were all hewn during

the Xllth dynasty, but have preserved the chief character-

istics of the mastabas of Sakkarah, that is to say, they

consist of a chamber and a shaft leading down to a corridor,

which ends in the chamber containing the sarcophagus and

the mummy. As in the tombs at Aswan, a suitable layer

of stone was sought for in the hill, and when found the

tombs were hewn out. The walls were partly smoothed,

and then covered with a thin layer of plaster upon which

the scenes in the lives of the people buried there might be

painted. The columns and the lower parts of some of the

tombs are coloured red to resemble granite. The northern

tomb is remarkable for columns somewhat resembling those

subsequently termed Doric. Each of the four columns in

the tomb is about 1 7 feet high, and has sixteen sides ; the

ceiling between each connecting beam, which runs from

column to column, is vaulted. The columns in the

southern tombs have lotus capitals, and are exceedingly

graceful.

The Tomb of Ameni belongs to the northern group

of tombs ; he is not the head of the family which was buried

at Beni Hasan, as has been sometimes asserted, for he

had no children. {Hecueil de Travaux,l.,-p. i-]^.) Ameni-

Amenemhat lived during the reign of Usertsen I., the second

king of the Xllth dynasty ; he was one of the feudal lords

of Egypt, and chief of the nome of Meh or Antinoe, and

chief president of the prophets. When quite a young man

he was sent in the place of his father, who was too old for

such work, to Ethiopia at the head of an army ; he settled the

frontiers of the country there, and came back to the king

laden with spoil and tribute. In many other expeditions he

was also perfectly successful. In the inscription on the tomb

he says, " I have done all that I have said. I am a gracious

s
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and a compassionate man, and a ruler who loves his town.

I have passed the course of years as the ruler of Meh, and

all the lahours of the palace have been carried out by my
hands. I have given to the overseers of the temples of the

gods of Meh 3,000 bulls with their cows, and I was in

favour in the palace on account of it, for I carried all the

products of the milk-bearing cows to the palace, and no

contributions to the king's storehouses have been more than

mine. I have never made a child grieve, I have never robbed

the widow, I have never repulsed the labotirer, I have never

shut up a herdsman, I have never impressed for forced

labour the labourers of a man who only employed five men
;

there was never a person miserable in my time, no one

went hungry during my rule, for if there were years of

scarcity I ploughed up all the arable land in the nome of

Meh, up to its very frontiers on the north and south. By

this means I made its people live and procured for them

provisions, so that there was not a hungry person among

them. I gave to the widow the same amount as I gave to

the married woman, and I made no distinction between the

great and the little in all that I gave. And, behold, when

the inundation was great, and the owners of the land

became rich thereby, I laid no additional tax upon the

fields." The pictures on the walls represent scenes on the

farm, the battle-field, the hunting ground and the river ; the

various domestic pursuits of women are portrayed with

wonderful skill. Ameni-Amenemhat, Q (^^^ Qfl ^^^^ '^ =^,
was the son of the lady Hennu j the name of his father is

not given.

The Tomb of Chnemu-Hetep also belongs to the

northern group of tombs. Chnemu-hetep Q ^^ =^ was

one of the feudal lords of Egypt, a " royal relative," and the

commandant of the land on the east side of the nome of

Meh as far as the Arabian mountains ; he lived during
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the reign of
(^UUU]^ ( ^S k^1 " Nub-

kau-Ra, son of the sun, Amenemhat," the third king of

the Xllth dynasty. Of the history of this Egyptian gentleman

the following facts are known. During one of the expeditions

which Amenemhat I. made through Egypt, he raised to the

rank of a feudal lord and " governor of the hilly land on the

east of the nome of Meh," or Antinoe, the maternal grand-

father of Chnemu-Hetep. In the reign of Usertsen I., the

son of Amenemhat I., the title of nobility conferred upon this

man in the preceding reign was confirmed, and a large tract of

land, lying between the Nile and the Libyan mountains, was

added to his estates ; higher titles were also bestowed upon

him in addition to those which he already possessed. The

lands on the east side of the river, together with all his

titles, passed into the hands of his eldest son Necht. Necht

had a sister called Beqt, who likewise had a right to inherit

all titles and property. She married a man called Nehera,

the son of Sebek-anch, and bore to him an only son called

Chnemuhetep ; it was for him that this tomb was built. After

a time, for some reason not stated, the inheritance of Menat-

Chufu,* which had been held by his uncle Necht, became

vacant, and Amenemhat II. handed it over to the young

man Chnemu-hetep, together with all the titles and honours

which his grandfather had enjoyed by the command of

Amenemhat I. and Usertsen I. Chnemu-hetep married a

lady called Chati, by whom he had seven children ; one of

whom, by the favour of Amenemhat II., became the ruler of

Menat-Chufu. It has been said that Chnemu-hetep's grand-

father was the Ameni-Amenemhat whose tomb lies close by
;

it is, however, distinctly said in the inscription on Chnemu-

hetep's tomb that he was called Sebek-anch. This tomb is

famous for a remarkable scene painted on the north wall,

C^3]
S 2
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which represents the arrival in Egypt of a family of thirty-

seven persons belonging to the Aamu, a Semitic race, who

appear to have come thither to settle. The first person in

the scene is the Egyptian " royal scribe, Nefer-hetep," who

holds in his hands a piece of writing which states that in

the sixth year of Usertsen II. thirty-seven people of the

Aamu brought to Chnemu-hetep, the son of a feudal lord,

paint for the eyes called
JTJ

I | ^^ "^

Behind the scribe stands an Egyptian superintendent, and

behind him the Aamu chief Abesha, "the prince of the foreign

country," together with his fellow-countrymen and women,

who have come with him ; in addition to the eye-paint, they

bring a goat as a present for Chnemu-hetep. The men of

the Aamu wear beards, and carry bows and arrows ; both

men and women are dressed in garments of many colours.

The home of the Aamu lay to the east of Palestine. In

this picture some have seen a representation of the arrival

of Jacob's sons in Egypt to buy corn ; there is no evidence

for the support of this theory. That the Aiimu were

shepherds or Hyksos is another theory that has been put

forth. The paintings in Chnemu-hetep's tomb are if

anything more beautiful than those in that of Ameni, and

they represent with wonderful fidelity the spearing of fish,

the netting of birds, the hunting of wild animals, etc., etc.

In the other tombs are most interesting scenes connected

with the daily occupations and amusements of the ancient

Egyptians. The results of the work carried on at Beni

Hasan by the Egypt Exploration Fund are given by Messrs.

Newberry and Eraser in Beni-HasuTi^ London, r893, 1894.

R6pA.

Roda, 182 miles from Cairo, and the seat of a large sugar

manufactory, lies on the west bank of the river, just opposite

Shekh 'Abadeh, or Antinoe, a town built by Hadrian, and
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named by him after Antinous,* who was drowned here in the

Nile. To the south of Antinoe lies the convent of Abu
Honnes (Father John), and in the districts in the immediate

neighbourhood are the remains of several Coptic buildings

which date back to the fifth century of our era. A little to

the south-west of Roda, lying inland, are the remains of the

city of Hermopolis Magna, called in Egyptian 3^75 (^'

or
I

I „ , C/iemennu, in Coptic Shmftn, cyjU-Ofrt
,

and in Arabic Eshmunen ; the tradition which attributes

the building of this city to Eshmun, son of Misr, is worth-

less. The Greeks called it Hermopolis, because the

Egyptians there worshipped Thoth, /^, the scribe of the

gods, who was named by the Greeks Hermes. A little

distance from the town is the spot where large numbers of

the ibis, a bird sacred to Thoth, were buried.

MELAWf.

Melawi, i88 miles from Cairo, is situated on the west

bank of the river.

Haggi KandIl.

Haggi Kandil, 195 miles from Cairo, lies on the east bank

of the river, about five miles from the ruins of the city built by

Chut-en-aten, ( "^ ® ~w>aa
[] ~^ |

, or Amenophis IV., the

famous "heretic" king of the XVHIth dynasty, whose

prenomen was! IS'© "^^^^^ O
J,
Nefer-cheperu-Raua-en-Ra.

Amenophis IV. was the son of Amenophis III., by a Meso-

potamian princess called Thi, who came from the land of

Mitani. When the young prince Amenophis IV. grew up,

* A Bithynian youth, a favourite of the Emperor Hadrian.
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it was found that he had conceived a rooted dishke to the

worship of Amen-Ra, the king of the gods and great lord of

Thebes, and that he preferred the worship of the disk of the

sun to that of Amen-Ra ; as a sign of his opinions he called

himself "beloved of the sun's disk," instead of the usual and

time-honoured "beloved of Amen." The native Egyptian

priesthood dishked the foreign queen, and the sight of her son

with his protruding chin, thick lips, and other characteristic

features of the negro race, found no favour in their sight

;

that such a man should openly despise the worship of

Amen-Ra was a thing intolerable to the priesthood, and angry

words and acts were, on their part, the result. In answer to

their objections the king ordered the name of Amen-Ra to

be chiselled out of all the monuments, even from his father's

names. RebelUon then broke out, and Chut-en-aten

thought it best to leave Thebes, and to found a new city for

himself at a place between Memphis and Thebes, now

called Tell el-Amarna. The famous architect Bek, whose

father, Men, served under Amenophis III., designed the

temple buildings, and in a very short time a splendid town

with beautiful granite sculptures sprang out of the desert.

As an insult to the priests and people of Thebes, he built

a sandstone and granite temple at Thebes in honour of the

god Harmachis. When Chut-en-aten's new town, Chut-aten,

"the splendour of the sun's disk," was finished, his mother

Thi came to live there ; and here the king passed his life

quietly with his mother, wife, and seven daughters. He
died leaving no male issue, and each of the husbands of

his daughters became king. In 1887 a number of im-

portant cuneiform tablets, which confirmed in a remarkable

manner many facts connected with this period of Egyptian

history, were found at Tell el-Amarna (see page 187). The

tombs in the rocks near Tell el-Amarna are of considerable

interest. In 1892 Mr. Petrie uncovered a painted fresco

pavement about 51 by 16 feet.
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Gebel Abu Fadah.

Seventeen miles south of Haggi Kandil, 212 miles from

Cairo, on the east side of the river, is the range of low-

mountains about twelve miles long known by this name.

Towards the southern end of this range there are some
crocodile mummy pits.

MANFALyx.

ManfaWt, 223! miles from Cairo, on the west bank of

the Nile, occupies the site of an ancient Egyptian town
;

Leo Africanus says that the town was destroyed by the

Romans, and adds that it was rebuilt under Muhammadan
rule. In his time he says that huge columns and buildings

inscribed with hieroglyphs were still visible. The Coptic

name Manbalot, "place of the sack,"* is the original of its

Arabic name to-day.

ASYUT.

Asyut, 249^ miles from Cairo, is the capital of the

province of the same name, and the seat of the Inspector-

General of Upper Egypt; it stands on the site of the

ancient Egyptian city called —h— ^^^ ^ Sent, whence the

Arabic name Siut or Asyilt, and the Coptic CltOOTT.

The Greeks called the city Lycopolis, or "wolf city,"

probably because the jackal-headed Anubis was worshipped

there. Asyut is a large city, with spacious bazaars and fine

mosques ; it is famous for its red pottery and for its market,

held every Sunday, to which wares from Arabia and Upper

Egypt are brought. The American Missionaries have a

large establishment, and the practical, useful education of

the natives by these devoted men is carried on here, as well

, as at Cairo, on a large scale. The Arabic geographers

* JUL^. ft fL<L/\m-.
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described it as a town of considerable size, beauty, and

importance, and before the abandonment of the Sudan by

the Khedive, all caravans from that region stopped there.

In the hills to the west of the town are a number of ancient

Egyptian tombs, which date back as far as the Xlllth

dynasty. A large number have been destroyed during the

present century for the sake of the limestone which forms

the walls, ^^'hen M. Denon stayed here he said that the

number of hieroglyphic inscriptions which cover the tombs

was so great that many months would be required to read,

and many years to copy them. The disfigurement of the

tombs dates from the time when the Christians took up

their abode in them.

Fifteen miles farther south is the Coptic town of Abu
Tig", the name of which appears to be derived from

AnOGHKH, a "granary;" and 14^ miles beyond, 279 miles

from Cairo, is Kau el-Kebir (the KCJUOT of the Copts), which

marks the site of Antaeopolis, the capital of the Antaeopolite

nome in Upper Egypt. The temple which formerly existed

here was dedicated to Antaeus, the Libyan wrestler, who
fought with Hercules. In the plain close by it was thought

that the battle between Horus, the son of Osiris and Isis,

and Set or Typhon, the murderer of Osiris, took place

;

Typhon was overcome, and fled away in the form of a

crocodile. In Christian times Antaeopohs was the seal of

a bishop.

Tahtah, 29 1^ miles from Cairo, contains some interest-

ing mosques, and is the home of a large number of Copts,

in consequence of which, probably, the town is kept clean.

SOhak (Sohag), and the White and Red
Monasteries.

Siihak, 317!^ miles from Cairo, is the capital of the

province of Girgeh j near it are the White and Red
Monasteries.
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The Der el-Abyad or "White Monastery," so-called

because of the colour of the stone of which it is built, but

better known by the name of Amba Shenudah, is situated

on the west bank of the river near Suhak, 317^ miles from

Cairo. " The peculiarity of this monastery is that the in-

terior was once a magnificent basilica, while the exterior

was built by the Empress Helena, in the ancient Egyptian

style. The walls slope inwards towards the summit, where

they are crowned with a deep overhanging cornice. The
building is of an oblong shape, about 200 feet in length by

90 wide, very well built of fine blocks of stone ; it has no

windows outside larger than loopholes, and these are at a

great height from the ground. Of these there are twenty

on the south side and nine at the east end. The monas-

tery stands at the foot of the hill, on the edge of the

Libyan desert, where the sand encroaches on the plain. . .

.... The ancient doorway of red granite has been

partially closed up." (Curzon, Monasteries of the Levant,

p. 131.) There were formerly six gates; the single en-

trance now remaining is called the " mule gate," because

when a certain heathen princess came riding on a mule

to desecrate the church, the earth opened and swallowed

her up. The walls enclose a space measuring about 240

feet by 133 feet. The convent was dedicated to Shenuti,

a celebrated Coptic saint who lived in the fourth century

of our era.* Curzon says {op.cit., p. 132) "The

tall granite columns of the ancient church reared themselves

hke an avenue on either side of the desecrated nave, which

is now open to the sky, and is used as a promenade for a

host of chickens The principal entrance was

formerly at the west end, where there is a small vestibule,

immediately within the door of which, on the left hand, is

* Sheniidah, Coptic OjertOTT't' Shenuli, was born A.D. 333; he

died at midday on July 2, A.D. 451.
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a small chapel, perhaps the baptistery, about twenty-five

feet long, and still in tolerable preservation. It is a

splendid specimen of the richest Roman architecture of the

latter empire, and is truly an imperial little room. The

arched ceiling is of stone ; and there are three beautifully

ornamented niches on each side. The upper end is semi-

circular, and has been entirely covered with a profusion of

sculpture in panels, cornices, and every kind of archi-

tectural enrichment. When it was entire, and covered

with gilding, painting, or mosaic, it must have been most

gorgeous. The altar on such a chapel as this was probably

of gold, set full of gems ; or if it was the baptistery, as I

suppose, it most likely contained a bath of the most

precious jasper, or of some of the more rare kinds of marble,

for the immersion of the converted heathen, whose entrance

into the church was not permitted until they had been

purified with the waters of baptism in a building without

the door of the house of God" (p. 135). The library once

contained over a hundred parchment books, but these were

destroyed by the Mamelukes when they last sacked the

convent.

The Der el-Ahmar or "Red Monastery," so-called be-

cause of the red colour of the bricks of which it is built,

was also built by the Empress Helena ; it is smaller and

better preserved than the White Monastery, and was

dedicated to the Abba Besa, the disciple and friend of

Shenilti. The pillars of both churches were taken from

Athribis, which lay close by ; the orientation of neither

church is exact, for their axes point between N.E. and

N.E. by E. The ruined church of Armant near Thebes is

built on the same model.

Ahm{m.

A few miles south of Siihak, on the east bank of the

river, lies the town of Ahmim, called Shmin or Chmim,
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OJAXm, yyULlAJL, by the Copts, and Panopolis by the

Greeks
; Strabo and Leo Africanus say that it was one of the

most ancient cities of Egypt. The ithyphallic god Amsu,

identified by the Greeks with Pan, was worshipped here,

and the town was famous for its hnen weavers and stone

cutters. Its Egyptian name was i| n % © Apu. In

ancient days it had a large population of Copts, and large

Coptic monasteries stood close by.

Menshiah, on the west bank of the river, 328^ miles from

Cairo, stands on the site of a city which is said to have been

the capital of the Panopolite nome ; its Coptic name was

Psoi, 'H^'CCI. In the time of Shenuti the Blemmyes, a nomad
warlike Ethiopian tribe, invaded Upper Egypt, and having

acquired much booty, they returned to Psoi or Menshiah,

and settled down there.

Girgeh, on the west bank of the river, 341 1 miles from

Cairo, has a large Christian population, and is said to

occupy the site of the ancient This, whence sprang the first

dynasty of historical Egyptian kings.
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ABYDOS.*

Abydos,t in Egyptian I*J '^ Abtu, Coptic eSitUT,

Arabic Harabat el-Madfunah, on the west bank of the Nile,

was one of the most renowned cities of ancient Egypt ; it

was famous as the chief seat of the worship of Osiris in

Upper Egypt, because the head of this god was supposed to

be buried here. The town itself was dedicated to Osiris,

and the temple in it, wherein the most solemn ceremonies

connected with the worship of this god were celebrated, was

more revered than any other in the land. The town and

its necropolis were built side by side, and the custom

usually followed by the Eg}'ptians in burying their dead

away from the town in the mountains was not followed

in this case. Though the hills of fine white stone were

there ready, the people of Abydos did not make use of

them for funereal purposes ; the sandy plain interspersed

every here and there with rocks was the place chosen for

burial. The town of Abydos, a small town even in its best

time, was built upon a narrow tongue of land situated

between the canal, which lies inland some few miles, and

the desert. It owed its importance solely to the position it

held as a religious centre, and from this point of view it was

the second city in Egypt. Thebes, Abydos, and Heliopolis

practically represented the homes of religious thought and

learning in Egypt. The necropolis of Abydos is not much
older than the Vlth dynasty, and the tombs found there

* The Temples at Abydos are visited by Messrs. Cook's travellers

on the leturn journey to Cairo.

t fJi"eek'A/3i;5oc ; see Pape, PVo7-terbuch, p. 4. That the name was

pronounced Abydos, and not Abydos, is clear from :

—

Iliad, ii., Sj6.
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belonging to this period are of the mastaba class. During

the Xlth and Xllth dynasties the tombs took the form of

small pyramids, which were generally built of brick, and the

ancient rectangular form of tomb was revived during the

XVIIIth dynasty. Abydos attained its greatest splendour

under the monarchs of the Xlth and Xllth dynasties, and

though its plain was used as a burial ground as late as

Roman times, it became of little or no account as early as

the time of Psammetichus I. It has often been assumed

that the town of Abydos is to be identified with This, the

home of Menes, the iirst historical king of Egypt ; the

evidence derived from the exhaustive excavations made by

M. Mariette does not support this assumption. No trace of

the shrine of Osiris, which was as famous in Upper Egypt as

was the shrine of the same god at Busiris in Lower Egypt,

has been found in the temple ; neither can any trace be

discovered of the royal tombs which Rameses II. declares

he restored. Plutarch says that wealthy inhabitants of

Egypt were often brought to Abydos to be buried near the

mummy of Osiris, and curiously enough, the tombs close

to certain parts of the temple of Osiris are more carefully

executed than those elsewhere. Of Abydos Strabo says

(Bk. XVII., cap. i., sec. 42), "Above this city (Ptolemais) is

Abydos, where is the palace of Memnon, constructed in a

singular manner, entirely of stone, and after the plan of the

Labyrinth, which we have described, but not composed of

many parts. It has a fountain situated at a great depth.

There is a descent to it through an arched passage built

with single stones of remarkable size and workmanship.

There is a canal which leads to this place from the great

river. About the canal is a grove of Egyptian acanthus,

dedicated to Apollo. Abydos seems once to have been a

large city, second to Thebes. At present it is a small town.

But if, as they say, Memnon is called Ismandes by the

Egyptians, the Labyrinth might be a Memnonium, and the
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work of the same person who constructed those at Abydos

and at Thebes ; for in those places, it is said, are some

Memnonia. At Abydos Osiris is worshipped ; but in the

temple of Osiris no singer, nor player on the pipe, nor on

the cithara, is permitted to perform at the commencement

of the ceremonies celebrated in honour of the god, as is

usual in rites celebrated in honour of the gods." (Bk. XVII.

I, 44, Falconer's translation.) The principal monuments

which have been brought to light by the excavations of

M. Mariette at Abydos are :

—

I. The Temple of Seti I.,* and the Temple of

Rameses II.

The Temple of Seti I., better known as the Mem-
nonium, is built of fine white calcareous stone upon an

artificial foundation made of stone, earth and sand, which has

been laid upon a sloping piece of land ; it was called Men-

mat-Ra,t after the prenomen of its builder. The Phoenician

graffiti show that the temple must have ceased to be used

at a comparatively early period. It would seem that it was

nearly finished when Seti I. died, and that his son Rameses

II. only added the pillars in front and the decoration.

Its exterior consists of two courts, A and B, the wall which

divides them, and the fagade ; all these parts were built by

Rameses II. The pillars are inscribed with religious scenes

and figures of the king and the god Osiris. On the large

wall to the south of the central door is an inscription in

which Rameses II. relates all that he has done for the

honour of his father's memory, how he erected statues of

* The plans of the principal temples of Egypt printed in this book

are copied from those which accompany the Rapport stir les Temples

Egyptjens adressS h S.E. Le Ministre des Travaicx Publics par Grand

Bey. This gentleman's plans were made as recently as 18S8, and are

more complete than the more elaborate drawings given by Lepsius

in his Deiilzvidler, and by other savants.

t lT^aV\ |^"^G^|,
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him at Thebes and Memphis, and how he built up the

sacred doors. At the end of it he gives a brief sketch of

his childhood, and the various grades of rank and dignities

which he held. In the interior the first hall, C, is of the

time of Rameses II., but it is possible to see under the

rough hieroglyphics of this king, the finer ones of Seti I.;

this hall contains twenty-four pillars . arranged in two rows.

The scenes on the walls represent figures of the gods and of

the king offering to them, the names of the nomes, etc., etc.

The second hall, D, is larger than the first, the style and

finish of the sculptures are very fine, the hieroglyphics are

in relief, and it contains 36 columns^ arranged in three rows.

From this hall seven short naves dedicated to Horus, Isis,

Osiris, Amen, Harmachis, Ptah, and Seti I. respectively, lead

into seven vaulted chambers, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, beautifully

shaped and decorated, which are dedicated to the same

beings. The scenes on the walls of six of these chambers

represent the ceremonies which the king ought to perform

in them ; those in the seventh refer to the apotheosis of the

king. At the end of chamber G is a door which leads

into the sanctuary of Osiris, L, and in the corridor M is the

famous Tablet of Abydos, which gives the names of

seventy-six kings of Egypt, beginning with Menes and

ending with Seti I. The value of this most interesting

monument has been pointed out on p. 3.

The Temple of Rameses II. was dedicated by this king

to the god Osiris ; it lies a little to the north of the temple of

Seti I. Many distinguished scholars thought that this was

the famous shrine which all Egypt adored, but the ex-

cavations made there by M. Mariette proved that it was

not. It would seem that during the French occupation

of Egypt in the early part of this century this temple

stood almost intact ; since that time, however, so much
damage has been wrought upon it, that the portions of

wall which now remain are only about eight or nine feet
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high. The fragment of the second Tablet of Abydos, now

in the British Museum, came from this temple. The few-

scenes and fragments of inscriptions which remain are

interesting but not important.

A little to the north of the temple of Rameses II. is

a Coptic monastery, the church of which is dedicated to

Amba Musas.

Farshut and Kasr es-Sayyad.

Farsh(jt, 368 miles from Cairo, on the west bank of

the river, called in Coptic Rep(5oOYX, contains a sugar

factory.

Kasr es-Sayy^ad, or "the hunter's castle," 376 miles

from Cairo, on the east bank of the river, marks the site

of the ancient Chenoboscion. The Copts call the town

ajeitecHTT.

KENEH and the TEMPLE OF DENDERAH.*

Keneh, 405^ miles from Cairo, on the east bank of

the river, is the capital of the province of the same name.

This city is famous for its dates, and the trade which it

carries on with the Arabian peninsula.

A short distance from the river, on the west bank, a

little to the north of the village of Denderah, stands the

Temple of Denderah, which marks the site of the

classical Tentyra or Tentyris, called Xenxuope by the

Copts, where the goddess Hathor was worshipped. During

the Middle Empire quantities of flax and linen fabrics

* The Greek Tentyra, or Tentyris, is derived from the Egj-ptian

j^^>. .\^A/^>/\ ^^ --^ .

' ... r-^

Vrli \> <:z::> © = <:^^:^ Ta-en-ia-rert ; the name is
rAh . ^- /w.^A(\ ^^—-^ gx

also written « 11 ^J^^
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were produced at Tentyra, and it gained some reputation

thereby. In very ancient times Chufu or Cheops, a king

of the IVth dynasty, founded a temple here, but it seems

never to have become of much importance,* probably

because it lay so close to the famous shrines of Abydos
and Thebes. The wonderfully preserved Temple now
standing there is probably not older than the beginning

of our era; indeed, it cannot, in any case, be older

than the time of the later Ptolemies : hence it must

be considered as the architectural product of a time when
the ancient Egyptian traditions of sculpture were already

dead and nearly forgotten. It is, however, a majestic

monument, and worthy of careful examination. f Strabo

says (Bk. xvii., ch. i. 44) of this town and its inhabitants :

" Next to Abydos is the city Tentyra, where the

crocodile is held in peculiar abhorrence, and is regarded as

the most odious of all animals. For the other Egyptians,

although acquainted with its mischievous disposition, and

hostility towards the human race, yet worship it, and abstain

from doing it harm. But the people of Tentyra track and

destroy it in every way. Some, however, as they say of

the Psyllians of Cyrensea, possess a certain natural anti-

pathy to snakes, and the people of Tentyra have the same

dislike to crocodiles, yet they suffer no injury from them,

but dive and cross the river when no other person ventures

to do so. When crocodiles were brought to Rome to

be exhibited, they were attended by some of the Tentyritse.

* M. Marietta thought that a temple to Hathor existed at Denderah

during the Xllth, XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties.

t "Accessible comme il I'est aujourd'hui jusque dans la derniere de

ses charabres, il semble se presenter au visiteur comme un livre qu'il

n'a qu'a ouvrir et a consulter. Mais le temple de Denderah est, en

somme, un monument terriblement complexe. ... II faudrait plusieurs

annees pour copier tout ce vaste ensemble, et il faudrait vingt volumes

du format (folio !) de nos quatre volumes de planches pour le publier."

— Mariette, Denderah, Description Generale, p. 10.
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A reservoir was made for them with a sort of stage on

one of the sides, to form a basking place for them on

coming out of the water, and these persons went into

the water, drew them in a net to the place, where they

might sun themselves and be exhibited, and then dragged

them back again to the reservoir. The people of Tentyra

worship Venus. At the back of the fane of Venus is

a temple of Isis ; then follow what are called Typhoneia,

and the canal leading to Coptos, a city common both to

the Egyptians and Arabians." (Falconer's translation.)

It will be remembered that Juvenal witnessed a fight

between the crocodile worshippers of Kom Ombo and the

crocodile haters of Tentyra.

On the walls and on various other parts of the temples are

the names of several of the Roman Emperors ; the famous

portraits of Cleopatra and Cffisarion her son are on the

end wall of the exterior. Passing along a dromos for about

250 feet, the portico, A, open at the top, and supported

by twenty-four Hathor-headed columns, arranged in six rows,

is reached. Leaving this hall by the doorway facing the

entrance, the visitor arrives in a second hall, B, having six

columns and three small chambers on each side. The two

chambers C and D have smaller chambers on the right

and left, E was the so-called sanctuary, and in F the emblem
of the god worshipped in the temple was placed. From a

room on each side of C a staircase led up to the roof.

The purposes for which the chambers were used are stated

by M. Mariette in his Denderah, Descrip. Gen. du Grand
Temple de cetie ville. On the ceiling of the portico is the

famous " Zodiac," which was thought to have been made in

ancient Egyptian times; the Greek inscription=A.D. 35,

written in the twenty-first year of Tiberius, and the names

of the Roman Emperors, have clearly proved that, like that

at Esneh, it belongs to the Roman time. The Zodiac

from Denderah, now at Paris, was cut out, with the permis-
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sion of Muhammad 'Ali, in 182 1, from the small temple of

Osiris, generally called the "Temple on the Roof."

The Iseium is situated to the south of the temple of

Hathor, and consists of three chambers and a corridor
;

near by is a pylon which was dedicated to Isis in the 31st

year of C^sar Augustus.

The Mammisi, ^~^
m), Pa-mestu, or " house of giving

birth," also built by Augustus, is the name given to the

celestial dwelling where the goddess was supposed to have

brought forth the third person of the triad which was adored

in the temple close by.

The Typhonium stands to the north of the Temple

of Hathor, and was so named because the god Bes <^,

figures of whom occur on its walls, was confused with

Typhon; it measures about 120 feet x 60 feet, and is sur-

rounded by a peristyle of twenty-two columns.

The Temple of Denderah was nearly buried among the

rubbish which centuries had accumulated round about it,

and a whole village of wretched mud-huts actually stood

upon the roof ! The excavation of this fine monument was

undertaken and completed by M. Mariette, who published

many of the texts and scenes inscribed upon its walls in

his work mentioned above.

The crocodile was worshipped at Kom Ombo, and

Juvenal gives an account of a fight which took place

between the people of this place and those of Denderah

in which one of the former stumbled, while running along

and was caught by his foes, cut up, and eaten.

A few miles beyond Denderah, on the east bank of the

river, hes the town of Koft, the Aj © Qebt of the hiero-

glyphics, and KeCjX of the Copts; it was the principal city

in the Coptites nome, and was the Thebais Secunda of the

Itineraries. From Koft the road which crossed the desert
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to Berenice on the Red Sea started, and the merchandise

which passed through the town from the east, and the stone

from the famous porphyry quarries in the Arabian desert

must have made it wealthy and important. It held the

position of a port on the Nile for merchandise from a very

early period ; and there is no doubt that every Egyptian

king who sent expeditions to Punt, and the countries round

about, found Koft most usefully situated for this purpose

A temple dedicated to the ithyphallic god Amsu, Isis and

Osiris, stood here. It was nearly destroyed by Diocle-

tian A.D. 292. A copy of a medical papyrus in the

British Museum states that the work was originally dis-

covered at Coptos during the time of Cheops, a king of

the IVth dynasty ; it is certain then that the Egyptians

considered this city to be of very old foundation.

NAKADAH (naGADA).

Nakadah, 428 miles from Cairo, on the west bank of

the river, nearly opposite the island of Matarah, was the

home of a large number of Copts in early Christian times,

and several monasteries were situated there. The four

which now remain are dedicated to the Cross, St. Michael,

St. Victor, and St. George respectively, and tradition says

that they were founded by the Empress Helena; the most

important of them is that of St. Michael. The church in

this monastery "is one of the most remarkable Christian

structures in Egypt, possessing as it does some unique

peculiarities. There are four churches, of which three

stand side by side in such a manner that they have a single

continuous western wall. Two of the four have an apsidal

haikal with rectagular side chapels, while the other two are

entirely rectangular; but the two apses differ from all other

apses in Egyptian churches by projecting . . . beyond the

eastern wall and by showing an outward curvature. They

form a solitary exception to the rule that the Coptic apse is
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merely internal, and so far belong rather to Syrian archi-

tecture than to Coptic. The principal church shows two

other features which do not occur elsewhere in the Christian

buildings of Egypt, namely, an external atrium surrounded

with a cloister, and a central tower with a clerestory

Possibly the same remark may apply to the structure of the

iconostasis, which has two side-doors and no central

entrance, though this arrangement is not quite unparalleled

in the churches of Upper Egypt, and may be a later altera-

tion. It will be noticed that the church has a triple

western entrance from the cloisters." (Butler, Ancient Coptic

Churches of Egypt, Vol. I., p. 361.)



LUXOR (EL-KUSUR) AND THEBES.

Luxor, 450 miles from Cairo, on the east bank of the

river, is a small town with a few thousand inhabitants, and

owes its importance to the fact that it is situated close

to the ruins of the temples of the ancient city of Thebes.

The name Luxor is a corruption of the Arabic name of the

place, El-Kusur, which means "the palaces." Ancient

Thebes stood on both sides of the Nile, and was generally

called in hieroglyphics T '^j Uast ; that part of the city

which was situated on the east bank of the river, and

included the temples of Karnak and Luxor, appears to have

been called (1 (3 11 1

^ Apet,* whence the Coptic T" A. Tie

and the name Thebes have been derived. The cuneiform

inscriptions and Hebrew Scriptures call it No (Ezek. xxx. 14)

and No-Amon t (Nahum iii. 8), and the Greek and Roman
writers Diospolis Magna. When or by whom Thebes was

founded it is impossible to say. Diodorus says that it is the

most ancient city of Egypt ; some say that, hke Memphis,

it was founded by Menes, and others, that it was a colony

from Memphis. It is certain, however, that it did not

become a city of the first importance until after the decay

of Memphis, and as the progress of Egyptian civilization

was from north to south, this is only what was to be expected.

During the early dynasties no mention is made of Thebes,

but we know that as early as the Xllth dynasty some

kings were buried there.

The spot on which ancient Thebes stood is so

admirably adapted for the site of a great city, that it

* I.e., " throne city."

t In Revised Version, = ®, D t—> nut-Amen.
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would have been impossible for the Egyptians to over-

look it. The mountains on the east and west side of

the river sweep away from it, and leave a broad plain on

each bank of several square miles in extent. It has been

calculated that modern Paris could stand on this space of

ground. We have, unfortunately, no Egyptian description

of Thebes, or any statement as to its size ; it may, how-

ever, be assumed from the remains of its buildings which

still exist, that the descriptions of the city as given by Strabo

and Diodorus are on the whole trustworthy. The fame of

the greatness of Thebes had reached the Greeks of Homer's

age, and its "hundred gates" and 20,000 war chariots are

referred to in Iliad IX, 381. The city must have reached its

highest point of splendour during the rule of the XVIIIth

and XlXth dynasties over Egypt, and as little by little

the local god Amen-Ra became the great god of all Egypt,

his dwelling-place Thebes also gained in importance and

splendour. The city suffered severely at the hands of

Cambyses, who left nothing in it unburnt that fire would

consume. Herodotus appears never to have visited Thebes,

and the account he gives of it is not satisfactory; the account

of Diodorus, who saw it about e.g. 57, is as follows: "After-

wards reigned Busiris, and eight of his posterity after him

;

the last of which (of the same name with the first) built that

great city which the Egyptians call Diospolis, the Greeks

Thebes ; it was in circuit 140 stades (about twelve

miles), adorned with stately public buildings, magnificent

temples, and rich donations and revenues to admiration

;

and he built all the private houses, some four, some
five stories high. And to sum up all in a word, made it

not only the most beautiful and stateliest city of Egypt,

but of all others in the world. The fame therefore of the

riches and grandeur of this city was so noised abroad in

every place, that the poet Homer takes notice of it

Although there are some that say it had not a hundred
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gates ; but that there were many large porches to the

temples, whence the city was called Hecatompylus, a hundred

gates, for many gates : yet that it was certain they had in it

20,000 chariots of war; for there were a hundred stables all

along the river from Memphis to Thebes towards Lybia,

each of which was capable to hold two hundred horses, the

marks and signs of which are visible at this day. And we

have it related, that not only this king, but the succeeding

princes from time to time, made it their business to beautify

this city ; for that there was no city under the sun so

adorned with so many and stately monuments of gold, silver,

and ivory, and multitudes of colossi and obelisks, cut out of

one entire stone. For there were there four temples built,

for beauty and greatness to be admired, the most ancient of

which was in circuit thirteen furlongs (about two miles), and

five and forty cubits high, and had a wall twenty-four feet

broad. The ornaments of this temple were suitable to its

magnificence, both for cost and workmanship. The fabric

hath continued to our time, but the silver and the gold, and

ornaments of ivory and precious stones were carried away

by the Persians when Cambyses burnt the temples of

Egypt. . . . There, they say, are the wonderful sepulchres

of the ancient kings, which for state and grandeur far

exceed all that posterity can attain unto at this day. The

Egyptian priests say that in their sacred registers there are

47 of these sepulchres ; but in the reign of Ptolemy Lagus

there remained only 17, many of which were ruined and

destroyed when I myself came into those parts." (Bk. I.,

caps. 45, 46, Booth's translation, pp. 23, 24.)

Strabo, who visited Thebes about B.C. 24, says :

—
" Next

to the city of Apollo is Thebes, now called Diospolis, ' with

her hundred gates, through each of which issue 200 men,

with horses and chariots,' according to Homer, who

mentions also its wealth ; ' not all the wealth the palaces of

Egyptian Thebes contain.' Other writers use the same
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language, and consider Thebes as the metropoHs of Egypt.

Vestiges of its magnitude still exist, which extend 80 stadia

(about nine miles) in length. There are a great number

of temples, many of which Cambyses mutilated. The

spot is at present occupied by villages. One part of

it, in which is the city, lies in Arabia ; another is in the

country on the other side of the river, where is the Mem-

nonium. Here are two colossal figures near one another,

each consisting of a single stone. One is entire; the upper

parts of the other, from the chair, are fallen down, the

effect, it is said, of an earthquake. It is believed that

once a day a noise as of a slight blow issues from the part

of the statue which remains in the seat and on its base.

When I was at those places with ^lius Callus, and

numerous friends and soldiers about him, I heard a noise at

the first hour (of the day), but whether proceeding from the

base or from the colossus, or produced on purpose by some

of those standing around the base, I cannot confidently assert.

For from the uncertainly of the cause, I am disposed to

believe anything rather than that stones disposed in that

manner could send forth sound. Above the Memnonium
are tombs of kings in caves, and hewn out of the stone,

about forty in number ; they are executed with singular

skill, and are worthy of notice. Among the tombs are

obelisks with inscriptions, denoting the wealth of the kings

of that time, and the extent of their empire, as reaching to

the Scythians, Bactrians, Indians, and the present Ionia
;

the amount of tribute also, and the number of soldiers,

which composed an army of about a million of men.

The priests there are said to be, for the most part, astro-

nomers and philosophers. The former compute the days,

not by the moon, but by the sun, introducing into the

twelve months, of thirty days each, five days every year.

But in order to complete the whole year, because there is

(annually) an excess of a part of a day, they form a period
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Thekeleth, Sabaco, Nectanebus I., and the Ptolemies. Be-

hind the temple enclosure are the remains of a temple

dedicated to Ptah of Memphis by Thothmes III. ; the three

doors behind it and the courts into which they lead were

added by Sabaco, Tirhakah, and the Ptolemies.

Returning to the end of the avenue of sphinxes which

leads from Luxor to Karnak, a second smaller avenue orna-

mented with a row of ram-headed sphinxes on each side is

entered ; at the end of it stands the splendid pylon built

by Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II. Passing through the door, a

smaller avenue of sphinxes leading to the temple built by

Rameses III. is reached ; the small avenue of sphinxes and

eight of its columns were added by Rameses XIII. This

temple was dedicated to Chensu, and appears to have

been built upon the site of an ancient temple of the time

of Amenophis III. To the west of this temple is a smaller

temple built by Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II.

The great Temple of Karnak fronted the Nile, and was

approached by means of a small avenue of ram-headed

sphinxes which were placed in position by Rameses II.

Passing through the first propylon, a court or hall, having

a double row of pillars down the centre, is entered ; on

each side is a corridor with a row of columns. On the

right hand (south) side are the ruins of a temple built by

Rameses III., and on the left are those of another built by

Seti II. This court or hall was the work of Shashanq,

the first king of the XXIInd dynasty. On each side

of the steps leading through the second pylon was a colossal

statue of Rameses II. ; that on the right hand has now

disappeared. Passing through this pylon, the famous " Hall

of Columns " is entered. The twelve columns forming the

double row in the middle are about sixty feet high and

about thirty-five feet in circumference ; the other columns,

122 in number, are about forty feet high and twenty-seven

feet in circumference. Rameses I. set up one column,
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Seti I., the builder of this hall, set up seventy-nine, and

the remaining fifty-four were set up by Rameses II. It

is thought that this hall was originally roofed over. At

the end of it is the third propylon, which was built by

Amenophis III., and served as the entrance to the temple

until the time of Rameses I. Between this and the next

pylon is a narrow passage, in the middle of which stood two

obelisks which were set up by Thothmes I. ; the southern

one is still standing, and bears the names of this king, but

the northern one has fallen,* and its fragments show that

Thothmes 111. caused his name to be carved on it. At the

southern end of this passage are the remains of a gate built

by Rameses IX. The fourth and fifth pylons were built by

Thothmes I. Between them stood fourteen columns, six of

which were set up by Thothmes I., and eight by Amenophis

II., and two granite obelisks ; one of these still stands.

These obelisks were hewn out of the granite quarry by the

command of Hatshepset,t the daughter of Thothmes I., and

sister of Thothmes II. and Thothmes III. This able

woman set them up in honour of " father Amen," and

she relates in the inscriptions on the base of the standing

obelisk that she covered their tops with sinu metal, or copper,

that they could be seen from a very great distance, and that

she had them hewn and brought down to Thebes in about

seven months. These obelisks were brought into their

chamber from the south side, and were 98 and 105 feet high

respectively ; the masonry round their bases is of the time

of Thothmes III. The sixth pylon and the two walls which

* It was standing when Pococke visited Egypt in 1737-1739.

t " Scarcely had the royal brother and husband of Hashop [sic]

closed his eyes, when the proud queen threw aside her woman's veil,

and appeared in all tlie splendour of I'haraoh, as a born king. For she

laid aside her woman's dress, clothed herself in man's attire, and

adorned herself with the crown and insignia of royalty." (Brugsch'j

Egypt under the Pharaohs, Vol. /., p. 349.)

U 2
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flank it on the north and south are the work ofThothmes III.,

but Seti II., Rameses III., and Rameses IV. have added

their cartouches to them. On this pylon are inscribed a

large number of geographical names of interest. Passing

through it, the visitor finds himself in a vestibule which

leads into a red granite oblong chamber, inscribed with the

name of Philip III. of Macedon, which is often said to have

formed the sanctuary. In the chambers on each side of it

are found the names of Amenophis I., Thothmes I., Thothmes

II., Hatshepset, and Thothmes III. The sanctuary stood

in the centre of the large court beyond the two oblong red

granite pedestals. In ancient days, when Thebes was

pillaged by her conquerors, it would seem that special care

was taken to uproot not only the shrine, but the very

foundations upon which it rested. Some fragments of

columns inscribed with the name of Usertsen I. found

there prove, however, that its foundation dates from

the reign of this king. Beyond the sanctuary court is

a large building of the time of Thothmes III. In it was

found the famous Tablet of Ancestors, now in Paris,

where this king is seen making offerings to a number of his

royal ancestors. On the north side of the building is

the chamber in which he made his offerings, and on the east

side is a chamber where he adored the hawk, the emblem

of the Sun-god Ra ; this latter chamber was restored by

Alexander IV. Behind the great temple, and quite distinct

from it, was another small temple. On the south side of

the great temple was a lake which was filled by infiltration

from the Nile ; it appears only to have been used for

processional purposes, as water for ablutionary and other

purposes was drawn from the well on the north side of the

interior of the temple. The lake was dug during the reign

of Thothmes III., and its stone quays probably belong to

the same period.

Passing through the gate at the southern end of the
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passage in which stands the obelisk of Hatshepset, a long

avenue with four pylons is entered ; the first was built by
Thothmes III., the second by Thothmes I., and the third

and fourth by Heru-em-heb. Between these last two, on the

east side stood a temple built by x\menophis II. On the

north side of the Great Temple are the ruins of two smaller

buildings which belong to the time of the XXVIth dynasty.

The outside of the north wall of the Great Hall of

Columns is ornamented with some interesting scenes from the

battles of Seti I. against the peoples who lived to the north-

east of Syria and in Mesopotamia, called Shasu, Rutennu,

and Charu. The king is represented as having conquered

all these people, and returning to Thebes laden with much
spoil and bringing many captives. It is doubtful if the

events really took place in the order in which they are

depicted ; but the fidelity to nature, and the spirit and skill

with which these bas-reliefs have been executed, make them

some of the most remarkable sculptures known. The
scene in which Seti I. is shown grasping the hair of the

heads of a number of people, in the act of slaying them, is

symbolic.

The outside of the south wall is ornamented with a large

scene in which Shashanq (Shishak), the first king of the

XXIInd dynasty, is represented smiting a group of kneeling

prisoners ; the god Amen, in the form of a woman, is

standing by presenting him with weapons of war. Here

also are 150 cartouches, surmounted with heads, in which

are written the names of the towns captured by Shishak.

The type of features given to these heads by the sculptor

shows that the vanquished peoples belonged to a branch of

the great Semitic family. The hieroglyphics in one of the

cartouches were supposed to read "the king of Judah,"

and to represent Jeroboam, who was vanquished by Shishak

;

it has now been proved conclusively that they form the

name of a place called luta-melek. Passing along Lo the
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A. Walls standing: before the time of Thothmes I.

B. Pylons built by Thothmes I.

C. Walls and obelisks of Hatshepset.
0. Walls, pylon, etc., of Thotlimes III.
E. Gateway of Thothmes IV.
F. Pylon of Amenophis III.
Q, Pylon of Rameses I.

H. Walls and columns of Seti I.

\* Columns, walls, and stattes of Ramesea IJ.

J. Temple of Seti II.

K, Temple of Rameses III.
L. Gateway of Rameses IX.
M, Pillars and walls of the XXlInd dynasty.
N. Pillars of Tirhakah.
O. Corridor of Philip III. of Macedon,
P. Chamber and shrine of Alexander II.

Q. Pylon built by the Ptojemies.
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east, the visitor comes to a wall at right angles to the first,

upon which is inscribed a copy of the poem of Pen-ta-urt,

celebrating the victory of Rameses II. over the Cheta,

in the fifth year of his reign ; and on the west side of the

wall is a stele on which is set forth a copy of the offensive

and defensive treaty between this king and the prince of

the Cheta.

The inscriptions on the magnificent ruins at Karnak

show that from the time of Usertsen I., B.C. 2433, to that of

Alexander IV., b.c. 312 (?), the religious centre* of Upper

Egypt was at Thebes, and that the most powerful of the

kings of Egypt who reigned during this period spared neither

pains nor expense in adding to and beautifying the temples

there.

The fury of the elements, the attacks of Egypt's enemies,

and above all the annual inundation of the Nile, have

helped to throw down these splendid buildings. The
days are not far distant when, unless energetic measures

are taken meanwhile, a large number of the columns

in the wonderful hall of Seti I. must fall, and in their fall

will do irreparable damage to the other parts of the build-

ing. It is much to be hoped that the public opinion of the

civilized world will not allow these deeply interesting relics

of a mighty nation to perish before their eyes. Steps

should at once be taken to keep out the inundation, and

if possible the tottering columns and walls should be

strengthened.

* The short-lived heresy of the worship of the disk of the Sun

instead of that of Amen-Ra would not interfere with the general popu-

larity of Theban temples.
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On the west bank of the river the following are the

most interesting antiquities :

—

T. The Temple of Kurnah, This temple was built

by Seti I. in memory of his father Rameses I. ; it was

completed by Rameses II., by whom it was re-dedicated to

the memory of his father Seti I. Two pylons stood before

it, and between them was an avenue of sphinxes. This

temple was to all intents and purposes a cenotaph, and

as such its position on the edge of the desert, at the

entrance to a necropolis, is explained. In the temple

were six columns, and on each side were several small

chambers. The sculptures on the walls represent Rameses II.

making offerings to the gods, among whom are Rameses I

and Seti I. According to an inscription there, it is said

that Seti I. went to heaven and was united with the Sun-god

before this temple was finished, and that Rameses II. made

and fixed the doors, finished the building of the walls,

and decorated the interior. The workmanship in certain

parts of this temple recalls that of certain parts of Abydos

;

it is probable that the same artists were employed.

II. The Ramesseum. This temple, called also the

Memnonium and the tomb of Osymandyas (Diodorus I.,

iv), was built by Rameses II., in honour of Amen-Ra.

As at Kurnah, two pylons stood in front of it. The

first court had a double row of pillars on each side of

it
;
passing up a flight of steps, and through the second

pylon, is a second court, having a double row of round

columns on the east and west sides, and a row of pilasters,

to which large figures of Rameses II. under the form of

Osiris are attached, on the north and souih sides. Before

the second pylon stood a colossal statue of Rameses II,,

at least sixty feet high, which has been thrown down (by

Canibyses ?), turned over on its back, and mutilated. In

the hall are twelve huge columns, arranged in two rows,

and thirty-six smaller ones arranged in six rows. On the
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interior face of the second pylon are sculptured scenes in

the war of Rameses II. against the Cheta, which took place

in the fifth year of his reign ; in them he is represented

slaying the personal attendants of the prince of the Cheta.

Elsewhere is the famous scene in which Rameses, having

been forsaken by his army, is seen cutting his way through

the enemy, and hurling them one after the other into

the Orontes near Kadesh. The walls of the temple are

ornamented with small battle scenes and reliefs representing

the king making offerings to the gods of Thebes. On the

ceiling of one of the chambers is an interesting astronomical

piece on which the twelve Egyptian months are mentioned.

III. The Colossi.—These two interesting statues were

set up in honour of Amenophis III., whom they represent

;

they stood in front of the pylon of a calcareous stone temple

which was built by this king; this has now entirely dis-

appeared. They were hewn out of a hard grit-stone, and

the top of each was about sixty feet above the ground
;

originally each was monolithic. The statue on the north is

the famous Colossus of Memnon, from which a sound

was said to issue every morning when the sun rose. The
upper part of it was thrown down by an earthquake, it is

said, about B.C. 27 ; the damage was partially repaired

during the reign of Septimius Severus, who restored the

head and shoulders of the figure by adding to it five

ayers of stone. When Strabo was at Thebes with ^lius

Gallus he heard "a noise at the first hour of the day, but

whether proceeding from the base or from the colossus, or

produced on purpose by some of those standing round the

base, I cannot confidently assert." It is said that after the

colossus was repaired no sound issued from it. Some
think that the noise was caused by the sun's rays striking

upon the stone, while others believe that a priest hidden in

the colossus produced it by striking a stone. The inscrip-

tions show that many distinguished Romans visited the
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"vocal Memnon" and heard the sound; one Petronianus,

of a poetical turn of mind, stated that it made a sighing

sound in complaining to its mother, the dawn, of the injuries

inflicted upon it by Cambyses. The inscriptions on the

back of the colossi give the names of Amenophis III.

IV. Medinet Habu.—This village hes to the south of

the colossi, and its foundation dates from Coptic times. The
early Christians established themselves around the ancient

Egyptian temple there, and havmg carefully plastered over

the wall sculptures in one of its chambers, they used it as a

chapel. Round and about this temple many Greek and

Coptic inscriptions have been found, which prove that the

Coptic community here was one of the largest and most

important in Upper Egypt. The temple here is actually

composed of two temples ; the older was built by

Thothmes III., and the later by Rameses III. The first

court of the temple of Thothmes III. was built during the

time of the Roman occupation of Egypt, and the names of

Titus, Hadrian, Antoninus, etc., are found on various parts

of its walls. The half-built pylon at the end of this court

is of the same period, although the door between them

bears the names of Ptolemy X. Soter II. (Lathyrus) and

Ptolemy XIII., Neos Dionysos (Auletes). The litde court

and pylon beyond are inscribed with the names of Tirhakah,

B.C. 693, and Nectanebus II., B.C. 358. Passing through

this last court and its pylon, the temple proper is reached.

The oldest name found here is that of Thothmes II. The

work begun by this king was completed by Thothmes III.,

and several subsequent kings restored or added new parts

to it.

Before the Temple of Rameses III. there stood originally

a building consisting of two square towers, the four sides of

which were symmetrically inclined to a common centre.

The interior chambers were ornamented with sculptures, on

which were depicted scenes in the domestic (?) life of the
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king, and from this it has been concluded that the building

formed the Palace of Rameses III. Elsewhere the king

is shown smiting his enemies, and from the features and

dress of many of them it is possible to tell generally what

nations they represent ; it is quite clear that the sculptor

intended his figures to be typical portraits. It is a noticeable

fact that the cartouches of Rameses III. are the only ones

found in this building.

V. The Temple of Rameses III. is entered by pass-

ing through the first pylon, the front of which is ornamented

with scenes from the wars of this king against the people of

Arabia and Phcenicia. The weapons of the king are

presented to him by Amen-Ra the Sun-god. In the first

court is a row of seven pillars, to which are attached figures

of the king in the form of Osiris ; M. Mariette was of

opinion that these declared the funereal nature of the

building. The second pylon is built of red granite, and

the front is ornamented with scenes in which Rameses III.

is leading before the gods Amen and Mut a number of

prisoners, whom he has captured in Syria and along the

coasts of the Mediterranean ; from these scenes it is evident

that he was able to wage war by sea as well as by land. The

second court, which, according to M. Mariette, is one of

the most precious which Egyptian antiquity has bequeathed

to us, has a portico running round its four sides ; it is

supported on the north and south sides by eight Osiris

columns, and on the east and west by five circular columns.

The Copts disgraced this splendid court by building a

sajidstone colonnade in the middle, and destroyed here, as

elsewhere, much that would have been of priceless value.

Beyond the second court was a hall of columns, on each

side of which were several small chambers, and beyond

that were other chambers and corridors and the sanctuary.

The scenes sculptured on the inside of the second court

represent the wars of Rameses III. against the Libyans, in
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which the generals and officers of the Egyptian king lead

crowds of prisoners into his presence, whence they are

brought in triumph to Thebes to be offered to the gods of

that town. Elsewhere Rameses is making offerings to the

various gods of Thebes and performing certain ceremonies.

The procession, coronation of the king, musicians, and the

sending off of four birds to announce to the ends of the

world that Rameses III. was king, are among the many

interesting scenes depicted here.

Outside the building, on the south wall, is a list of

religious festivals, and on the north wall are ten scenes, of

which the following are the subjects : i. The king and his

army setting out to war. 2. Battle of the Egyptians against

the Libyans, and defeat of the latter. 3. Slaughter of the

enemy by thousands, and the prisoners led before the king

4. The king addresses his victorious army, and an inventory

is made of the spoil captured. 5. The march continued.

6. Second encounter and defeat of the enemy called Takare ;

their camp is captured, and women and children flee away

in all directions. 7. The march continued. On the way

one lion is slain and another wounded. The country

passed through is probably northern Syria. 8. Naval battle

scene. The fight takes place near the river bank or sea-

shore, and Rameses and his archers distress the enemy by

shooting at them from the shore. 9. Return towards Egypt.

The number of the slain is arrived at by counting the hands

which have been cut off the bodies on the field of battle.

10. Return to Thebes. The king presents his prisoners

to the gods Amen-Ra, Mut, and Chensu. Speech of the

prisoners, who beg the king to allow them to live that they

may proclaim his power and glory.

The temple of Rameses III. is one of the most interesting

of the Egyptian temples, and is worthy of several visits.

VI. Der el-Medinet. This small temple, which stands

between the Colossi and Medinet Habu, was begun by

X
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Ptolemy IV. Philopator and finished by Ptolemy IX.

Euergetes II. ; in one of its chambers is the judgment

scene which forms the vignette of the 125th chapter of the

Book of the Dead, hence the funereal nature of the building

may be inferred.

VII. Der el-Bahari. This temple was built by Hatshep-

set, the sister and wife of Thothmes II., B.C. 1600. The

iinest marble limestone was used in its construction, and its

architect seems to have been an able man called Senmut,

who was honoured with the friendship of the queen, and

promoted by her to be chief clerk of the works. Before the

temple was an avenue of sandstone sphinxes and two

obelisks. It was built in stages on the side of a hill, and

its courts were connected by means of flights of steps.

As early as the XXIInd dynasty the temple had fallen into

disuse, and soon after this time its chambers appear to have

been used for sepulchres. The wall sculptures are beautiful

specimens of art, and depict the return of Egyptian soldiers

from some military expedition, and the scenes which took

place during the expedition which the queen organized and

sent off to Punt. This latter expedition was most successful,

and returned to Egypt laden with things the " like of which

had never before been seen in that land." The prince of

Punt came to Egypt with a large following, and became a

vassal of Hatshepset. *

The Discovery of the Royal Mummies at

Der el-Bahari. t

In the sunmier of the year 1871 an Arab, a native of

Kdrnah, discovered a large tomb filled with coffins heaped

one upon the other. On the greater number of them were

* For a notice of the worl; carried on by the Egypt E.xploration

Fund by M. Naville, see p. 395 ff.

t A minute and detailed account of tliis discovery is given by

Maspero in " Les Momies Royales de Deir el Bahari " (Fasc. I.,

t. IV., of the Mi'moires of the French ArchKological Mission at Cairo),
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visible the cartouche and other signs which indicated that

the inhabitants of the cofEns were royal personages. The
native who was so fortunate as to have chanced upon this

remarkable " find," was sufEciendy skilled in his trade of

antiquity hunter to know what a valuable discovery he had

made ; his joy must however have been turned into mourn-

ing, when it became evident that he would need the help of

many men even to move some of the large royal coffins

which he saw before him, and that he could not keep

the knowledge of such treasures locked up in his own

breast. He revealed his secret to his two brothers and

to one of his sons, and they proceeded to spoil the

coffins of iishabtiu * figures, papyri, scarabs and other

antiquities which could be taken away easily and con-

cealed in their abbas (ample outer garments) as they re-

turned to their houses. These precious objects were for

several winters sold to chance tourists on the Nile, and the

lucky possessors of this mine of wealth replenished their

stores from time to time by visits made at night to the tomb.

As soon as the objects thus sold reached Europe, it was at

once suspected that a "find" of more than ordinary

importance had been made. An English officer called

Campbell showed M. Maspero a hieratic Book of the Dead

written for Pi-net'em ; M. de Saulcy sent him photographs

of the hieroglyphic papyrus of Net'emet ; M. Mariette

bought at Suez a papyrus written for the Queen Hent-taiu,

and Rogers Bey exhibited at Paris a wooden tablet

upon which was written a hieratic text relating to the

tishabtiu figures which were to be buried with the prin-

cess Nesi-Chensu. All these interesting and most valuable

* Ushabtiu figures made of stone, green or blue glazed Egyptian

porcelain, wood, &c., were deposited in the tombs with the dead, and

were supposed to perform for them any field labours which might be

decreed for them by Osiris, the king of the under-world, and judge of

the dead.

X 2
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objects proved that the natives of Thebes had succeeded in

unearthing a veritable "Cave of Treasures," and M. Maspero,

the Director of the Biilak Museum, straightway determined

to visit Upper Egypt with a view of discovering whence

came all these antiquities. Three men were implicated,

whose names were learnt by M. Maspero from the inquiries

which he made of tourists who purchased antiquities.

In 1 88 1 he proceeded to Thebes, and began his investiga-

tions by causing one of the dealers, 'Abd er-Rasul Ahmad,

to be arrested by the police, and an official inquiry into the

matter was ordered by the Mudir of Keneh. In spite of

threats and persuasion, and many add tortures, the accused

denied any knowledge of the place whence the antiquities

came. The evidence of the witnesses who were called to

testify to the character of the accused, tended to show that

he was a man of amiable disposition, who would never

dream of pillaging a tomb, much less do it. Finally, after

two months' imprisonment, he was provisionally set at

liberty. The accused then began to discuss with his partners

in the secret what plans they should adopt, and how they

should act in the future. Some of them thought that all

trouble was over when 'Abd er-Rasul Ahmad was set at

liberty, but others thought, and they were right, that the

trial would be recommenced in the winter. Fortunately for

students of Egyptology, differences of opinion broke out

between the parties soon after, and 'Abd er-Rasul Ahmad
soon perceived that his brothers were determined to turn

King's evidence at a favourable opportunity. To prevent

their saving themselves at his expense, he quietly travelled

to Keneh, and there confessed to the Mudir that he was
able to reveal the place where the coffins and papyri were

found. Telegrams were sent to Cairo announcing the

confession of 'Abd er-Rasul Ahmad, and when his state-

ments had been verified, despatches containing fuller

particulars were sent to Cairo from Keneh. It was decided
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that a small expedition to Thebes should at once be made
to take possession of and bring to Cairo the antiquities

which were to be revealed to the world by 'Abd er-Rasul

Ahmad, and the charge of bringing this work to a suc-

cessful issue was placed in the hands of M. Emile Brugsch.

Although the season was summer, and the heat very great,

the start for Thebes was made on July i. At Keneh M.
Brugsch found a number of papyri and other valuable

antiquities which 'Abd er-Rasiil had sent there as an earnest

of the truth of his promise to reveal the hidden treasures.

A week later M. Brugsch and his companions were shown

the shaft of the tomb, which was most carefully hidden in

the north-west part of the natural circle which opens to the

south of the valley of Der el-Bahari, in the little row of

hills which separates the Biban el-Muluk from the Theban

plain. According to M. Maspero,* the royal mummies
were removed here from their tombs in the Biban el-Muluk

by Aauputh, the son of Shashanq, about B.C. 966, to prevent

them being destroyed by the thieves, who were sufficiently

numerous and powerful to defy the government of the day.

The pit which led to the tomb was about forty feet deep,

and the passage, of irregular level, which led to the tomb

was about 220 feet long; at the end of this passage was a

nearly rectangular chamber about twenty-five feet long,

which was found to be literally filled with coffins, mummies,

funereal furniture, boxes, ushabtiu figures, Canopic jars, \

bronze vases, etc., etc. A large number of men were

* Histoire Ancienne des Peuples de VOrieiit^ 4'*""= ed., p. 360.

t The principal intestines of a deceased person were placed in four

jars, which were placed in his tomb under the bier ; the jars wete

dedicated to the four children of Horus, who were called Mestha, Hapi,

Tuamautef and Qebhsennuf. The name "Canopic" is given to them

by those who follow the opinion of some ancient writers that Canopus,

the pilot of Menelaus, who is said to have been buried at Canopus

in Egypt, was worshipped there under the form of a jar with small

feet, a thin neck, a swollen body, and a round back.
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at once employed to exhume these objects, and for eight

and forty hours M. Brugsch and Ahmad Effendi Kamal

stood at the mouth of the pit watching the things brought

up. The heavy coffins were carried on the shoulders of

men to the river, and in less than two weeks everything had

been sent over the river to Luxor. A few days after this

the whole collection of mummies of kings and royal per-

sonages was placed upon an Egyptian Government steamer

and taken to the Museum at Bulak.

When the mummies of the ancient kings of Egypt

arrived at Cairo, it was found that the Bulak Museum was

too small to contain them, and before they could be ex-

posed to the inspection of the world, it was necessary for

additional rooms to be built. Finally, however, M. Maspero

had glass cases made, and, with the help of some cabinets

borrowed from his private residence attached to the

Museum, he succeeded in exhibiting, in a comparatively

suitable way, the mummies in which such world-wide

interest had been taken. Soon after the arrival of the

mummies at Bdlak M. Brugsch opened the mummy of

Thothmes III., when it was found that the Arabs had

attacked it and plundered whatever was valuable upon it.

In 1883 the mummy of Queen Mes-Hent-Themehu,

(fiI<S^ il^l'^tll' s™i'^'^<i unpleasant odours, and by

M. Maspero's orders it was unrolled. In 1885 the mummy

of Queen Ahmes Nefertari, HT]^
rolled by him, and as it putrefied rapidly and stank, it

had to be buried. Finally, when M. Maspero found that

the mummy of Seqenen-Ra, f O "^
''

"^

I, was also

decaying, he decided to unroll the whole collection, and

Rameses II. was the first of the great kings whose features

were shown again to the world after a lapse of 3,200 years.

Such are the outlines of the history of one of the
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greatest discoveries ever made in Egypt. It will ever be

regretted by the Egyptologist that this remarkable collection

of mummies was not discovered by some person who could

have used for the benefit of scholars the precious infor-

mation which this " find " would have yielded, before so

many of its objects were scattered ; as it is, however, it

would be difScult to over-estimate its historical value.

The following is a list of the names of the principal kings

and royal personages which were found on coffins at Der

el-Bahari and of their mummies :

—

XVIIth Dynasty^ before B.C. 1700.

King Seqenen-Ra, coffin and mummy.
Nurse of Queen Nefertari Raa, coffin only. This coffin

contained the mummy of a queen whose name is read

An'Hapi.

XVIIIih Dynasty, B.C. 1 700-1400.

King Aahmes (Amasis I.), coffin and mummy.
Queen Aahmes Nefertari, coffin.

King Amenhetep I., coffin and mummy.
The Prince Se-Amen, coffin and mummy.
The Princess Set-Amen, coffin and mummy.
The Scribe Senu, chief of the house of Nefertari, mummy.
Royal wife Set-ka-mes, mummy.
Royal daughter Meshentthemhu, coffin and mummy.
Royal mother Aah-hetep, coffin.

King Thothmes I., coffin usurped by Pi-net 'em.

King Thothmes II., coffin and mummy.
King Thothmes III., coffin and mummy.
Cofln and mummy of an unknown person.

XlXth Dynasty, B.C. 1400-1200.

King Rameses I., part of coffin.

King Seti I., coffin and mummy.
King Rameses II., coffin and mummy.
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XXth Dynasty^ B.C. 1 200-1100.

King Rameses III., mummy found in the coffin of

Nefertari.

XXIst Bytiasly, B.C. 1 100-1000.

Royal mother Net'emet.

High-priest of Amen, Masahertha, coffin and mummy.

High-priest of Amen, Pai-net'em IH., coffin and mummy
Priest of Amen, T'et-Ptah-auf-anch, coffin and mummy.
Scribe Nebseni, coffin and mummy.
Queen Mat-ka-Ra, coffin and mummy.
Princess Auset-em-chebit, coffin and mummy.
Princess Nesi-Chensu.

VIII. The Tombs of the Kings, called in Arabic

Biban el-Muluk, are hewn out of the living rock in a valley,

which is reached by passing the temple at Kfirnah ; it

is situated about three or four miles from the river.

This valley contains the tombs of the kings of the XlXth

and XXth dynasties, and is generally known as the Eastern

Valley ; a smaller valley, the Western, contains the tombs

of the last kings of the XVIHth dynasty. These tombs

consist of long inclined planes with a number of chambers

or halls receding into the mountain sometimes to a

distance of 500 feet. Strabo gives the number of these

royal tombs as 40, 17 of which were open in the time

of Ptolemy Lagus ; in 1835 21 were known, but the

labours of M. Mariette were successful in bringing four

more to light. The most important of these tombs are :

—

No. 17. Tomb of Seti I., b.c. 1366, commonly called

" Belzoni's Tomb," because it was discovered by that brave

traveller in the early part of this century ; it had already

been rifled, but the beautiful alabaster sarcophagus, which

is now preserved in the Soane Museum in London, was

still lying in its chamber at the bottom of the tomb. The

inscriptions and scenes sculptured on the walls form parts of
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the "Book of being in the under-world;" it is quite

impossible to describe them here, for a large number of

pages would be required for the purpose. It must be suffi-

cient to draw attention to the excellence and beauty of the

paintings and sculptures, and to point out that the whole

series refers to the life of the king in the under-world. The

tomb is entered by means of two flights of steps, at the bottom

of which is a passage terminating in a small chamber.

Beyond this are two halls having four and two pillars respec-

tively, and to the left are the passages and small chambers

which lead to the large six-pillared hall and vaulted chamber

in which stood the sarcophagus of Seti I. Here also is an

inclined plane which descends into the mountain for a con-

siderable distance ; from the level of the ground to the

bottom of this incline the depth is about 150 feet; the

length of the tomb is nearly 500 feet. The designs on

the walls were first sketched in outline in red, and the

alterations by the master designer or artist were made in

black ; it would seem that this tomb was never finished.

The mutilations and destruction which have been committed

here during the last twenty-five years are truly lamentable.

The mummy of Seti I., found at Der el-Bahari, is preserved

in the Gizeh Museum.

No. II. Tomb of Rameses III., b.c. 1200, commonly

called " Bruce's Tomb," because it was discovered by this

traveller, and the " Tomb of the Harper," on account of the

scene in it in which men are represented playing harps.

The architect did not leave sufficient space between this

and a neighbouring tomb, and hence after excavating pas-

sages and chambers to a distance of more than 100 feet, he

was obliged to turn to the right to avoid breaking into it.

The flight of steps leading into the tomb is not as steep as

that in No. 17, the paintings and sculptures are not so fine,

and the general plan of ornamentation differs. The scenes

on the walls of the first passage resemble those in the first
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passage of No. 17, but in the other passages and chambers

warhke, domestic, and agricultural scenes and objects are

depicted. The body of the red granite sarcophagus of

Rameses III. is in Paris, the cover is in the Fitzwilliam

Museum, Cambridge, and the mummy of this king is at

Gizeh. The length of the tomb is about 400 feet.

No. 2. The Tomb of Rameses IV., about b.c. 1166,

though smaller than the others, is of considerable interest

;

the granite sarcophagus, of colossal proportions, still stands

in situ at the bottom. Having seen the beautiful sculptures

and paintings in the Tomb ofSetiI.,the visitor will probably

not be disposed to spend much time in that of Rameses IV.

No. 9. The Tomb of Rameses VI., or " Memnon's

Tomb," was considered of great interest by the Greeks and

Romans who visited it in ancient days ; the astronomical

designs on some of the ceilings, and the regular sequence

of its passages and rooms are interesting. The fragments

of Ihe granite sarcophagus of this king lie at the bottom

of the tomb.

No. 6. The Tomb of Rameses IX. is remarkable for

the variety of sculptures and paintings of a nature entirely

different from those found in the other royal tombs ; they

appear to refer to the idea of resurrection after death and of

immortality, which is here symbolized by the principle of

generation.

The Tomb of Rameses I., father of Seti I., is the

oldest in this valley ; it was opened by Belzoni.

The Tomb* of Rechmara is situated in the hill

behind the Ramesseuni called Shekh 'Abd al-Kfirnah ; it is

one of the most interesting of all the private tombs found at

Thebes. The scenes on the walls represent a procession

of tribute bearers from Punt carrying apes, ivory, etc.,

* No. 35, according to Wilkinson, and No. 15, according to

Champollion.
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and of people from parts of Syria and the shores of the

Mediterranean bringing to him gifts consisting of the choicest

products of their lands, which Rechmara receives for

'rhothmes III. The countries can in many cases be iden-

tified by means of the articles depicted. The scenes in

the inner chamber represent brickmaking, ropemaking,

smiths' and masons' work, etc., etc., superintended by

Rechmara, prefect of Thebes ; elsewhere are domestic

scenes and a representation of Rechmara sailing in a

boat, lists of offerings, etc.

Tomb of Nekht at Shekh "Abd al-Kurnah.

This beautiful little tomb was opened out in the year

i88g, but there is little doubt that it was known to the

inhabitants of Kurnah some time before. Though small,

it is of considerable interest, and the freshness of the

colours in the scenes is unusual ; it is, moreover, a fine

example of the tomb of a Theban gentleman of the Middle

Empire. As the paintings and inscriptions are typical of

their class, they are here described at some length. The

tomb of Nekht consists of two chambers, but the larger one

only is ornamented ; the ceiling is painted with a wave

pattern, and the cornice is formed of the -xakeru pattern

000000 . On the left end wall a granite stele is painted,

and upon it are the following inscriptions :

—

A \ T. 7i±l\&l
ta suten hetep Ausar Un-ne/eru, neter aa 7ieb

Grant royal oblation Osiris Unnefer, god great, lord

M j\ zv

Abtu td - f ay it

of Abydos, may he grant a coming in [and] a going out
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e//i Neter--xe.ri an X^^^f l'^ ^"^

from the underworld, not being repulsed the soul

'4'^>'-^/X-^'/X'-v/>%/X'-v/X u
ka [nu/]

f [at the gates of

\the "

the gates on ^ ^ ^^j^ ^^ ^^^ rtemple-ser.ant 1

iinderworld] J
'

I. LWekhtJ J

maaxifu

triumphant

!

fd siiten hetep \Heru-xuti'\ ta - f viaa

Cjrant royal oblation [Harmachis], may he grant a view

LTU a
^

neferu - f hru neb pe7-t em ta

of his splendours every day, and a coming forth upon earth

er maa aten ma sexeru en

to see the Disk according to [his] wont when

unen tep ta en Iza en unnut

living upon earth, to the double of the temple-servant

m- [?--]

u
ka

Q

[Nekht, triumphant]

!
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/(7 su/en hetep Atmn yent sert neter

Grant royal oblation Amen, president of the god

l©(
. : M I 1

da her Vast x'^ ^"'"- ^^^^

great, chief of Thebes, . . . [may he grant] things day every

e7i ka en

to the double of [the temple-servant Nekht, triumphant] !

td suten hetep Anpu xent neter seh

Grant royal oblation Anubis, chief of the divine hall,

ta - f x^ ^"^ P^^ X^^ ^^ "-f ^'^

may he grant glory in heaven with Ra, power upon

/WWvA \J 1—

I

I— ' —I .v^^^yv\ 7\

ta %.?/ Sel> inadx^i'u em Set-Ameniet x^^

earth with Seb, triumph in the underworld with

Un-?iefer en ka en unnut Nekht

Unnefer, to the double of the temple-servant Nekht.

On the upper part of the stele the deceased Nekht and

his sister and wife Taui, a lady of the College of Amen, are

represented sitting before a table of offerings ; the inscrip-
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tion reads, " a coming forth always to the table of the lords

of eternity every day, to the ka of the temple servant, Nekht,

triumphant, and to his sister, the lady of the house, trium-

phant !" Beneath this scenes are two utchats facing

each other '^f ^^" ,
^'^^ the signs .,^„ . The four per-

]7endicular lines of inscription state that the deceased is

" watchfully devoted " to the four children of Horus, whose

names are Mestha (I

(J,
Qebhsennuf w V a;^ .

Hapi •^(1(1, and Tuamautef >i< AX '^
.

On the right of the stele are :

—

I. Kneeling figure of a man offering ^, and the legend,

^ AA^/vAA H ji| ^-i:'^^
^j_=/i (^ ^^n heqt en an Nekht,

" the giving of beer to the scribe Nekht."

2. Kneeling figure of a man offering two vases 'C7'v7, and

"" "'"' ^'^ "^ "-
1 T# -"" j3

Ausar unnut an Nekht ah-k ab Set, " the giving of a vase of

wine to Osiris the temple-servant, the scribe Nekht. Thou

art pure, Set is pure."

3. Kneeling figure of a man offering
1 1 1, and the legend

I I
/vAww r] -f) [Jw ^^^^^ ertat menx hebs en Ausar an

Nekht, " the giving of linen bandages to Osiris, the scribe

Nekht."

On the left of the stele are :

—

I. Kneeling figure offering^, ||, etc., and the legend

:'-^ ertdt neter hetep en an
1h a I Q D I

Nekht, " the giving of holy offerings to the scribe Nekht."
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2. Kneeling figure of a man offering ^^, and the legend

AAiV^^A ^^/\A/vA AAftAAA

I JJal . >lc O I I I

a/' «;/ 7>ia?i e?i ka en Atisdr imnut en Amen an Nekht

niadxeru ab-k db Heru, " the giving of a vase of water to the

double of Osiris, the temple-servant of Amen, the scribe

Nekht, triumphant ! Thou art pure, Horus is pure."

3. Kneeling figure of a man offering "^ "g , and the

- Ill

^-i^ '
' erfdt met'et iiat' mestem en an Nekht

niadxeru, " the giving of fresh unguents and eye-paint to

the scribe Nekht, triumphant !

"

Beneath the stele is shown a pile of funereal offerings

consisting of fruits and flowers, bread and cakes, ducks,

haunches of beef, etc. ; on each side is a female wearing a

sycamore, the emblem of the goddess Hathor, upon her

head, and holding offerings of fruit, flowers, etc., in her

hands, and behind each is a young man bringing additional

offerings.

The scene on the wall at the other end of the chamber

was never finished by the artist. In the upper division are

Nekht and his wife Taui seated, having a table loaded with

funereal offerings before them ; a priestly ofificial and the

nine sme7-i bring offerings of oil, flowers, etc. In the lower

division also are Nekht and his wife Taui seated, having a

table of offerings before them, and four priestly officials are

bringing haunches of veal or beef to them.

On the wall to the left of the doorway leading into the

smaller chamber are painted the following scenes connected

with agriculture :— i. An arm of the Nile or a canal. On
one side are men ploughing with oxen, and labourers
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breaking up hard sods with mallets, while a third scatters

the seed ; on the other are seen men digging up the ground

with hoes '-^s:. , and the sower sowing seed. At one end

sits the deceased Nekht in the seh hall, inr| , and at the

other is a tree having a water-skin on one of the branches,

from -which a man drinks. 2. Men reaping, a woman
gleaning, men tying up sheaves in a sack, women twisting

flax. 3. The measuring of the grain. 4. Winnowing the

grain. Above the head of Nekht, who sits in a seh chamber,

is the inscription :

—

hemset

Sitting

em

in the

seh

seh

maa sey^et - f
seeth his fields

qv

unnut en jnadxet'u xer

the temple-servant of [Amen, Nekht], triumphant before

1
neter da

the great god.

On the left of the agricultural scenes stands Nekht pour-

ing out a libation over an altar loaded with all manner of

funereal offerings ; behind him is his wife Taui holding a

mendtlQi, emblem of joy and pleasure, in her right hand,

and a sistrum S in her left. Beneath the altar two priests

are sacrificing a bull. The inscription above the whole

scene reads ;

—

h a s

iiten "xet nebt nefert dbt ta heq dh

Offering of things all beautiful, pure, bread, beer, oxen,

Y
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(7// dtm iintu qema her dx

ducks, heifers, calves, to be made upon the altars

en Heru-xuti en Attsdr neter ad Het-Heni

of Harmachis to Osiris, god great, and Hathor

R\ I—I—I
n|^AW^A ^

hert set en Anp her

president of the mountain of the dead, to Anubis upon

/«^ - / «« iinnut sent - f
his mountain by the temple-servant .... Nekht. His sister.

I—

I

^/i^T"/ -/ ^/z a^jfi' db - f qeinait

his darling, of the seat of his heart, the singing priestess

/VvWV^

en

of [Amen, Taui, triumphant
!]

On the wall to the right of the doorway leading into the

smaller chamber are painted the following scenes :—Upper

register. Nekht in a boat, accompanied by his wife and

children, spearing fish and bringing down birds with the

boomerang in a papyrus swamp. Above is the inscription ;

—

^^^ S^S rajraj^
xenes ses hehheb

Passeth through wild-fowl marshes, traverseth
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X: ^^'
ses sexi:mxem satet

wild-fowl marshes with gladness, speareth

mehit

fish

Nekht madxeru

Nekht, triumphant

!

On the bank stand two of Nekht's servants holding

sandals, staff, boomerang, etc., and beneath is another

servant carrying to Nekht the birds which Nekht himself

has brought down. The inscriptions above read :

—

^0"
J \

sexeaixem

Rejoiceth,

U!

7/iaa bu nefer ari sexef

seeth happiness [in] making the chase.

kai Sexet

[and] in the work of the goddess Sekhet,

an sami

the friend

en nebt

of the lady

^3:7
I 1 I

etc.

hebu

of the chase, the temple-servant, the

scribe Nekht, triumphant

!

+1 Ar^fWV\ ^^/f<.^^.;<^^4<

sent - f qemdit en nebt

His sister, the singing priestess of [Amen], the lady

Y 2
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new wine, the jars for holding it, and two servants making

offerings to Nekht of birds, flowers, etc. In the lower

division we see Nekht instructing his servants in the art of

snaring birds in nets, the plucking and cleaning of the birds

newly caught, and two servants offering to Nekht fish, birds,

fruit, etc.

In the other scenes we have Nekht, accompanied by his

wife Taui, making an offering of dnta unguent and incense

to the gods of the tomb, and a representation of his funereal

feast.

The most ancient necropolis at Thebes is Drah abu'l

Nekkah, where tombs of the Xlth, XVIIth, and XVIIIth

dynasties are to be found. The coffins of the Antef kings

(Xlth dynasty), now in the Louvre and the British Museum,

were discovered here, and here was made the marvellous

"find" of the jewellery of Aah-hetep,* wife of Kames, a king

of the XVIIth dynasty, about B.C. 1 750. A little more to the

south is the necropolis of Asasif, where during the XlXth,

XXIInd, and XXVIth dynasties many beautiful tombs

were constructed. If the visitor has time, an attempt should

be made to see the fine tomb of Peta-Amen-apt.

Armant (Erment).

Armant, or Erment, 458^ miles from Cairo, on the west

bank of the river, was called in Egyptian ^^ ^""^ Menth,

and m -=^ "^ Annu qemat, " Heliopolis of the South "
;

it marks the site of the ancient Hermonthis, where, accord-

ing to Strabo, "Apollo and Jupiter are both worshipped."

The ruins which remain there belong to the Iseion built

during the reign of the last Cleopatra (b.c. 51-29). The

stone-lined tank which lies near this building was probably

used as a Nilometer.

* Now preservetl nt Gizeh, see page 199.
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ESNEH.

Esneh, or Asneh, 484^ miles from Cairo, on the west

bank of the river, was called in Egyptian ^ ^ ® Senet ; it

marks the site of the ancient Eatopolis, and was so called

by the Greeks, because its inhabitants worshipped the Latus
fish. Thothmes III. founded a temple here, but the interesting

building which now stands almost in the middle of the

modern town is of late date, and bears the names of several

of the Roman emperors. The portico is supported by
twenty-four columns, each of which is inscribed; their

capitals are handsome. The Zodiac here, like that at

Denderah, belongs to a late period, but is interesting.

El-Kab.

El-Kab, 502 miles from Cairo, on the east bank of the

river, was called in Egyptian ^ SJ ® Necheb ; it marks

the site of the ancient Eileithyias. There was a city here

in very ancient days, and ruins of temples built by

Thothmes IV., Amenhetep III., Seti I., Rameses II.,

Rameses III., Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II. are still visible.

A little distance from the town, in the mountain, is the

tomb of Aahmes (Amasis), the son of Abana, an officer born

in the reign of Seqenen Ra, who fought against the Hyksos,

and who served under Amasis I., Amenophis I., and

Thothmes I. The inscription on the walls of his tomb

gives an account of the campaign against some Mesopota-

mian enemies of Egypt and of the siege of their city.

Amasis was the " Captain-General of Sailors." The tomb

of his daughter's son Pahir lies just above his. In the

winter of 1894-5 some interesting excavations were carried

out at El-Kab by Mr. Somers Clarke ; an account of the

results obtained by him has recently been published.
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UTFU (EDFty).

Edfu, 515^ miles from Cairo, on the west bank of the

river, was called in Egyptian ^^ ® Behutet, and in

Coptic i.E.TtO ; it was called by the Greeks Apollino-

polis Magna, where the crocodile and its worshippers were

detested. The Temple of Edfu, for which alone both

the ancient and modern towns were famous, occupied 180

years three months and fourteen days in building, that is to

say it was begun during the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes I.,

B.C. 237, and finished B.C. 57. It resembles that of

Denderah in many respects, but its complete condition

marks it out as one of the most remarkable buildings in

Egypt, and its splendid towers, about 112 feet high, make
its general magnificence very striking. The space enclosed

by the walls measures 450 x 120 feet; the front of the

propylon from side to side measures about 252 feet. Pass-

ing through the door the visitor enters a court, around three

sides of which runs a gallery supported on thirty-two pillars.

The first and second halls, A, B, have eighteen and twelve

pillars respectively; passing through chambers C and D, the

shrine E is reached, where stood a granite naos in which a

figure of Horus, to whom the temple is dedicated, was pre-

served. This naos was made by Nectanebus I., a king of

the XXXth dynasty, b.c. 378.

The pylons are covered with battle scenes, and the walls

are inscribed with the names and sizes of the various cham-

bers in the building, lists of names of places, etc. ; the name

of the architect, I-em-lietep, or Imouthis, has also been

inscribed. From the south side of the pylons, and from a

small chamber on each side of the chamber C, staircases

ascended to the roof.

The credit of clearing out the temple of Edfu belongs to

M. Mariette. little more than twenty-five years ago the
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mounds of rubbish outside reached to the top of its walls,

and certain parts of the roof were entirely covered over with

houses and stables.

HAGAR SILSILEH.

Hagar (or Gebel) Silsileh, 541^ miles from Cairo, on

the east and west banks of the river, derives its name

probably not from the Arabic word of like sound meaning

"chain," but from the Coptic XOOAXeA, meaning "stone

wall"; the place is usually called ^'"^^_g> Chennu in

hieroglyphic texts. The ancient Egyptians here quarried

the greater part of the sandstone used by them in their

buildings, and the names of the kings inscribed in the caves

here show that these quarries were used from the earliest to

the latest periods. The most extensive of these are to be

found on the east bank of the river, but those on the west

bank contain the interesting tablets of Heru-em-heb, a king

of the XVIIIth dynasty, who is represented conquering the

Ethiopians, Seti I., Rameses II. his son, Meneptah, etc.

At Silsileh the Nile was worshipped, and the little temple

which Rameses II. built in this place seems to have been

dedicated chiefly to it. At this point the Nile narrows very

much, and it is generally thought that a cataract once

existed here ; there is, however, no evidence to show when

the Nile broke through and swept such a barrier, if it ever

existed, away.

KOM OMBO.

Kom Ombo, 556^- miles from Cairo, on the east bank

of the Nile, was an important place at all periods of

Egyptian history ; it was called by the Egyptians ^^

,

Pa-Sebek, " the temple of Sebek " (the crocodile god), and
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[In ^ , Nubit, and julE.(JO by the Copts. The oldest

object here is a sandstone gateway which Thothmes III.

dedicated to the god Sebek.

The temple is double, and consists of a large court

containing sixteen columns inscribed with the cartouche of

Tiberius, and a hypostyle hall containmg nineteen columns

about 40 feet high. The pronaos has ten columns, three

chambers, and two shrines ; one shrine is dedicated to

Sebek and the other to Heru-ur or Aroueris. The temple

measures about 500 feet by 250 feet, and stands at a height

of about 40 feet above the level of the Nile during its low

season. By the side which fronted the river there originally

stood a propylon and a small temple built by Domitian ; on

the right of this stood the mammisi. The bas-reliefs upon

the walls and columns are exceedingly fine, and the delicacy

of the colours and the fineness of the workmanship are

equal, if not superior, to the art displayed at Edfu and

Philse. The inscriptions, although of a religious character,

are of considerable interest, and among them may be

mentioned (i), the dedicatory address of Ptolemy A''II.

;

(2), the calendar of the festivals
; (3), ephemerides with the

names of the deities who preside over the days of the year;

(4) and the texts referring to the geography of the nomes.

The whole site of the temple has been recently laid bare

by M. de Morgan.
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of the well are lines, which indicate the complete rise of

the river, and other degrees of its rising. Those who

examine these marks communicate the result to the public

for their information. For it is known long before, by these

marks, and by the time elapsed from the commencement,

what the future rise of the river will be, and notice is given

of it. This information is of service to the husbandmen

with reference to the distribution of the water ; for the pur-

pose also of attending to the embankments, canals, and

other things of this kind. It is of use also to the governors,

who fix the revenue ; for the greater the rise of the river,

the greater it is expected will be the revenue." According

to Plutarch the Nile rose at Elephantine to the height of

28 cubits ; a very interesting text at Edfu states that if

the river rises 24 cubits ^i hands at Elephantine, it will

water the country satisfactorily.

To the south-west of Atrun island, in a sandy valley, lie

the ruins of an ancient building of the sixth or seventh

century of our era, half convent, half fortress. A dome,

ornamented with coloured representations of Saints Michael,

George, and Gabriel, and the twelve Apostles, still remains in

a good state of preservation. To the east of the convent is

the cemetery, where some interesting stete and linen frag-

ments were found.

A mile or so to the north of the convent stands the bold

hill in the sides of which are hewn the tombs which General

Sir F. ^V. Grenfell, G.C.B., excavated; this hill is situated in

Western Aswan, the COVi-rt JUL neJULGItT of the Copts,

and is the Contra Syene of the classical authors. The tombs

are hewn out of the rock, tier above tier, and the most im-

portant of these were reached by a stone staircase, which to

this day remains nearly complete, and is one of the most

interesting antiquities in Egypt. The tombs in this hill may
be roughly divided into three groups. The first group was

lievvn in the best and thickest layer of stone in the top of
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the hill, and was made for the rulers of Elephantine who
lived during the Vlth and Xllth dynasties. The second group

is composed of tombs of different periods ; they are hewn out

of a lower layer of stone, and are not of so much importance.

The third group, made during the Roman occupation of

Egypt, lies at a comparatively little height above the river.

All these tombs were broken into at a very early period, and

the largest of them formed a common sepulchre for people

of all classes from the XXVIth dynasty downwards. They
were found filled with broken coffins and mummies and

sepulchral stelae, etc., etc., and everything showed how
degraded Egyptian funereal art had become when these

bodies were buried there. The double tomb at the head of

the staircase was made for Sabben and Mechu ; the former

was a dignitary of high rank who' lived during the reign of

Pepi II., a king of the Vlth dynast)', whose prenomen

Nefer-ka-Ra is inscribed on the left hand side ofdE']
the doorway ; the latter was a smer, prince and inspector,

who appears to have lived during the Xllth dynasty. The

paintings on the walls and the proto-Doric columns

which support the roof are interesting, and its fine state

of preservation and position makes it one of the most

valuable monuments of that early period. A little further

northward is tne small tomb of
|

^ y Heqab, and beyond

this is the fine, large tomb hevfn originally for Se-Renput,

one of the old feudal hereditary governors of Elephantine,

but which was appropriated by Nub-kau-Ra-necht. He was

the governor of the district of the cataract, and the general

who commanded a lightly-armed body of soldiers called "run-

ners" ; he lived during the reign of Usertsen I., the second

king of the Xllth dynasty, and his tomb must have been

one of the earliest hewn there during that period. Another

interesting tomb is that of Heru-khuf, and the inscriptions

show that the kings of Egypt were in the habit of sending
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officers into the Sudan to bring back pigmies to amuse

them. It is much to be hoped that the good work begun

here by Sir Francis Grenfell will be continued systemati-

cally, and that the whole site could be thoroughly explored.

Aswan was as famous for its granite, as Silsileh was for its

sandstone. The Egyptian kings were in the habit of sending

to Aswan for granite to make sarcophagi, temples, obelisks,

etc., and it will be remembered that Una was sent there to

bring back in barges granite for the use of Pepi I., a king

of the Vlth dynasty. It is probable that the granite

slabs which cover the pyramid of Mycerinus (IVth dynasty)

were brought from Aswan. The undetached obelisk, which

still lies in one of the quarries, is an interesting object.

Near the quarries are two ancient Arabic cemeteries, in

which are a number of sandstone grave-stones, many of them

formed from stones taken from Ptolemaic buildings, inscribed

in Cufic * characters with the names of the Muhammadans
buried there, and the year, month, and day on which they

died. We learn from them that natives of Edfu and other

parts of Egypt were sometimes brought here and buried.

The first Cataract, called Shellal by the Arabs, begins

a little to the south of Aswan, and ends a little to the north

of the island of Philge; eight cataracts are reckoned on the

Nile, but this is the most generally known. Here the Nile

becomes narrow and flows between two mountains, which

descend nearly perpendicularly to the river, the course of

which is obstructed by huge boulders and small rocky

islands and barriers, which stand on different levels, and

* A kind of Arabic writing in wliich very old copies of the Koi'an,

etc., are written: it takes its name from Kufah, ijiXJ^ El-Ktifa, a

town on the Euphrates. Kiifah was one of the chief cities of 'Irak,

and is famous in the Muliammadan world because Muhammad and his

immediate successors dwelt there. Enoch lived here, the ark was

built here, the boiling waters of the Flood first burst out here, and

Abraham had a place of prayer set apart here.
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cause the falls of water which have given this part of the

river its name. On the west side the obstacles are not so

numerous as on the east, and sailing and rowing boats can

ascend the cataract on this side when the river is high.

The noise made by the water is at times very great, but it

has been greatly exaggerated by both ancient and modern

travellers, some of whom ventured to assert that the " water

fell from several places in the mountain more than two

hundred feet." Some ancient writers asserted that the

fountains of the Nile were in this cataract, and Herodotus*

reports that an official of the treasury of Neith at Sais

stated that the source of the Nile was here. Many of the

rocks here are inscribed with the names of kings who

reigned during the Middle Empire ; in many places on the

little islands in the cataract quarries were worked. The

island of Sehel should be visited on account of the

numerous inscriptions left there by princes, generals, and

others who passed by on their way to Nubia. On February

6th, 1889, Mr. Wilbour was fortunate enough to discover

on the south-eastern part of this island a most important

stele consisting of a rounded block of granite, eight or

nine feet high, which stands clear above the water, and in

full view from the river looking towards Phils. Upon it

are inscribed thirty-two lines of hieroglyphics which form

a remarkable document, and contain some valuable infor-

mation bearing upon a famous seven years' famine. The

inscription is dated in the eighteenth year of a king whose

name is read by Dr. Brugsch as T'eser (^=^^^1,

r^I^V^ <==], or [2l\ "^^
<^-l '

^^^° '^ thought

to have reigned early in the Ilird dynasty ; but internal

evidence proves beyond a doubt that the narrative con-

tained therein is a redaction of an old story, and thus

* Bk. ii., chap. 28.
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it is, in its present form, not older than the time of the

Ptolemies. In the second line we are told :
—

•

Q:^ ->•= ® '=^ J\
"= ^^ "==• ^=t '^ -^ini (3

ern tu er aa ur x^ft t^m iu

£_y 7nhfortttne the very greatest not had come forth

^ <g(5(5 £5:5
^

M-—

°

.01 \ J\

III

Hapu em rek em aha renpit sexef

the Nik during a period lasting years seven.

^^ T^^^ cl.^ S
ket nepi user renp

Scarce \uias'\ grain, lacking [zcaj-] vegetable food,

fl ® Q A
, A-VvVNA

^^ III Zl^ I I I

hua xe' "fib qeq - sen

Uhere loas a] dearth of everything \_7vhich )tien'\ ate.

In this time of distress the king despatched a messenger to

Ma:ar, the governor of Elephantine, informing him of the

terrible state of want and misery which the country was in,

and asking him to give him information about the source

of the Nile, and about the god or goddess who presided

over it, and promising to worship this deity henceforth if

he would make the harvests full as of yore. Matar informed

the messenger concerning these things, and when the king

had heard his words he at once ordered rich sacrifices to

be made to Chnemu, the god of Elephantine, and decreed

that tithes of every product of the land should be paid to

his temple. This done the famine came to an end and the

Nile rose again to its accustomed height. There can be no

connection between this seven years' famine and that re-
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corded in the Bible, for it must have happened some
two thousand years before Joseph could have been in

Egypt ; but this remarkable inscription proves that from

time immemorial the people of Egypt have suffered from

periodic famines. The village of Mahatah, on the east

bank of the river, is prettily situated, and worth a visit.

PHIL.'E.

Philae is the name given by the Greeks and Romans to

the smaller of two islands situated at the head of the first

cataract, about six miles above Aswan; the larger one is

called Biggeh. Inscriptions found on rocks in the larger

island show that as far back as the time of Amenophis II.

an Egyptian temple stood here ; the greater number of

these inscriptions vt^ere cut by Egyptian officials on their

way to and from Nubia. The smaller island, to which the

name Phils is generally confined, consists of a granite rock,

the sides of which, having been scarped, have had walls

built on them; it measures 417 yards long and 135 yards

wide. The name of this island in Egyptian was ^.3-^ 2~©
P-aa-leq, Coptic TIiXA-K, i.e., ' the frontier.' The monu-

ments on this island are numerous and interesting, but they

belong to a comparatively late date, none that have yet been

found being older than the time of Nectanebus, the last native

king of Egypt. On the south-west corner are the remains

of the small temple which this king dedicated to Isis.

The most important ruins are those of the Temple of Isis,

which was begun by Ptolemy II. Philadelphus and Arsinoe,

and was added to and completed by the Ptolemies and

Roman emperors who came after. On each side of the

path which led to the temple is a corridor: that on the west

has thirty-two pillars and that on the east sixteen ; at

the north end of the east corridor is the so-called chapel of

^sculapius, which was built by Ptolemy V. Epiphanes and

z 2
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Cleopatra. The towers of the first propylon are about

65 feet high, and their southern faces are ornamented with

sculptures representing Ptolemy VII. Philometor triumphing

over his enemies. On the east side of the large court, which is

entered through the propylon, is a portico with ten columns,

and on the west side are the three chambers forming the

so-called mammisi, on the walls of which are representa-

tions of the birth of Horus. In this courtyard there is

a copy of the famous Rosetta Stone inscription, given,

unfortunately, without the Greek text. Passing through the

second propylon, a portico having ten beautifully painted

capitals is entered, and north of this are three chambers, in

the last of which is the monolith shrine. Round and about

are several small chambers and passages with secret openings.

When Strabo visited the island he saw the hawk which was

worshipped there, and which was said to have been brought

rom Ethiopia.*

On the western side of the island stands the beautiful litrie

temple usually called Pharaoh's bed, and a little to the north

of it is a small temple built by Ptolemy IX. Euergetes II.

;

the other ruins on the island are not of importance, but if

time permits, a visit should be paid to the Nilometer built

in a staircase leading down to the river. Philae was said

to be one of the burial places of Osiris, and as such was

held in the greatest esteem by both Egyptians and Ethio-

pians ; it was considered a most holy place, and only priests

* "A little above the cataract is Philpe, a common settlement, like

Elephantina, of Ethiopians and Egyptians, and equal in size, containing

Egyptian temples, where a bird, which they call hierax (the hawk), is

worshipped ; but it did not appear to me to resemble in the least

the hawks of our country nor of Egypt, for it was larger, and very

different in the marks of its plumage. They said that the bird was

Ethiopian, and is brought from Ethiopia when its predecessor dies, or

before its death. The one shown to us when we were there was sick

and nearly dead "—(.Strabo, xvii., 1-49, Falconer's translation.)
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were allowed to live there unmolested. An oath sworn by

Osiris of Philae was inviolable, and the worship of this god

flourished here until a.d. 453, that is to say, seventy years

after the proclamation of the famous edict of Theodosius

against the religion of Egypt. In the time of the Romans

a strong garrison was stationed here. In Coptic times a

Christian church, remains of which are still visible^ was built

on the northern end of Philfe. The picturesque scenery at

Philas is too well known to need comment.

A few years ago lovers of Philse were astonished at a

proposal, on the part of the Irrigation Department, to

build a dam near Aswan for the purpose of storing Nile

water, and for regulating its supply to the lower country.

The carrying out of the proposal in its original form would

have submerged the temples on the Island of Phite for

several months each year. ISIajor Lyons, R.E., has recently

finished an exhaustive survey of the ^^hole island, and

published the results in a handsome folio volume, with a

long series of beautiful plates. In a preface to the work.

Sir W. E. Gar.stin assuies us that if the dam ever be built,

the stored up water will never reach to a height round the

island sufficient to damage the buildings.
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THE NILE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND
SECOND CATARACTS.

The country which is entered on leaving Phite is gene-

rally known by the name of Ethiopia, or Nubia ; the latter

name has been derived by some from nub, the Egyptian

word for gold, because in ancient days much gold was

brought into Egypt from that land. In the hieroglyphics,

Nubia or Ethiopia, is generally called j^ ,̂

r^^"^ Kesh (the

Cush of the Bible) and =^^^ g ix/-s^ Ta-kenset; from the latter

name the Arabic El-kends is derived. It is known that,

as far back as the Vlth dynasty, the Egyptians sent to this

country for certain kinds of wood, and that all the chief

tribes which lived round about Korosko, hastened to help

the Egyptian officer Una in the mission which he undertook

for King Pepi I. It seems pretty certain too, if we may

trust Una's words, that the whole country was made to

acknowledge the sovereignty of the Egyptian king. From

the Vllth to the Xlth dynasty nothing is known of the

relations which existed between the two countries, but in

the time of Usertsen I., the second king of the Xllth

dynasty, an expedition was undertaken by the Egyptians for

the purpose of fixing the boundaries of the two countries,

and we know from a stele set up at Wadi Halfah by this

king, that his rule extended as far south as this place. Two

reigns later the inhabitants of Nubia or Ethiopia had become

so troublesome, that Usertsen III. found it necessary to build

fortresses at Semneh and Kummeh, south of the second

cataract, and to make stringent laws forbidding the passage

of any negro ship unless it was laden with cattle or mer-

chandise.
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The Hyksos kings appear not to have troubled greatly

about Nubia. When the XVIIIth dynasty had obtained

full power in Egypt, some of its greatest kings, such as

Thothmes III. and Amenhetep III., marched into Nubia

and built temples there ; under the rulers of the XlXth

dynasty, the country became to all intents and purposes a

part of Eg5'pt. Subsequently the Nubians appear to have

acqiiired considerable power, and as Egypt became involved

in conflicts with more Northern countries, this power

increased until Nubia was able to declare itself independent.

For several hundreds of years the Nubians had the benefit

of Egyptian civilization, and all that it could teach them, and

they were soon able to organize war expeditions into Egypt

with success. As early as the XXVth dynasty, the territory

to the north of Syene or Aswan was a part of the Nubian

or Ethiopian kingdom, the second capital of which, towards

the north, was Thebes. About B.C. 730 a rebellion, headed by

Tafnecht, chief of Sais, broke out, and it was so successful,

that the rebels marched into middle Egypt, i.e., the tract of

land which lay between the Delta and the Ethiopian terri-

tory, and overthrew the Ethiopian governors. When Pianchi,

king of Ethiopia, heard this, he prepared an army, and

marching northwards captured the whole of Egypt as far

as Memphis. The kings of Egypt of the XXVth dynasty

were Ethiopians, and their capital city was Napata or Gebel

Barkal \ Tirhakah, the last of the dynasty, is thought to

have built the pyramids at Meroe. Cambyses undertook an

ill-directed expedition into Ethiopia, but he met with no

success, and the result of his labour was only to open up

the country to travellers. Under the rule of the Ptolemies

many cities were founded in Ethiopia. In the reign of

Augustus, the Ethiopians, under their Queen Candace, were

repulsed, and their capital city destroyed by C. Petronius,

the successor of the prefect of Egypt, Aelius Gallus, who
placed a Roman garrison in Ibrim, about B.C. 22. Candace
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sued for peace. In the reign of Diocletian the greater part

of the country south of Philae was ceded to the Nubians or

Ethiopians. The principal tribes of the Ethiopians in

ancient days were i. Blemmyes and Megabari, 2. Ichthyo-

phagi, 3. Macrobii, and 4. Troglodyte:.

After leaving Philss, the first place of interest passed is

Dabod, on the west bank of the river, 5995 miles from

Cairo. At this place, called ^^ Q g Ta-het in the

inscriptions, are the ruins of a temple founded by At'a-char-

Amen,* a king of Ethiopia, Avho reigned about the middle

of the third century B.C. The names of Ptolemy VII.

Philometor and Ptolemy IX. Physcon are found engraved

upon parts of the building. Dabod probably stands on the

site of the ancient Parembole, a port or castle on the borders

of Egypt and Ethiopia, and attached alternately to each

kingdom. During the reign of Diocletian it was ceded to the

Nubas by the Romans, and it was frequently attacked by the

Blemmyes from the east bank of the river. At Kardash,
on the west bank of the river, 615 miles from Cairo, are the

ruins of a temple and a quarry ; seven miles further south,

on the west bank of the river, is Wadi Tafah, where

there are also some ruins ; they are however, of little

interest.

KALABSHt.

Kalabshi, on the west bank of the river, 629 miles from

Cairo, stands on the site of the classical Talmis, called in

hieroglyphics <cz> Thermeset, and
( j X (2 ^^

ever, beloved of Isis," with the prenomen
(
R ^JVji T '

''''^'^^ J} • I

At-7m-J\d, setep-en-neteru.
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Ka-hefennu ; it stands immediately on the Tropic of

Cancer. The god of this town was called .^^ _g> ',' 5^
Merul or Melul, the Mandulis or Malulis of the Greeks.

At Kalabshi there are the ruins of two temples of consider-

able interest. The larger of these, which is one of the largest

temples in Nubia, appears to have been built upon the site

of an ancient Egyptian temple founded by Thothmes III.,

B.C. 1600, and Amenophis" II., B.C. 1566, for on the pronaos

this latter monarch is representing offering to the god

Amsu and the Ethiopian god Merul or Melul. It seems

to have been restored in Ptolemaic times, and to have

been considerably added to by several of the Roman
emperors—Augustus, Caligula, Trajan, etc. From tlie

appearance of the ruins it would seem that the building

was wrecked either immediately before or soon after it was

completed ; some of the chambers were plastered over and

used for chapels by the early Christians. A large number of

Greek and Latin inscriptions have been found engraved on

the walls of this temple, and from one of them we learn

that the Blemmyes were frequently defeated by Silco, king

of the Nubffi and Ethiopians, about the end of the third

century of our era.

At Bet el-Wali, a short distance from the larger temple,

is the interesting rock-hewn temple which was made to

commemorate the victories of Rameses II. over the

Ethiopians. On the walls of the court leading into the

small hall are some beautifully executed sculptures, repre-

senting the Ethiopians bringing before the king large

quantities of articles of value, together with gifts of wild

and tame animals, after their defeat. Many of the objects

depicted must have come from a considerable distance, and

it is evident that in those early times Talmis was the great

central market to which the products and wares of the

Sudan were brought for sale and barter. The sculptures

are executed with great freedom and spirit, and when the
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colours upon them were fresh they must have formed one
of the most striking sights in Nubia. Some years ago

casts of these interesting sculptures were taken by Mr.

Bonomi, at the expense of Mr. Hay, and notes on the

colours were made; these two casts, painted according to

Mr. Bonomi's notes, are now set up on the walls in the

Fourth Egyptian Room in the British Museum (Northern

Gallery), and are the only evidences extant of the former

beauty of this little rock-hewn temple, for nearly every trace

of colour has vanished from the walls. The scenes on the

battle-field are of great interest.

Between Kalabshi and Dendur, on the west bank of the

river, 642 miles from Cairo, there is nothing of interest to

be seen ; at Dendur are the remains of a temple built by

Augustus, I ^^^ I
Per-aa, where this emperor is shown

making offerings to Amen, Osiris, Isis, and Sati. At

Gerf Hussen, on the west bank of the river, 651 miles

from Cairo, are the remains of a rock-hewn temple built by

Rameses II. in honour of Ptah, Hathor, and Aneq ; the

work is poor and of little interest. This village marks the

site of the ancient Tutzis.

Dakkeh, on the west bank of the river, 662^ miles

from Cairo, marks the site of the classical Pselcis, the

D P ^^ Q P-selket of the hieroglyphics. About B.C. 23

the Ethiopians attacked the Roman garrisons at Philse and

Syene, and having defeated them, overran Upper Egypt.

Petronius, the successor of ^hus Gallus, marching with less

than 10,000 infantry and 800 horse against the rebel army of

30,000 men, compelled them to retreat to Pselcis, which he

afterwards besieged and took. " Part of the insurgents were

driven into the city, others fled into the uninhabited

country ; and such as ventured upon the passage of the

river, escaped to a neighbouring island, where there were

not many crocodiles on account of the current. Among
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the fugitives were the generals of Candace,* queen of the

Ethiopians in our time, a masculine woman, and who had

lost an eye. Petronius, pursuing them in rafts and ships,

took them all, and despatched them immediately to

Alexandria." (Strabo, XVII., i, 54.) From Pselcis Petronius

advanced to Premnis (Ibrim), and afterwards to Napata, the

royal seat of Candace, which he razed to the ground. As

long as the Romans held Ethiopia, Pselcis was a garrison

town.

The temple at Dakkeh was built by R'^^f^^f^lMSl
Arq-Ainen dnch fetta mer Auset, "Arq-Amen, living

for ever, beloved of Isis," having the prenomen

GM^rT^3

"

^'""' '' '"''' '^' ^"" ^"

the sculptures on the ruins which remain Arq-Amen is

shown standing between Menthu-Ra, lord of Thebes, and

Atmu the god of Heliopolis, and sacrificing to Thoth, who

promises to give him a long and prosperous life as king.

Arq-Amen is called the "beautiful god, son of Chnemu and

Osiris, born of Sati and Isis, nursed by Aneq and Nephthys,"

etc. According to Diodorus, the priests of Meroii in Ethiopia

were in the habit of sending, "whensoever they please, a

messenger to the king, commanding him to put himself to

death ; for that such is the pleasure of the gods ; . . . and

so in former ages, the kings without force or compulsion of

arms, but merely bewitched by a fond superstition, observed

the custom; till Ergamenes (Arq-Amen), a king of Ethiopia,

who reigned in the time of Ptolemy II., bred up in the

Grecian discipline and philosophy, was the first that was so

bold as to reject and despise such commands. For this

prince . . . marched with a considerable body of men to

the sanctuary, where stood the golden temple of the

Ethiopians, and there cut the throats of all the priests."

' Candace was a title borne by all the queens of Meroe.
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(Bk. Ill,, chap, vi.) Many of the Ptolemies appear to have

made additions to the temple at Dakkeh.

On the east bank of the river opposite Dakkeh is Kuban,
called J ^* ^:zz^ '^^ Baka, in the hieroglyphics, a

village which is said to mark the site of Tachompso or

Metachompso, " the place of crocodiles." As Pselcis

increased, so Tachompso declined, and became finally

merely a suburb of that town ; it was generally called

Contra-Pselcis. During the XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties

this place was well fortified by the Egyptians, and on many
blocks of stone close byare foundthenamesofThothmes III.,

Heru-em-heb, and Rameses II. It appears to have been the

point from which the wretched people condemned to labour

in the gold mines in the desert of the land of Akita set out

;

and an interesting inscription on a stone found here relates

that Rameses II., having heard that much gold existed in

this land, which was inaccessible on account of the absolute

want of water, bored a well in the mountain, twelve cubits

deep, so that henceforth men could come and go by

this land. His father Seti I. had bored a well 120 cubits

deep, but no water appeared in it.

About 20 miles from Dakkeh, and 690 from Cairo, on the

west bank of the river, is Wadi Sebua, or the " Valley

of the Lions," where there are the remains of a temple

partly built of sandstone, and partly excavated in the rock
;

the place is so called on account of the dromos of sixteen

sphinxes which led up to the temple. On the sculptures

which still remain here may be seen Rameses II., the

builder of the temple, "making an offering of incense to

father Amen, the king of the gods," who says to him, " I give

to thee all might, and I give the world to thee, in peace."

Elsewhere the king is making offerings to Tefnut, lady of

heaven, Nebt-hetep, Horus and Tboth, each of whom
promises to bestow some blessing upon him. On another

part is a boat containing a ram-headed god, and Harmachis
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seated in a shrine, accompanied by Horus, Thoth, Isis, and

Mat ; the king kneels before him in adoration, and the god

says that he will give him myriads of years and festivals

;

on each side is a figure of Rameses II. making an offering.

Beneath this scene is a figure of a Christian saint holding a

key, and an inscription on each side tells us that it is meant

to represent Peter the Apostle. This picture and the

remains of plaster on the walls show that the chambers of

the temple were used by the early Christians as chapels.

Korosko, on the east bank of the river, 703 miles from

Cairo, was from the earliest times the point of departure

for merchants and others going to and from the Sudan
;

from the western bank there was a caravan route across into

north Africa. In ancient days the land which lay to the

east of Korosko was called
-Jp

) ^^, X
| '^^ | Uaua,

and as early as the Vlth dynasty the officer Una visited it

in order to obtain blocks of acacia wood for his king

Pepi I. An inscription, found a few hundred yards to the

east of the town,records that the country round about was con

queredintheXIIthdynastybyAmenemhat I.
( O I

,—t^ '0' ]

About seven miles off is the battle-field of Toski, on the east

bank of the Nile, where lir Francis Grenfell slew Wad en-

Nejumi and utterly defeated the dervishes on August 4,

1891. A capital idea of the general character of Nubian

scenery can be obtained by ascending the mountain, which

is now, thanks to a good path, easily accessible.

At Amada, on the west bank of the river, 711 miles

from Cairo, is a small but interesting temple, which appears

to have been founded in the Xllth dynasty by Usertsen XL,

who conquered Nubia by setting fire to standing crops, by

carrying away the wives and cattle, and by cutting down the

men on their way to and from the wells. This temple was

repaired by Thothmes III. and other kings of the XVIIIth

dynasty.
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At Derr, on the east bank of the river, 715 miles from

Cairo, is a small, badly executed rock-hewn temple of the

time of Rameses II., where the usual scenes representing

the defeat of the Ethiopians are depicted. The king is

accompanied by a tame " lion which follows after his

majesty, ^f]^5^^^V'fs3''^' '^''^'' '"' '"

hen-f, to slay " Close to the temple is the rock

stele of the prince Amen-em-heb of the same period ; the

temple was dedicated to Amen-Ra. The Egyptian name of

the town was J A^ cr^a \) [](1 , Pa-Rd pa temai, " the

town of the temple of the sun."

Thirteen miles beyond Derr, 728 miles from Cairo, also

on the east bank of the river, stands Ibnm, which marks

the site of the ancient Primis, or Premnis, called in the

Egyptian inscriptions l) [1 a ^^^ I , Maamam. This

town was captured during the reign of Augustus by

Petronius on his victorious march upon Napata. In the

first and third naos at Primis are representations of Nehi,

the governor of Nubia, with other officers, bringing gifts

before Thothmes III., which shows that these caves were

hewn during the reign of this king ; and in another,

Rameses II. is receiving adorations from Setau, prince of

Ethiopia, and a number of his officers. At Anibe, just

opposite Ibrim, is the grave of Penni, the governor of the

district, who died during the reign of Rameses VI.

ABU SIMBEL.*

Abd Simbel, on the west bank of the river, 762 miles

from Cairo, is the classical Aboccis, and the place called

[j J ^^ r^/-^ Abshek in the Egyptian inscriptions.

Around, or near the temple, a town of considerable size

* The spelling of this name is doubtful.



I. Plan of the Temple of Rameses II. at Abu Simbel

II. The seated Colossi and front of the Temple at Abu Simbel.

From Lepsius' Denkmcik); Bd. iii., Bl. 185.
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once Stood; all traces of this have, however, disap-

peared. To the north of the great temple, hewn in the

living rock, is a smaller temple, about 84 feet long, which

was dedicated to the goddess Hathor by Rameses II. and

his wife Nefert-Ari. The front is ornamented with statues

of the king, his wife, and some of his children, and over

the door are his names and titles. In the hall inside are six

square Hathor-headed pillars also inscribed with the names

and titles of Rameses and his wife. In the small chamber

at the extreme end of the temple is an interesting scene in

which the king is making an offering to Hathor in the form

of a cow; she is called the "lady of Abshek," and is

standing behind a iigure of the king.

The chief object of interest at Abu Simbel is the Great

Temple built by Rameses II. to commemorate his victory

over the Cheta in north-east Syria ; it is the largest and

finest Egyptian monument in Nubia, and for simple

grandeur and majesty is second to none in all Egypt. This

temple is hewn out of the solid grit-stone rock to a depth

of 185 feet, and the surface of the rock, which originally

sloped down to the river, was cut away for a space of about

90 feet square to form the front of the temple, which is

ornamented by four colossal statues of Rameses II., 66 feet

high, seated on thrones, hewn out of the living rock. The

cornice is, according to the drawing by Lepsius, decorated

with twenty-one cynocephali, and beneath it, in the middle,

is a line of hieroglyphics, A ''T^ T^^ "?" ] ^^^37 , (d-nd nek

dnch usr neb, " I give to thee all life and strength," on the

right side of which are four figures of Ra, kW, and eight

cartouches containing the prenomen of Rameses II., with an

uraeus on each side ; on the left side are four figures of

Amen, ^, and eight cartouches as on the right. The line

of boldly cut hieroglyphics below reads, " The living Horus,

the mighty bull, beloved of Mat, king of the North and
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South, Usr-Mat-Ra setep en-Ra, son of the Sun, Rameses,

beloved of Amen, beloved of Harmachis the great god."

Over the door is a statue of Harmachis, ^^^ ,
and on each

side of him is a iigure of the king offering ^ . Each of

the four colossi had the name of Rameses II. inscribed

upon each shoulder and breast. On the leg of one of

these are several interesting Greek inscriptions, which were

thought to have been written by the Egyptian troops who

marched into Ethiopia in the days of Psammetichus I.

The interior of the temple consists of a large hall, in

which are eight columns with large figures of Osiris about

17 feet high upon them, and from which eight chambers

open ; a second hall having four square columns ; and a

third hall, without pillars, from which open three chambers.

In the centre chamber are an altar and four seated figures,

viz., Harmachis, Rameses II., Amen-Ra, and Ptah; the

first two are coloured red, the third blue, and the fourth

white. In the sculptures on the walls Rameses is seen

offering to Amen-Ra, Sechet, Harmachis, Amsu, Thoth,

and other deities ; a list of his children occurs, and many

small scenes of considerable importance. The subjects

of the larger scenes are, as was to be expected, repre-

sentations of the principal events in the victorious battles

of the great king, in which he appears putting his foes

to death with the weapons which Harmachis has given

to him. The accompanying hieroglyphics describe these

scenes with terse accuracy.

One of the most interesting inscriptions at Abu Simbel is

that found on a slab, which states that in the fifth year

of the reign of Rameses II., his majesty was in the land of

T'ah, not far from Kadesh on the Orontes. The outposts

kept a sharp look-out, and when the army came to the south

of the town ot Shabtiin, two of the spies of the Shasu came
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into the camp and pretended that they had been sent by the

chiefs of their tribe to inform Rameses II. that they had

forsaken the chief of the Cheta,* and that they wished to

make an alliance with his majesty and become vassals of

his. They then went on to say that the chief of the

Cheta was in the land of Chirebu to the north of Tunep,

some distance off, and that they were afraid to come near

the Egyptian king. These two men were giving false infor-

mation, and they had actually been sent by the Cheta chief

to find out where Rameses and his army were ; the Cheta

chief and his army were at that moment drawn up in

battle array behind Kadesh. Shortly after these men were

dismissed, an Egyptian scout came into the king's presence

bringing with him two spies from the army of the chief of the

Cheta; on being questioned, they informed Rameses that the

chief of the Cheta was encamped behind Kadesh, and that he

had succeeded in gathering together a multitude of soldiers

and chariots from the countries round about. Rameses

summoned his officers to his presence, and informed them of

the news which he had just heard ; they listened with sur-

prise, and insisted that the newly-received information was

untrue. Rameses blamed the chiefs of the intelligence

department seriously for their neglect of duty, and they

admitted their fault. Orders were straightway issued for

the Egyptian army to march upon Kadesh, and as they

were crossing an arm of the river near that city the hostile

forces fell in with each other. When Rameses saw this, he

" growled at them like his father Menthu, lord of Thebes,"

and having hastily put on his full armour, he mounted his

chariot and drove into the battle. His onset was so

sudden and rapid that before he knew where he was he

* The Cheta have, during the last few years, been identified with the

Hittites of the Bible ; there is no ground for this identification beyond

the slight similarity of the names. The inscriptions upon the sculptures

found at Jerabis still remain undeciphered.

2 A 2
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found himself surrounded by the enemy, and completely

isolated from his own troops. He called upon his father

Amen-Ra to help him, and then addressed himself to a

slaughter of all those that came in his way, and his prowess

was so great that the enemy fell in heaps, one over the

other, into the waters of the Orontes. He was quite alone,

and not one of his soldiers or horsemen came near him

to help him. It was only with great difficulty he suc<;eeded

in cutting his way through the ranks of the enemy. At the

end of the inscription he says, " Every thing that my
majesty has stated, that did I in the presence of my
soldiers and horsemen." This event in the battle of the

Egyptians against the Cheta was made the subject of an

interesting poem by Pen-ta-urt; this composition was con-

sidered worthy to be inscribed upon papyri, and upon the

walls of the temples which Rameses built.

A little to the south of the Great Temple is a small

building of the same date, which was used in connexion

'

with the services, and on the walls of which are some

interesting scenes. It was re-opened a few years ago by

Mr. McCallum, Miss Edwards and party.

Early in the year 1892, Capt. J. H. L. E. John-
stone, R.E., together with a detachment of non-com-

missioned officers and men, arrived at Abll-Simbel with a

view of carrying out certain repairs to the face and side

of the great rock temple. They began by clearing away

several enormous masses of overhanging rock which, had

they fallen in, must have inflicted very great damage on

the colossal statues below ; and having broken them into

smaller pieces. Captain Johnstone used them for building

two walls at the head of the valley to prevent the drift sand

from burying the temple again, and for making a hard,

stone slope. The cynocephali which form the ornament

of the cornice were carefully repaired and strengthened,

and the original rock was in many places built up with
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Stone and cement. The whole of the sand and broken

stones which had become piled up in front of the entrance

to the small chamber re-opened by Mr. McCallum some

years ago was cleared away, and any dangerous break in the

rock was carefully repaired. All lovers of Egypt will

rejoice at the excellent way in which Captain Johnstone

has performed his difficult task, and we may now hope

that it will not be long before the repairs which are urgently

needed by temples and other "buildings in other parts of

Egypt are undertaken by the able officers of the Royal

Engineers.

The village of Wadi Halfah, on the east bank of the

Nile, 802 miles from Cairo, marks the site of a part of the dis-

trict called J _g' J^ © Buhen in the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tion, where, as at Derr and Ibrim, the god Harmachis was

worshipped. On the plain to the east of the village some

interesting flint weapons have been found, and a few miles

distant are the fossil remains of a forest. On the western

bank of the river, a little further south, are the remains of

a temple which, if not actually built, was certainly restored

by Thothmes III. It was repaired and added to by

later kings of Egypt, but it seems to have fallen into dis-

use soon after the Romans gained possession of Egypt.

The excavations recently carried out here by Lieut. H. G.

Lyons, R.E., have brought to light the ruins of temples

built by a king of the Xllth dynasty and Thothmes IV.

A few miles south of Wadi Halfah begins the second cata-

ract, a splendid view of which can be obtained from the

now famous rock of Abfisir on the west bank of the river.

Nearly every traveller who has visited Abu Simbel has been

to this rock and inscribed his name upon it ; the result is

an interesting collection of names and dates, the like of

which probably exists nowhere else.

A narrow gauge railway from Wadi Halfah to Sarras wa§
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laid down by the English a few years ago to carry troops and

stores above the Second Cataract, and until quite recently

about eighteen miles of it, passing through wild scenery,

remained in situ. The other part of it had been torn up by

the dervishes, who threw the iron rails into the cataract,

used the sleepers to boil their kettles, and twisted lengths of

the telegraph wires together to form spears. This line has

again been restored by the Egyptian army.

The remains of Egyptian temples, etc., at Semneh above

the second cataract are of interest, but it is probable that

they would not repay the traveller who was not specially

concerned with archaeology for the fatigue of the journey

and the expense which he must necessarily incur to reach

them.

AS
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LIST OF EGYPTIAN KINGS.

It should he home hi mind that the Egyptians never divided their ling:

into dynasties, and that this arrangement is 07ily adopted

herefor convenience of reference.

DyNASIY I., FROM THINIS, B.C. 4400.

Mena.

Mcm
Teta.

3-
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- MC^TTTj -MCIM
Nefer-ka-seker.Nefer-ka-Ra.*

Het'efa.

Dynasty III, from Memphis, e.g. 3966.

'•i€ a^T¥i

" MQhd
T'at'ai.

'• M CEy]
Neb-ka.

-m C^I
Ser.

"• wcm
Teta.

Set'es.

3-MCMID
Serteta.

24

Ahtes.

.5.
i5| f^^ul

Neb-ka-Ra.

Nefer-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Huni.

Dynasty IV., from Memphis, e.g. 3766. -.„

Senefem. xufu.
(Cheops.)

* Though O Ra is generally placed first in the cartouche, it is

generally to be read last,

t '^ = Se Rd, "son of the Sun."
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32-

xa-f-Ra.
(Chephren.)

] ma^
361

Shepses-ka-f.

3..i|{TMuJ
Sebek-ka-Ra.

34.m cikS]
I-em-hetep.

30. n ( o«4Vl
Men-kau-Ra.
(Mycerinus.)

Tet-f-Ra.

Dynasty V., from Elephantine, b.c. 3366.

Usr-ka-f. Sah-u-Ra.

Nefer-ka-ari-Ra, son of the Sun, Kakaa.

Nefer-f-Ra, son of the Sun, Shepses-ka-Ra.

Nefer-xa-Ra, son of the Sun, Heru-a-ka-u

Usr-en-Ra, son of the Sun, An.

41 c
.
TiTi i ii . i_n_i

Men-kau-Heru.
]
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o
42. MCVfTI] ¥ Qjrll

Tet-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Assa.

43. M (MH ^"'^-

Dynasty VI, from Memphis, b.c. 3266,

44. n cm G
.D

Teta. or Teta-mer-en-Ptah.

(Teta beloved of Ptah.)

45- m cmtui ¥ an]
46. m (_4lQ

Usr-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, AtL

9 O

D H^

47.

Meri-Ra, son of the Sun, Pepi (I.).

-9 O

Mer-en-Ka, son of the Sun, Heru-em-sa-f.

Nefer-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Pepi (II.).

49. M5^5k^ 50. M C^T^l
Ra-mer-en-se (?)-em-sa-f Neter-ka-Ra,

O
;' M 7No=uj ¥ G3S

Men-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Netaqerti.

(Nitocris.)
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Dynasties VII. and VIII., from Memphis; Dynasties

IX. and X., FROM HeRACLEOPOLIS, B.C. 3 1 00.

52.
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69. ^\^

-Ra-annuNefer-ka-Ra-annu.*

68.^1 O

Nefer-kau-Ra.

,JH
Nefer-kau-Heni.

- m Qm]
Nefer-ka-ari-Ra.

Dynasty XI., from Thebes.

Erpaf Antef.

72.

75-

|]

Antef.

Antef.Men-[tu-hetep].

(^ '» 1 I CD
Antef (?). Neter n.efer, Antef.

Beautiful god, Antef.

Son of the ^jgf_
Sun

Son of the ^.^_
Sun

Nub-xeper-Ra, son of the Sun, Antuf.

• After this name the tablet of Abydos has ^^ ( ® !a' Ml 1

. . . kau-Ra.

t Erpa, usually translated "hereditary prince" or "duke," is one

of the oldest titks of nobility in Egypt.
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Aha-Heru-Ra-apu-maat, son of the Antuf-aa.
Sun,

85.M(e1P~^

- mCH^g] ¥ CI
Aha-renpit-E.a-aput-maat, son of the Antef-aa.

Sun,

Tet-Ra-her-her-maat, son of the Antef.
Sun,

Senefer-ka-Ra.

Ra Neb-nem-Ra

Son of the Sun, MenSu-hetep (I.).

- m (ME)

Usr-en-Ra.

^
V

Se-Ra-Mena-hetep (11.).

^
y

Neb-hetep-Ra, son of the Sun, Men^-hetep (III.)-

Neb-taiu-Ra, son of the Sun, Men0-hetep (IV.).



91. mCZ^D
Neb-xeru-Ra, son of the Sun, Menfi'-hetep (V.).

Se-anx-ka-Ra,

93-

DyNASTY XII., FROM ThEBES, B.C. 2466.

Om (dSi\ ^ Q
Sehetep-ab-Ra, son ofthe Sun, Amen-em-hat (I.),

« M c^fir
i ^ c

)•

xeper-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Usertsen (I.),

G
95. m (on^yy]

immj,

96.

3
Nub-kau-Ra, son of the Sun, Amen-em-hat (II.).

O

MCZIEJ ^ CE^]
xeper-xa-Ra, son of the Sun, Usertsen (II.).

xa-kau-Ra, son of the Sun, Usertsen (III.).

o AT^^
u ^]

Maat-en-Ra, son of the Amen-em-bat (III.).
Sun,
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Maa-xeru-Ra, son of the Amen-em-hat (IV.).
Sun,

100. mdmin
Sebek-neferu-Ra.

Dynasty XIII., b.c. 2233.

.0.. m (^z^j
XU-taiu-Ra,

.0. m @H]
xerp-ka-Ra,

105

»3. m (iksi
.... em-hat.

Sehetep-ab-Ra.

M 0.1¥l
Auf-na.

Sean^-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Ameni-Antef-Amen-era-hat.

Semen-ka-Ra,

.08. M (oPg^^l
Sehetep-ab-Ra.

ka.

no
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"4. m H^^^u]
Ra-xerp(?)-xu-taiu Sebek-hetep (I.).

Semenx-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Mer-menfitu.

xerp-seuat'-taiu-Ra, son of the Sun, Sebek-hetep (II.).

117

xa-sexem-Ra, son of the Sun, Nefer-hetep.

' m GEKI ¥ CSS]
Ra-het . . . . se, son of the Sun, Het-Heru-se-

Q
'>- m (EMU ¥ (MM

xa-nefer-Ra, son of the Sun, Sebek-hetep (III.).

xa-hetep-Ra, son of the Sun, Sebek-hetep (IV.).

121,

^

Uah-ab-Ra-aa-ab.

Q m
xaa-xeru-Ra.

Neb-f-a(?)a-mer-Ra.

Ci e^ V — ^1

Nefer-ab-Ra,
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,
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^J
xa-anx-Ra, son of the Sun, Sebek-hetep (V.).

-7. ^
/WVVvA I I I

Mer-xei^p-Ra,

.0

'0 O
Men-xau-Ra, son of the Sun, Anab.

8. M fcfj^l ^ C^k^
xerp-uat'-xau-Ra, son of the Sun, Sebek-em-sa-f (I.).

<=* £^ \^

"1=*^ N\ t^-fl

xerp-ses'et-taiu-Ra, sou of the Sebek-em-sa-f (II.)'

Sun,

.30. m Rrf=i ^3^. M foiK^ig]
Sesusr-taiu-Ra, xeT" W'Uast-Ra.

xerp-uah-xa-Ra, son of the Sun, Ra-^etep.

Dynasty XIV.

-iiCSD ^ d
Mer-nefer-Ra, son of the Sun, Ai.

Mer-hetep-Ra, son of the Sun, Ana.

Seanxensehtu - Ra. Mer-xerp-Ra-an-ren.
2 B
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'37. m (opf^ 138. m (o^]
xa-ka-Ra.Seuat'-en-Ra

Ka-meri-Ra neter nefer Mer-kau-Ra.Ka-meri-Ra neter n

Seheb-Ra.

Sta-ka-Ra,

Mer-t'efa-Ra.

Uben-Ra.

Her-ab-Ra,

'46. M (o^Pml
Neb-sen-Ra.

Neb-t'efa-Ra Ra (w).

" M (3iJ3
Seuah-en-Ra.

4S- M (MM
Sexeper-en-Ra.

Tet-xeru-Ra.

150.

Dynasty XV., "Shepherd Kings."

i«CS ^?]

Aa-peh-peh-Set, son of the Sun, Nub-Set(?).

=• m (MBi
Banan,
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152. i^ V S aJwv $j$« J

153 *

Abeh(?)-en-xepei

QMS
Apepa.

154-

Dynasty XVI., "Shepherd Kings."

1 1 CSIlI ^ QUO
Neter nefer Aa-ab-taiu-Ra, son of the

Beautiful god. Sun,

Apepa,

or neter nefer Aa-qenen-Ra.

Dynasty XVII., froj[ Thebes,

Seqenen-Ra, son of the Sun, Tau-aa.

O
-5»- M CEol ¥ (S3I

Seqenen-Ra, son of the Sun, Tau-aa-aa.

157- \

t5

Seqehen-Ra, son of the Sun, Tau-aa-qen.

Uat'-xeper-Ra, son of the Sun, Kames.
2 B 2
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'59- 1 ^ r^ -^1

Suten hemt Aah-hetep.

Royal wife.

l6o. 1^,.<i:^ £11

Aah-mes-se-pa-ari.

Dynasty XVIII., from Thebes, b.c. 1700.

"MgC^lfl ¥ G3D
Neb-peh-peh-Ra, son of the Sun, Aahmes.

(Amasis I.)

Neter hemt Aah-mes-nefert-arL

Divine wife.

Ser-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Amen-hetep.

(Amenophis I.)

Aa-xeper-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Tehuti-mes.

(Thothmes I.)

.5. m (313 ^ (MS)
Aa-xeper-en-Ra, son of the Nefer-;(au-Tehuti-mes.

Sun, (Thothmes II.)
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Mat-ka-Ra, son of the Hat-shepset-xnem-Auien.

Sun, (Queen Hatshepsu.)

Men-xeper-Ra, son of the Sun, Tehuti-mes.

(Thothmes III.)

- m (AMU ^ 0°-iiil
Aa-xeperu-Ra, son of the Amen-hetepneterheqAnnu.

Sun, (Amenophis II.

)

169. ^\j

O

J} ¥ (MM
Men-xeperu-Ra, son of the Tehuti-mes xa-x5u.

Sun, (Thothmes IV.)

-mGS ^ 0133
Neb-mat-Ra, son of the Amen-hetep heq-Uast.

Sun, (Amenophis III.)

171- ^ ^ COM]
Suten hemt Oi.

(The Mesopotamian wife of Amenophis III.).

Nefer-xeperu-Ra- son of the Amen-hetep neter heq

ua-en-Ra,, Sun, Uast (Amenophis IV.),

(7i ^ '2L® ~N

XU-en-Aten.
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Suten hemt urt Nefer neferu-aten Neferti-i0.

Royal wife, great lady.

Anx-,\eperu-Ra, son of the Sea.a-ka-ne;(t-;(eperu-Ra

Sun,

Neb-xeperu-Ra, son of the Tut-anx-Amen heq Annu
Sun, resu (?)

;(eper-xeperu-mat-ari-Ra, son of the Atf-neter Ai neter

Sun, heq Uast.

iQI O

Ser-xeperu-Ra- son of the Amen-meri-en Heru-
setep-en-Ra, Sun, em-heb.

Dynasty XIX., from Thebes, e.c. 1400.

178. 11
O
1) % (3m}

Men-pehtet-Ra, son of the Sun, Ra-messu.
(Rameses I.)

Men-mat-Ra, son of the Sun, Ptah-meri-en-Seti.
'(Seti I.)

RMl^ CMMl
Usr-mat-Ra setep- son of the Ra-mcssu-meri-Ameu.

fp-Ra, Sun, (Ra II.)
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«
I "2 QMT} '" h\ (MM

Suten hemt Auset-nefert.

Royal wife.

Suten mut
Royal mother.

Tui.

^83.

Ba-Ra-meri-ea- son of the Ptah-meri-en-hetep-

Amen, Sun, her-mat.

(Meneptah I.)

Men-ma-Ra setep- son of the Amen-meses-beq-Uast.

en-Ra, Sun, (Amen-meses.)

Usr-xeperu-Ra-meri- son of the Seti-meri-en-Ptah.

Amen, Sun, (Seti II).

XU-en-Ra setep-en-Ra, son of the Ptah-meri-en-se-Ptah.

Sun, (Meneptah II.)

Usr-xau-Ra setep-en- son of the Ra-meri Amen-merer

Ka meri-Amen, Sun, Set-ne^t.

(Set-Ne^t.)

Dynasty XX., from Thebes, e.g. 1200.

Usr-mat-Ra-meri- son of the Ra-meses-heq-Annu.

Amen, Sun, (Raraeses III.)
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^N

Usr-mat-Ra setep- son of the Ra-meses-meri-Amen-

en-Amen, Sun, Ra heq mat.

(Rameses IV.)

I go, ^19^. ^ CMpS^Ci fi.

Usr-mat-Ra s-xeper- son of the Ra-mes-meri-Amen-

en-Ra, Sun, Amen suten-f.

(Rameses V.)

191.1^ c^Mm^Gm^m
Ra-Amen-mat- son of the Ra-Amen-meses neter

meri-neb. Sun, heq Annu.

(Rameses VI.)

192.
J>

O i£l¥(311ETD
Ra-usr-Amen-meri- son of the Ra-Amen-meses-ta

setep-en-Ra, Sun, neter-heq-Annu.

(Rameses VII.)

193' I O' o\ Dip
Ra-mat-usr-^u-en- son of the Ra-Amen-meses-meri-

Amen, Sun, Amen.

(Rameses VIII.)

194.
^si=f V ^iw^yl Sill V gl 1

1 o 1 Q AJ
Neb ta S-x^-en-Ra Meri- neb xau Rameses-se-Ptah.

Lord of the Amen, lord of crowns, (Rameses IX.)

land,

Nefer-kau-Ra son of the Ra-meses-merer-Amen-

setep-en-Ra, Sun, xa--Uast (?).

(Rameses X.)



196.
V «" r

Gi
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ffi]
Ra-xeper-mat setep- son of the Ra-mes suten (?) Amen.

en-Ra, S.m, (RamesesXI.

)

"S^CTP I C 13^ PD
Usr-mat-Ra setep- son of the Amen mer-R5-meses.

nu-Ra. Sun, (RamesesXII.)

Men-mat-Ra son of the Ra-meses-merer-Amen x'a

setep-en-Ra, Sun, Uast (?) neter heq Annu.
(Rameses XIII.)

Dynasty XXL, from Tanis, b.c. iioo.

I.

-20
/->. O V I W AAAAAA ^A/^A'V^ yj _/—

J

\ lli A_JL Vj I

Ra-neter-xeper setep-en- son of the Se-Amen meri-Ra.

Amen, Sun, (Se-Amen.)

<= Q \^ o-=» Q^ ill ™«»Ay| —Cf \^ 1 AAAA/. \ // .;?H J\

Ra-aa-xeper setep- son of the Araen-meri I'a-seb-xa-nu.

en-Amen, Sun, (Pasebxanu I.)

-MCSffi] ^ C Ml4u]l
Aa-seh-Ra, son of the Nefer-ka-Ra-meri-Amen.

Sun,

^°^- G^ i ^] "^ cnwi
User-Maat-Ra setep-en-

Amen,

son of the Meri-Amen Amen-
Sun, em-apt.

(Amenemapt.)
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203-
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oill
i< s

Het' heq son of the Meri-Amen Pa-seb-^a-nu.

Sun, (Pasebxanu II.)

Dynasty XXL, from Thebes, b.c. iioo.

II.

204.mCM m J
I M I H

S]
Neter-hen-tep en- son of the Her- Heru-se-Amen.

Amen, Sun, (Her-Heru.)

Prophet first of Amen,

205.
1 I 1 /WV\^A f

Neter hen tep en Amen Pa - an^
Prophet first of Amen Pa - an^.

-' m CMiD
Pai-net'em (I).

Xeper-xa-Rasetep- son ofthe

en-Amen, Sun,

Amen-meri-Pai-

net'em (II).

208.

209.

o
210. f^^^

V "^ rg=ai
Suten mut Hent-taiu.
Royal mother, Hent - taiu.

^ ra

MasaheraProphet first of Amen,

S^^\\|]
r child Royal, "I

Prophet first, Men-xeper-Ra, \ or son of > A
i.

King. J

men-meri Pai-net' em.
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w
• 1 1 . - \

Neter hen tep en Amen-Ra, Pai-net'em (III.)

Prophet first of Amen-Ra.

1 ^-d^^l^lll^
Neter hemt en Amen suten sat, suten Ijemt Mat-ka-Ra.

Divine wife of Amen, royal wife,

royal daughter,

Dynasty XXII., from Bubastis, b.c. 966.

G,

xeper-het'-Ra son of the Amen-meri-Shashanq.

setep-2n-Ra, Sun, (Shashanq I.)

214

215

Xeip-xeper-Ra son of the Amen-meri Uasarken.

selep-en-Ra, Sun, (Osorkon I.)

mC^A£\ s- Q ^
Usr-Maat-Ra, son of the

Sun,

Thekeleth.

21

217

Ra-usr-mat setep-en- son of the Amen-meri sa-Bast

Amen, Sun, Uasarken.

(Osorkon II.)

Xepersexem-Ra son of the Amen-Ra-meri

setep-en-Amen, Sun, Shash[anq].

(Shashanq II.)
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O frCHHO
Het'-Ra-setep-en-Amen son of the Amsn-meri Auset-meri

neter heq Uast, Sun, 8eke]e8.

(Takelethll.)

Usr-mat-Ra son of the Amen-meri-Shashanq heq

setep-en-Ra, Sun, neter Annu.
(Shashanq III.)

O

Usr-mat-Pa setep- son of the Amen-meri Pa-mai.

en-Air.en, Sun, (Pa-mai.)

Aa-xeper-Ra son of the

Sun,

c
Sasanq.

(Shashanq IV.)

Dynasty XXIII. , from Tanis, b.c. 766.

,0O

lEI ^ CEZ]
Se-her-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Peta-se-Bast.

223.
£)s

iOil

Aa-xeper-Ra son of the Ra-Amen-meri Uasarkena.

setep-en-Amen, Sun, (Osorkon III.)

224

Dynasty XXIV., from Sais, b.c. 733.

OO U G
Uah-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Bakenrenf.

Dy'nasty XXIV., FROM Ethiopia, b.c. 733.

u

Suten
King

Kasta.

Kashta.
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1

l^226. 4}^ o 1^^^^ I dWi
Men-xeper-Ra, son of the Sun, P-anxi.

'mQImEI ^ o
228,

Amen-meri P-anxi, son of the Sun, P-anxi.

Dynasty XXV., from Ethiopia, b.c. 700.

1 O

Nefer-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Shabaka.

(Sabaco.)

Y.

Tet-kau-Ra, son of the Sun, Shabataka.

'^'mi%^ £1 ¥ CTT]_ra A_

Ra-nefer-tem-xu, son of the Sun, Tahrq.

(Tirhakah.

)

Neter nefer Usr-mat-Ra setep- lord of two Amenrut.

God beautiful, en-Amen, lands,

Dynasty XXVI., from Sais, b.c. 666.

-'mGJ^l ¥ CUES
Uah-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Psem0ek.

(Fsummetichus I.,
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- mGIEI uM
Nem-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Nekau.

(NechoII.)

-mGlEI 1- GIk3
Nefer-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, PsemSck.

(Psammetichus II.)

Haa-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Uah-ab-Ra.

(Apries.

)

xnem-ab-Ra, son of the Sun, Ahmes-se-net.

(Amasis II.)

237- =*>fq
I /^/VA^ _fa V^_ _M:s: V ^ ^

Anx-ka-en-Ra, son of the Sun, Psem^ek.

(Psammetichus III.

DvNASTY XXVII. (Persian), b.c. 527.

3«- MC3M1 ¥ GESjH
Mesu^-Ra, son ofthe Sun, Kemba^et.

(Cambyses.

)

Settu-Ra. son of the Sun, Antariusha.

(Darius Hystaspes.)
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240. G I D
Lord of two

lands,

xshaiarsha.

(Xerxes the Great.)

H.. gi C^^«Hiiatipl
Artaxshashas.

(Artaxerxes.

)

242,

Ra-meri-Amen, son of the Sun, An^erirutsha.

(Darius Xerxes.

)

Dynasty XXVIII., from Sais,

Senen-en-Ptah-Mentu- son of the (xabbesha.)

setep, Sun,

Dynasty XXIX., from Mendes, b.c. 399.

-mGMD ^ (T >eTi^\;
Ba-en-Ra neteru- son of the

meri, Sun,

Niafaaurut.

xnem-mat-Ra, son of the Sun, Haker.

Ra-usr-Ptah-setep-en, son of the Sun, Psemut.
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Dynasty XXX., from Sebennytus, b.c. 378

O
[\\^ '

.t=J. CD"
S-net'em-ab-Ka son of the Next-Heru-hebt-meri-

setep-en-Amen, Sun, Amen.

(Nectanebus I.)

Xcper-ka-Ra, son of the Sun, Next-neb-f.

(Nectanebus II.)

Dynasty XXXI.,* Persians.

Dynasty XXXIL, Macedonians, b.c. 332.

- « CM51 ¥ C¥S=i]
Setep-en-Ra-meri- son of the Aleksantres

Amen, sun, (Alexander the Great.

)

neb taju Setep-en-Ra- son of the

meri-Amen, Sun,

Phiuliupuas

(PhiUp Aridaeus.)

2SJ. iWs
(
O ^ :>-

I G
.Q f^ ^ir^.^

Ra-qa-ab-setep-en-Amen, son of the Aleksantres.

Sun. (Alexander IV.)

* The word "dynasty" is retained here for convenience of classi-

fication.
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DvNASTY XXXIII., Ptolemies, b.c. 305.

Setep-en-Ra-meri- son of the Ptulmis

Amen, Sun, (Ptolemy I. Soter I.)

=1

253-
i

-^

Neter mut,

Divine Mother

G ]
Bareniket.

(Berenice I.)

Ra-usr-ka-meri-Amen, son of the Sun, Ptulmis

(Ptolemy II. Philadelphus.

)

Sutenet set suten sent suten hemt neb taiu Arsanat

Royal daughter, royal sister, royal wife, lady of the two lands (Arsinoe)

256.
I iz GEH]

Suten set suten sent

Royal daughter, royal sister

Pilatra.

(Philotera).

"•MQllMESE! 1-
Neteru-senu-ua-en-Ra-setep-Amen-xerp (?)-en-anx, son of the Son,

Ptualmis anx t'etta Ptah meri

Ptolemy (III. Euergetes I.), living for ever, beloved of Ptnh.

2 C
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C)

"^1:7 (Ji^i^M]
Heqt iieht taiu, Barenikat

Princess, lady of the two lands, (Berenice II.)

259- -|^ u
Neteru-menx-ua-[en]-Ptah-£etep-en-Ra-usr-ka-Amen-xerp (?) any,

9 O
V C:f)^tf^i'

son of the Sun Ptualmis an;^ t'etta Auset men
Ptolemy (IV. Philopator,) living for ever, beloved of Isis.

Suten set suten sent hemt urt nebt taiu

Royal daughter, royal sister, wife, great lady, lady of the two lands

Arsinai.

Arsinoe (III., wife of Philopator I.)

26t.
1= c^ \__^

Neteru-meri-ua-en-Ptah-setep-Ra-usr-ka-Amen-xerp-an;^,

V.eAL wn.
son of the Sun Ptualmis anx t'etta Ptah meri.

Ptolemy (V. Epiphanes) living for ever, beloved of Ptah.

262. Ptolemy VI. Eupator, wanting.

263.

Suten set sen hemt
Royal daughter, sister, wife,

A
_2a> . ^moy

Qlauapetrat.

(Cleopatra I).
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264. =f^ 11'salS^i
J>--2.

Neteru-^u (?)-ua-Ptah-xeper-setep-en-R5-Amen-ari-mat (?),

O .23. n^ii£}
son of the Sun. Ptualmis anx t'etta Ptah meri.

Ptolemy (VII. Philometor I.), living for ever, beloved of Ptah.

265.
qO ^'

' I
Sutenet set suten sent hemt .suten mut neb taiu

Royal daughter, royal sister, wife, royal mother, lady of the two lands.

( A.S3>,1
a ^

Qlauapetrat.

(Cleopatra II. wife of Philometor I.).

266. Ptolemy VIII. Philopator II. wanting.

Neteru-xu (?)-ua-en-Ptah-setep-en-Ra-Amen-ari-mat ^erp anx

son of the Sun. Ptualmis anx t'etta Ptah meri.

Ptolemy (IX. Euergetes II.), living for ever, beloved of Ptah.

268. Oj ^3:7

Suten net

King of North and South, lord of two lands,

(M a a-

:to Ml
.<2>-

Neteru-menx-niat-s-meri-net-ua-Ptah-;^erp (?)-setep-en-Ra-

Amen-ari-mat.
2 C 2
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CIS =^
287.

5Q0 S
s

(3,

'Q'Llh p

Autukreter Kaiseres Neruaui

Autocrator Caesar Nerva,

'\7T

,0

l7*>«^
the Sun's Traianes ent ^u Arsut Kermineqsa Ntekiques.
son, lord Trajan, he who (Augustus) Germanicus Dacicus.
of crowns, defendeth.

O G (BP
AO

-P (3

Autukreter Kiseres Trinus

Autocrator Caesar Trajan,

a

the Sun's son, lord of crowns.
535^^

Atrines ent ^u.
Hadrian, he who defendeth.

^J r—
Suten hemt
Royal wife,

290.

O

Sabinat

Sabina,

I] C^SMl]
Sebesta an^ t'etta.

Sebaste living for ever.

King of the North and South, lord of the world.

SoSSP^

piiMSffiMd
Autukreter Kiseres Gites Alis Atrins

Autocrator Ceesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus,

?Q0 a
s
a c0©

AAA/VVA rr.

the Sun's son,

lord of crowns.

111113
Antunines Sebes^esus Baus enti x^i-

Antoninus Augustus Pius, he who defendeth.
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291.
Cu

<s.

:

-JgS. 11—H—^
Autekreter Kaiseres

Autocrator Caesar,

2

the Sun's son, Aurelais Antinines ent ;^u anx t'etta

lord of crowns, Aurelius Antoninus, he who defendeth, living for ever

292.
(Sa-Sia

Autekreter

Autocrator

s

Kesers Luki

Cssar Lucius

(ESU CXifal
AuUi

Aelius

Uara anx 'tetta

Verus, living, for ever.

293- CIS CEmn]
Autekretirs Kisaures

Autocrator Ctesar,

5D. ^^3:7

O 2S2 c
(^^fl^_Jl\7D0

;© O. D ^
the Sun's son, lord of crowns, Kamtaus A-en-ta-nins enti xu.

Cominodus. Antoninus, he who
defendeth.

294. Autocrator Caesar

Sauris enti '^u.

Severus, he who defendeth.
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295. Autocrator Csesar I „vwv> D kJ I

Antanenes ent %u.

Antoninus [Caracalla] he wlio defendeth.

296. Autocrator Cssar c
Kat enti ;xu.

Geta he who defendeth.

297. Autocrator Cfesar f U ^ "^ ^ ^>^^

Taksas enti xu-

Decius he who defendeth.
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RECENT EXCAVATIONS IN EGYPT.

During the past year the work of excavating sites in

Egypt has been carried on with unprecedented activity, and

the net result has been a very considerable addition to our

knowledge of ancient Egypt. Under the able direction of

M. J. de Morgan, his staff have succeeded in clearing out

large portions of the temples of Thebes on both sides of

the river, and his own splendid discoveries have given to the

Gizeh Museum a marvellous collection of Xllth dynasty

jewellery. M. Naville has finished the clearing of Hatshep-

set's temple at Der el-Bahari on behalf of the Egypt

Exploration Fund ; Messrs. Botti and Hogarth have done

important work at Alexandria ; Prof Petrie has dug through

some two thousand graves containing the remains of what

he believes to be a new race ; M. Daressy and his colleagues

have unearthed many important objects in the ruins of the

Temples of Luxor and Medinet-Habu ; Miss Benson

discovered a statue of the scribe Amenemhat in the Temple

of Mut ; and some excavations conducted by natives have

resulted in the finding of that wonderful phalanx of wooden

soldiers now exhibited in the Gizeh Museum. At the

Museum Brugsch Bey has continued his work of arranging

the antiquities acquired by recent excavations, and the

promptness with which new "finds" are exhibited merits

great praise.

The chief official publications of the Gizeh Museum in

1894-5, are:—

Catalogue des Monuments et Inscriptions de VEgypte

Antique, par MM. J. de Morgan and Bouriant, Legrain,

Jequier and Barsanti ; Vienna, 1894; and

Fouilles a Dahchour, par MM. J. de Morgan and Berthelot,

Legrain, Jequier, Loret and Fouquet ; Vienna, 1895. ^
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DAHSHUR.

The brick pyramids of Dahshtlr, commonly called the

"black pyramids," lie on the edge of the sandy plain which

bounds the Nile Valley on the west ; one is situated to the

north of the village of Dahshur, facing the hamlet of

Menshiyyeh, and the other, some miles distant from the

first, stands more to the north, about half-way between

Menshiyyeh and Sakkara. The systematic exploration and

examination of these interesting monuments was the task

which the indefatigable Director-General of Antiquities set

himself during the winter of 1893-4.

The northern pyramid is built of bricks laid without mortar,

in place of which sand is used, and an examination of them

shows that they belong to the period of the XUth dynasty.

Soon after the work of clearing had been begun, a stone

bearing the cartouche of Usertsen HI. ( G Q ^ W ,,

J

was found, and thus a tolerably exact date was ascertained
;

on the 26th of February, 1894, the entrance to a pit was

found, and in the east corner there appeared an opening

which led through a gallery and sepulchral chamber to

several tombs. In one chamber were the fragments of a

sarcophagus and statue of Menthu-nesu, and in another was

the sarcophagus of Nefert-hent; it was quite clear that

these tombs had been wrecked in ancient days, and there-

fore to the pit by which they were reached M. de Morgan

gave the name, " Pit of the spoilers." Along the principal

gallery were four tombs, and in the second of these a queen

had been buried ; on the lower stage eight sarcophagi were

found, but only two were inscribed. Subsequently it was

found that the burial place of a series of princesses had

been found, and in consequence M. de Morgan called the

place " Gallery of Princesses." In one of the tombs (No. 3)
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a granite chest containing four uninscribed alabaster Canopic

jars was found, and in another similar chest a worm-eaten

wooden box, containing four Canopic jars, was also dis-

covered. The four sides of the box were inscribed, but

the jars were plain. While the ground of the galleries was

being carefully examined, a hollow in the rock was found,

and a few blows of the pick revealed a magnificent find ot

gold and silver jewellery lying in a heap among the fragments

of the worm-eaten wooden box which held it. The box

was about eleven inches long, and had been inlaid with silver

hieroghyphics which formed the name of the princess

Hathor-Sat, for whom the ornaments had been made. It

would seem that special care had been taken by the friends

of the deceased to conceal her jewellery, and thus the

ancient spoilers of the tomb had overlooked it. Among
the objects found of special interest are the following :

—

I. A gold pectoral, in the form of a shrine L , inlaid with

carnelian, emeralds, and lapis-lazuli. In the centre is

the cartouche of Usertsen II.
I

j|:=^=( G Q >

neteru hetep Kha-kheper-Ra, and on each side is the

hawk of Horus, wearing the double crown, and a disk

with pendant urseus and " life " |^ . The inlaying

and carving are magnificent specimens of the gold-

smith's work.

2. Two gold clasps of bracelets, each containing a iet y(

inlaid with carnelian, emeralds, and lapis-lazuli ; the

bracelets were set with pearls.

3. Gold collar-clasp, inlaid with carnelian, emeralds, and

lapis-lazuli, formed of two lotus flowers, the stems of

which intertwine and form a knot, and a head of

Hathor.
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4. Gold clasp, inlaid as before, formed of the hieroglyphicsm
5. Gold shells to form necklaces.

6. Six lions _2ai

.

7. Gold and lapis-lazuli cylindrical pendant, with ring.

8. Amethyst scarab inscribed with the prenomen of

Usertsen III. ( Q Q «\J „ j Khd-kau-Rd, and line

ornaments.

9 White glazed faience scarab inscribed, "Hathor-Sat,

royal daughter, lady of reverence " Vc^ ^^ 1^1 ^S^^
10. Amethyst scarab inscribed with a double scene of the

two Niles tying a cord around the emblem of "unity"

All the above objects belonged to the princess Hathor-

Sat ; the following belonged to the princess Merit, and they

were placed in a box and hidden in the same manner as

those of Hathor-Sat.

I. A gold pectoral in the form of a shrine, inlaid with

carnelian, emeralds, and lapis-lazuli ; the roof is

supported by lotus columns, from each of which springs

a lotus flower. In the centre is the prenomen of Usertsen

III., supported upon the right fore-paws of two

G

fore-paw rests upon the head of a prostrate foe

V J of red coloured skin, and each right hind-paw

rests upon the stomach of a negro, thus typifying the

sovereignty of the king over the light and dark races.

Above the cartouche and sphinxes is a hawk with out-

hawk-headed sphinxes which have on their heads

crowns of feathers and horns /^ . Each right
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Stretched wings, holding Q, the emblem of the sun's

orbit and eternity, in each claw. It would be impossible

to overpraise the beauty of this wonderful piece of

work and the harmonious blending of the colours.

Gold pectoral, in the form of a shrine, inlaid as before

In the centre is the inscription

I
T --
—-X i.e., " Beautiful god, the

'°
' - ^ lord of the North and

South, the smiter of all

eastern countries, Maat-en-

Ra (Amen-cm-hat III.).

Immediately above this inscription is a vulture with

outstretched wings, holding the emblems of " life " and
" stability " c\—' !ttJt==3 in each claw ; she is called

^37 i^^ '

' "lady of heaven, and mistress of the

North and South." On each side of the inscription is

a figure of the king, who stands about to smite with a

club a kneeling foe, whose hair he grasps with his right

hand. The hieroglyphics read y ?=^ "^

"the smiter of the Sati (Asiatics) and of the Menti

(Africans)." Behind the king is ¥ "life " with human

arms and hands moving a fan to waft the breath of

" life " to the king. The Menti are armed with daggers

and boomerangs.

Golden hawk, inlaid, with outstretched wings ; in each

claw he holds Q.
Necklace formed of ten large gold shells.

Necklace formed of eight large gold ornaments, each of

which is composed of four lions' heads.

Necklace of ninety-eight round and forty-three long

pearls.
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7. Necklace of amethyst, with spherical gold pendants

inlaid with carnelian, emeralds, and lapis-lazuli.

8. Necklace of 252 beautiful amethyst beads.

9. Gold clasp of a bracelet, inlaid as before ; the hiero-

glyphics read11^ (
° ^^ 1 A "^ "^^autiful

god, the lord of the North and South, Maat-en-Ra

(Amenemhat III.), giver of life."

10. Four gold lions, and two pendants in the form of a

lion's claws.

11. Two silver mirrors.

12. Gold clasps, inlaid as before, made in the form of the

hieroglyphics jv, i.e., "peace and gladness of heart."

13. Scarab of gold, carnelian, emerald, and lapis-lazuli,

forming the bezel of a ring.

14. Scarab inscribed J, ^l^K set in gold.

15. Lapis-lazuli scarab inscribed" Royal daughter, Merret,"

X
16. Lapis-lazuli scarab, set in gold, inscribed with the pre-

nomen and titles of Amenemhat III. | T ^w^ ^n=~

^
^^A'?"°i°^ "Beautiful god, the lord,

creator of things, Maat-en-Ra, giver ot life like the

Sun for ever."

17. Yellow glazed 7&«e«« scarab inscribed with the name of

the queen Khnem-nefer-het' It^^uIC/l '=^
\

18. Gold cylindrical stibium tube.

The wooden boats and sledge which were discovered

outside the wall enclosing the pyramid are worthy of note,

and are of considerable interest.
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The southern brick pyramid of Dahshiir is on a lower

level than the northern, and much of its upper portion has

been removed by tht felldhhi, who treated it as a quarry for

the bricks with which they built their houses. It is, how-

ever, in a better state of preservation tlian its fellow, and is

still an imposing object in the Egyptian landscape. M. de

Morgan's estimate of the length of each side is 125 feet;

this pyramid is^ like the northern, built of unburnt bricks,

and it was surrounded by a wall of unbaked bricks, which

enclosed the ground wherein the members of the royal

family were buried. While excavating in this spot, M. de

Morgan found some fragments of a base of a statue inscribed

with the prenomen of Amen-em-hat III.
(

'
'^^

and judging from this fact and from the general appearance

of the site, he would ascribe this necropolis to the period of

the Xllth dynasty. About 20 feet from the enclosing wall,

at the north-east corner of the pyramid, two pits were found,

and the second of these proved to be the entrance to a

tomb. An inclined brick wall led to a small vaulted door,

and in the ruins here the workmen found a small beautifully

worked gilded wooden statue, on the base of which was

inscribed, "Horus, the son of the Sun, of his body, giver of

life," ^^^ ._C^] A f •
^^^'- "^^

statue were two Canopic jars of alabaster, inscribed with

the prenomen of a new king f O j-^ 'O'
J
Au ab-Ra, who it

seems was co-regent with Amenemhat IV.; the nomen of

this king was
[ ^ 1

O''
( ^=S^ I

J^eru. In

the tomb of this king were found :

—

I. A magnificent wooden shrine for the statue of the ka

LJ of king Au-ab-Ka or Heru.
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2. Statue in wood of the ka
\ ]

of king Au-ab-Ra, a unique

object of tiie liighest interest ; the execution is simply

wonderful. It is worthy of note that there was nothing

on this figure to indicate the royal rank of him for

whom it was made.

3. Rectangular alabaster stele with an inscription of king

Au-ab-Ra in fourteen lines ; the hieroglyphics are

painted blue.

4. Rectangular alabaster stele inscribed with a prayer for

funeral offerings for the same king.

5. Alabaster altar inscribed with four lines of hieroglyphics.

6. Two alabaster libation vases inscribed.

7. Small wooden statue of the ka of the king, covered with

gold leaf; the eyes are of quartz set in silver.

8. Box for holding the sceptres and weapons of the king.

In the coffin the wrecked mummy of the king was

found.

On the 15th and i6th February, 1895, M. de Morgan

succeeded in bringing to light, in the necropolis of Dahshtir, a

further " find" of jewellery. These beautiful and interesting

objects were found in the tombs of the princesses Ita and

Khnemit, which are situated to the west of the ruined

pyramid of Amenemhat II. By good fortune they had

been overlooked by the plunderers of tombs in ancient days,

and so both the tombi; and the coffins inside them re-

mained in the state in which they had been left by the

friends of the deceased more than four thousand years ago.

Among the objects found were the following :

—

1. Bronze dagger, set in a gold handle inlaid with car-

nelian, lapis-lazuli, and emerald;

2. Pieces of gold and lapis-lazuli from the sheath of the

above.

3. Two golden bracelets.

4. Two silver plaques from a necklace.
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5. Two gold clasps in the form of U, inlaid with carnelian,

lapis-lazuli, and emerald.

6. A carnelian hawk.

7. Two golden heads of hawks, inlaid with carnelian, etc.

8. One hundred and three gold objects in the form or

¥ W
I

, inlaid with carnelian, etc.

9. One hundred and fourteen gold objects in ihe form of

Q and [I , inlaid with carnelian, etc.

10. A large number of gold, carnelian, lapis-lazuli, and

emerald beads.

11. Two golden crowns inlaid with carnelian, etc.

12. Twenty-four gold amulets, inlaid with carnelian, etc.,

in the form of the hieroglyphics "5)

,

f'i'l't'l'S'^-=-'^-

BALLAS AND NAKADA.

During the winter of 1894-5, Prof Petrie conducted a

series of excavations along the desert edge between Ballas

and Nakada, about 30 miles north of Thebes. He states

that, in the course of his work, he found a mastaba pyramid,

similar to that of Sakkara, and a number of tombs of the

IVth, Vth, and Vlth dynasties; the pyramid, and all the

tombs save one, had been plundered in ancient days. He
believes his main discovery to be that of "a fresh and

hitherto unsuspected race, who had nothing of the Egyptian

civilization." The early announcements of his discovery

stated that they were cannibals. According to Prof Petrie,

they lived after the rule of the IVth dynasty, and before

that of the Xllth. " This new race must therefore be the

" people who overthrew the first great civilization of Egypt,

2 D 2
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" at the fall of the Vlth dynasty, and who were in turn over-

" thrown by the rise of the Xlth dynasty at Thebes. As the

" Xth dynasty in Middle Egypt was contemporary with the

" greater part of the Xlth dynasty, this limits the new race to

" the age of the Vllth to the IXth dynasties (about 3000 B.C.),

" who ruled only in Middle Egypt, and of whom no trace

" has been yet found, except a few small objects and a tomb
" at Siut. The extent to which Egypt was subdued by these

" people is indicated by their remains being found between
" Gebelen and Abydos, over rather more than a hundred
" miles of the Nile valley The invaders completely

" expelled the Egyptians." Their graves were square pits,

measuring usually 6x4x5 feet. " The body was in-

" variably laid in a contracted position, with the head to the

" south, face west, and on the left side A regular

" ceremonial system is observable From the uni-

" formity of the details it is clear that a system of belief was
" in full force." *

DER EL-BAHARt.

The clearing of the famous Temple of Hatshepset, built

at Der el-Bahari by her architect Sen-mut, has been carried

out by MM. Naville and Hogarth for the Egypt Exploration

Fund ; the work has extended over nearly three winters,

and has cost a large sum of money. This temple now
presents a striking appearance, whether seen from the

Luxor or the Kiirna side, and every visitor will much
appreciate the excellent results which have attended the

completion of this great undertaking.! Arch^ologists will

* Quoted from Petrie : Catalogue of a Collection of Egyptian

Antiquities discovered in 1895, between Balias and Nagada ; London,

1895. The objects exhibited at University College are of very con-

siderable interest.

+ M. Naville calculates that in two winters only he had removed

from the Temple 60,000 cubic metres of rubbish and stones, which

were carried away to a distance of 200 yards.
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be interested to know that the newly found fragments of

the wall upon which the expedition to Punt is depicted all

agree in pointing to the eastern side of Africa as the

country which the Egyptians called Punt; some of the

animals in the reliefs are identical with those found to this

day on the Abyssinian coast, and the general products of

the two countries are the same. Punt was famous for its

ebony, and all tradition agrees in making Abyssinia, and

the countries south and east of it, the home of the ebony

tree. The tombs at Der el-Bahari were opened many, many

years ago, and a very large number of the coffins with which

Marietle furnished the first Egyptian Museum at Bulak

came from them ; since that time the whole site has been

carefully searched by diggers for antiquities, hence com-

paratively few antiquities have been unearthed by M. Naville.

On February ist he succeeded in discovering an untouched

mummy-pit, and in a small chamber hewn in the solid rock,

about twelve feet below the pavement, he found three

wooden rectangular coffins (each containing two inner

coffins), with arched lids, wooden hawks and jackals,

wreaths of flowers, and a box containing a large number of

ushabtiu figures. These coffins contained the mummies of

a priest called Menthu-Tehuti-auf-ankh, and of his mother

and of his aunt ; they belong to the period of the XXVIth

dynasty, or perhaps a little earlier.

The great interest which attaches to the name of the able

queen Hatshepset, and the romantic circumstances under

which she lived and reigned, have induced many to endeavour

to discover her mummy and her tomb ; up to the present,

however, all search has failed to bring either to light. During

his excavations M. Naville has kept this fact steadily before

him, and he eventually found a place which, he says, was

not improbably her tomb. In the passage between the

retaining wall of the middle platform and the enclosure he

came upon an inchned plane cut in the rock and leading to
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the entrance of a large tomb. The rubbish was untouched;

the slope had evidently been made for a large stone coffin
;

beyond the entrance he found a long sloping shaft which

ended in a large chamber. The plain coffin containing

bones which he found therein had never been intended for

such a tomb, and his conclusion is that the body for whom
the tomb was made was never laid in it. It may be that

it was prepared for Hatshepset herself.

During the last days of the excavations at Der el-Bahari,

M. Naville's worl<men came upon a very interesting

"foundation deposit" which tliey discovered in a small

rock-hewn pit. It consisted of fifty wooden hoes, four

bronze slabs, a hatchet, a knife, eight wooden models of

adzes, eight wooden adzes with bronze blades, fifty wooden

models of an implement of unknown use, ten pots of

alabaster, and ten baskets ; above these were a few common
earthenware pots, and over all were some mats. All the

objects bear the same inscription, i.e., the prenomen and

titles of queen Hatshepset.

TEMPLE OF MUT.

In the Temple of Mut, by permission of the authorities.

Miss Margaret Benson carried out some excavations, and

in the first court discovered an almost perfect black

granite squatting statue of a scribe called Amen-em-hat

On the front were several lines of well cut hieroglyphics

containing prayers to the various great gods of Thebes,

and the cartouches on it of Amenophis II. show that the

deceased flourished during the first half of the XVIIIth

dynast}', about B.C. 1550. The statue is about two feet

high, and probably stood in a prominent place in the

temple with which he was associated. This site had been

dug through more than once by Mariette and by natives,

and Miss Benson's " find " indicates that the neighbouring
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ground should be explored once again. Further

excavations by Miss Benson brought to light about forty

Sekhet figures, and cartouches of Rameses II., Rameses III.,

Rameses IV., Rameses VI., and Shishak I. inscribed upon

statues and walls.

ALEXANDRIA.

Among archffiologists of all nationalities for some years

past the con /iction has been growing that systematic exca-

vations should be undertaken at Alexandria : it was felt

that but little of a serious nature had been done, and

that unless work were begun soon the few sites available

for excavation would be built over, and that the chance of

the discovery either of new information or " finds " would

be lost for ever. As it is, building operations have

advanced with extraordinary rapidity, and what the builder

leaves the sea claims. There seems little chance of

discovering any portions of the great libraries which

flourished at Alexandria in its palmy days, and there is

equally little chance that any of its famous buildings

remain to be discovered; the utmost that maybe hoped

for is the recovery of monuments and inscriptions of the

late Grseco-Roman period. The cuttings of the Alexandria-

Ramleh railway, and private diggings made for laying

foundations of houses and drains, have yielded a number

of interesting objects, but they have added comparatively

little to our knowledge. To preserve these remains in a

systematic manner, the municipality of Alexandria founded

a museum, the direction of which has been placed under

the able care of M. Botti; here are exhibited a most

interesting series of monuments typical of Egypto-Grasco

art during the period of the rule of the Ptolemies and

during the early centuries of the Christian era. The

collection has been added to steadily, and learned bodies
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in Europe have enriched it by gifts of casts of important

objects preserved in their museums and by donations of

books with a view of founding a suitable library. Quite

recently Mr. D. O. Hogarth, under the auspices of the

Egypt Exploration Fund, assisted by Messrs. E. E. Benson

and E. R. Bevan of the British School of Archeology at

Athens, during two months' work at Alexandria made a

series of explanatory borings about the central quarter

of the ancient city, including the region of Fort Kom-al-

Dikk, the reputed site of the Soma, and in the eastern

cemeteries. Mr. Hogarth's conclusions are, he says,

definite, though negative. The results of his work show

that an uninteresting deposit, from 15 to 20 feet thick, of

the Arab period, lies over all the central part of the

Roman town ; that the remains of the Roman town are in

bad condition, and that their appearance indicates that

they have been ruined systematically ; that immediately

below, and even above the Roman level, water is tapped,

and that the stratum earlier than the Roman must be

submerged, the soil having subsided. Such definite facts

do away, once and for all, with any hope of the discovery

of papyri.

8 \mv- T^
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THE EXCAVATIONS OF
MM. AMELINEAU AND J. DE MORGAN.

During the winter of 1895-96 M. Amelineau began to

excavate a very important site at a place called by the

natives 'Amrah, situated about four miles from Abydos.

It seems that for some years before this date certain natives

had been aware of the existence at this spot of a number of

graves of a remarkable character, and the objects from

them which had found their way into the hands of the

dealers excited much comment, and raised considerable

curiosity among Egyptologists and ethnographers. The

labours of M. Amelineau were rewarded by the discovery

of a large amount of pottery, flints, and other objects, and

also by the finding of a number of curious graves of a kind

which were up to that time unknown. The graves are all

similar in form, and consist of an oval pit sunk in the

ground to a depth varying from iive to six feet ; the sides

are almost perpendicular, and the general appearance of

each is that of a gigantic pie dish. Here, lying on the left

side, is the body, which, though not mummified, has in

some instances certainly been treated with some preser-

vative substance. The arms are bent so that the hands

are in front of the face, and the legs are bent so that the

knees are on a level with the breast. Round the body

are arranged a number of rough vases filled with ashes or

bones of animals, and close to it are found vessels painted

with various rough designs, red terra-cotta vases with the

edges blackened and varnished, stone pots, figures of

animals, fish, etc., in green schist, flints, the weapon of the
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deceased, and sometimes ornaments in shell occur with

these. Bronze objects are very rare, and when found in

these tombs they are small, consisting of pins and such

like. The most striking feature in connection with them is

the position of the body. The mas.'abas at Sakkara, which

date from the IVth dynasty, have the bodies in them lying

flat upon their backs, and no instance is known in Egypt,

during its subsequent history, of a body having been buried

l}'ing upon its side. The bodies which were mummified

and swathed in linen were also laid ujion their backs in

their tombs, and it is certain that for a period of nearly five

thousand years this custom was in universal use. Whether

the body was mummified in the most expensive manner, or

whether it was merely steeped in natron before burial, no

difference was made in this respect. Usually, too, in

Egyptian tombs the deceased is laid with his face towards

the east, but in the graves of 'Amrah no general rule of this

kind obtains. It is early yet to pronounce any definite

opinion as to the race to which the people buried at

'Amrah and cognate settlements belonged, but there is

sufficient evidence to show that they differed physically in

some respects very considerably from the Egyptians with

whose bodies we have been acquainted. That they are

earlier in point of date than most of the Egyptian monu-

ments now known is certain, but by how many centuries

cannot be said. MM. Amelineau and J. de Morgan

believe that many of the objects which they found in

the course of their respective diggings belong to a pre-

historic period, and the latter gentleman assigns the graves

definitely to the Neolithic period, and to that stage of it

when the use of stone had begun to be superseded by that

of metal. Other scholars take the view that both the

tombs and objects found in them belong to a very much

later period, and it has even been suggested that they are

as late as the period of the Xllth dynasty. There seems,
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however, to be no good ground for this last view, and those

who are skilled in comparative ethnography consider that,

although the tombs are probably not prehistoric, yet they

belong to the earliest pha.^e of Egyptian civilization as we

know it, and are not likely to be later than the time of the

Ilnd dynasty. It is certain that the burial customs of the

old stone age would survive for a very considerable time

during the new, and that in places they would be jealously

observed long after the use of metal had become general.

In any case we have not enough facts yet, and the first

thing to be done is to collect all the material possible, and

to wait until anthropologists and ethnographers— who alone

are able to decide the question, which is not one of

Egyptology—have had time to discuss the knowledge of

these most remarkable monuments which we actually have,

and to weigh carefully the evidence which is to be deduced

from them. The results of M. Amdlineau's excavations

are described by him in Les Nouvelles Fouilles d^Abydos,

Angers, 1896; and a valuable discussion on the whole

question will be found in M. J. de Morgan's Recherches sur

les Origines de I'Egypte : L'Age de la Pie?-re et les Metaux,

Paris, 1896.
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